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PREFACE

This publication is a compilation of documents presented at the First
NASA/Industry High-Speed Research Configuration Aerodynamics Workshop held on

February 27-29, 1996, at NASA Langley Research Center. The purpose of the workshop
was to bring together the broad spectnma of aerodynamicists, engineers, and scientists

working within the Configuration Aerodynamics element of the HSR Program to
collectively evaluate the technology status and to define the needs within Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Analysis Methodology, Aerodynamic Shape Design,

Propulsion/Airframe Integration (PAI), Aerodynamic Performance, and Stability and
Control (S&C) to support the development of an economically viable High-Speed Civil

Transport (HSCT) aircraft. To meet these objectives, papers were presented by

representatives from NASA Langley, Ames and Lewis Research Centers, Boeing,
McDonnell Douglas, Northrop-Grumman, Lockheed-Martin, Vigyan, Analytical Services,

Dynacs, and RIACS.

The workshop was organized in 12 sessions as follows:

• Introduction/Overviews

• Overviews

• PAII

• PAIII

• Analysis and Design Optimization Methods

• Experimental Methods

• Design Optimization - Applications I

• Design Optimization - Applications II
• Design Optimization - Applications Iff/Validation

• Reynolds Number Effects

• Stabilityand Control

•High Lift

Appreciationisexpressed totheindividualsatNASA Langley, NASA Ames,

McDonnell Douglas, and Boeing who developed thestructureand contentof the

workshop; tothesessionchairsand speakerswho contributedtothetechnicalquality;and

to themany individualswho contributedtotheadministrationand logisticsof the

workshop. A listof attendeesisincludedinthisdocument.

Richard M. Wood

NASA Langley Research Center
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A Computational/Experimental Study of Two Optimized Supersonic

Transport Designs and the Reference H Baseline

Susan E. Cliff, Timothy J. Baker, Raymond M. Hicks, and James J. Reuther

1 Abstract

Two supersonic transport configurations designed by use of non-linear aerodynamic optimization methods

are compared with a linearly designed baseline configuration. One optimized configuration, designated Ames

7-04, was designed at NASA Ames Research Center using an Euler flow solver, and the other, designated

Boeing W27, was designed at Boeing using a full-potential method. The two optimized configurations and the

baseline were tested in the NASA Langley Unitary Plan Supersonic Wind Tunnel to evaluate the non-linear

design optimization methodologies. In addition, the experimental results are compared with computational

predictions for each of the three configurations from the Euler flow solver, AIRPLANE. The computational

and experimental results both indicate moderate to substantial performance gains for the optimized configu-

rations over the baseline configuration. The computed performance changes with and without diverters and

nacelles were in excellent agreement with experiment for all three models. Comparisons of the computational

and experimental cruise drag increments for the optimized configurations relative to the baseline show ex-

cellent agreement for the model designed by the Euler method, but poorer comparisons were found for the

configuration designed by the full-potential code.

2 Introduction

The High Speed Research (HSR) program was chartered to develop and evaluate non-linear aerodynamic

optimization methods. New methods were sought to design advanced configurations with substantial improve-
ments in the aerodynamic efficiency of supersonic transports designed by classical linear methods. The Boeing

Reference H configuration was used as the starting baseline geometry to evaluate the design methodologies

and determine if non-linear methods can improve the performance of linear-based designs. The Reference

H configuration was designed by Boeing Aircraft Corporation using linear based optimization methods, and
has been shown experimentally to have performance characteristics indicative of a good linear design. Al-

though non-linear methods have been used for several years to design configurations operating at transonic

speeds where the non-linear effects are large, this study represents one of the first applications of non-linear

optimization methods to supersonic transport design.
Two different non-linear optimization methods were used to redesign the Reference tt configuration with the

objective of improving the aerodynamic performance at the supersonic cruise Mach number. The first method

was developed at NASA Ames Research Center using an Euler flow solver coupled to a unconstrained quasi-

Newton optimization algorithm [1, 2]. The second method was developed at the Boeing Aircraft Company
and used a full-potential flow solver coupled to an constrained optimization code [3]. For each of the optimized

designs, the wing camber and twist were modified while the planform and thickness distributions remained the
same as those of the Reference H configuration. The entire fuselage camber of the Boeing W27 configuration

was modified, whereas only the forebody camber was changed on the Ames 7-04 design. The geometries

resulting from the two optimization methods were very different, but both were predicted to have better

performance than the baseline.
An unstructured tetrahedral mesh generator capable of modeling complete aircraft was used in conjunction

with an Euler flow solver to evaluate the performance of the optimized configurations. The two codes together

are called AIRPLANE. The AIRPLANE code has been extensively evaluated on numerous configurations, and

has been shown to provide accurate and reliable results. AIRPLANE was used as part of the design process

at Ames to provide the differences in the surface pressures and forces between the complete configuration, and

the wing/body configuration. The differences in the lower surface pressures with and without nacelles from
the AIRPLANE solutions were added to the wing/body pressures computed within the optimization code, by

interpolating the pressures from AIRPLANE onto the nodes of the wing/body grid used during optimization.

This provided a method of incorporating the effects of the diverters and nacelles on the wing lower surface in
845



the computations during optimization. AIRPLANE was also used to evaluate the complete configurations of
the intermediate and final designs obtained at Ames and Boeing.

This report compares the AIRPLANE computational results with experimental data for the final designs
of the two optimized configurations and the baseline Reference H configuration. The performance increments

of the optimized configurations relative to the baseline, and the performance differences of the configurations
with and without nacelles and diverters will be shown.

3 Experimental Models and Instrumentation

Wind tunnel models of the two optimized configurations were manufactured to the 1.675% scale of an existing
model of the baseline Reference H configuration. The models were made primarily of stainless steel, with

aluminum fore- and aft-bodies. A single set of aluminum nacelles was used on all models including the

baseline to eliminate nacelle manufacturing tolerance from becoming an issue in determining drag increments
between models. Individual diverters were manufactured to fit the different wing lower surfaces of each model.

The fuselage of the existing baseline model was truncated a short distance from the wing trailing edge and
bored to accept a balance/sting assembly. The optimized models were truncated at the same location, and

bored to accept the same balance. It was very important that the same balance be used with all models,

to eliminate the possibility of any discrepancies in the data resulting from different balances. The optimized
models were primarily force models, instrumented with only enough pressures for base and cavity corrections

to the balance data. These pressure taps were located within the balance cavity, on the base of the truncated

fuselage, and on the base of the nacelles. The baseline model had 177 static pressure ports that were not used
for this test.

The models were tested in the Langely Unitary Plan Supersonic Wind Tunnel (UPWT), at a Reynolds
number of 4.{J million per foot at Mach 2.4. The three models were tested with transition disks attached near

the leading edges of the model surfaces to promote transition from laminar to turbulent flow to simulate flight
boundary layer characteristics. The circular disks were 0.010 inches in height and placed 0.10 inches apart

on the fuselage and nacelle surfaces, and 0.20 inches apart along the highly swept leading edge of the wing
for more uniform spacing. The disks were located 0.4 inches from the wing leading edge, 1.0 inch from the

fuselage nose, and 0.875 inches from the nacelle leading edge. Transition was verified by use of a sublimating

chemical during the wind tunnel test. Installation photographs of the three configurations are shown in Figs
1-3.

4 Mesh Generation Issues and Computational Requirements

All computations were carried out with the AIRPLANE code [4, 5]. AIRPLANE uses a vertex based finite

volume method to solve the Euler equations on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. The mesh generator employs
a Delaunay triangulation algorithm [6, 7] to create a tetrahedral mesh throughout the flowfield. AIRPLANE

has proven to be very reliable and capable of handling a variety of complex geometries. It has been used
extensively in several supersonic transport studies [8, 9, 10].

Unstructured tetrahedral meshes were developed for all three configurations with and without nacelles and

boundary layer diverters. The configurations were meshed in a modular fashion so that components could easily

be removed or interchanged, and meshes for different configurations could be generated in a straightforward

manner. The breakdown of the components for the baseline Reference H configuration are shown in Fig 4. The

thin boundary layer diverters made it challenging to obtain high quality surface meshes in the region where

the diverters attach to the wing lower surface. In order to obtain grids with accurate surface representation,

each nacelle and diverter comprised one component in the data set, where the diverter is extended through
the upper surface of the wing, and contains a portion of the upper wing surface (seen in the upper surface
view of the figure). Accurate grids in the nacelle/diverter/wing region could successfully be obtained with the

nacelles and diverters as one component. In addition, the nacelle/diverter assembly could be easily removed

to generate a mesh for the wing/body configuration. The inboard wing and middle portion of the fuselage
comprised one component which was later split into two components for the Ames 7-04, and Boeing W27

configurations to more easily obtain accurate surface triangulations along the intersection between the wing
and fuselage. Accurate surface triangulations near intersections of adjoining components were easily obtained

since AIRPLANE contains logic which does not allow different components to triangulate together except at

the intersection between components. The mid and outboard portion of the wing were treated as separate

components split along the sides of the extended diverter in a streamwise cut to the wing leading edge. The

forward fuselage, and aft fuselage/horizontal tail were also defined as separate components, but could just as .

well have been combined to form a single component together with the mid-fuselage/inboard wing. Individual
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vertical tail and yahuddi components were used to take advantage of the logic within the AIRPLANE code to

provide accurate intersections between fuselage components.

The computations required approximately 1,000 iterations to achieve 4 ortiers of magnitude reduction of

the average residual at Mach 2.4. The computations were carried out on an IBM SP2 and a Cray YMP,

both located at Ames. The SP2 computer system consists of 160 IBM 590 processors running in parallel.

The parallelized version of the AIRPLANE code has been shown to give linear speed up [11] as the number

of processors is increased. Converged solutions for these cases (1,000 iterations) were achieved in under 25
minutes using 64 nodes with meshes of approximately 459,000 points and 2.77 million tetrahedral cells. The

solutions on a single processor on the Cray-YMP required approximately 3 hours for the same number of

iterations. The exceptional speed-up in computational time on the SP2 permitted computations of full polars
to be obtained within a reasonable turnaround time.

5 Corrections Applied to Computational Results

Several corrections were made to the computed axial force coefficients to compare the inviscid computations
with the experimental data. A flat plate skin friction coefficient was calculated for the model scale and wind

tunnel Reynolds number and added to the axial force coefficients computed with AIRPLANE. The same skin

friction coefficient values were used for all three configurations. These values were 0.005314 for wing/body
computations, and 0.007196 for wing/body/nacelle computations. The skin friction of the diverters was

negligible and was not added. The drag associated with the trip disks used to promote transition from laminar

to turbulent flow in the wind tunnel was also applied to the computations. This value was estimated for the

Langley UPWT test using the data from a trip drag study on the baseline Reference H configuration in the

NASA Ames 9x7 Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The results of this study showed that 2.0 counts of drag were

attributed to the trip disks on a 2.7% scale model with 0.01 in. trip disk height at Mach 2.4, and Reynolds
number of 3 million.

The accuracy of this number is questionable since it depends upon the overall accuracy of the drag mea-
surements in the test. This value could be in error by 20percent, since the repeatability of the data from

the 9x7 test was approximately 0.25 to 0.5 count. To estimate a trip drag for the 1.675% scale model, the

2.0 counts were multiplied by the ratio of the model scales (0.027/.01675) to obtain 3.2 counts. This value

was added to the computed axial force coefficients of all configurations. The final correction was a scaling of
the flat plate skin friction values obtained for the baseline configuration by the ratio of the wetted areas of

each optimized configuration to that of the baseline. The full scale wetted areas for the three configurations

were 1.459 million sq in, 1.456 million sq in, and 1.467 sq in, for the baseline, Ames 7-04, and Boeing W27
configurations, respectively. The corrections are summarized below:
RefH

W/B 0.006314 + 0.00032 = 0.006634
W/B/N 0.007196 + 0.00032 = 0.007516

Arnes7- Of

W/B 0.006314(1.45617/1.45932) + 0.00032 = 0.006620

W/B/N 0.007196(1.45617/1.45932) + 0.00032 = 0.007500
Boeing W27

W/B 0.006314(1.46695/1.45932) + 0.00032 = 0.006667
W/B/N 0.007196(1.46695/1.45932) + 0.00032 = 0.007554

These values were added to the axial force coefficients obtained from AIRPLANE and the lift and drag were
computed by rotating the body axis forces (normal and axial) by the angle of attack to obtain the wind axis
forces (lift and drag).

Other corrections could have been made, such as obtaining different trip drag values with and without

nacelles, or adding the skin friction for the diverters, but these differences are probably less than 1/10 of a

count and are not measurable; the short term repeatability of the data obtained in the Langley UPWT was
approximately 1.0 count.

6 Qualitative Results

The computed surface pressure coefficients for the three configurations are shown in isometric, front, and side
views in Figs 5-7. The AIRPLANE solutions were obtained at Mach 2.4, and a lift coefficient of 0.12. The

angles of attack needed to obtain a CL of 0.12 were; 4.25 degrees for the baseline and Ames 7-04 configurations,
and 6.25 degrees for the Boeing W27 configuration. The two degree increase in angle of attack needed to attain

a CL of 0.12 for the Boeing W27 configuration, was due to a drooped leading edge and lower wing incidence
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(comparefront views of Figs 5-7). At a quick glance, the pressure contours on the lower surface look similar

for the three configurations (compare isometric views in Figs 5-7). The most noticeable difference is seen on

the fuselage near the inboard wing leading edge. The Ames 7-04 configuration exhibits more uniform pressures

in this region with more positive pressure than the Boeing W27 configuration, which should result in more lift

in this region. A large increase in the forebody camber of the Ames 7-04 configuration is evident in the side

views of the configurations (compare Fig 5 with Figs 6-7). A previous forebody camber optimization study,

using the method developed at Ames, found that increased camber reduced the cruise drag and increased the

pitching moment at zero lift on the Reference H configuration. Those results provided some assurance that

the increased fuselage camber of the Ames 7-04 configuration would have similar performance benefits.
Both methods of modifying the wing camber and twist during optimization resulted in surface waviness (seen

in the isometric views) on the two optimized configurations. The surface of the Boeing W27 configuration
is more wavy than the Ames 7-04 configuration, and is seen in both the chordwise and spanwise directions,

whereas the Ames configuration waviness is primarily in the spanwise direction. The assumption in the

Ames design is that configuration waviness in the streamwise direction is more likely to increase form drag
than in the spanwise direction, since the flow is predominately chordwise. The lack of smoothness in the

spanwise direction for the Ames configuration results from localized modifications in the spanwise direction.

The waviness could be reduced by using less wing defining sections, but this would limit the design space.

The gradient information for inviscid flow (the partial derivatives with respect to the design variables) may

not be accurate enough to detect small changes in the forces related to surface waviness. The surfaces of the

final designs from both optimization methods were smoothed prior to model construction and the AIRPLANE
evaluations. The amount of surface waviness which can be tolerated needs to be studied to determine criteria

for acceptable levels of surface waviness.

Planform views of the AIRPLANE upper and lower surface pressures for the optimized configurations are

shown in Figs 8-9. The upper surface oblique shock is notably stronger on the Ames 7-04 configuration than on

the Boeing W27, but since the drag of the Ames 7-04 configuration is less than the Boeing W27 configuration,

the lower induced drag of the Ames 7-04 configuration may offset the increased wave drag from the stronger

oblique shock. The lower surface Cp's of the Boeing W27 configuration change rapidly near the leading edge of

the wing, due to a cusp on the lower surface. The waviness in the Boeing W27 lower wing surface is reflected
in the pressure coefficients.

An enlarged view near the nacelles and diverters of the Ames 7-04 configuration is shown in Fig 10. Diligent

care and effort were required to obtain the accurate surface grids shown in this figure. The outboard sides

of the diverters, which can be seen in this view, are extremely thin and their height compares with that of
the boundary layer thickness at the inlet for the flight Reynolds number. This severe geometric constraint

made it challenging to obtain the necessary level of surface accuracy for these configurations. The surface is
colored by the computational pressure coefficient at the cruise flight condition: M=2.4, CL = .12. The high

pressures resulting from the nacelle shocks on the wing lower surface are evident in the figure. The lower

surface pressures between the nacelles with the nacelle/diverter component removed are shown in Fig 11. A

increase in pressure on the lower surface is seen from the combined effects of the inboard and outboard nacelle

shocks. The inboard nacelle shock strikes the lower portion of the fuselage. The increased pressures on the

upper portion of the fuselage are from the trailing wing shock. Colored contour lines of the same pressure

coefficient are displayed against the surface of the Ames 7-04 configuration in Fig 12.

7 AIRPLANE Force and Moment Predictions

The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients predicted by AIRPLANE for all three configurations with and

without nacelles and diverters are shown in Figs 13-18. The plots of lift coefficient versus angle of attack are

shown in Figs 13 and 14. The Boeing W27 configuration requires a two degree increase in angle of attack to
attain a lift coefficient comparable to the baseline Ref H and Ames 7-04 configurations. The computations of the

configurations with nacelles and diverters result in a 0.01 increase in lift coefficient compared with wing/body

results due to the added lift from the high pressures of the nacelle shocks on the wing lower surface. The Ames

7-04 configuration requires a slightly lower angle of attack to attain lift coefficients comparable to the baseline

configuration. Both optimized configurations are predicted to have more positive pitching moments than the

baseline configuration which should reduce the trim drag of the aircraft (Fig 15). Drag polars are shown in

Figs 16-18. An increase in drag associated with the nacelles and diverters is evident for the complete polar

shown in Fig 16. This drag increase is primarily due to the skin friction of the nacelles, which accounts for
approximately nine drag counts. An enlarged polar near zero lift is shown in Fig 17. The three wings can be

easily compared in this figure. The Ames 7-04 configuration is predicted to have less drag than the W27 or Ref

H configurations with and without nacelles and diverters. The Ames 7-04 configuration has approximately a 2
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to 3 drag count improvement over the baseline, whereas the Boeing W27 has a 0 to 2 drag count improvement
near zero lift. The polars are shown for lift coefficients near the design in Fig 18. The AIRPLANE results for

the Ames 7-04 configuration show a 6.8 count improvement for the wing/body, and a 5.7 count improvement
with nacelles and diverters compared with the baseline. The Boeing W27 configuration is predicted to have a

4.0 count improvement for the wing/body, and a 4.5 count improvement with nacelles and diverters.

8 Experimental Results: Wing/body

The experimental force and moment coefficients for the two optimized and baseline wing/body configurations
are shown in Figs 19-24. Three repeat runs are plotted with the same line type, and without symbols, for each

of the three configurations. The two degree shift in the lift curve predicted by AIRPLANE for the Boeing

W27 configuration is also seen in the experimental results (compare Figs 14 and 20). Approximately 0.03

degrees angle of attack scatter band width is seen in the repeat runs (Fig 20). An error in angle of attack of

this magnitude can result in a drag coefficient error of approximately 0.5 count at a lift coefficient of 0.1 and
a Mach number of 2.4.

The pitching moment data shows the same relative trends that were predicted by AIRPLANE, with the

optimized configurations having more positive moments than the baseline configuration. The experimental

pitching moment data will be compared with the AIRPLANE computations in a later section of this report.

The drag polar near zero lift (Fig 23) shows that the Ames 7-04 configuration has less drag than the other

configurations for lift coefficients greater than zero. The performance of the Boeing W27 configuration is poorer
than the baseline for lift coefficients less than 0.08. The AIRPLANE wing/body results, Fig 17, showed similar

trends. However, the lift coefficients at which the optimized configurations begin to outperform the baseline

are approximately 0.015, and 0.05 for the Ames 7-04 and Boeing W27 configurations, respectively (compare

Figs 17 and 23). Performance improvements of the optimized configurations near the design lift coefficient
are seen in the partial drag polars shown in Fig 24. The experimental results for the Ames %04 model show

a 6.5 count drag reduction relative to the baseline. This substantial performance improvement is in excellent

agreement with the predicted 6.8 counts from the AIRPLANE computations (compare with Fig 18). The

experimental performance improvement of the Boeing W27 relative to the baseline is smaller than expected,

only 1.3 counts, compared with a 4.0 count improvement predicted by AIRPLANE. Disagreement between
AIRPLANE and experiment will be discussed in later sections of this report. The three repeat runs in Fig 24

show some scatter in the drag for all three models. For example, 0.75 counts scatter is seen for the baseline
model at CL of 0.12, and a 0.60 counts scatter for the 7-04 configuration at CL of 0.105. This will later be

shown to be associated with scatter in the angle of attack data.

9 Experimental Results: Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter

The experimental force and moment coefficients for the optimized and baseline configurations with nacelles

and diverters are shown in Figs 25-30. The drag results shown in Figs 28-30 validate the use of non-linear
methods for the design of realistic supersonic transport configurations. The Ames 7-04 configuration shows

improvement over the baseline for nearly all positive lift coefficients, with the largest improvement near the

cruise lift coefficient. The experimental results at cruise show that the Ames 7-04 model has a 5.4 drag

count reduction compared to the baseline. These experimental results of the complete Ames 7-04 model are

in excellent agreement with the AIRPLANE computations which predicted a 5.7 count improvement. The

performance gains are over a wide range of lift coefficients increasing the significance of the performance

benefits of this design.
The Boeing W27 performance gains are greater with nacelles and diverters; the data shows a 2.0 drag count

improvement, whereas only 1.3 counts were attained for the wing/body configuration. The AIRPLANE results

also predicted a performance gain for the complete W27 configuration relative to the baseline. The improve-

ment over the baseline begins at nearly the same lift coefficient (CL = 0.08) as the wing/body configuration.
The scatter in the experimental data, for the three repeat runs, is nearly one count for all configurations (Fig

30). The difference in the computational and experimental results are much larger for this configuration.

10 AIRPLANE vs Experiment: Reference H

The AIRPLANE results for the baseline Reference H configurations with and without nacelles and diverters

are compared with experiment in Figs 31-36. The AIRPLANE computations are plotted with symbols and

experiment without symbols, since the computational data is sparser than the experimental data, and it would
be difficult to see the small difference in repeat runs if the experimental data were plotted, as is typically done,
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with symbols. The computational lift curves correlate well with the experimental data (Figs 31-32). The

comparisons are slightly better for the complete configuration at the larger lift coefficients. This may be due

in part to the smaller angle of attack required for the complete configuration compared with the wing/body
model, for a fixed lift coefficient, since attached flow is more likely at lower angles of attack.

The pitching moment comparisons (Fig 33) are typical for an inviscid code. The computations predict more

stability and nose down pitching moment than experiment. The computational and experimental results both
show a more gradual pitch up for the complete configuration than the wing/body. The addition of the nacelles

and diverters also result in a more negative CMo than the wing-body results, as would be expected from the

increased lift on the aft portion of the wing from the nacelle shock waves impinging on the wing lower surface.
The comparisons of the drag polar near zero lift show excellent agreement between the AIRPLANE results

and experiment (Figs 34 and 35). All computations shown are within 0.25 counts of experiment. The results

near cruise (Fig 36) show a 1.3 and a 1.5 count difference between computation and experiment for the
wing/body and wing/body/nacelle/diverter configurations, respectively.

11 AIRPLANE vs Experiment:Ames 7-04

The computational/experimental comparisons for the Ames optimized model with and without nacelles and

diverters are shown in Figs 37-42. The lift curves (Figs 37-38) correlate very well; the AIRPLANE curves

exhibit a small positive shift in CLo indicating a small increase in effective camber for the Ames 7-04.

The pitching moment comparisons (Fig 39) show similar trends as was shown for the baseline, with the

computations showing more stability and nose down moments near cruise. Less pitch up is again observed for
the configuration with nacelles and diverters.

The Ames 7-04 wing/body and complete configuration computational results presented in Fig 41 both

slightly over predict the drag by approximately 1.3 counts at zero lift, but near a lift coefficient of approximately
0.08 the computations agree precisely with experiment. The results at cruise (Fig 42) show a 1.6 and a 1.9

drag count difference between AIRPLANE and experiment for the wing/body and complete configurations,
respectively.

12 AIRPLANE vs Experiment:Boeing W27

AIRPLANE and experiment are compared for the Boeing W27 configurations in Figs 43-48. The lift curve

correlation is good (Figs 43-44). The moment data comparisons show the increased stability of the computa-
tions relative to experiment, similar to that shown for the baseline and Ames 7-04 models. The AIRPLANE

drag polar near zero lift (Fig 47) shows excellent agreement with experiment. The wing/body computations

match experiment very well for lift coefficients less than 0.04, but the curves begin to separate at larger lift
coefficients. The wing/body/nacelle/diverter drag data comparisons show less than 0.25 counts difference near

zero lift. The curves diverge at larger lift coefficients with approximately a 2.0 count difference at a CL of
0.08.

Poor correlations are shown near cruise in Fig 48. The increments between computation and experiment

show a 3.5 and 4.3 drag count difference for the wing/body and complete configurations, respectively• This
discrepancy in drag may be due in part to separation on this model, or some other viscous phenomenon not

modeled in the Euler computations. The experimental angle of attack measurements will be shown to be a

source of error in the wind-axis force coefficients. Normal and axial force coefficients for the wing/body and
complete configurations will be compared in the following section to eliminate any error associated with the
measurement of the experimental angle of attack.

|

13 Body Axis Force coefficients Comparisons

The computational and experimental normal and axial force coefficients are compared for the the optimized

and baseline wing/body configurations in Figs 49-50. Notice that the experimental repeat runs have very little
scatter in the data, whereas the wind-axis data showed scatter of approximately 1.0 drag count. This indicates

that the scatter in the experimental drag polars was due to inaccuracies in the angle of attack measurements.

The computational and experimental correlations of the normal versus axial force curves are very good for all

configurations. Even the curvature of the Ames 7-04 axial force curves is accurately predicted by AIRPLANE.

The shape of the Ames 7-04 axial force curves indicate somewhat desirable characteristics for this design, since
the largest reduction in axial force occurs near the design lift coefficient, and the gradual curvature indicates

that the improvement will be realized off-design. The cruise normal force and lift coefficients are not greatly

different since the design angle of attack is only 4.50 degrees. The axial force coefficients are significantly lower
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for the Boeing W27 configuration than the other configurations. However, one cannot compare the cruise

performance characteristics of the models using the axial force data since the angle of attack needed to attain

the same lift coefficient is approximately two degrees larger for the W27 than that required for the other
models. The net effect is that at cruise the Boeing W27 configuration is super lor to the baseline, but still has

more drag than the Ames model. The plot is enlarged near a normal force coefficient of 0.12 in Fig 50. The

differences in the axial force coefficient at CN of 0.12 are 0.0, 0.75, and 1.25 axial forces counts for the baseline,
Ames 7-04, and Boeing W27 configurations respectively. This represents a significant improvement over t'he

comparisons for the wing/body wind-axis data, those increments were: 1.3, 1.6, and 3.5 drag counts for the

baseline, Ames 7-04, and Boeing W27 configurations, respectively. The better computational/experimental

correlations for the body-axis force coefficients and the absence of scatter in the experimental repeat runs

clearly indicates that the inaccuracies in the experimental angle of attack are responsible for a large portion

of the drag discrepancies between AIRPLANE and experiment for the Boeing W27 configuration. The reason
that the scatter in the angle of attack for W27 is greater than that for 7-04 is not clear.

The body-axis correlations for the configurations with nacelles and diverters are shown in Fig 51-52. The

baseline and Boeing W27 AIRPLANE results were obtained with the diverter truncated at the trailing edge

of the wing resulting in a rearward facing step. The aft portion of the actual diverter was smoothly closed

with a ramp tangent to the upper surface at the trailing edge of the wing, provided this resulted in a ramp
which intersected the nacelle.

Modeling the aft portion of the diverter with a step as opposed to the ramp used on the wind tunnel models

will later be shown to account for only 0.3 drag counts. The computed axial force data for the complete
configurations correlate well with experiment. The plot (Fig 52) near a normal force coefficient of 0.12 shows

increments of approximately 1.4, 0.86, and 2.8 axial force counts for the baseline, Ames 7-04, and Boeing W27

configurations, respectively. There is again substantially less differences in the body-axis comparisons than

the wind-axis comparisons, which were: 1.5, 1.3, and 4.3 drag counts for the baseline, Ames 7-04, and Boeing
W27 configurations, respectively.

14 Experimental Data Recomputed Using the Computational Angle of Attack

Since the experimental angle of attack measurements have been identified as a source of error in the exper-

imental drag measurements, the computational angle of attack can be used to recompute the experimental
lift and drag coefficients using this angle and the experimental normal and axial force coefficients. This will

allow comparisons to be made of the computational and experimental drag polar data with consistent angle
of attack values and show the importance that angle of attack makes to the drag and lift coefficients.

The experimental drag polar for the Boeing W27 wing/body configuration was recomputed using the angle
of attack computed by AIRPLANE at the experimental lift coefficient. The original experimental data and

the AIRPLANE computation are compared with the re-computed experimental data using the computational

angle of attack in Figs 53-54. The computational and experimental data correlations remain largely the same

at low lift coefficients, but the discrepancy between AIRPLANE and experiment using the computational
angle of attack is significantly reduced at larger lift coefficients. The enlarged view of the results near the

design lift coefficient (Fig 54) show that the computational and experimental data are within 1.5 drag counts,
instead of the 3.5 count increment that was obtained with the original wind tunnel data.

The results for the Ames 7-04 wing/body configuration are presented in Figs 55-56. The comparison of the

experimental data using the computed alpha is nearly indistinguishable from the AIRPLANE results (Fig 55).
The results near the design lift coefficient (Fig 56) show that computational data is nearly coincident with the

recomputed experimental data, whereas the original results had approximately 1.6 counts discrepancy.

The baseline Reference H wing/body comparisons of the experimental data using the CFD angle of attack

and AIRPLANE are shown in Figs 57 and 58. The computational data now coincides with the recomputed

experimental data (Fig 57). The increment between the computational data and the recomputed experimental

data is now within approximately 0.5 count near cruise, whereas the original data had a 1.5 count discrepancy
with the AIRPLANE computations.

The experimental results using the AIRPLANE computational angle of attack for the optimized and baseline

wing/body configurations are compared in Figs 59-60. The polar near the cruise lift coefficient (Fig 60) shows
that the Boeing W27 configuration has a 2.5 drag count improvement relative to the baseline, whereas the

original experimental data showed a 1.3 count improvement. The Ames 7-04 configuration has nearly the

same performance improvement as with the original data. This indicates that the experimental angle of attack

measurements may be worse for the Boeing W27 model. If the Boeing W27 has regions of separated flow, it

might be evident in the experimental colored oil flow pictures presented in Fig 61. The upper surface flow on

the Ames 7-04 and Boeing W27 models at cruise conditions, M=2.4, CL = 0.12, are shown. Oblique shocks
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on the upper surface of both optimized configurations were predicted by AIRPLANE (see Figs 8-9). The

shocks begin near the root and lie nearly parallel to the mid-wing leading edge. This shock extends to the

wing trailing edge near the outboard side of the outboard nacelle on the Ames 7-04 model, whereas the oblique

shock on the Boeing W27 is weaker and does not extend to the trailing edge. These shocks can be seen in the

experimental oil flow photographs by the change in flow direction of the oil. They appear to be positioned
in nearly the same location as predicted by AIRPLANE, and appear to have the relative strengths that were

predicted for the configurations (compare Fig 61 with Figs 8-9). The lack of oil on the inboard wing panels

near the side of body indicates that the flow has separated in this region on both configurations. This could

be caused by a vortex formed at the root leading edge of the wing or could be due to the flow separating at

the trailing edge or a combination of both. The photographs alone are not sufficient to positively determine

the flow phenomena of the configurations.

15 Ames 7-04 vs Baseline: Wing/Body Comparisons

The data presented in this and the next three sections were shown in the previous sections, without overlay-

ing the the computational and experimental data for the optimized and baseline configurations. The previous
sections were focused on the increments between the computational and experimental data. However, a compu-

tational tool like AIRPLANE has two functions. One function is to determine the aerodynamic characteristics

of a given configuration, which is usually accomplished by comparing the computational and experimental
force and moment coefficients. The second and equally important function of a CFD method is to predict the

performance effects due to a design change to any aircraft component. This and the following three sections are
focused on the performance increments, obtained with AIRPLANE and experiment, between the optimized

and baseline configurations.
Computational and experimental comparisons of the Ames 7-04 and baseline wing/body configurations are

shown in Figs 62-67. The computational and experimental lift curves show a small increase in lift curve slope

for the Ames 7-04 configuration relative to the baseline configuration. This change in slope could be attributed
to more vorticity on the Ames 7-04 model than the baseline configuration. The computational/experimental

correlations of the lift curves of both configurations are good, but the slope of the computational curves are

larger than experiment (Figs 62-63).
The computational and experimental data both show that the Ames configuration has more positive pitching

moments than the baseline configuration. The computational and experimental moment curves appear rotated

about the point of zero lift. The rotation of the computational moment data is in the expected direction for

an inviscid code. The pitching moment increments between the Ames 7-04 and baseline configurations are

nearly the same for computation and experiment. This indicates that AIRPLANE is capable of accurately

predicting the moment changes from camber and twist, but over estimates the stability.

The computational and experimental drag polars are rotated near zero lift for the Ames 7-04 configura-

tion (Fig 66). The computational data indicates that the Ames 7-04 has less drag than the baseline for lift
coefficients greater than 0.02, whereas the experimental data indicates that the Ames 7-04 model performs

better for lift coefficients greater than 0.0. Overall, the computational and experimental drag increments

between the Ames 7-04 and baseline configurations correlate well. Experiment shows that the two config-

urations have equivalent drag at zero lift, whereas AIRPLANE shows a 1.0 count performance penalty for

the baseline. The computational and experimental performance increments as well as the absolute drag level

of the two configurations are identical for lift coefficients between 0.07 and 0.10 (Fig 66). At CL 0.12, the

AIRPLANE computations show a 6.8 count improvement of the Ames configuration relative to the baseline

whereas experiment shows a 6.5 count gain (Fig 67).

16 Boeing W27 vs Baseline: Wlng/Body Comparisons

Computational and experimental force and moment data for the Boeing W27 and baseline wing/body con-

figurations are presented in Figs 68-73. The computational and experimental increments in lift coefficient

between the two configurations correlate well, both show a two degree increase in angle of attack required for

the Boeing W27 to attain the CL of the baseline (Fig 69). AIRPLANE predicts a very small increase in lift

curve slope for both configurations relative to experiment. Because this increase in lift curve slope is nearly

the same for the two configurations, the computational and experimental lift coefficient increments correlate

well for the full range of angles of attack.
The pitching moment data increments are not as well predicted as for the Ames configuration (compare Fig

71 with Fig 65). AIRPLANE predicted a less positive shift in moment than was obtained experimentally, the
difference in the increments is 0.005. The Baseline computational/experiment correlations are better than for
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W27.
The computational and experimental performance increments of the W27 configuration relative to the

baseline configuration are in excellent agreement near zero lift coefficient. (Fig 72). AIRPLANE shows a 3.0

count performance penalty for the W27, and experiment shows a 3.25 count penalty. The correlations begin
to deteriorate rapidly for lift coefficients above 0.04. At cruise, AIRPLANE predicts a 4.0 count improvement

and the experimental data shows 1.3 counts (Fig 73). The experimental measurements of the angle of attack
were identified and discussed previously as a primary source of these discrepancies.

17 Ames 7-04 vs Baseline: Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter Comparisons

Computational and experimental comparisons of the Ames 7-04 and baseline configurations with nacelles and
diverters are shown in Figs 74-79. The baseline and Ames 7-04 configurations have very similar lift curves,

and the experiment�AIRPLANE correlations are good. AIRPLANE has a slightly larger lift curve slope than

experiment for the Ames 7-04 configuration, but predicts nearly the same slope as experiment for the baseline

configuration (Fig 75). The overprediction of the Ames configuration lift curve slope, results in an increment
in CL of 0.004 for AIRPLANE, and 0.0022 for experiment near cruise. The pitching moment increments

between the Ames 7-04 and baseline configurations are nearly equal for the computations and experiment (Fig

76). The stability is again overpredicted by AIRPLANE. The drag increments of the Ames 7-04 relative to
the baseline for lift coefficients between 0.05 and 0.125 are nearly the same for AIRPLANE and experiment

(Figs 78 and 79). However, the increments at zero lift are approximately 1.3 counts for AIRPLANE, whereas
experiment shows approximately a 0.5 counts increment; both experiment and AIRPLANE predict the the

poorer performance of the 7-04 configuration relative to the baseline at this condition. The increments at

cruise are predicted to be 5.7 counts from AIRPLANE, and 5.4 counts from experiment.

18 Boeing W27 vs Baseline: Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter Comparisons

Computational and experimental comparisons of the Boeing W27 and baseline configurations with nacelles and
diverters are shown in Figs 80-85. The angle for zero lift for the complete W27 configuration is 0.10 deg. larger

for AIRPLANE than experiment. Note that the experimental measurements may not be accurate as discussed

earlier. The moment comparisons in Fig 82, indicate that AIRPLANE does not predict the extent of pitch-up

shown in the experimental results for either configuration. Pitch-up begins at a lower lift coefficient for the

W27 configuration than for the baseline, which may indicate more separation on the W27 configuration than
the baseline at and above cruise lift. The drag coefficient increments are in poor agreement with experiment

(Figs 84-85). The AIRPLANE computations show larger performance improvements for the W27 relative to
the baseline for nearly all lift coefficients. The correlation of the computational and experimental performance

increments worsen with increasing lift.

19 Nacelle Orientation: Performance Effects

Upon the completion of the design optimization process, it was necessary to attach the nacelles to the opti-

mized wing lower surface, without loss of performance. In previous studies [8, 10] it has been shown that this
can be accomplished by maintaining the height of the baseline Ref H diverter at the leading and the trailing

edge corners. These three points are identified on the diverter/wing intersection of the baseline configura-

tion, and then projected vertically onto the optimized wing surface. The projected points on the optimized

wing surface are then used as targets to aid in the alignment of the nacelle/diverter on the optimized con-

figuration. The baseline nacelle/diverter assembly is moved such that the leading and trailing edge points
on the baseline diverter/wing intersection nearly match the projected points on the optimized wing. After

moving the nacelles and diverters using this method, the diverter height is again equal to the boundary layer

thickness at the leading edge, with minimum height at the trailing edge, as with the 'baseline configuration.

A new diverter/wing intersection is then derived for the optimized configuration by vertically projecting the

nacelle/diverter intersection onto the optimized wing.
This method was initially used to attach the nacelles of the optimized wind tunnel models. But, the

possibility of channel flow between the nacelle and wing was considered, since the distance between the wing
and nacelle were not equal on the inboard and outboard sides of the diverter. However, this was not a concern

on the original Ref H configuration which had unequal diverter sides. But, the possibility of channel flow could

easily be eliminated on the optimized configurations by rolling the nacelles about their centerline, to achieve a

more equal heights along the sides of the diverters, resulting in the nacelles being nearly perpendicular to the
lower surface. An aft view of the nacelle/diverter region of the AIRPLANE surface grid for the Ames 7-04
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configuration with the nacelles/diverters in the original and modified orientations is shown in Fig. 86. The
inboard side of both diverters is shorter than the outboard side when the nacelles are in the original orientation.

The nacelle and diverters were rotated about the center of the nacelle until the sides of the diverter were of

equal height when measured at the middle of the diverter side. This resulted in the diverter/wing intersection

shifting inboard from the original intersection, as is seen in the planform view of the Ames 7-04 configuration

in Fig 87. Note that the inboard intersections have moved more than the outboard, reflecting a greater
orientation change for the inboard nacelle.

The AIRPLANE aerodynamic characteristics for the Ames 7-04 with the nacelles in the original orientation

are compared with the nacelles placed nearly normal to the wing lower surface in Fig 88. Almost no discernible

differences can be seen in the lift and moment curves. But, approximately a 0.3 count drag penalty is shown

for the new orientation. The penalty is attributed to the nacelles not being oriented in this position duringoptimization.

The Boeing W27 configuration was also evaluated using AIRPLANE with the original nacelle orientation

and the nacelles rolled approximately normal to the lower surface. An aft view of the nacelle/diverter region
of the Boeing W27 configuration with the nacelles/diverters in their original position (top) and aligned normal
to the lower surface (bottom) is shown in Fig. 89. The non-equal sides of the inboard nacelle can be seen in

the figure. The nacelle appears to have larger differences in the heights of the sides of the diverter than for the

Ames 7-04. This is because when the nacelle is moved using the 3-point method an optimization process takes
place. It is usually only possible to exactly match one of the three projected surface points which is chosen to

be the leading edge of the diverter, the other two trailing corner points are as closely aligned as possible. This
can result in different heights of the diverter at the trailing corners on the optimized configurations relative to

the baseline. The greater differences in diverter heights results in larger shift of the diverter-wing intersections
for the Boeing W27 (Fig 90) than for the Ames 7-04 configuration (Fig 87).

The AIRPLANE aerodynamic characteristics for the different nacelle orientations on the Boeing W27 are

shown in Fig 91. Again, there is no discernible differences in the lift and moment curves. However, there

is approximately a 0.3 count drag improvement for the new orientation. The performance improvement is
attributed to the nacelles being oriented in this position during optimization.

20 Aft Modeling of Diverters: Performance Effects

The aft portion of the diverter was modeled in AIRPLANE in two ways. The first way, and easiest to grid,
was to truncate the aft portion of the diverter at the trailing edge of the wing. This results in a rearward

facing step, which would cause separation in the wind tunnel, but since AIRPLANE is an inviscid code, the

forces from this region would be inaccurate. Fortunately, the base of the diverter is fairly small, so the drag
increment should be small. The second method of modeling diverter closure was to add a ramp tangent to the
upper surface trailing edge of the wing, provided the resulting ramp intersected the nacelle. This method was
used to smoothly close the diverters on the wind tunnel models.

The AIRPLANE surface grid, colored by the surface normal, with truncated and ramped diverters are

shown for the Ames 7-04 and Boeing W27 configurations in Figs 92 and 93, respectively. The changes to

the aerodynamic coefficients of the Ames 7-04 and Boeing W27 configurations are shown in Figs 94 and 95,
respectively. Both configurations show no difference in the lift and moment coefficients, the drag coefficient is

reduced by approximately by a third of a count for the ramped diverters, compared with the truncated, stepped
diverters. This difference is small enough that the diverter could be truncated in AIRPLANE computations
for intermediate designs evaluations to expedite the grid generation process.

21 Computational Pressure Distributions: Spanwise Cuts

A planform view of the AIRPLANE lower surface pressures for the Ames 7-04 configuration is shown in Fig
96. The streamwise and spanwise cut locations are superimposed on the lower surface pressures to identify the
source of shocks when studying the wing/body pressure distributions in the following figures where the flow

from the nacelles causes rapid changes in the wing pressures. Spanwise pressure distributions and geometry
for the two optimized and baseline configurations are shown in Figs 97-106. The geometrical cuts are taken

for the three configurations, without angle of attack changes. The conditions were: Mach 2.4, CL = 0.12.

The computational angle of attack for the baseline and Ames 7-04 models was 4.25 degrees, whereas the the
Boeing W27 configuration was 6.25 degrees.

The first section with constant axial dimension begins to cut through the leading edge of the wing (Fig 97).
The Boeing w27 geometry is very different from the baseline and Ames configurations. The wing incidence

and/or fuselage camber has resulted in the large geometrical shift shown. A lower surface cusp in the Boeing854



W27 is also evident in the figure. The pressure distributions for the two optimized configurations show

more lift than the baseline. It is somewhat surprising that the large geometrical differences in the optimized

configurations have similar pressure distributions at this station. The next station (Fig 98) shows that the

optimized configurations produce more lift, and possibly thrust, near the win_ leading edge than the baseline
configuration. The Boeing W27 configuration has considerable droop at this station, which is partly responsible

for a larger angle of attack to attain the design CL than the baseline or Ames models. The Ames 7-04

configuration continues to have more leading edge lift at x=1730 than the Boeing W27 configuration. The

wavy surface of the Boeing W27 configuration is seen in both the geometry and pressure distributions in Figs
98 and 99.

The oblique shock on the upper surface is seen in the pressure distributions in Figs 100-104. The shock

is clearly stronger for the Ames 7-04 than the Boeing W27 or baseline configurations. The cut at x=2350

(Fig 104) intersects only the outboard nacelle. The geometry shows the outer portion of the nacelle and

diverter for reference to the geometrical shape computed, but only the pressures on the lower wing surface

are shown. The increase in pressures from the outboard nacelle shocks are seen in the lower surface pressures.

The next two stations cut through both nacelles (Figs 105 and 106). In these figures, it is apparent that only

lower surface pressures are shown, since pressures are not shown in the region of the diverters. These stations

show increased pressures on the lower surfaces of the optimized wings resulting from the nacelle shocks. This

increase in pressure results in lift which may provide thrust or a reduction in drag if the pressures act on a aft
facing surface.

Streamwise pressures and geometry are shown in Figs 107-113. The first station, near the wing root, shows

the increased lift in the leading edge region. The pressures have small oscillations near the leading edge, due
to scalloping of leading edge resulting from the unstructured grid generator connecting closest points, and

the slicing routine to sample the unstructured data set. These oscillations are most severe on the Boeing
W27 configuration. The enlarged leading edge of W27 in Fig 108 shows a lower surface cusp and non-smooth

geometry, resulting from the CAD definition of the configuration. This cusp and the leading edge droop result

in fairly rapid changes in the lower surface pressures near the leading edge (Figs 109 and 110). A large change

in pressures is seen aft of the lower surface shocks from the combined nacelle shocks (Fig 111). The optimized
models have higher pressures in this region resulting more lift. The Boeing W27 configuration is reflexed

upward in this region, which should result in thrust or reduced drag. Whereas the Ames 7-04 model is not

reflexed up in this region. The Ames optimization procedure did not allow the the trailing edge to reflex
upward.

22 Concluding Remarks and Summary Figures

The two optimized configurations were found to have superior performance characteristics relative to the

baseline Reference H configuration. The experimental lift/drag ratio (L/D) of the two optimized configurations
and the baseline wing/body and complete configurations are shown in Figs 114 and 115, respectively. The

Ames 7-04 wing/body configuration has a substantial improvement relative to the baseline, whereas the Boeing

W27. configuration shows a lessor improvement than the Ames model (Fig 114). The improvements are over

a broad range of lift coefficients with the maximum at the design CL. The improvements in L/D are realized

with nacelles and diverters present, but the improvement is less for the Ames model, and greater for the Boeing
W27 configuration relative to the wing/body increments (compare Figs 115 with 114).

Excellent drag correlations between AIRPLANE and experiment were found for the Ames 7-04 and baseline

configurations, but poorer correlations were obtained for the Boeing W27 model. A bar chart of the drag count

increments between AIRPLANE and experiment at the cruise lift coefficient is shown for the two optimized

and baseline configurations in Fig 116. The increments at zero lift are shown in Fig 117. The results are better
at zero lift than at CL = .12.

The experimental data was shown to have scatter in the angle of attack measurements and drag coefficient

measurements. The short term repeatability scatter band width was found to be approximately 1 drag count.
The experimental axial and normal force coefficient measurements showed no discernible differences in the

short term repeat runs. Therefore the angle of attack measurements were deemed responsible for the 1 count
scatter in the drag data.

The axial force correlations between AIRPLANE and experiment were found to be better than the drag
correlations, providing further evidence of inaccurate experimental angle of attack measurements.

The computational and experimental performance increments for the Ames 7-04 model with and without

nacelles and diverters were found to correlate well. However, the correlation is poorer for the Boeing W27
models, owing in part to the inaccurate experimental angle of attack measurements. These increments, defined
as the difference in drag of the baseline from each optimized configuration, are shown for AIRPLANE and
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experiment in Fig 118.

Excellent nacelle/diverter installation drag correlations between AIRPLANE and experiment were obtained

for the baseline and two optimized configurations. The installation drag was the least for the Boeing W27

configuration. The changes in drag due to nacelle installation are shown in a bar chart in Fig 119.

The computational and experimental drag correlations for the three models was greatly improved when the

experimental data was re-computed using the angle of attack obtained from the AIRPLANE computations.

This further substantiates the claim that the experimental angle of attack measurements are not of the accuracy

needed to obtain accurate drag data. The change in drag counts between AIRPLANE and the re-computed

experimental data are shown in Fig 120.

The AIRPLANE performance effects of modeling the aft portion of the diverter with a rearward facing step;

truncated at the trailing edge of the wing, and a extending the diverter with a ramp tangent to the upper

surface trailing edge angle, resulted in only in a third of a count difference in drag coefficient. The drag was

less for the ramped diverter for all configurations.
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Fig i- Photograph of the Baseline Reference H model installed in the

Langley Unitary Plan Supersonic Wind Tunnel.

(a) Upper Surface

Fig 2. Photograph of the Ames 704 model installed in the

Langley Unitary Plan Supersonic wind Tunnel.
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(b) Lower Surface

Fig 2. Concluded.
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Fig 3. Photograph of the Boeing W27 model installed in the

Langley Unitary Plan Supersonic Wind Tunnel.



Fig 4. Component breakdown of the Baseline Reference H Configuration
used for AIRPLANE.

Fig 5. AIRPLANEsurface pressure coefficients for the Ames 704
configuration, M=2.4, CL = 0.12, alpha = 4.25 deqrees.
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Fig 6. AIRPLANE surface pressure Coefficients for the baseline Ref H

configuration, M=2.4, CL = 0.12, alpha = 4.25 degrees.

Fig 7. AIRPLANE surface pressure coefficients for the Boeing W27

configuration, M=2.4, CL = 0.12, alpha = 6.25 degrees.
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Fig 9.
Planform views of the AIRPLANE surface pressure coefficients for

the Boeing W27 configuration, M =2.4, CL=0-12, alpha=6.25__ degrees.



...........!_ .............. i!_!!_!!_ _"_!!!_!i!!!!_ _ !!!!!_!_!!!_ _?_!_!'_ .... _!_! !!!_!!!!!!_!i_ !_!!i!!!_ i!!!!!!!!_!! .

Fig I0. AIRPLANE surface pressure coefficients near the nacelles and

diverters of the Ames 704 configuration, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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Fig ii. AIRPLANE lower surface pressure coefficients without the nacelles

and diverters for the Ames 704 configuration, M=2.4, CL=0.12.



Fig 12. AIRPLANE lower surface pressure coefficient contours lines without
the nacelles and diverters for the Ames 704 configuration,
M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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Ss_JBOL CONRCUP._TiOH tJ/_CH RN I_.JN

_ H W./B _ 2.40 4,,012 14
RD"H W/B O0_ 2.40 4.0_5 1,5
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Reference H bosline ond opLimized wing/body configurot.ions.
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S'Y_BOL L'ONFIGURATION
i_"N w/Bi:mE3_i_',
Rg"HW/gD_ase_
RD"Mw/e [m_ll_'

............. _4 w/Bi3mDaUE]_

.............. 7O4 w_i3o_w_

...... _7 w/B
...... w'27w,/o
...... w27 w/'e

.3O

14#,CH RN RUN Doto Type

2.40 4.012 14 _ _ T_t 1649

2.40 4.00_ 15 _ UPtfr ToM 10,49

2.40 ,3..99Q 16 LaRC UPWT T_ 1049

2.40 3,g94 22 IARC _ Test 164.9

2.40 3.q71 _ ,_ uPvr TM 11549
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Fi_ 21. Experimentot oerodynomic force ond moment coefficents for

Reference H bosline ond optimized wing/body configurotions.
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_MI_,'. CONRCURAIlON MACH RN RUN Dato Ty_e
RD" H W/B _ 2.40 4.012 14 LeRC UPifr T_ 1649

RD" H W/B _ 2.40 4,,0(_ 15 LoRe UP_ T_ 1649

i_" H W/9 _ 2.4C _ 1§ _ _ T_ 1649

............. 794 111/9 EXPOqli_qT 2.4C 3.994 22 _ UPWT Tid 1649

............. 794 W/9 _ 2.4C 3.97'; 23 _ UP#_ Test 1649
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.-_._ _2. Experimentol oerodynomic force and moment coefficents for
Reference H bosline ond optimized wing/body configurotions.
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SYMBOL

.10

-.02

CON FI_'UP,ATION MACH RN RUN Oota Type

H W/8 I_ 2.40 4.012 14 _ _ TeM 1649
H V/B _ 2.40 4,.1_ 15 _ _ 1oM 1649

RD"H w/e CmE]_lO_ 2.4O 3-990 16 Le_ UPWTTed lla9
7O4 W/8 £_I_U(NT 2.40 3.994 22 LoRC_ T_ Ttl,49
704 W/B OOW)_ 2.40 3.97_ 23 _ Ul_ff Tel 1649
704 Wj'8 _ 2.40 3J67 24 _ _ 1_t IM9
Iir27 W/B _ 2.40 4..00_ _ _ _ TaM 1M9
111_7 W/13_ 2.40 3.974 3_ L_ L_ T4M IMg

W/B _ 2,10 _ 37 _ _ Test 1649
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.=i_ ;s. Experimental aerodynamic force and moment coefficents for

Reference H basline and optimized wing/body configurations.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MACH RN RUN Doto T_l_e

RE}" H 11/'9 (_F.Rt4BITr 2,40 4.012 14 _ UPWT 'i'm1 WJ49

I_ r H W/8 (XPF.._iE_ 2.40 4.005 1,5 _ QPe'T Trod 1649

R_ H W/B _ 2.40 _ 16 LeRC UPgT Tes_ 1649

............. 704 W/B E_¢ rtTT 2.40 _ 22 LoRC _ T_ 164g

.............. 704 !1/_ _ 2.4¢ ._71 2,1 L_: U_T T_ 1649

.............. 704 W/B _ 2AO _ 24 L,aRC _ lest 1649

...... w2"7 w/8 E_ 2.4_ 4,.IX_ _ I.o&'c UI_fT lm_ t64g
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Fig 24.

Experimentol oerodynomic force end moment coefficents for
Reference H bosline ond optimized wing/body configurotions.
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S"_L CONFIGUP_TION MACH
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SYMBOL CONRCURATION kAACH RN RUN
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Fi_ 26. Experimentol oerodynomic force ond moment coefficients for Ref H
boseline ond optimized wing/body/nocelle/d;verter configurotions.
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SYMBOL

.30

CONFIGURAllON MACH RN RUN Dota Type

I_ H W/B/N/D DOW_M(Ptr 2.40 _ I_ LoRC t_ Tm_ 1649

H W/B/N/D DG_E_IIdENT 2.40 _ 12 _ tJPC'T Tad 1649

H W/O/N/0 D0_E1RlidL_ 2.40 _ 1._ LoRC UP#T Taot 16,49

704 W/8/N/D _ 2,40 3.997 26 _ _ Tm't 164g

71)4 lr/B/N,/O _ 2,40 ,,,_g?l 27 LoRC UP4'T T_t 1649

704 W/B/N/O _ 2.40 3.957 28 LoRC tJ_rT Tes_ 1649

w'27 w/B/_ _ 2.40 _ 4,0 _ _ T_ 1649

111'27 W/B/N/D E_W[W4ME'_ 2.40 4,000 41 _ UPlift' Tilt 1649
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£i_ 28. Experimentol oerodynomic force ond moment coefficients for Ref H
boseline ond optimized wing/body/nocelle/diverter configurotions.
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SYMBOL CONRCURAT}ON MACH RN RUN Doto Type
F_r H W/8/N/D D0_qlMENT 2.40 - _ 11 1.41_ UI_/T T_ 164g
I_ r H W/B/N/O O0_E)_CrNT 2.40 _ 12 _ _ T_ 1649
R_ H W/B/N/0 D0q_l_lcr 2.40 _ 13 Lol¢ URIT 1_ 1S49

.............. 704 W_IB/N/O _ 2,40 .3..997 26 _ UlqtT T_ 1649

.............. 704 W/'B,/_I/D _ 2.40 3_971 27 L_ URlrr Tui 1649

.............. 704 W/B/N/D _ 2.40 3,957 28 LoR¢UP'CTlint 1649

...... W27 w/B/N/0 D(R)II&'ITT 2.40 _ 40 L_C UPWT1_st 164g

...... _7 W/B/N_ _ 2.40 4.000 41 _ uP_rFT_ I(I,49
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F_._ 2s. Experimentol oerodynomic force ond moment coefficients for Ref H

beseline ond optimized wing/body/nocelte/diverter configurotions.
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SYMBOL CONRCURATION UACH RN RUN Dato Type

R_" H W,/B,/H/'D E_G:'E101R_ 2.40 3,969 11 LoR¢ t.q_t'rTut 1649
RO" H W/B/N/D _ 2.40 .3.986 12 LoRCt,fP_ hml 1649
RE}"H W/B/N/D E3OsE]qlME_ 2.40 3..q89 13 LoRCUt_ Trot 1649

.............. 7D4 W/9/N/I) _ 2.40 3JFJ7 26 _ UP4T Tes41649
.............. 704 W/B/N/t} (3lPl_ld(NT 2.40 3.971 27 LoR¢UP_ TW t649
.............. 704 W/B/N/D E_PEI_IdE_'r 2.40 3.9'53' 28 LaRC:_ To_ 1649
...... W'2",' W/0/N/t) O0_ 2.40 _ 40 LoRCLnqrr Tut 1649
...... W'27 W/O/N/_ _ 2.40 4,.000 41 _ _ Test 1649
...... 1127 W/B/N/I) _ 2.40 3.971 42 LoRCUPMTTam 1649
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Fi; 30. Cxperimentof oerodynomic force ond moment coefficients for Ref H

boseline ond optimized wing/body/nocelle/diverter configurations.
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SYMBOL CONRGURATION MACH RN RUN Dot-, Type

H W/IB/N/O _ 2.40 _ 11 LORC UPlifT Ttm_ 1649

RD"t_ W/B/'N/D E3t_mdDrr 2.40 33lee 12 _ uPwr I_ 164g
m} N W/e/N/O _ 2.40 _ 1_ Loec umv'rT_ l_s

...... O .... RE}"n W/S/N/D kmq.A_: 2.40 4.OO4 '[

...... RE_ H W/_ _ 2,40 4.012 t4 _ UI_VT 1_ 1649

...... R'D"H w/8 _o_SdEHT 2,40 4.005 t5 L_ _ lwl 1649

...... RE}" H W/'B _ 2.40 3.990 16 _ [U_VT leM |649

- [] _ RD"*_ W/9 _ 2.40 4.000 I
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Fig 31.

AIRPLANE force end moment coefficients of Ref H W/B (CAi = 0.006634)

end W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007516) eompored with wind tunnel dote.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
..____.- _ Nw/n/_./O
......_....-- m_ e U/B/N/O
.._..__._.-- _ H W/e/NIO De,I_UENT
...... 0 .... RE_', U/B/_ _
...... my Nw/e
...... _ _ w/e
...... m_ _w/8 E__omlOrr

.020

d

.015

MACH RN RUN
2AO 3.g89 11
2.40 3-986 12
2.40 ]Ule9 t3
2.40 4.004 1
2.4O 4.012 14
2.40 4.005 15
2.40 _ 1_
2.40 4.000 1

.010

.0O5

-.015

-.020
0.0 1.00 :.00

C_
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Fig 32. AIRPLANE force ond moment coefficients of Ref H W/B (CAi = 0.006634)
ond W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007516) compored with wind tunnel doto.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MACH RN RUN Doto TyPe
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_._ 33. AIRPLANE force and moment coefficients of Ref H W/B (CAi = 0.006534)
ond W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007516) compored with wind tunnel dote.
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_'ig 3_. AIRPLANE force end moment coefficients of Ref H W/B (CAi = 0.006634)
ond W/B/N/D (CA; = 0.007516) compored with wind tunnel dote.
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1___ 3s . AIRPLANE force ond moment coefficients of Ref H W/B (CAi = 0.0066,34)
ond W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007516) compored with wind tunneI dot(;.
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Fig 36. AIRPLANE force ond moment coefficients of Ref H W/B (CAi = 0.0066,34)

ond W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007516) compored with wind tunnel datG,
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Fig 37. AIRPLANE force ond moment coefficients of Ames 7-04 W/B (CAi = 0.006620)
ond W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007500) compored with wind tunnel dote.
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_'_ 3s. AIRPLANE force and moment coefficients of Ames 7-04 W/B (CAi = 0.006_20)
and W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007500) compared with wind tunnel data.
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Fig 39. AIRPLANE force ond moment coefficients of Ames 7-04 W/B (CAi = 0.006620)
ond W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007500) compored with wind tunnel dote.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION IdACH RN RUN Oota TYPe
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F_-_ 40. AIRPLANE force and moment coefficients of Ames 7-04 W/B (CAi = 0.006620)
ond W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007500) compared with wind tunnel dote.
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Fig ,;z. AIRPLANE force and moment coefficients of Ames 7-04 W/B (CAi = 0.006620)
and W/B/N/D (CAt = 0.007500) compared with wind tunnel data.
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and W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007500) compored with wind tunnel dote.
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Fig 43.
AIRPLANE force ond moment coefficients of 8oeing W27W/8 (CAi = 0.006667)
and W/B/N/E) (CAi = 0.007554) compared with wind tunnel dote.
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Fig _. AIRPLANE force end moment coefficients of Boeing W27 W/B (CAi ,,= 0.006667)
end W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007554) compored with wind tunnel dote.
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AIRPLANE force ond moment coefficients of Boeing W27 W/B (CN = 0.006667)

Fig 4s. ond W/B/N/D (CAi = 0.007554) compored with wind tunnel dote.
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AIRPLANE force and moment coefficients of Boeing W27 W/B (CAi = 0.006667)

and W/B/N/O (CAi = 0.007554) comgored with wind tunnel data.
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Boeing Reference H Configurations, M =2.4, X = 2904.6
Wing/body computations
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Fig 49. AIRPLANE and experiment body-axis coefficients for the wing/bod_
baseline and optimized configurations, M=2.4.
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Drag Polar using AIRPLANE's Angle of attack
M =2.4, Wing/body computations
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Boeing W27S W/B - UPWT run 36 cfd alpha

Boeing W27S W/B - UPWT run 36 orig. alpha
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Experimental drag polar of the W27 wing/body configurations

recomputed using CFD's angle of attack, and compared with
original experimental data and AIRPLANE computations at M=2.4.
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M =2.4, Wing/body computations
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Experimental drag polar of the W27 wing/body configurations

recomputed using CFD's angle of attack, and compared with

original experimental data and AIRPLANE computations near
cruise lift at M=2.4.
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Drag Polar using AIRPLANE's Angle of attack
M =2.4, Wing/body computations
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Ames 7-04 W/B - UPWT run 23 orig. a/pha
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Experimental drag polar of the 704 wing/body configurations
recomputed using CFD's angle of attack, and compared with
original experimental data and AIRPLANE computations at M=2.4.
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Drag Polar using AIRPLANE's Angle of attack
M =2.4, Wing/body computations
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Experimental drag polar of the 704 wing/body configurations

recomputed using CFD's angle of attack, and compared with

original experimental data and AIRPLANE computations near

cruise lift at M=2.4.
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Drag Polar using AIRPLANE's Angle of attack
M =2.4, Wing/body computations
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Fig 57. Experimental drag polar of the Ref H wing/body configurations

recomputed using CFD's angle of attack, and compared with

original experimental data and AIRPLANE computations at M=2.4.
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Drag Polar using AIRPLANE's Angle of attack
M =2.4, Wing/body computations
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Drag Polar using AIRPLANE's Angle of attack
M =2.4, Wing/body computations
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Experimental drag polar of the baseline and optimized wing/bod3
configurations using CFD's angle of attack, M=2.4.
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Fig 6 I. Experimental colored oil flow photographs of the 704 and W27

configurations at cruise, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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Ch-iginal Orientation

Cta_nt Orientation

Fig 86. AIRPLANE surface grid for the Ames 704 configuration with the
nacelles/diverters in the original and modified orientations.
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AMES 704 OPTIMIZED REF_H MODEL

.... ORIGINAL NACELLE ORIENTATION

I_ODIFIEDNACELLE ORIENTATION

\
Fig 87. Diverter/wing intersections for the Ames 704 configuration in

planfor_ view for the nace!le/diverters in the original and

modified orientations.
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Nacelle Orientation Aerodynamic Effects
Ames 7-04 Configuration - AIRPLANE

Nacelles in original orientation
...... Nacelles normal to lower surface
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: /t

• , i/

/i t
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i /" i

i // i

0.,200 _ :/ : _ ........
f i

//i i

0.1175
i/ ........

II/"

0.1150

_.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 0.0160 0.0165 0.0170 0.0175 5.0

_t C D

2.5 0.0 -2_

C M

M = 2.40 Fig 88. AIRPLANE aerodynamic characteristics for the Ames 704 with the
nacelles/diverters in the original and modified Orientations, M=2.4.
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(h-iginal Orientation

Cur_nt Orientation

Fig 89. AIRPLANE surface grid for the Boeing W27 configuration with the

nacelles/diverters in the original and modified orientations. --
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BOEING O_TIMIZED REF'_H MODEL

Diverterlwing intersections for the Boeing-W27 configuration in

planform view for the nacelle/diverters in the original and
modified orientations.

0.1250

0.1225

0.1200

0.1175

0.1150

M = 2.40

Nacelle Orientation Aerodynamic Effects
Boeing W27 Configuration. AIRPLANE

Nacelles in original orientation
...... Nacelles normal to lower surface

::i:ii:!!:.............................................
z

5.75 6.00 625 6._0 o.0160 0.0165 o.01zo 0.0175 7.5 s.o 2.5 0.0 4.5

a CD CM "16'

Fi_ 91. AIRPLANE_ aerodynamic characteristics for the Boeing W27 with the

nacelles/diverters in the original and modified orientations, M=2.4.
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Fig 92. AIRPLANE surface grid, colored by surface normal, with truncatec

and ramped diverters for the Ames 704 configuration.
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Fig 93. AIRPLANE surface grid, colored by surface normal, with truncated

and ramped diverters for the Boeing W27 configuration.
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Nacelle Diverter Fairing Aerodynamic Effects
Ames 7-04 Configuration. AIRPLANE

nacelle/diverter fairing modeled with a step
...... nacelte/diverter fairing modeled with a ramp
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a Co C_ *1(
M = 2.40

Fic 94. AIR_LANE aerodynamic characteristics of the Ames 704 configuration
wi_h stepped and ramped diverter, E = 2.4.

Boeing W27 Configuration. AIRPLANE

naceIIe/diverter fairing modeled with a step
...... nacelle/diverter fairing modeled with a ramp
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M = 2.40

Fig 95.

.......... I_....................................

I"

7.5 5.0 2.5 0.0

AIRPLA/rE aerodynam/c characteristics of the Boeing W27 configuration
with stepped and ramped diverter, M = 2.4.
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Fig 96. AIRPLANE lower surface pressure for the Ames 704 configuration with

streamwise and spanwise cut locations superimposed, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIOb
M = 2.4, Station A, X = 1330.0

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, cx = 4.25

L)

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3 I i i

0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0

Fig 97.

Z

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline

and optimized configurations, X=1330, station A, M=2.4, CL=0.12
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONS
M = 2.4, Station B, X = 1550.0

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25
Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

-0.3

-0.2

-0.I

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.0 50.0

I I

I00.0

Z

150.0 200.0

Fig 98. AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline
and optimized configurations, X=1550, station B, M=2.4, CL =0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIQb
M = 2.4, Station C, X = 1730.0

-0.3

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

Fig 99.

-0.2

I [ I I

50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0

Z

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline

and optimized configurations, X=1730, station C, M=2.4, CL=0.1_
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONS
M = 2.4, Station D, X = 1910.0

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

-0.3

-0.2

-0.I

0.I

0.2

Fig I00.

0.3

0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0

Z

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline

and optimized configurations, X=I910, station D, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATION

M = 2.4, Station E, X = 2100.0

Ames 7-04, ct = 4.25

Boeing W27, ct = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, ot = 4.25

-0.3

Fig i01.

-0.2

-0.I

0.0

0.I

0.2

0.3

0.0 100.0 200.0

Z

AIRPLANE pressure distributions

and optimized configurations,

I

300.0 400.0

and geometry for the baseline

r

X=2100, station E, M=2.4, CL=0.12r
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONS
M = 2.4, Station F, X = 2208.0

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

-0.3

-0.2 -

Fig 102.
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0.0

0.I

0.2

0.3
l l I I

0.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0

Z

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline

and optimized configurations, X=2208, station F, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONf

M = 2.4, Station G, X = 2279.0

Ames 7-04, a -- 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a -- 4.25

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3 l [ l l

0.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0 600.0

Z

Fig 103. AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline
and optimized configurations, X=2279, station G, M=2.4, CL=0.12
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OFREFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONS
M = 2.4, Station H, X = 2350.0

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, ¢x = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

-0.3

-0.2 -

Fig 104.

1 1

200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0 600.0

Z

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline

and optimized configurations, X=2350, station H, M=2.4, CL =0.12-
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIOb

M = 2.4, Station J, X = 2444.0

-0.3

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, tx= 8.25

Boeing Ref H, ct = 4.25

-0.2

-0.1

_) 0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3 1 I I

0.0 200.0 _0.0 _0.0 800.0

Z

Fig 105. AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline

and optimized configurations, X=2444, station J, M=2.4, CL=0.12
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONS
M = 2.4, Station K, X = 2538.0

Ames 7-04, a = 4.R5

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

-0.3

C_

-0.2

-0.I

0.0

0.I

Fig 106.

0.2

0.3
0.0 200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0

Z

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline
and optimized configurations, X=2538, station K, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIOI _
M = 2.4, Z = 124.56

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

|

I I I I I

1250.0 1500.0 1750.0 2000.0 2250.0 2500.0

Y

2750.0

Fig 107. AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline

and optimized configurations, Z=124.56, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONS
M = 2.4, Z = 124.56

10.0

0.0

-10.0

N -20.0

-30.0

-40.0

-50.0 I i I i i

1250.0 1350.0 1450.0 1550.0 1650.0 1750.0

X

Fig 108. Leading edge of the Boeing W27 geometry.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIOb
M = 2.4, Z = 181.93

-0.3

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

-0.2

-0.I

0.1

0.2

Fig 109.

03 I I l [

1500.0 1750.0 2000.0 2250.0 2500.0

Y

2750.0

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline
and optimized configurations, Z=181.93, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONS
M = 2.4, Z = 252.89

Ames 7-04, ca = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, ¢x = 4.25

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

1600.0 2800.0

m

i [ I I I

1800.0 2000.0 2200.0 2400.0 2600.0

Y

Fig 110. AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline
and optimized configurations, Z=252.89, M=2.4, CL=0 12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIOn,

M = 2.4, Z = 323.78

-0.3

Ames 7-04, ot = 4.25

Boeing W27, ot = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, ot = 4.25

Fig IIi.

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

1800.0 2000.0 2200.0 2400.0 2600.0

Y

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline

and optimized configurations, Z=323.78, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIONS

M = 2.4, Z = 473.00

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, ct = 8.25

Boeing Ref H, ct = 4.25

-0.3

L)

Fig 112.
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-0.I

0.0

0.I

0.2

0.3 l I I I

2100.0 2200.0 2300.0 2400.0 2500.0 2600.0

Y

AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline
and optimized configurations, Z=473.00, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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AIRPLANE COMPUTATIONS OF REFERENCE H CONFIGURATIOI',,
M = 2.4, Z = 598.81

-0.3

Ames 7-04, a = 4.25

Boeing W27, a = 6.25

Boeing Ref H, a = 4.25

Fig

Cu

113.
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AIRPLANE pressure distributions and geometry for the baseline
and optimized configurations, Z=598.81, M=2.4, CL=0.12.
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Fig

REFH BASELINE, WING 704, WING 27S, WING�BODY
Test 1649, M = 2.4, RN = 4-million�ft., Langley 4 x 4

Baseline, Run 14

Baseline, Run 15

Baseline, Run 16

Wing 704, Run 22

Wing 704, Run 23

Wing 704, Run 24

Wing 27s, Run 35

Wing 27s, Run 36

Wing 27s, Run 37
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Experimental lift/drag ratio of the two optimized and the

baseline wing/body configurations, M=2.4, RN=4-million/ft.
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8.0

REFH BASELINE, WING 704, WING27S, W/B/N/D
Test 1649, M = 2.4, RN = 4.million/fL, Langley 4 x 4

Baseline, Run 11

Baseline, Run 12

Baseline, Run 13

Wing 704, Run 26

Wing 704, Run 27

Wing 704, Run 28

Wing 27s, Run 40

Wing 27s, Run 41

Wing 27s, Run 42
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Experimental lift/drag ratio of the two optimized and the

baseline complete configurations, M=2.4, RN=4-million/ft.



W/B

I W/B/N/D

AIRPLANE/Experiment Drag Increments
M = 2.4 CL = 0.12

Ref-H

Fig 116.

7-04 W27

Drag increments between AIRPLANE and experiment at cruise

lifu for the two optimizel and baseline configurations.
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Fig 117. Drag increments between AIRPLANE and experiment at zero

lift for the two optimized and baseline configurations.
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Fig 118. Performance increments of the optimized configurations compared

with the baseline for ATRPLANE and experiment at cruise lift.
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Fig 119. Drag increments due to nacelle installation for the two
optimized end baseline configurations at cruise lift.
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Update to the
"Summary of Langley Unitary Test 1649 and its Implications

on Validity of Viscous and Inviscid Analyses"
Presentation in the HSR Aero. Config. Workshop

S. Yaghmaee
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group

Seattle Washington

The present report is meant to update the TLNSMB calculated results reported in the first
NASA/Industry Configuration Aerodynamics Workshop held at NASA Langley Research
Center. The update arises from the erroneous inclusion of the forces on the aft-body
section of the configurations when comparing the results to the experimental data.
Although, this update has little impact on the incremental data, it does considerably improve

the agreement in the absolute lift and drag levels. In particular, the calculated drag level is
now within a count of experimental data when corrected for the trip drag.

The enclosed report is intended to replace the report submitted in the workshop.
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Summary of Langley Unitary Test 1649 and its Implications
on Validity of Viscous and Inviscid Analyses

S. Yaghmaee and K.M. Mejia
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group

Seattle Washington

The primary objective of the NASA Langley UPWT Test 1649 was to provide accurate data

for the validation of computational optimization and design methodology, in particular the
validation of the non-linear inviscid methods available in the late calendar year 1994 as

applied to Reference H configuration by Boeing and NASA Ames. A secondary objective
was to reduce the uncertainty with the effect of outboard leading edge, trailing edge, and the
body base bluntness on measured forces. The data was to be provided for wing/body and
wing, body, nacelle, and diverter configurations.

The test was successful in producing accurate force data. The polar for baseline Reference

H was repeated within 0.5 count of drag relative to earlier entries. For the current entry, the
polars were repeatable to within 0.5 counts of drag. The sharpening of the baseline
reference H configuration shaved a count of drag at cruise. The Boeing W27S

configuration showed a 0.2 count of drag reduction for wing/body configuration at cruise,
compared to 4.9 counts of drag reduction for Ames 704 configuration. The photos of

sublimation runs, although of poor quality, validate transition. The results are disappointing
with respect to the configuration designed by Boeing's inviscid methodology. However, a
pretest viscous analysis compares very well with the experiment.

The Boeing methodology consists of an inviscid full-potential TRANAIR optimization
followed by a viscous validation analysis. In the design of W27S configuration the viscous

STUFF, a space marching Parabolized Navier-Stokes code, was used in the pretest
validation. Due to shortcoming of STUFF code in modeling configurations with nacelle
and diverter, it was decided to validate the TLNSMB multiblock thin layer Navier-Stokes
code. The ability to model more complex configurations with TLNSMB, allows a
consistent evaluation of drag increments due to various components. The TLNSMB

calculations for wing/body configurations, predicted the experimental drag increment within
a 0.5 counts in the lift range of interest, which is within experimental uncertainty band. The
STUFF calculated increments, however, are within one count of the experimental data. In
addition, the CPU time per modeling is reduced by switching form STUFF to TLNSMB
code.

The inviscid analysis in the nonlinear TRANAIR optimization can lead to geometries with
severe viscous/inviscid interaction at the wing/body juncture flow. The interaction can

significantly reduce the anticipated drag benefit of the optimized geometry. However, a
wscous analysis of the optimized geometry can validate the drag benefit with a high level of
confidence. Furthermore, a viscous inspired constraint on optimization, such as a limit on

the magnitude of spanwise velocity, may help inviscid optimizer avoid potential pitfalls.
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BOEiI¥O

HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics

1st NASA�Industry HSR Config. Aero. Workshop

Objective

• Summarize the Unitary Test 1649.

• Cross-Validate Experimental Results with
Viscous and Inviscid Computational Tools.

Objective
To summarize the Langley unitary test 1649 and cross-validate the data

with viscous and inviscid computational results.
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80EINO 1st NASA�Industry HSR Config. Aero. Workshop

HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics

Objective of Langley Unitary Test 1649

• Provide Accurate Data for the Validation of
Computational Optimization and Design
Methodologies.

• Particularly, The validation of Nonlinear Inviscid
Methods Available in 1994.

• Reduce Uncertainty about the Effect of OB LE
and Trailing Edge Bluntness.

Objective of Langley Unitary Test 1649

To provide accurate data for the validation of computational optimization and design
methodologies. In particular, the validation of nonlinear inviscid methods available
in 1994. A secondary objective was to reduce the uncertainty about the effects of
outboard leading edge, entire trailing edge, and body base bluntness on the measured
forces and moments.
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BO, EIIICC.
m

HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics

1st NASA/Industry HSR Config. Aero. Workshop
I

,.b_
..pr

Configurations Tested

Wing/Body and Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter for
the Following Geometries

• The Baseline Reference H

• Ames 704

• Boeing W27S

• Sharpened Reference H

Configurations Tested

The baseline Reference H configuration tested earlier.
The NASA Ames optimized configuration 704.
The Boeing optimized configuration W27S.

The baseline Reference H model had a blunter outboard leading edge, entire trailing
edge,and the body base relative to other configurations. The Reference H model was

sharpened to specifications and tested to remove uncertainty about the effects of
bluntness on the incremental data.

All the geometries except for the last were tested with and without axisymmetric
nacelle/diverter combination.
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RO, FIAFO 1st NASA�Industry HSR Config. Aero. Workshop

HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics

Experimental Setup

• A 1.675% Model of all Configurations

• Model Sting Mounted with Internal
Balance

• Trip Strip with Dot Height of 0.009" and
Spacing of 0.2"

o Mach No. of 2.4 and Model Reynolds No.
of 4 Million per foot

Experimental Setup

The models were 1.675% scale of the tested configurations. Models were sting

mounted with internal balance. Trip strips with dot height of 0.009" and spanwise

spacing of 0.2" was used on the wing. The flow conditions were Mach 2.4 and

model Reynolds number of 4 million per foot. The Reynolds number per mean

aerodynamic chord was 5.7636 million.
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HOEINO

HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics

1st NASA�Industry HSR Config. Aero. Workshop

Data Taken

• Forces and Moments

Pictures of Sublimation Runs to Validate

Boundary Layer Transition by the Trip Strip

Pictures of Surface Streamlines from Colored
Oil FiowRuns.

Data Taken

The forces and moments fi'om the internal balance. Primarily interested in drag
polars.

Two type of flow visualization were done. First, sublimation to inspect the

effectiveness of the trip strip to trigger transition and establish turbulent boundary
layer. Second, colored oil flow to display the surface streamlines. The photo of the
visualization were used to form a photo-cd album.
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BOEI/V_ 1st NASA�industry HSR Config. Aero. Workshop

H_JCT High Speed Aerodynamics

Test to Test Repeatability

Drag Polar for W683 (Rel. H) Configuration in

Various Experiments in Unilary Tunnel

_J Te,,__1_25_

_ .A...= r_ag_o-

pre=d _1 esl 1619

_ _;__,_ _,_m

I
0.25 e.2'0 0.15 0A0 CL @.os o.N -e.os -O.lO

Ffl Feb 23 lg_ 11:_15::

Test to Test Repeatability

The Figure shows the drag polars for baseline Reference H configuration at three
tunnel entries(fight ordinate). The repeated runs at all tunnel entries are merged to
form a single polar. The spreads, defined as deviation at constant lift, of individual
runs form the all inclusive polar are also shown(left ordinate). A positive increment

indicates a lower drag value for the particular test.

The drag level for test 1649 is consistently lower than other entries by 3 counts.

The entries 1625 and 1599 are at 3 million per Ft. while 1649 is at 4 million per Ft..
This accounts for an estimated 3.5 counts. Thus, the current entry repeats earlier
entries to a fraction of a count of drag when corrected for Reynolds number
difference.
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B'UEIAVG 1st NASA�Industry HSR Config. Aero. Workshop

HSCT High S_ed Aerodynarnics

Lift Repeatability

<=

Lift Curve for W6.1B3 (Sharpened Ref. H)

Configurationin Unitary Tunnel

I
----__[
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Lift Repeatability

This figure shows repeated and average lift curve for Reference H

configttration in the 1649 tunnel entry (right ordinate). The spread of data
from the average, defined as deviations at constant lift, is also shown (left

ordinate). The angle of attack is seen to repeat itself within 0.025 ° .
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Lift Repeatability, Cntd.

Lift Curve for W27S Configuration

in Unitary Tunnel
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Lift Repeatability, continued

This figure shows repeated and average lift curve for W27S configuration in

the 1649 tunnel entry (right ordinate). The spread of data from the average,

defined as deviations at constant lift, is also shown (left ordinate). The angle

of attack is seen to repeat itself within 0.025 ° .
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Lift Repeatability, Cncld.
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Lift Repeatability, concluded

This figure shows repeated and average lift curve for Ames 704
configuration in the 1649 tunnel entry (right ordinate). The spread of data
from the average, deemed as deviations at constant lift, is also shown (left

ordinate). The angle of attack is seen to repeat itself within 0.025 ° .
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Polar Repeatability

Drag Polar for W6.183 (Sharpened Ref. H)

Configuration in Unilary Tunnel

Polar Repeatability

This figure shows repeated and average drag (right ordinate) polar for

sharpened Reference H configuration in the unitary 1649 tunnel entry. The
spread Of data from average (left ordinate), deemed as deviation at constant

lift, is also shown (left ordinate). The drag shows a spread of half a count for
lift range of interest.
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Polar Repeatability, Cntd.

Drag Polar for W27SB27S Configuralion in

Unitary Tunnel
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Polar Repeatability, continued

This figure shows repeated and average drag (right ordinate) polar for

sharpened W27S configuration in the unitary 1649 tunnel entry. The spread
of data from average (left ordinate), defined as deviation at constant lift, is
also shown (left ordinate). The drag shows a spread of half a count for lift

range of interest.
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Polar Repeatability, Cncld.

Drag Polar for W'/O4B704 Configuration

in Unitary Tunnel Test 1649

Polar Repeatability, concluded

This figure shows repeated and average drag (right ordinate) polar for

sharpened Ames 704 configuration in the unitary 1649 tunnel entry. The
spread of data fi'om average (left ordinate), defined as deviation at constant
lift, is also shown (left ordinate). The drag shows a spread of half a count for
lift range of interest.
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Sharpening Increment
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Sharpening Increment

The figure shows the drag polar for the baseline Reference H and the Ref. H
sharpened to specifications (right ordinate). Also shown is drag benefit at

constant lift due to sharpening (left ordinate). A positive value represents a
drag improvement. The drag benefit is seen to increase linearly with lift and at
cruise is one count.
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Ref. H Sublimation Run

Ref. H Sublimation Run

This photo shows the sublimation rtm for the upper surface of the outboard wing

of Ref. H configuration. The effect of the trip strip is accentuated by removal of

one dot. The photo strongly suggests that the boundary layer on that part of ........

surface is tripping. There are no clear picture of sublimation for the other

segments of the wing, however, the engineers who staffed the test reported

successful transition for all configurations.
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W27S Sublimation Run

W27S Sublimation Run

This photo shows the sublimation run for the upper surface of the outboard wing
of W27S configuration. The effect of the trip strip is accentuated by removal of
one dot. The photo strongly suggests that the boundary layer on that part of
surface is tripping. There are no clear picture of sublimation for the other

segments of the wing, however, the engineers who staffed the test reported
successful transition for all configurations.
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Ames 704 Sublimation Run

Ames 704 Sublimation Run

This photo shows the sublimation run for the upper surface of the outboard wing
of Ames 704 configuration. The effect of the trip strip is accentuated by removal
of one dot. The photo strongly suggests that the boundary layer on that part of
surface is tripping. There are no clear picture of sublimation for the other

segments of the wing, however, the engineers who staffed the test reported
successful transition for all configurations. The was some concern about
transition on the inboard upper surface of this configuration.
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Analysis Tools

• Earlier Design Used TRANAIR Inviscid Optimization
with Viscous Validation with STUFF Code.

° The New Procedure is to Replace the STUFF Code
with TLNSMB for Viscous Validation.

Analysis Tools

In the previous design which led to W27S configuration, TRANAIR was used as

the inviscid optimization code and the STUFF code as the viscous validation
tool. The TLNSMB code will replace the STUFF code in the viscous validation

process.
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STUFF Calculations

• Developed by Molvic and Merkle for Modeling of
Supersonic and Hypersonic FlOws.

• Utilizes a 3D Finite Volume Space Marching TVD
Scheme to Integrate the PNS Equations.

• Used in Pre-test Viscous Estimation of Wing/Body
Configuration by G.A. Biom of BCAG.

Baldwin-Lomax Turbulence Model
Planes of 156 Circumferential by 60 Normal Cells
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Sample STUFF Grid and Solution

Sample STUFF Grid and Solution

This figure shows a portion of planar PNS grid, at several streamwise stations,

colored by the value of total pressure. Regions of low total pressures highlight

the boundary layer.
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TLNSMB Code

• Multi-Block Thin Layer Navier-Stokes Solver
Developed by V. Vatsa

• Utilizes Implicit Residual Smoothing, Multigrid,
and Mesh Sequencing to Enhance Convergence.

• Less CPU time than STUFF Calculation

• Preferred BCAG NS Code

• Allows a Consistent Approach to the Evaluation
of Drag Increments.

• Improves the Physics Relative to PNS Codes.
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TLNSMB Calculations

• The Field Was Divided into Four Blocks.

• Each Block Was Discretized With "H" Grid.

• There Was a Total of Nearly Two Million Cells.

• Turbulent Flow Modeling with the Spalart-Allmaras
Model

• Calculations were Performed with the Assistance of
T.J. Kao and N.J. Yu.
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Surface Streamlines, W27S

Surface Streamlines, W27S

This figures show experimental and computational surface streamlines for W27S
configttration, where excellent qualitative agreement is observed.
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Surface Streamlines, Ames 704

Surface Streamlines, Ames 704

This figures show experimental and computational surface streamlines for Ames
704 configuration, where excellent qualitative agreement is observed.
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Lift Level Validation, Ref. H

Experimental and Viscous Prediction of
Lift Curve for Ref. H.
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Lift Level Validation, Ref. H

This figure shows the experimental( solid line) and calculated (symbols) lift
curves (right ordinate). The open symbols are viscous STUFF and the solid

symbols are viscous TLNSMB results. Also shown on the plot is the difference
in angle attack between experimental and calculated curves at constant lift (left

ordinate). The TLNSMB calculations show a difference within :L-0.02 degrees of
experimental angle of attack, and is almost zero at cruise lift. The STUFF

calculations show a difference of 0.050 at cruise lift.
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Lift Level Validation, W27S

Experimental and Viscous Prediction of
Lift Curve for W27S Configuration
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Lift Level Validation, W27S

This figure shows the experimental( solid line) and calculated (symbols) lift
curves (fight ordinate). The open symbols are viscous STUFF and the solid
symbols are viscous TLNSMB results. Also shown on the plot is the difference
in angle attack between experimental and calculated curves at constant lift (left

ordinate). The TLNSMB calculations show a difference of 0.03 ° at cruise lift.

The STUFF calculations show a difference of 0.09 ° at cruise lift.
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Lift Level Validation, Ames 704

Experimental and Viscous Prediction of

Lilt Curve for Ames 704 Configuration
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Lift Level Validation, Ames 704

This figure shows the experimental( solid line) and calculated (symbols) lift
curves(right ordinate). The open symbols are viscous STUFF and the solid

symbols are viscous TLNSMB results. Also shown on the plot is the difference
in angle attack between experimental and calculated curves at constant lift (left

ordinate). The TLNSMB results show a difference of 0.050 at cruise lift. The

STUFF results show a difference of 0.13o at cruise lift.
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Drag Level Validation, Ref. H

Prediction of Absolute Level Drag Polar

for Reference H Configuration

Drag Level Validation, Ref. H

This figure shows the experimental( solid line) and calculated (symbols) drag
polars. The open symbols are viscous STUFF and the solid symbols are viscous
TLNSMB results. The symbol "R" shows Inviscid TRANAIR plus flat plate
skin friction. Also shown on the plot are the differences in drag between :
experimental and calculated curves at constant lift (left ordinate) for all codes.

The adjusted TRANAIR results underpredict the drag. The TLNSMB results
underpredict the drag within 3.75 counts of drag for lifts levels up to 0.12 ( cruise
for wing/txxty is at 0.107). The trip drag, estimated to be between 1 and 3

counts, is a large part of the difference between TLNSMB and experiment. The
STUFF code overpredidts the drag by 0.75 count at cruise lift.
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Drag Level Validation, W27S

Prediction of Drag Polar for W27S Configuralion

Drag Level Validation, W27S

This figure shows the experimental( solid line) and calculated (symbols) drag
polars. The open symbols are viscous STUFF and the solid symbols are viscous
TLNSMB results. The symbol"W" shows lnviscid TRANAIR plus flat plate
skin friction. Also shown on the plot are the differences in drag between
experimental and calculated curves at constant lift (left ordinate) for all codes..
The adjusted TRANAIR results underpredict the drag by a considerably larger
value compared to Ref. H. The TLNSMB results underpredict the drag by 3.9

counts at cruise lift. The STUFF results underpredict the drag by 0.75 counts at
cruise lift.
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Drag Level Validation, Ames 704

Prediction ol Drag Polar for AMES 704 Configuration
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Drag Level Validation, Ames 704

This figure shows the experimental( solid line) and calculated (symbols) drag

polars. The open symbols are viscous STUFF and the solid symbols are viscous
TLNSMB results. Also shown on the plot are the differences in drag between

experimental and calculated curves at constant lift (left ordinate) for all codes.

The TLNSMB results underpredict the drag by 3.75 cotmts at cruise lift. The

STUFF results exactly predict the drag at cruise lift.
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Drag Increment Validation

Prediction of Drag Reduction

for W27S Configuration
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Drag Increment Validation

This figure shows the experimental( solid line) and calculated (symbols') drag

polars for W27S and Ref. H wing/body configurations. The open symbols are

viscous STUFF and the solid symbols are viscous TLNSMB results. The

symbol"W" shows Inviscid TRANAIR plus flat plate skin friction. Also shown

on the plot are the calculated and experimental increment in drag between W27S

and Ref. H. A positive value is drag reduction. The experimental data show a

drag improvement of 0.2 count at cruise lift. The TRANAIR results

overestimate the drag benefit of W27S. The TLNSMB code is within 0.1 count

of the experimental increment for lifts levels upto 0.15 which includs the cruise

point. The STUFF code has similar agreement as TLNSMB for lift levels upto

0.05, however, at cruise STUFF results overestimate the drag benefit by a count.
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Drag Increment Validation, Cncld.

Prediclion of Drag Reduction
for AMES704 Configuration
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Drag Increment Validation, concluded

This figure shows the experimental( solid line) and calculated (symbols) drag
polars for Ames 704 and Ref. H for wing/body configurations. The open
symbols are viscous STUFF and the solid symbols are viscous TLNSMB results.

Also shown on the plot are the calculated and experimental increments in drag
between Ames 704 and Ref. H. A positive value is drag reduction. The
experimental data show a drag improvement of 4.9 counts at cruise lift. The
TLNSMB calculated increment is generally within a 0.2 counts of the

experimental value. At lower Iift value the agreement deteriorates to one count
at CL of 0.05. At the cruise point, the TLNSMB calculated increment is 4.5

counts. The STUFF calculated increment is generally within 2 counts of the
experimenal value. At cuise, STUFF estimates a 5.3 count drag reduction.
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TRANAIR Calculated Cp, Ref. H

_ Side of
/,, Body

Inboard Upper Surface CL=.1057

CL-0.120 CL-0.1575

TRANAIR Calculated Cp, Ref. H

The figures show the inboardwing upper surface geometry (top left), where the
side of body and the leading edge have been labeled. The other plots show the

"-Cp" distribution imposed on the planform of the geometry. A section cut of
this surface creates the familiar Cp vs. X plot. The leading edge expansion and

the shock wave are easily identifmble. The shock wave is seen to become
stronger with increasing lift.
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TRANAIR Calculated Cp, W27S

a) Inboard Upper Wing Surface b) Pressures at C1-0.1075

c) Pressures at Ci-'0.120 d)PressuresatCI-0.1575

TRANAIR Calculated Cp, W27S

The figures show the inboard wing upper surface geometry (top left). The other

plots show the "--Cp" distribution imposed on the planform of the geometry. A

section cut of this surface creates the familiar Cp vs. X plot. The leading edge

expansion and the shock wave are easily identifiable. At the highest lift level a

strong shock is clearly identifiable. At lower lift levels,a sequence of two weak

shocks is observed. This double shock structure is not present in the viscous

calculation. This suggest that the comer boundary layer and the double shock

wave strongly interact, that led to viscous losses.
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TRANAIR Calculated Cross Flow.

Reference H W27S

TRANAIR Calculated Cross Flow

The figures show the magnitude of the spanwise velocity distribution imposed on
the planform of the inboard upper surface wing geometry for Reference H and
W27S geometries. This component of velocity clearly stands out at the side of

body for the W27S configuration, suggesting that it maybe a suitable candidate
to be limited via a constraint on optimization.
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TRANAIR Calculated Peak Cross Flow
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TRANAIR Calculated Peak Cross Flow

The figures show the streamwise variation of normalized magnitudes squared of
spanwise, vertical, and total cross flow velocities at Wing Buttock Line of 130
inches. This section corresponds to the location of peak cross flow shown in the
previous plot. The data shown are for Reference H, W27S, and Ames 704
configuration. The spanwise velocity for W27S configuration has two maxima,

while the Ref. H and Ames 704 have a single maximum. The magnitude of the
spanwise velocity for W27S at peak locations is higher than the maxima for the
other two configurations. The normal component of velocity shows a well
behaved variation for all configurations. The total cross flow velocity variations
are dominated by spanwise component of velocity. The magnitude of spanwise

component of velocity was chosen to form a constraint.
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Conclusions, Experiment

• The Unitary 1649 Test Objective Was Met. .
• Polar is Repeatable to 0.5 Count of Drag Relat=ve to

Earlier Entries.

• The Lift Curve is Repeatable to within 0.05 ° in
Incidence.

• The Polar is Repeatable to within 0.5 Counts of Drag.
• Sharpening OB L.E., T.E., and Body Base Shaved a

count of Drag at Cruise.
• Boeing's W27 o o=....... ,.. -

• ._ o-uwea u.2. Count Drag Reduction at
Cruise-for Wing/Body Configuration.

• Ames 704 Showed 4.9 Counts Drag Reduction at
Cruise for Wing/Body Configuration.
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Conclusions, Computational

• Inviscid Optimization May Lead to Severe
Viscous/Inviscid Interaction at Wing/Body Juncture.

• A Limit on Spanwise Velocity Magnitude may be a
Simple and Effective Viscous Inspired Constraint,

• Viscous Analysis f,or Wing/Body Configurations
Compares Very Well with the Experiment.

• TLNSMB Predicts the Increments Better Than STUFF.

• Lift Curve is within 0.050 in Incidence of Exp. Data.

• Drag Polars is within 3 Counts of Exp. Data.

• Drag Increment is Generally within 0.5 Counts of Exp.
Data.
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This paper is a discussion of the supersonic nonlinear point design optimization

efforts at McDonnell Douglas Aerospace under the High-Speed Research (HSR)
program. The baseline for these optimization efforts has been the M2.4-7A

configuration which represents an arrow-wing technology for the High-Speed Civil

Transport (HSCT). Optimization work on this configuration began in early 1994 and
continued into 1996. Initial work focused on optimization of the wing camber and twist

on a wing/body configuration and reductions of 3.5 drag counts (Euler) were realized.

The next phase of the optimization effort included fuselage camber along with the wing
and a drag reduction of 5.0 counts was achieved. Including the effects of the nacelles
and diverters into the optimization problem became the next focus where a reduction of

6.6 counts (Euler W/B/N/D) was eventually realized. The final two phases of the effort

included a large set of constraints designed to make the final optimized configuration
more realistic and they were successful albeit with a loss of performance.
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Outline

• Background

• Design methods

• The Opt5 design effort

• The Opt5-A and Opt6 design efforts

• Conclusions

The presentation of this material is broken down into five major categories. The
first of these is the background of MDC's wing design optimization efforts and the
objectives of the efforts as related to the HSR plan. Next there is a quick look at MDC's
current optimization system (MDO3D) which is similar in format to the various tools
used for the optimization efforts. The next two sections are focused on the results of

the study with the bulk of the material focused on the M2.4-7A Opt5 configuration which
was tested in NASA Langley's UPWT supersonic 4' tunnel (the results of which will be
presented later by Robert Narducci). Finally, some conclusions from the study will be
presented that will summarize the optimization results to date.
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Objectives

Conduct systematic applications of the emerging non-
linear aerodynamic design optimization methods to the
M2.4-7A Arrow-wing configuration

Conduct performance assessments of the M2.4-7A
Arrow-wing configurations

Define HSR HSCT geometry for wind-tunnel test
verification

This effort was concerned with the development of methods to be used in

optimization tasks in aerodynamic design and integration studies. The objective of this
HSR effort was to adapt, assess, validate, and select nonlinear CFD methods in the

application of supersonic cruise point design optimization of HSCT configurations. The

results of this study were then to be used to make recommendations on methods most
.suitable for the HSCT design activities along with a configuration to be used for a wind-
tunnel test.
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MDC Arrow-Wing Design History

W/B

W/Bw/
NacelleEffects

HSR CA

Baseline Arrow-Wing)

Opt1

Opt2

_.+LE R_..adiu,_

'+ LE Radius T

Opt5 Model

OptS-A

Opt6

Improvements
Opt1" 3.5 cnts

Opt2:5.0 cnts

Opt3:3.5 cnts

Opt4:6.0 cnts

Opt5:2.5 cnts

4.5 cnts

(wrt baseline)"
(Euler W/B)

(Euler W/B)

(Euler W/B/N/D)

(Euler W/B/N/D)

(Euler W/B)

(N-SW/B)
6.6 cnts (Euler W/B/N/D)

Opt5-A: 6.0 cnts (Euler W/B/N/D)

Opt6: 6.5 cnts (Euler W/B/N/D)

The history of MDC's optimization efforts is shown in this chart. It began as a collaborative effort with

NASA Ames Research Center in the optimization of the W4 configuration which represented the

technology for a high-speed transport developed in the late 1970's. The outcome of the optimization effort
was the W5 configuration which yielded a significant reduction in supersonic cruise drag over the W4
configuration, verified through wind-tunnel tests. The success of this initial effort provided the confidence
for it to be applied to the HSR Configuration Aerodynamics (CA) design efforts at MDA.

The baseline configuration for the new studies was the M2.4-7A arrow-wing which represents a full

configuration, not just a technology demonstrator. Wing/body optimization on this configuration began
early 1994 and yielded the Opt1 configuration. The wing camber and twist were the only design variables
active at this time while camber design for the fuselage had to wait until the Opt2 configuration. The Opt1
design yielded an improvement of 3.5 counts (W/B Euler) and the Opt2 yielded an improvement of 5.0

counts (W/B Euler). Note that a high-lift wind-tunnel model was built utilizing the Opt;?. configuration with
the addition of a much larger leading-edge radius.

Early in the Fall of 1994, wing/body optimization with nacelle/diverter effects began. The initial design
for this effort was started from the M2.4-7A baseline while another configuration was initiated with the

Opt2 configuration. The outcome of these efforts was the Opt3 and Opt4 configurations. The Opt4

showed considerably better performance, a 6.0 count drag reduction versus a 3.5 count reduction, despite
the fact that a much larger leading-edge radius was also placed on this design. From the Opt4
configuration, another design optimization was performed (with updated nacelle effects), and the Opt5

configuration was generated and lofted for the high-speed wind-tunnel model. This configuration yielded
about a 6.6 count reduction in drag over the baseline.

The final two configurations generated were the Opt5-A design which tested the impact of realistic
fuselage/cabin constraints, and the Opt6 design which included these new constraints, but also allowed
for some thickness vadation on the wing.
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Three-View of MDA HSCT M2.4-7A Configuration

• Cruise Macl_ no. = 2.4

• Range = 5000 n.m.

• MFTF nacelles .,._

• Landing gear fairing -- . . i_____a.zx___-J _ _.:_\ I

The MDA M2.4-7A configuration layout is shown. This aircraft is a full configuration

that meets the mission requirements by holding 300 passengers and having a range of

5000 nm. This configuration uses very large mixed-flow turbofan (MFTF) engine
nacelles which dominate the flow characteristics on the lower surface of the wing (the

Boeing Ref. H configuration uses much smaller nacelles). Note that this configuration

does have a significant landing-gear fairing on the lower portion of the wing that was not
included in the optimization efforts due to the optimization analysis capabilities present
at that time. The results of this optimization follow.
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MDC M2.4-7A Wing Optimization

Opt5 Configuration Design

• FLO67(WBGRID)/QNMDIFF Euler design code with nacelle
effects, optimization of all variables at once (started at Opt4)

• Camber

- 4 distinct variables per span station, 7 stations on the wing (entire wing)
- 8 distinct design Variables on the fuselage

- perturbations linearly lofted between design stations
• Twist

- 1 design variable per span station, 8 stations on the wing
- trailing edge fixed

- perturbations linearly lofted between design stations
• Constraints

- lift and pitching moment coefficients

- cabin height

- planform nearly fixed

This slide shows the details and background of the previously mentioned Opt5

configuration. This design used the FLO67(WBGRID)/QNMDIFF Euler design code
with optimization of all variables simultaneously. The focus of this particular design was
a second iteration of the wing and fuselage camber optimization with the effe_

nacelles and diverters included. This design used the Opt4 configuration as a starting

point and placed constraints on the cabin height and on the lift and pitching moment (as

was the case with the Opt4 configuration). Note that the constraint of the pitching
moment was not very strict and there was a moderate shift of the CMO curve as a result
of the optimization.
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Lift Coefficients for the Baseline and Optimized
M2.4-7A Wing/Body Configurations

CFL3D, M =2.4, Forces Integrated to FS3280
' ..1 _ : _ ' l ' _ _ t ,I, ' ' ' ' I. ' ' _
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" ----z_---OptS(lofted;N-S;Baldwin-Lornax) :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::j::l::
- 0 M2.4-7A(Euler) i ; t.... ;/_rl ; : ;I _
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Angle-of-Attack, o_(°)

Lift curves from CFL3D Euler and Navier-Stokes analysis of the M2.4-7A Baseline
and Opt5 (lofted) wing/body configurations are shown. For both the Euler and Navier-

Stokes analysis, the slope of the lift curve has been for the Opt5. At this time, the

driving mechanism for this phenomenon is still not fully understood, although the

increased leading-edge suction of the optimized configurat!ons may play a significant

role. As expected, the Navier-Stokes analysis on both configurations yielded a lower lift
curve slope than the corresponding Euler analysis.
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Drag Polars for the Baseline and Optimized
M2.4-7A Wing/Body Configurations

CFL3D, M.=2.4, Re==4.1 xl 06, Forces Integrated to FS3280
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Drag Coefficient, C o

Drag polars from CFL3D Euler and Navier-Stokes analysis of the M2.4-7A Baseline

and Opt5 (lofted) wing/body configurations are shown. With Euler analysis, the
optimized configuration shows a 2.5 count reduction in cruise drag (CL=0.10) over the

baseline M2.4-7A design when the forces are integrated to x=3280" (note that this is

with a flat-plate skin friction estimate of 61.8 counts for each configuration). With

Navier-Stokes analysis, there is an unexpected result that gives a cruise drag reduction
of about 4.5 counts for the optimized configuration. This increase in the drag difference

between the two configurations is due to a reduction in friction drag (see next slide) for

the optimized configuration despite the fact that this configuration has more wetted

surface area than the baseline. Note that a separate flat-plate skin friction estimate for
the Opt5 configuration actually predicts more friction drag (62.5 counts) than that of the
baseline.
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Friction Drag for the Baseline and Optimized
M2.4-7A Wing/Body Configurations

CFL3D, M==2.4, Reo=4.1x106, Forces Integrated to FS3280
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Lift Coefficient, C L

Friction drag from CFL3D Navier-Stokes analysis of the M2.4-7A Baseline and
Opt5 (lofted) wing/body configurations are shown. As previously mentioned, there is a

reduction in friction drag of about 2 counts for the optimized configuratior(;Ithough not
shown here, this result also holds true for a Reynolds number of 2.0x106/ . The

present explanation for this reduction is that the optimized configuration has a
considerably larger region of an adverse pressure gradient (near the wing leading edge)
than the M2.4-7A Baseline configuration. Note that the flat-plate skin friction estimate

(Rec=4.1xl06) is considerably higher than the Navier-Stokes predictions.
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Lift-to-Drag Ratios for the Baseline and Optimized
M2.4-7A Wing/Body Configurations

CFL3D, M==2.4, Re==4.1xl 0e, Forces Integrated to FS3280
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Lift Coefficient, CL

: 7'' _ '
p..-. ....

0.18

Lift-to-drag ratio curves from CFL3D Euler and Navier-Stokes analysis of the

M2.4-7A Baseline and Opt5 (lofted) wing/body configurations are shown. Once again,
the performance gains in the optimized configuration are clearly shown. Note that the
CL at (L/D)rnax is somewhat less for both Euler analyses due to the poor estimation of
friction drag from flat-plate analysis.
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Pitching Moments for the Baseline and Optimized
M2,4-7A Wing/Body Configurations

CFL3D, M =2.4, Re==2xl0 e, Forces Integrated to FS3280
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Pitching Moment, CM

Pitching moment coefficients from CFL3D Euler and Navier-Stokes analysis of the
M2.4-7A Baseline and Opt5 (lofted) wing/body configurations are shown. As previously
mentioned, the constraint on the pitching moment was not strictly enforced and we see
considerable shifting in the curves (although we see very little change in shape). For
both the Euler and Navier-Stokes analyses, the optimized configuration generates more
nose-up pitching moment which is generally considered good as it requires the tail to
produce more lift for trim.
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Comparisonof PressureDistributionsfromCFL3DNavier-StokesCalculationsfor the
CpM2.4-TABaselineandtheOpt5Wing/BodyConfigurations(Re-_.4x10s, Baldwin-Lomax)
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Pressure distributions from CFL3D Navier-Stokes analysis on the M2.4-7A Baseline

and Opt5 (lofted) wing/body configurations are shown. The optimized configuration has
much higher loading at the leading edge and a generally more even pressure
distribution on the upper surface. Note that the optimized configuration also exhibits a

much larger region of an adverse pressure gradient over the inboard portion of the
wing. This adverse gradient has the effect of lowering the local skin friction for the

configuration. Too much of an adverse gradient would lead to flow separation, although
none is present for these cases.
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Local Drag Contours on the Baseline M2.4-7A
Wing/Body Configuration

CFL3D Navier-Stokes, Baldwin-Lomax
Moo=2.4; c_=1.9"; Rec=4.1x10 6

Top

Side
(wing not shown)

Bottom
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Local drag contours on the M2.4-7A Baseline configuration are shown. The

purpose of this slide is to illustrate regions of the wing/body surface where a large (or
small) amount of drag exists. Of the most interest for these optimization efforts are the
regions of negative drag (thrust) that occur near the leading-edge of the wing. A white
contour line marks the boundary of the thrusting region for this and the following
contour plots. This line indicates that the thrusting region for the baseline configuration
occupies a narrow band very near the wing leading edge that extends from the
wing/body junction to the wing break. This leading-edge thrust is caused by low
pressure flow acting over forward facing surfaces. Generally, any improvements in
leading-edge thrust will increase the overall performance of the aircraft. Therefore, we
would hope that any optimization effort would increase the size and intensity of leading-
edge thrust. Also note that there is a small region of thrust on the body surface near
the wing trailing edge. Please see the next slide for a similar plot of the optimized
configuration.
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Local Drag Contours on the M2.4-7A Opt5
Wing/Body Configuration

CFL3D Navier-Stokes, Baldwin-Lomax
Moo=2.4; (x=1.9"; Rec=4.1xl0 6

Top

Side
(wing not shown)
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Local drag contours on the M2.4-7A Opt5 configuration are shown. This slide is a
follow-on to the previous one and demonstrates that the optimization process did in fact
increase both the size and intensity of the thrusting portion of the wing. One can see
that the leading-edge thrust is even closer to the wing leading edge and extends from
the wing/body junction to beyond the wing breakl where a small region extents almost
to the wing midchord. It is also clear that the intensity of the thrust is greater on the
optimized configuration (although this may be difficult to see on a black-and-white
reproduction). The small thrusting region on the body near the wing trailing edge is still
present on the optimized configuration and it is slightly larger than before. If one also
looks at the lower-wing surface on the optimized configuration, it appears that the drag
on the leading edge (lower surface) has been slightly reduced.
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Lift Coefficients for the Baseline and Optimized

M2.4-7A Wing/Body/Nacelle/Diverter Configurations
CFL3D, Euler, M =2.4, Forces Integrated to FS3280
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Lift curves from CFL3D Euler analysis of the M2.4-7A Baseline and Opt5 (lofted)

wing/body/nacelle/diverter configurations" are shown. As with the wing/body analysis

case, the slope of the lift curve is larger for the Opt5. Once again, the driving

mechanism for this phenomenon is still not fully understood, although the increased

leading-edge suction of the optimized configurations may play a significant role.
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Pressure Drag Polars for the Baseline and Optimized
M2.4-7A Wing/Body/Nacelle/D erler Configurations

CFL3D, Euler, M.=2.4, Forces Integrated to FS3280
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Pressure Drag Coefficient, CD_

Pressure drag polars from CFL3D Euler analysis of the M2.4-7A Baseline and Opt5

(lofted) wing/body/nacelle/diverter configurations are shown. The optimized
configuration shows a 6.6 count reduction in cruise pressure drag (CL=O.11) over the

baseline configuration when the forces are integrated to x=3280'.
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Pressure distributions from CFL3D Euler analysis on the M2.4-7A Baseline and

Opt5 (lofted) wing/body/nacelle/diverter configurations are shown. The optimized
configuration has much higher loading at the leading edge and a generally more even

pressure distribution on the upper surface. Note that the large expansion that was seen
on the wing/body analysis of the Opt5 configuration on the lower surface near the
trailing edge is not as evident on the inboard section. The strength of the outboard
nacelle/diverter shock was reduced mainly by reducing the diverter height. This

reduced height was possible because the optimized wing/body allowed an improved

nacelle integration. Note that the upper surface flow is unaffected by the presence of
the nacelles and diverters (as it should be) thus preserving the increased adverse

pressure gradient region shown in the wing/body configuration solutions. Therefore,
there is good reason to believe that the reduction in skin friction indicated by the

wing/body Navier-Stokes analysis would also hold true for the

wing/body/nacelle/diverter configuration.
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Pressure Drag Breakdown for the M2.4-7A

Baseline and Opt5 Configurations

Total Wing Body Nacelle, Nacelle, Diverter, Diverter,
Inbd Outb Inbd Outb

Configuration Component

A pressure drag breakdown for M2.4-7A Baseline and Opt5 configuration are
shown. Such a breakdown is useful to determine where the optimization process made
improvements and design trade-offs. As indicated in the slide, the optimizer removed

almost 6 counts of drag from the wing alone, and surprisingly, the body gained about 3
counts of drag. This is clearly a trade-off where fuselage performance was sacrificed
to further improve the wing. The case also illustrates how important it is to optimize the

wing and the fuselage simultaneously. Also shown in the slide is the fact that the drag
on the inboard nacelle and diverter was virtually unchanged while the drag on the
outboard nacelle and diverter decreased by about 3.5 counts. Note that the drag
reduction on the outboard diverter can mostly be attributed to the manual shortening of
that diverter height which was possible due to the favorable modifications of the wing
lower surface.
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Optimization of Wing and Fuselage
with Fuselage Constraints

• Opt5-A Configuration Design (Fuselage Deck Modification)

• FLO67(QGRID)/ADS Euler design code with nacelle effects,
optimization of all variables at once (started at Opt5 design)

• Camber

- 5 distinct variables per span station, 7 stations on the wing (entire wing)

- 9 distinct design variables on the fuselage

- perturbations linearly lofted between design stations

• Twist

- 1 design variable per span station, 8 stations on the wing
- trailing edge fixed

- perturbations linearly lofted between design stations

• Constraints

- lift and pitching moment coefficients

- deck angles, cabin and cargo bay heights

- spanwise wing surface curvature

Beyond Opt5, the first optimization study, Opt5-A, was focused on studying the

impact of much more realistic constraints on the fuselage deck. The initial design for

this study was the M2.4-7A Opt5 configuration and the optimization took place utilizing

the FLO67-based design code with the QGRID grid generator and the ADS optimizer.
The design variables for this case were wing twist and camber (although only the twist
alone results will be presented here), fuselage camber, deck placement variables, and

wing plunge. The constraints for this case consisted of lift and pitching moment

limitations, fuselage deck angles, cabin and cargo bay heights, and spanwise wing
curvature. The constraints on wing curvature were put in place when initial results gave
unacceptable geometries.
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Illustration of Fuselage Deck Layout Constraints
(M2.4-7A Configuration)

I_ Segment #3 I.------ Segment #1 _ _ Segment #2 I

L_

A =

04 _ _ A

^ _ ^ P. _ =

o _ _

O Denotes deck break locations

All deck angles must be < 2.0 °
(w.r.t. WRP)

Vertical dimensions not to scale

A graphical representation of the fuselage constraints is shown.
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Impact of Fuselage Constraints on Design

Initial Configuration (M2.4-7A Opt5)

New Configuration (Opt5-A)

L/D Convergence History

9.55

1 2 3 4 5 6

Cycle Number

Deck Angle Convergence Histories Cabin and Cargo Clearance Heights

f_iiiiii:I _Forward Deck] ! :i::: :::I:ITIII _ Cabin Height

_ 4'00_ _M!dD_k [ 110.0_ _ Fore Cargo
_...qOn_ "-°----AT[UecK I _ : ......:::.........I --'°--- Au_ .... _. ....... _ m _ ".................. I ft Cargo
r- ............................::. ....................................._=. . i; T_I_I;;SS:IIISI_II;S:SZ::...............................

 .oo 90o
0.00

w........_ .......i ........, 80.0 .... , , , ,
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Cycle Number Cycle Number

The details for the Opt5-A optimization are shown. The lower three plots illustrate
the convergence of the objective function and the most critical constraints. Note that all

of the constraints are satisfied by the fifth cycle and that the objective function (L/D)
smooths out at that point. The upper figure shows the significant impact of the new

fuselage deck constraints on the final design. Unfortunately, a 1% loss of performance

in supersonic cruise L/D was required to meet the constraints on the fuselage.
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Thickness Optimization of Wing and Fuselage
Opt6 Configuration Desicjn (Wing Thickness Modification)

• FLO67(QGRID)/ADS Euler design code with nacelle effects,
optimization of all variables at once (started at Opt5-A design)

• Camber & Thickness

- Used Hick's functions & polynomial shape functions

- 5 distinct variables per span station, 7 stations on the wing (entire wing)

- 9 distinct design variables on the fuselage

- perturbations linearly lofted between design stations

• Twist

- 1 design variable per span station, 7 stations on the wing

- trailing edge modified with 7 design variables along wing

- perturbations linearly lofted between design stations

• Constraints

- lift and pitching moment coefficients

- deck angles, cabin and cargo bay heights

- forward door clearance

- spanwise wing surface curvature

The second optimization study in this effort, Opt6, was focused on studying the

impact of allowing the wing thickness to be modified during optimization. The initial
design for this study was the M2.4-7A Opt5-A configuration and the optimization took

place utilizing the FLO67-based design code with the QGRID grid generator and the

ADS optimizer. The design variables for this case were wing twist, camber, and
thickness, along with fuselage camber and area distribution, deck placement, and wing
plunge. The constraints for this case consisted of all the constraints (full deck) for the

Opt5-A configuration plus the addition of wingbox area limitations.
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Comparison of Lift Coefficients for the Optimized
M2.4-7A Wing/Body Configurations

FL067 Results with Forces Integrated to the Fuselage End; w/Nacelle Effects; 193x33x33; M==2.4
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Lift curves from FLO67 Euler analysis for the M2.4-7A optimized wing/body
configurations (with nacelle/diverter effects) are shown. The Opt5 configuration has the

highest lift of the three for a given angle-of-attack while the Opt5-A has the lowest. At
the cruise condition of CL = 0.1 1, there is a spread of 0.2 deg. between the three curves

although all of them have an angle-of-attack less than 1.9 deg. (the baseline value).
There is no change in lift curve slope between the configurations.
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Comparison of Drag Polars for the M2.4-7A
Optimized Wing/Body Configurations

FLO67 Results with Forces Integrated to the Fuselage End; w/Nacelle Effects; 193x33x33; M=2.4

0.18

0.16

0.14

..J

0
._ 0.12
t-
0_

.m

_- 0.10

0

0.08,4-"

._1

0.06

0.04

0.02

M2.4-7A Opt5 (CDv=47.3cts)

0.008 0.010 0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.020 0.022 0.024

Drag Coefficient, C D

Drag polars from FLO67 Euler analysis (with flat-plate skin friction) for the M2.4-7A

optimized wing/body configurations (with nacelle/diverter effects) are shown. The Opt5

configuration has the lowest drag of the three for a given lift coefficient although all
have significantly less drag than the baseline configuration. At the cruise lift coefficient

of 0.1 1, the spread between the curves is 1.5 counts. The disappointing results for the

Opt6 configuration yielded only a 0.6 count drag improvement over the Opt5-A design.
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Comparison of Lift-to-Drag Ratios for the Optimized
M2,4-7A Wing/Body Configurations

FLO67 Results with Forces Integrated to the Fuselage End; w/Nacelle Effects; 193x33x33; M==2.4
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- - M2.4-7A Opt6 (Cov=47.3cts)
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Lift Coefficient, CL

Lift-to-drag ratios from FLO67 Euler analysis (with flat-plate skin friction) for the
M2.4-7A optimized wing/body configurations (with nacelle/diverter effects) are shown.
As expected, the Opt5 has the highest L/D and the Opt5-A the lowest. All of the
configurations show relatively flat response near (L/D)max which seems to occurs at a CL
of approximately 0.12.
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Comparison of Pitching Moments for the Optimized
M2.4-7A Wing/Body Configurations
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Pitching Moment, C M

Due to the loose constraints placed on the pitching moments during optimization,
there is a significant shift in pitching moment between the three configurations. Note

that only a shift in the curves has taken place between the configurations and the
slopes are maintained.
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X-Cut Comparison of the Baseline and Design Geometries

\\

\\

Opt5 Design Geometry

Opt5-A Design Geometry

......... Opt6 Design Geometry

I I

/.J
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/° j

o
l I , , j,, I , l l l

100 200

X = 1700"

Cross-sectional cuts at constant fuselage (X) stations and constant butt-line
stations (Y) are shown in the next several slides for the Opt5, Opt5-A, and Opt6
configurations. The first chart shows the geometries at X=1700". Note that there is a
considerable shift in wing position for the Opt5-A configuration and very little for the
Opt6 (with respect to the Opt5-A).
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X-Cut Comparison of the Baseline and Design Geometries

\
\
\

i

//t{'_

Y

Opt5 Design Geometry
Opt5-A Design Geometry

......... Opt6 Design Geometry

Im a a _ J

0 100 200 300 400 500

X = 2500"

Once again, there is a significant shift in the wing position between the Opt5 and
Opt5-A configurations. The Opt6 configuration shows only marginal changes in the
wing geometry. The general shape of the wings however appears to be unchanged.
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Y-Cut Comparison of the Design Geometries

Opt5 Design Geometry

..... Opt5-A Design Geometry

......... Opt6 Design Geometry

I I
1 J i , i I I v 1 , I i =

1500 2000 2500
Chord X

Cut at Y = 100"

This slide shows an airfoil cut for the Opt5, Opt5-A, and Opt6 configurations at
Y=100". The differences between the Opt5-A and Opt6 cuts appear to be mostly

camber changes with very little thickness differences apparent. Note a somewhat
awkward leading-edge curvature of the geometries in the expanded scale.
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Y-Cut Comparison of the Design Geometries

Opt5 Design Geometry

Opt5-A Design Geometry

......... Opt6 Design Geometry

l I I I

r i i l i I , _ j
2600 2800

Chord X

._.=.:.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.:.=.:.=,:.:-:':'Z'Z'E'Z'Z'Z'EE'CCCCC_CCEECZCCCCC_.

I

C-
Expanded

Cut at Y = 500"

!n this cut, there are more significant camber/twist differences between the Opt5-A
and Opt6 configurations (especially near the trailing edge). However, the thickness
differences are slight.
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Y-Cut Comparison of the Design Geometries

Opt5 Design Geometry

..... Opt5-A Design Geometry

......... Opt6 Design Geometry

, I ....... , I , i , , 1 , , , i ,,I , , , , I , ,,

2850 2900 2950 3000 3050
Chord X

I I I

3100

Expanded

Cut at Y = 700"

As before, this cut has more significant camber/twist differences between the

Opt5-A and Opt6 configurations (especially near the trailing edge). However, the
thickness differences are very small.
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Summary and Conclusions

The M2.4-7A Opt5 (lofted) wing/body configuration showed a
2.5 count (Euler) and a 4.5 count (N-S) reduction in supersonic
cruise drag over the Baseline M2.4-7A.

The M2.4-7A Opt5 (lofted) wing/body/nacelle/diverter
configuration showed a 6.6 count (Euler) and 8.6 count
(estimated N-S) reduction in supersonic cruise drag over the
Baseline M2.4-7A.

Fuselage deck constraints caused a 1.0% reduction in cruise
performance for a highly constrained camber and twist design
(Opt5-A configuration).

Including the effects of thickness design variables has yet to
produce significant improvements in cruise performance. The
best design to date that includes deck constraints and
thickness design variables is still 0.5% under the performance
of the Opt5 configuration.

Detailed CFL3D analyses have revealed a 2.5 count (Euler) and a 4.5 count (N-S)

reduction in cruise drag for the Opt5 wing/body configuration along with a 6.6 count

reduction (Euler) for the Opt5 wing/body/nacelle/diverter configuration and an estimated

8.6 count reduction for N-S analysis. The application of realistic fuselage/deck
constraints had a negative impact on the performance resulting in a 1% loss of

supersonic cruise performance. The inclusion of thickness effects has not significantly

improved the design to date (0.5%) although investigations are currently underway to
rectify this situation.
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Experimental Investigation of a Point Design Optimized
Arrow Wing HSCT Configuration

R.P. Narducci, P. Sundaram, S. Agrawal, S. Cheung, A.E. Arslan, G.L. Martin
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace

Long Beach, Califomia 90807-5309

The M2.4-7A Arrow Wing HSCT configuration was optimized for straight and level
cruise at a Mach number of 2.4 and a lift coefficient of 0.10. A quasi-Newton

optimization scheme maximized the lift-to-drag ratio (by minimizing drag-to-lift) using
Euler solutions from FLO67 to estimate the lift and drag forces. A 1.675% wind-tunnel
model of the Opt5 HSCT configuration was built to validate the design methodology.
Experimental data gathered at the NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT)
section #2 facility verified CFL3D Euler and Navier-Stokes predictions of the Opt5
performance at the design point. In turn, CFL3D confirmed the improvement in the lift-
to-drag ratio obtained during the optimization, thus validating the design procedure.

A data base at off-design conditions was obtained during three wind-tunnel tests. The
entry into NASA Langley UPWT section #2 obtained data at a free stream Mach
number, Moo, of 2.55 as well as the design Mach number, Moo=2.4. Data from a Mach
number range of 1.8 to 2.4 was taken at UPWT section #1. Transonic and low
supersonic Mach numbers, Moo=0.6 to 1.2, was gathered at the NASA Langley 16 ft.
Transonic Wind Tunnel (TWT).

In addition to good agreement between CFD and experimental data, highlights from
the wind-tunnel tests include a trip dot study suggesting a linear relationship between
trip dot drag and Mach number, an aeroelastic study that measured the outboard wing
deflection and twist, and a flap scheduling study that identifies the possibility of only
one leading-edge and trailing-edge flap setting for transonic cruise and another for
low supersonic acceleration.
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Wind-Tunnel Test Objectives

• Validate the aerodynamic design improvements
predicted by non-linear CFD

• Develop an experimental database for the Arrow
Wing HSCT configuration

• Obtain aerodynamic characteristics for different
wing-flap deflections in the transonic flow regime

The primary objective of the test was to validate the non-linear point-design
methodology used at McDonnell Douglas to obtain the Opt5 configuration from the

linearly optimized baseline M2.4-7A. The methodology was validated by confirming
the aerodynamic improvements predicted by non-linear CFD codes. In addition to
obtaining data at the design point, a database for the Arrow Wing HSCT configuration
was established at off-design Mach numbers. A third objective was to obtain
aerodynamic characteristics for different wing-flap deflections in the transonic flow
regime.
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Outline

• Model description

• Test log

• Supersonic testing (UPWT)

- Trip drag study

- Compads0n to CFD

- Aeroelastic study

• Transonic testing (16 ft. TWT)

- Transonic drag rise

- Flap effectiveness

• Summary of important findings

This presentation begins with a description of the 1.675% scale Opt5 model used in
the tests. Following this, a general overview of the Opt5 entries into the Langley
UPWT and 16 ft. TWT test facilities will be given. To begin the presentation of data
gathered during the tests, a detailed trip study showing trip drag as a function of Mach
number will be given. Next, CFD comparisons at design and off-design Mach
numbers will be shown. This includes an aeroelastic study showing the effects of
outboard wing deflection and twist on lift. Transonic data from Langley's 16 ft. TWT
facility is presented next. This includes the transonic drag rise and leading-edge and
trailing-edge flap effectiveness. The presentation is concluded with a summary of
important findings of the Opt5 wind-tunnel tests.
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Model Description

/

The model is a 1.675% scale of the McDonnell Douglas optimized M2.4-7A W/B/N/D
configuration (Opt5). The model, sized for testing in the NASA Langley UPWT section
#2, is 4.578 ft. long and spans 2.149 ft. The fuselage is 2.2 in. shorter than the full
geometry to accommodate the balance and sting within the model. The internal
nacelle geometry is cylindrical to simplify the mass flow assessment and is sized to
match the mass flow at the design condition.

The wing is fabricated from stainless steel and covers an area of 2.511 ft2. it has a
faired leading-edge break at 70% semi-span and a faired trailing-edge break at 30%
semi-span. The wing has two leading-edge flaps and three trailing-edge flaps. Flaps
are deflected by replacing flap pieces to accommodate the desired flap setting. The
inboard leading-edge flap may be deflected 0 ° or 10 ° and the outboard leading-edge
flap may be deflected 0 °, 5 °, 10 °, 15 °, or 20 °. The leading-edge deflections are
smoothly faired from inboard to outboard and thus only certain combinations of the
inboard and outboard leading-edge flap deflections can be made. The trailing-edge

flaps may be deflected 0",3 °, 6 °, or 10 °.

During the tests, 85 static pressure orifices were functional. Fifty-six taps were located
on the leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps and were only functional with 0 ° flap
deflections.
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Date

Configurations

Mach

Rec

Measurements

Flow

Visualization

Studies

Opt5 1995 Test Log

UPWT UPWT

Section #2 Section #1

June 12 - June 30 Aug 3 - Aug 30

(3 Weeks / (4 Weeks /

W/B & W/B/N/D W/B & W/B/N/D

2.4, 2.55

4.12x106

Force, Moment,

Pressure

1.8 - 2.4

4.12x106

Force, Moment,

Pressure

Oil flow Oil flow

Sublimation Sublimation

Schlieren

Trip drag Trip drag

Aeroelastic

16 ft.

TWT

Sept 20 - Oct 20

(4.5 Weeks)

W/B & W/B/N/D

Flaps

0.3- 1.2

2.0x106 - 4.0xl 0 6

Force, Moment,

Pressure

Oil flow

Sublimation

Trip drag

Flap deflections

Nearly 11 weeks of total testing was done on the Opt5 model at the UPVMT and 16 ft.
TWT facilities. Opt5 entry in the Langley UPWT sections #2 and #1 occurred June 12
to June 30, 1995 and August 3 to August 30, 1995, respectively. Testing in the 16 ft.
TWT facility occurred between September 20 and October 20, 1995.

Tunnel experiments obtained force, moment, and pressure data for both wing/body
(W/B) and wing/body/nacelle/diverter (W/B/N/D) configurations. At selected flow
conditions, colored oil flow visualization tests were performed to gain insight into the
flow physics. In addition, sublimation runs were performed to assist in understanding
the boundary layer transition. During the Opt5 entry into test section #1, Schlieren
photographs were taken to visualize the shock structure.
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NASA Langley UPWT Facility

Volve 11",

The NASA Langley UPWT is a fan driven, closed circuit, continuous flow, pressurized
wind tunnel. Tunnel total pressure can be varied from 3 psia to 150 psia. It has two
test sections, both 4 ft. x 4 ft. in cross-section and 7 ft. long. Test section #2 has a Mach
number range from 2.29 to 4.63. Tunnel operation for test section #1 occurs in two
modes. One mode covers a Mach number range of 1.46 to 2.16; the second mode
covers the range from 2.36 to 2.87.
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NASA Langley 16 ft. TWT Facility
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The NASA Langley 16 ft. TWT is a fan driven, closed circuit, single return, continuous
flow atmospheric wind tunnel. The test section is octagonal in shape and is
approximately 15.5 ft. in diameter. The test section is slotted to reduce reflected shock
interference and wall boundary layer effects. For transonic flow the test section is 22 ft.

long; for supersonic flow the test section length is 8 ft. long. The Mach number range
for this tunnel is 0.3 to 1.2.
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Trip Height (in)

Tunnel conditions are usually such that the flow over the model is inherently part

laminar and part turbulent. To more accurately model the turbulent flight conditions,
thin, circular disks were used to trip the boundary layer. Along the upper surface and

lower wing surfaces, these disks were placed 0.4" behind the leading edge; a ring of
disks was placed on the fuselage 1" from the nose; on the inner and outer surfaces of
the nacelles, disks were placed 0.875" from the nacelle leading edge. The distances
were chosen to be consistent with previous Reference H wind-tunnel tests.

While these disks are useful to trip the boundary layer, their presence is felt in the drag
measurements. The objective of the trip drag study is to separate the additional drag
due to the presence of the disks from the total drag measurement.

The trip drag variation with respect to the disk height near the cruise condition for
Moo=2.4 is shown. The change in drag due to the disks is estimated by fitting a linear
curve through data points measured at different disk heights and extrapolating the
curve to a disk height of 0". The difference between the drag at a particular disk height
and the extrapolated value at height = 0" is the drag due to the disks:
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Mach Number

Trip drag as a function of Mach number for the three disk heights are shown. Off-
design Mach number data is taken from UPWT section #1. Also included on the chart
are data compiled from section #2 for M_=2.4. The fit to the data excluded the
information measured at Mo_=2.0 due to the non-repeatability of the data. The amount
of trip drag subtracted from the recorded data is done according to the fitted line. The
trip drag correction is govemed by

ACD = -3.8994 + 2.9824M=,

ACD = -4.8842 + 3.6404Moo,

ACD = -4.7105 + 3.6842Moo,

k = 0.0091"

k = 0.0109"

k = 0.0123"

for 1.8 < Moo< 2.4. Much of the data was gathered with a disk height of 0.0123". The
corrections are summarized below.

Mach
Number

1.8
2.0

2.16
2.4

ACD (cts)

1.92
2.66
3.25
4.13
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Sublimation Flow Visualization

1.675% M2.4-7A Opt5 Model, W/B Configuration

Moo=2.0, o_-2.0 °, Re=4.0xl06/ft., Upper Surface

To check the transition of the boundary layer, sublimation runs were made. For these
runs, a mixture had to be made immediately prior to the runs. The sublimation mixture
consisted of 25 grams of fluorine powered per 1 quart of Genesolv 2004. The
sublimation material was applied to the model using an airless sprayer yielding a very
even coat. A turbulent boundary layer would cause the material to sublime away.

At M_o=2.0 and the cruise angle-of-attack of 2.0 °, the material sublimed off the model aft
of the transition disks. Shown above is a close-up near the leading-edge of the upper
surface. A lone disk clearly shows a wedge of turbulent flow transitioned by the disk

(height = 0.0091").
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Shock Impingement Calculation

M_=1.6

M=,=1.8

M==2.0

M==2.2

The 1.675% model was originally sized for M==2.4 flow inside the UPWT section #2.

At lower supersonic Mach numbers, the shock off the nose weakens and the angle
between the shock wave and the model's centerline increases. At M==1.6 and some
angles-of-attack at Mo_=1.8, the shock reflects off the wall and strikes the model in the

aft section. Shown above is a schematic of the shock wave refiectionsl Shock angles
are computed using shock relation tables found in NASA TR 1135.
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Schlieren Photograph

1.675% M2.4-7A Opt5 Model, W/B Configuration

Moo=1.6, _=0.32 °, Re=4.0xl06/ft.

Supersonic flow visualization using Schlieren is an essential aspect of supersonic
wind-tunnel testing. This method of flow visualization provides the shock patterns in
the flow field. The picture above shows a Schlieren photograph of the flow over the

W/B configuration at Moo=1.6 and e_=0.32 °. Clearly shown here are the shocks from the
nose and wing reflecting off the wall and impinging on the aft section of the model.
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Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Lift Curves

M2.4-7A Opt5, 1.675% Model, W/B Configuration
CFL3D and Langley Test 1651, UPWI, M==2.4, Re=4x108/ft
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= CFL3D, Euler
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Angle-of-Attack, e_(°)

Having established an approximation to trip drag it is now possible to validate the

MDA non-linear design methodology by verifying CFD prediction methods with the
experimental data. While optimization of the M2.4-7A baseline was performed using
FLO67 as the analysis tool, improvements to the design were quantified using CFL3D.

The following chart shows CFL3D Euler and Navier-Stokes lift predictions closely
matching experimental data from UPWT section #2 for the Opt5 W/B configuration at
the design Mach number and Reynolds number of 4 million/ft. The CFD solutions
slightly over predict the lift-curve slope. The Navier-Stokes calculations were
performed using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. Sublimation runs showed the
boundary layer to be fully tripped.
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Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Drag Polars
M2.4-7A Opt5, 1.675% Model, W/B Configuration

CFL3D and Langley Test 1651, UPW'I', M =2.4, Re=4xl08/ft
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Drag Coefficient, C o

This plot shows a comparison of CFL3D Euler and Navier-Stokes predicted drag
polars to experimental data taken at the cruise Mach number and Reynolds number of
4 million/ft. The Navier-Stokes solutions, computed with the Baldwin-Lomax

turbulence model, agree very well at the cruise CL of 0.1 and are within 0.5 counts at
the minimum drag condition. As the trip study showed, the installation of trip dots
(height=0.0122") produced 4.1 counts of drag at Moo=2.4. This drag is subtracted from
the experimental data in this chart. A flat-plate skin friction, CDv, value of 62.5 counts
has been added to the Euler solution. By comparing the Euler drag values with the

Navier-Stokes drag values, it can be seen that the difference occurs in the skin friction
estimation.
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Shown above is an excellent agreement between the CFL3D Navier-Stokes soluti0ns
and the experimental data. As in the previous chart, a trip drag value of 4.1 counts has
been subtracted out of the experimental data. The Euler solutions, with 62.5 counts of

flat-plate skin friction added in, under predicts the maximum L/D value by
approximately 5%. Differences between the Navier-Stokes and Euler drag values
occur in the skin friction prediction.
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Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Lift Curves

M2.4-7A Opt5, 1.675% Model, WIBINID Configuration
CFL3D and Langley Test 1651, UPWT, M =2.4, Re=4Xl06/ft

cTest 1651, Run 52

Langley Test 1651, Run 53

-- M2.4-7A, CFL3D, Euler
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In addition tO verifying the Navier-Stokes W/B predictions, Euler W/B/N/D predictions
were compared to experimental data. Navier Stokes predictions for the W/B/N/D are

currently not available. This figure shows that the Euler W/B/N/D solutions slightly
overpredict the lift-curve slope.

In addition, this plot shows a comparison to Euler solutions for the M2.4-TA baseline

W/B/N/D configuration. While the Euler predictions for the Opt5 W/B/N/D show a slight
increase in lift-curve slope over the baseline, experimental measurements show a
slight decrease compared to the CFD predicted baseline slope.
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This drag polar shows the excellent comparison between CFL3D Euler W/B/N/D
solutions and two short-term repeat experimental runs. The CFD-predicted baseline

M2.4-7A drag polar is included as a reference. Fiat-plate skin friction drag was added
to the Euler solutions in the amount of 70.4 and 71.1 counts for the baseline M2.4-7A

and Opt5 configurations, respectively.

This plot also shows the improvement in the optimized W/B/N/D configuration over the
baseline M2.4-7A configuration. At the cruise CL of 0.11, the total improvement is

approximately 6 counts. However, contrary to flat-plate skin friction predictions,
Navier-Stokes comparisons between the baseline and Opt5 W/B configuration shows
that the Opt5 has less skin friction than the baseline by approximately 2 counts. This
would suggest an even larger improvement between the baseline and the optimized

Arrow Wing.
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This figure shows the improvement in L/D of the optimized M2.4-7A over the baseline
as predicted by CFL3D and verified by experimental data. As in the previous figure,
flat-plate skin friction drag was added to the Euler solutions in the amount of 70.4 and
71.1 counts for the baseline M2.4-7A and Opt5 configurations, respectively.
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Predicted and Experimentally Determined Drag
Reduction of the Opt5 Configuration
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* Comparisons made to CFD predicted drag values of baseline M2.4-7A

CFD predictions of the W/B compared well to force, moment and pressure data
gathered during the Opt5 entry in the UPWT section #2. The data shows an
appreciable drag reduction over the baseline linear design. The experimental
W/B/N/D data shows 6 counts of drag reduction over the CFD-predicted linear theory
design. CFL3D Euler predictions with flat-plate skin friction corrections shows a
similar 6 count improvement. However, as mentioned on the previous page, Navier-
Stokes comparisons between the baseline and Opt5 W/B configuration shows the
Opt5 to have 2 counts less skin friction. The less accurate, flat-plate theory predicts the
Opt5 design to have an additional 0.7 counts of skin friction. We expect the Navier-
Stokes-predicted 2 count reduction in skin-friction to translate from the W/B to the
W/B/N/D configuration. Thus, at best an 8.7 count improvement will be observed
between the baseline M2.4-7A and the Opt5 W/B/N/D. The actual improvement
between the Opt5 and baseline designs will be determined after the experimental
evaluation of the baseline M2.4-7A. Nevertheless, the tests clearly proved that the
present non-linear optimization scheme works well.
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Pressure Distributions from CFD and UPWT Data
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Shown above are pressure distributions that compare CFL3D Euler results to the test

data at Moo=2.4 and o_=1.9 °. The results are considered fairly good considering that
viscous effects are not modeled in the prediction. The predicted nacelle shocks are
generally upstream and stronger than the measured (which is expected from the Euler
analysis).
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Wind-tunnel data from UPWT test section #1 was used to validate CFL3D Euler and
Navier-Stokes solutions at off-design Mach numbers. In this figure,. Navier-Stokes

solutions using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model are compared to experimental
data. The wind-tunnel model had trip dots installed to trip the boundary layer and the

appropriate trip drag has been removed from the experimental data. At Moo=1.8 and
2.0, the Navier-Stokes solutions under predict the minimum drag by one count. At
M=,=2.16, the Navier-Stokes solutions under predict the minimum drag by 3 counts.
For reference, the cruise Mach number polar is added to the plot.
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CFL3D N-S Streamlines

1.675% M2.4-7A Opt5 Model, W/B Configuration

Moo=2.4, 0_=4.49 °, Re=4.0x106/ft.

Pictured above are surface streamlines generated from a Navier-Stokes solution using

CFL3D at Moo=2.4 and e_=4.49 °. Similar patterns exist between the CFD solution and

the colored oil flow picture taken during the Opt5 entry in test section #1 (viewed on

the next page).
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Oil Flow Visualization

1.675% M2.4-7A Opt5 Model, W/B Configuration

Moo=2.4, (x=4.49 °, Re=4.0xl06/ft.

Surface oil flow visualization is an effective way to understand the overall behavior in
the neighborhood of the model surface. This also provides an easy method to
visualize separated flow, vortex flow and shocks.

For supersonic oil flow visualization, the recommended paint mixture consists of 2
tubes of colored oil paints, 2 to 3 tablespoons of Tempora paint, and a sufficient
amount of 10 to 90 weight motor oil to achieve a consistancy similar to whipped cream.
The oil paint mixture was applied to the model aft of the transition disks with a syringe
in the form of dots approximately 1/8" to 1/4" in diameter.

The picture above maps the streamlines for the condition Moo=2.4 and _=4.49 ° on the
upper surface. On the inboard section of the upper wing, we see a large section of the
wing where the paint had not spread. Here the flow had turned outboard indicating
that a vortex was generated from the W/B junction.
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Aeroelastic Study, Wing Tip Deflections, y/(b/2) = 0.961

M2.4-7A Opt5, 1.675% Model, W/B/N/D Configuration
CFL3D and Langley Test 1651, UPWT, M==2.4, Re=4xl06/ft
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An attempt was made to measure the real-time aeroelastic deflections on the wing tips
of the model. A prototype system developed by NASA Langley involves tracking
targets placed on the wings with a digital camera. Two rows of four reflective tape
targets (0.001" thick, 0.125" to 0.25" dia.) were placed on the wing upper surface at
84% and 96% semi-span, equally spaced from 25% to 90% chord. The camera
recorded the position of the disks prior to and during the run. Results indicated a wing
tip deflection of approximately 0.35" at the cruise CL, Re=4 million/ft., and Moo=2.4.
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The following chart shows an effort to quantify the aeroelastic effects using CFD. In
this comparison CFL3D Euler predictions with aeroelastic deflections are compared to

CFL3D Euler predictions of a rigid model. The Euler solutions represented by the
square symbols in the figure are obtained with geometries having deflected wing tips
representative of the deflections observed in the previous chart. There is a slight loss
of lift noticeable at the higher angles-of-attack since the outboard wing section
provides only a small portion of the lift. A more in-depth study is currently underway at
MDA.
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Data Highlights of Tests in 16 ft. TWT

Established an Arrow Wing data base at
transonic and low supersonic speeds; captured
drag rise

Concluded optimal flap settings of 10°/15"/3 °* for
Moo=0.95 and 0°/5°/3 ° for Moo=l. 1

x°/y°/z° indicates x ° inboard leading-edge flap deflection,
y° outboard leading-edge flap deflection, and z ° trailing-
edge flap deflection

The test began with an assessment of the flow angularity in the wind tunnel. A trip
drag study was performed next using nominal disk height of 0.006", 0.008", and 0.01 i"
on the W/B/N/D configuration. A transition-free run concluded the trip-drag
assessment. Flow visualization using the sublimation technique was used to identify
fully transitioned flow. Force and moment data were taken next for the W/B/N/D
configuration with several leading-edge and trailing-edge flap settings. The pressure
tubes were then hooked-up to obtain pressure data. Following this, the pressure hook-
ups were removed to obtain accurate force and moment data at the optimal flap
settings for (L/D)max at M_=1.1 and M==0.95. During the test, colored oil flow
visualization tests were also performed to gain insight into the flow physics.

During the test, the tunnel ran primarily at Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.1, and
1.2. A small number of runs was obtained at Mach 0.3 to compare with future low-
speed wind-tunnel data. In addition, a small number of runs at Moo= 0.975, 1.01, and
1.05 was performed to capture the drag rise; however, shock reflection interference
occurred at these Mach numbers. Reynolds number per foot was maintained between

3 and 4 million. The angle-of-attack ranged from -3.0" to 8.0 ° with Ao_=0.5" and from

-1.0 ° and 1.0 ° with Aoc=0.25 °.

Highlights from the 16 ft. TWT test include capturing of the drag rise and establishment
of flap settings for the Opt5 design at Mo_=0.95 and 1.1.
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Mach Number, M=

Shown below is the transonic drag rise, Mach number versus drag coefficient. Since

the Reynolds numbers at the lower Mach numbers were less than 4 million/ft., the drag
coefficients at these Mach numbers have been extrapolated to the corresponding drag
value at Re=4 million/ft, based on a flat-plate .correction.
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Mach Number, M

Maximum LID data, shown above, suggests that only one flap setting may be needed
for subsonic cruise (10"/15°/3"), and one for low supersonic cruise (0°/5°/3°). The Opt5
configuration was tested at transonic and low supersonic Mach numbers with several
leading-edge and trailing-edge flap deflections. At the transonic Mach numbers, the
maximum LID was obtained with an inboard leading-edge deflection of 10 °, outboard
leading-edge deflection of 15" and trailing-edge deflection of 3 ° (10°/15°/3°). At low
supersonic Mach numbers, the optimal setting for the maximum L/D was found to be
0°/5"/3 ". At these speeds the inboard leading-edge flap was found to be ineffective.
The maximum LID data, shown above, suggests that only one flap setting may be
needed for subsonic cruise and one for low supersonic acceleration condition.
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Summary and Conclusions

• M=2.4 and 2.55 tested in UPWT section #2

• M=1.6 through 2.4 tested in UPWT section #1

• M=0.3 through 1.2 tested in 16' transonic wind
tunnel

• Good agreement between CFD and test data

• Achieved at least 6 counts of drag reduction for
W/B/N/D configuration in the UPWT section #2

• Validated the supersonic cruise point design
optimization methodology used at MDA

The 1.675% model of the M2.4-7A Opt5 geometry was successfully tested at the
UPWT section #2 and section #1 as well as the 16 ft. "I'WT. Data at a series of Mach
numbers between 0.3 and 2.55 has been obtained. Good agreement between CFD
and experimental data at the design Mach number confirmed that the design
methodology used to obtain the optimized M2.4-7A Opt5 configuration is effective. At
least six counts of drag reduction for the W/B/N/D configuration was obtained over the
linear theory-based design.
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Summary and Conclusions

(Con't)

• Established a linear relationship between
trip drag correction and Mach number

• Established one flap setting for transonic
cruise and one for low supersonic
acceleration

Experiments in the UPWT test section #1 and 16 ft. TVMT also validated CFD prediction
at off-design conditions. A trip drag study was done with the data obtained and a
linear relationship was found between the trip drag penalty and Mach number. At
transonic and low supersonic acceleration, a series of flap settings was investigated. It
was found that only one flap setting for transonic cruise and another for supersonic
acceleration was needed.
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Initial Results of Reynolds Number Testing at LaRC's NTF Using
the 2,2% Reference H Model

Marvine Hamner, Engineer Scienti_st/Specialist, McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
Lewis R. Owens, Jr., Aerospace Engineer, NASA Langley Research Center
Dr. Richard A. Wahls, Aerospace Engineer, NASA Langley Research Center

To develop full scale flight performance predictions an understanding of

Reynolds number effects on HSCT-class configurations is essential. A wind
tunnel database utilizing a 2.2% scale Reference H model in NASA Langley
Research Center's National Transonic Facility is being developed to assess

these Reynolds number effects. In developing this database temperature and
aeroelastic corrections to the wind tunnel data have been identified and are

being analyzed. Once final corrections-have been developed and applied, then

pure Reynolds number effects can be determined. In addition, final corrections

will yield the data required for CFD validation at q = 0.

Presented in this report are the results of seven tests involving the wing/body

configuration. This includes summaries of data acquired in these tests,
uncorrected Reynolds number effects, and temperature and aeroelastic
corrections. The data presented herein illustrates the successes achieved to

date as well as the challenges that will be faced in obtaining full scale flight

performance predictions.
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Initial Results of Reynolds Number
Testing at LaRC's NTF Using the 2.2%

Reference H Model

Marvine Hamner, Engineer Scientist/Specialist, McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
Lewis R. Owens, Jr., Aerospace Engineer, NASA Langley Research Center

Dr. Richard A. Wahls, Aerospace Engineer, NASA Langley Research Center

With grateful acknowledgment of all the other researchers at NASA, The Boeing
Company, and McDonnell Douglas Aerospace that have contributed to this
testing.

This presentation is the successful result of the collaboration of NASA, Boeing, and
McDonnell Douglas researchers in planning and testing an HSCT-class configuration
under a wide variety of conditions. It focuses on the wing/body configuration. The
full configuration including aftbody and tails is discussed in other papers included in

this conference which specifically address issues such as; aftbody closure, and high
Reynolds number stability and control characteristics. Ongoing seal development
work will enhance the acquisition of high quality performance data on the full
configuration.
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Presentation Outline

• Overall Test Objectives

• Model/Configurations Definition

• Summary of Tests Completed

• NTF Operating Envelopes and Conditions

• Initial, Uncorrected,Test Results

Data Repeatability

Reynolds Number Effects

• Corrections to Data

Temperature Effects

Aeroelastic Effects

• Initial, Corrected Test Results

• Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

• Appendices: Pressure Data Acquired
Force/Moment Data Acquired

Linear Aeroelastic Data Acquired
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Overall NTF Test Objectives

• Develop full scale performance predictions.

• Obtain data for CFD validation.

• Obtain other data relevant to determining
Reynolds number effects on an HSCT-class
configuration.

To develop full scale performance predictions an understanding of Reynolds number

effects on HSCT-class configurations is essential. A wind tunnel database utilizing a
2.2% scale Reference H model in NASA Langley Research Center's National
Transonic Facility is being developed to assess these Reynolds number effects. In
developing this database temperature and aeroelastic corrections to the wind tunnel
data have been identified and are being analyzed. Once final corrections have been
developed and applied, then 'pure' Reynolds number effects can be determined. In
addition, application of these final corrections will yield the data required for CFD
validation at q=0.
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Model/Configurations Definition

Wing: Reference H wing (76/68.5148)

Flap deflections available:
L___E

Baseline 010

Transonic 0110

High Lift 30/30
30130

Body:

30130

50/50

T__E
0/0

0/3

10110

0/20

20/20

30/30

Fuselage truncated at station 60.8150

Complete fuselage

Nacelles: Axisymmetric

The 2.2% scale Reference H model used for testing at the NTF includes:

• wing - with various flap deflections representing high-speed and high-lift

configurations

• fuselage

• axisymmetric nacelles

• vertical tail - with and without rudder deflection

• horizontal tail - with various stabilizer deflections

The truncated fuselage is run on the straight sting and the complete fuselage on the

lower swept strut. Trips normally applied include the forebody ring and nacelle
intemals. Wing trips will be developed as part of the boundary layer transition study

during 1996.
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Model/Configurations Definition
Cont.

Vertical Tail: Undeflected rudder

Rudder deflected to 30 ° (TE left)

Horizontal Tail: Undeflected elevator with stabilizer

incidence of ill=0 , +/-2, +/-5, +/-10, -15

Elevator deflected to 30 ° (TE down)

with stabilizer incidence of ill=-15

Trips: Forebody ring

Nacelle internal

Sting: Straight sting

Lower swept strut (LSS)
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Test Test Test

Date Type
NTF0$7 7 / 9 3 P

NTF060 12/93 F

NTF063 5/94 P/F

NTF067 12/94 P/F

NTF070 4/95 P/F

NTF073 6/95 F

NTF078 1/96 P/F

C°nfigs

_ HSCT
H_H-SPEEO CtVlLTRANSPORT

Objective

W/B: (I) Longitudinal Pressure Data
Baseline

High Lift (a)

W/B: (1) Longitudinal Force/Moment
Baseline Data

High Lift (a)
Transonic

W/B/N: (1) Longitudinal Pressure and
Baseline Force/Moment Data with and

High Lift (b) without Nacelles
Transonic

W/B/N: (1) Lateral/Directional Data
Baseline (2) Transition and Simulated

High Lift (b) Frest Data
Transonic

Full Config: (1) Seal Study
High Lift(b) (1) Longitudinal and
Transonic Lateral/Directional De:. _

Full Config: (I) Seal Stud?"
High Lift(b) (1) Stability and Con;r_,, Data
Transonic

W/B/N: (I) Longitudinal Data on
Baseline Additional High.Lift

High Lift (c) Configurations
Transonic (1) Detailed Aeroelastics Data

(2) Mini-Tufts Data

P = Pressure W = Wing N = Nacelles (a) High Lift 30/30 0/20 (1) Primary Objectives

F = Force B = Body (b) High Lift 30/30 20/20 (2) Secondary Objectives
(c) High Lift 30/30 10/10

High Lift 50/50 30/30

In order to understand Reynolds number effects on HSCT type planforms, seven

tests have been completed in Langley Research Center's National Transonic Facility,
the NTF. These tests span a period of two and one-half years. The model used in
these tests has been the 2.2% scale Reference H model.

A variety of data have been acquired during these tests including: pressure data,

force/moment data, simulated frost effects, and transition data by sublimating
chemicals. The chord Reynolds number range for the transonic

configuration/conditions is from 10-120 million. The chord Reynolds number range
for the high-lift configuration/conditions is from 4-90 million.

The conditions required to obtain these chord Reynolds numbers involve

temperatures that range from +120 ° to -250 °, with total pressures from ambient to 6
atm. Dynamic pressures range from 150 psf to 2700 psf. In order to assess

aeroelastic effects, multiple conditions have been run at the same chord Reynolds
number.
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NTF Operating Envelopes:

These figures show the NTF operating envelope for Mach = 0.9 and Mach = 0.3.
Rows of numbers across the respective operating envelopes represent conditions at

constant q/E and varying chord Reynolds numbers, where E is Young's modulus.
Columns of numbers represent conditions at constant chord Reynolds numbers and

varying q/E. It should be noted that at the lower and upper bounds on the Reynolds
number range only a limited number of conditions can be run, thus only a limited
amount of data can be acquired for aeroelastic corrections. No attempt has been

made to run conditions along constant temperature lines.
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2.2% Reference H Flaps Up c0nfi_ration (Wing/Body)

Mach--0.9 Reynolds Nr.--30.0 Million

NTF060 Wind Tunnel Data

¢

E

_0

0.060

Angle of Attack, a

Data Repeatability:

This set of figures illustrates two things. First the overall data repeatability, including
the degradation in repeatability at low q conditions. Second it illustrates data
repeatability at the end point conditions, that is, at the highest q condition and at the
lowest q condition of the linear aeroelastic correction. As can be seen from these
figures a correction for aeroelastics is required.

This figure is a plot of repeat runs at high q (q = 1753 psf) and low q (q = 1005 psf)
dynamic pressure conditions for Mach=0.9 using the baseline, wing/body,
configuration. The difference between the high q and low q runs is quite evident and
illustrates the need to calculate a meaningful increment for aeroelastic effects.
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2.2% Reference H Flaps Up Configuration (Wing/Body)

Mach=0.3 Reynolds Nr. = 30.0 Million

NTF060 Wind Tunnel Data

I1.$

Angle of Attack,

Data Repeatability:

This figure is a plot of repeat runs at high q (q = 817 psf) and low q (q = 268 psf)
dynamic pressure conditions for Mach=0.3, again using the baseline, wing/body.
configuration. The variation in repeatability between the high q and low q runs \s
quite evident and illustrates the need to acquire repeat runs at low q conditions
(q < 600 psf per the HSR NTF Research Guide) in order to calculate a meaningful
increment for aeroelastic effects. A band of approximately 40 drag counts results
from the natural scatter in the data at low q conditions for the baseline configuration.

Low q conditions are run for Mach = 0.3, baseline and high-lift configurations in order
to extend the Reynolds number range to low Reynolds numbers. This is due to the
facility constraints as seen before on the NTF operating envelopes.
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2.2% Reference H Flaps Up Configuration (Wing/Body)

Mach= 0.9 Reynolds Nr. = 30.0 Million
NTF060WindTunnelData

Drag Coefficient, CD

Data Repeatability:

This figure is another plot of the same repeat runs for the Mach=0.9 case at high q
(q = 1753 psf) and low q (q = 1005 psf) dynamic pressure conditions. It shows an
expanded view of the drag polars from these repeat runs. Again, the difference
between the high q and low q runs is quite evident in the polar rotation and illustrates
the need to calculate a meaningful increment for aeroelastic effects.
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2.2% Reference H Flaps Up Configuration (Wing/Body)

Mach = 0.3 Reynolds Nr. = 30.0 Million
WindTunnelData
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Drag Coefficient, CD

Data Repeatability:

This figure is another plot of the same repeat runs for the Mach=0.3 case at high q

(q = 817 psf) and low q (q = 268 psf) dynamic pressure conditions. It shows an
expanded view of the drag polars from these runs. The variation in repeatability
between the high q and low q runs is quite evident again, illustrating the need to

acquire repeat runs at low q conditions (q < 600 psf per HSR NTF Research Guide)
in order to calculate a meaningful increment for aeroelastic effects. Once again, the

polar rotation apparent indicates the need to understand aeroelastic effects.
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Data Repeatability:

This figure is a plot illustrating the effect of balance accuracy on balance coefficients.

The cause of the degradation in repeatability for low q conditions is clearly evident.
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Reynolds Number Effect on Drag Coefficient without Aeroelastic or Temperature Corrections

Mach=0.9 Transomc Com'_gurafion (Wing/Body/Nacelles)
NTF067 Wind Tunnel Data
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Reynolds Number Effects without Aeroelastic or Temperature Corrections:

The following figures illustrate Reynolds number effects without any additional
corrections other than the normal corrections applied by the facility. The points
shown are the averages of repeat runs for each condition. The data has been
independently verified to be within the normal repeatability of HSCT testing in the
NTF. No boundary layer control was employed when this data was acquired. Each
point, or condition, represents a different combination of pressure and temperature.

This figure illustrates the uncorrected Reynolds number effect for the Mach = 0.9,
baseline configuration. At angles of attack ranging from 0° to 3 ° there is an
approximately 40 count uncorrected increment in drag due to Reynolds number
effects over the Reynolds number range from 10 to 120 million. As the angle of
attack increases the uncorrected increment in drag due to Reynolds number also
increases.
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Reynolds Number Effects without Aeroelastic or Temperature Corrections:

This figure illustrates the uncorrected Reynolds number effect for the Mach = 0.3,
high-lift configuration. Also shown on this figure are the data at various dynamic
pressures for a Reynolds number of 21.6 million. It appears from this data that the
aeroelastic correction could be the same magnitude as the increment due to

Reynolds number effects.

Additionally, the trend in the Reynolds number effects does not appear to be linear.
As has been noted, no boundary layer control was used during data acquisition. As
discussed in "Boufidary Layer Transition in the NTF - HSR Experience and Plans,"
there is significant laminar flow at low Reynolds numbers. It has been postulated that
this will account for the non-linear behavior in several trends discussed in this paper.
The ongoing boundary layer transition study and the boundary layer control defined

by that study will be used to assess these ideas and data.
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Data Corrections

Temperature Effects

Aeroelastic Effects

To obtain'pure'Reynolds number effects
For CFD validation

Corrections identified to obtain pure Reynolds number effects:

1) Temperature effects.

An assessment of the change in wing area with changing temperature has yielded a
small correction to force/moment data. During the boundary layer transition study
this year an attempt will be made to assess the effect of changing temperature on
boundary layer stability.

2) Aeroelastic effects.

Data has been acquired to assess the aeroelastic, or q, effects on the Reference H
model in the NTF. The changes in force/moment data with increasing q are the result
of the bending and untwisting of the wing with increasing loads. Assessment of q
effects will allow extrapolation of data to q=0 for CFD validation and a correction to
data taken at various dynamic pressures to obtain 'pure' Reynolds number effects.
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Temperature Effects:

As the total temperature decreases the model undergoes thermal contraction
resulting in a measurable change in area. This thermal effect has been modeled and

is shown in the figure above. This figure includes the change in both forces and
moments.
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Raw Data for Aeroelastic Correction to Drag Coefficient
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Aeroelastic Effects:

The next set of figures illustrates data acquired and increments computed for
aeroelastic effects. Initially two conditions were run at constant chord Reynolds
numbers providing a simple linear correction for aeroelastic effects. With the

maturing program, additional data has been acquired to assess the non-linearity of
the aeroelastic effects.

This figure illustrates the variation in drag across the range of dynamic pressures
tested for the Mach = 0.9, transonic configuration. Results from the latest NTF test,
NTF078, are shown in this figure. The points shown in this figure do not include
repeat runs for each condition. The data has been independently verified to be within
the normal repeatability of HSCT testing in the NTF. No boundary layer control was
employed when this data was acquired. Each point, or condition, represents a
different combination of pressure and temperature.
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Raw Data for Aeroelastic Correction to Drag Coefficient

Mach=0.9 RN_--_--30.0 Million Transonic Configuration (Wing/Body/Nacelles)
NTF0?SWind Tmmel Data

Dynamic Pressure, q (psf)

Aeroelastic Effects:

At low angles of attack the aeroelastic correction to the high-speed data is within the
normal repeatability of the high-quality, high-speed performance data acquired. As
with Reynolds number effects, aeroelastic effects also increase with increasing angle
of attack. At 4 ° angle of attack there appears to be approximately 6 counts of drag
difference between 1000q and 1800q.
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Raw Data for Aeroelastic Correction to Drag Coefficient

Mach=0.3 RN=21.6 Million High-Lift Configuration (Wing/Body/Nacelles)
NTF078 Wind Tunnel Data

.... i .................... • ....................1.............

Dynamic Pressure, q (psi')

Aeroelastic Effects:

This figure illustrates the variation in drag across the range of dynamic pressures
tested for the Mach = 0.3, high-lift case. Results from the latest NTF test, NTF078,
will be used to assess non-linearity in the aeroelastic corrections and are shown in
this figure. The linear correction, represented by the solid line from the highest q
condition through the lowest q condition, is 10 to 12 counts at this angle of attack.

All points taken at a each condition are shown in this figure. No boundary layer
control was employed when this data was acquired. Each condition represents a
different combination of pressure and temperature.
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Aeroelastic Effects:

This figure illustrates the variation in drag across the range of dynamic pressures
tested for the Mach = 0.3, baseline case. Results from the latest NTF test, NTF078,
will be used to assess non-linearity in the aeroelastic corrections and are shown in

this figure. The linear correction, represented by the solid line from the highest q
condition through the lowest q condition, is 16 to 17 counts at this angle of attack.
The higher level of drag shown in this figure, compared to the drag level for the high-
lift configuration, reflects the leading-edge separation and vortex formation present at
this angle of attack for this configuration.

All points taken at a each condition are shown in this figure. No boundary layer
control was employed when this data was acquired. Each condition represents a
different combination of pressure and temperature.
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Reynolds Number Effects:

An estimate of the Reynolds number benefit for the transonic configuration _ar_ be
made using the following assumptions and extrapolating the data as shov: ..... -_
figure above.

Assumptions:

1) The wing is fully turbulent at a Reynolds number of 80 million.

2) The aeroelastic correction is about 6 counts between dynamic pressures
ranging from 1000 psf to 1800 psf.

3) The temperature correction is insignificant from the 30 million Reynolds
number to the 80 million Reynolds number conditions in this case.

Solid lines have been drawn illustrating the Reynolds number effect on drag
coefficient extrapolated from wind tunnel data at 30 million and 80 million Reynolds
numbers with both a 5 count and a 6 count aeroelastic correction applied. A dashed
line has been drawn illustrating the theoretical Reynolds number effect extrapolated
from an anchor point at the 80 million Reynolds number condition. As can be seen in
this figure there is a difference between the Reynolds number effect derived from
wind tunnel data and the effect predicted by theory. It can be seen from the two solid
lines that a very small change in the aeroelastic correction would make a large
change in the Reynolds number effect derived from wind tunnel.
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Reynolds Number Study

2.2% Reference H, W/B Baseline Configuration, Mach = 0.9
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Reynolds Number (xl0 6)

This figure illustrates the study which serves as the basis of the theoretical Reynolds
number effect shown in the previous slide for the Mach=0.9 case. It appears that
theory predicts a slightly larger Reynolds number effect than appears in the wind
tunnel data.
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Reynolds Number Effects:

An estimate of the Reynolds number benefit for the high-lift configuration can be
made using the following assumptions and extrapolating the data as shown in the

figure above.

Assumptions:

1) The wing is fully turbulent at a Reynolds number above 50 million.

2) The aeroelastic correction is not significant between 800q and 850q so no
correction is required to data at and above the 30 million Reynolds number
condition.

3) The temperature correction is very small at the 90 million Reynolds number
condition.

A solid line has been drawn illustrating the Reynolds number effect on drag
coefficient extrapolated from wind tunnel data between 50 million and 90 million
Reynolds numbers. A dashed line has been drawn illustrating the theoretical
Reynolds number effect extrapolated from an anchor point at the 90 million Reynolds
number condition. Again, this figure shows that there is a difference between the
Reynolds number effect derived from wind tunnel data and the effect predicted by
theory. As before, it should be noted that a very small change in the aeroelastic
correction would make a large change in the Reynolds number effect derived from
wind tunnel.
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This figure illustrates the study which serves as the basis of the theoretical Reynolds
number effect shown in the previous slide for the Mach=0.3 case. As in the

Mach=0.9 case, it appears that theory predicts a slightly larger Reynolds number
effect than appears in the wind tunnel data.
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• A significant database exists for the 2.2%
Reference H model, including various
configurations under a wide range of
conditions.

• Data corrections developed and being
assessed include:

- Temperature effects

- Linear aeroelastic effects

- Non-linear aeroelastic effects

The charts shown before indicate the data that has been acquired to develop data
corrections and ultimately determine Reynolds number effects. This data represents
a substantial wind tunnel database on the 2.2% scale Reference H model acquired in
the NTF. As has been discussed, this data was acquired over a wide range of
conditions.

An initial assessment of the Reynolds number effect for the high-speed and high-lift
configurations has been made.
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Conclusions

• Data corrected for temperature effects and linear
aeroelastic effects shows a smaller Reynolds number
effect than theory predicts for both the transonic and
high-lift configurations.

The initial assessment of the Reynolds number effect on drag coefficient has been
made for the transonic and high-lift configurations. This assessment indicates that
there is a difference between theoretical predictions and fully corrected wind tunnel

data. However, a slight change in the aeroelastic correction to the wind tunnel data
would result in a substantial change to overall Reynolds number effects extrapolated
from this data.

Concems over the boundary layer state, laminar versus turbulent, ultimately leading

to variations in separation and vortex shedding tend to the conclusion that to obtain

Reynolds number effects the model must be adequately tripped. That is, to get
meaningful, understandable data the experiment must be adequately controlled.
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Recommendations

• A significant amount of time is needed to analyze the
existing database including non-linear aeroelastic
effects.

• On completion of the boundary layer transition study
in 1996, select Reynolds number and aeroelastic
conditions should be repeated with boundary layer
control in place to obtain final Reynolds number
effects on performance data.

° On completion of the seal development, select
Reynolds number and aeroelastic conditions should be
repeated on the full configuration including aftbody
and tails, with boundary layer control in place.

A significant effort will be required to analyze the database acquired on this model.
Because of the large effect of small changes to data corrections, and the apparent
non-linearity of the aeroelastic correction, this effort will be an essential part of
understanding the Reynolds number effects that appear in this data.

Results of the boundary layer study during 1996 will include the extent of laminar flow
and free transition on the 2.2% Reference H at a variety of Reynolds numbers. This

information will be used to develop "trip(s)" for the high-speed and high-lift
configurations in order to better control testing of this model.

Ongoing seal development will allow acquisition of "high quality" performance data to
complete the wind tunnel database on the full configuration including aftbody and
tails.
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Reynolds Nr, Test

High Ult

0.20 30 57

0.30 4.2, 10.0,* 14.4, 21.6, 30.0, 40.0, 50.0, 80.0. 90.0 57

0.40 30 57

0.50 30 57

O.B0 7.7, 10.0, 21.B, 30,0, 50.0, 80.0, 90.0, 110.0 57

0.gO I0.3,_ 20.0, 30.0, 70.0, 80.0 57

0.95 10.5, 20.0, 30.0, BO.O 57

0.98 10.8, 20.0, 30.0, B0.0 57

1.10 15.0, 20.0, 30.0, 76.8 57

Transonic

WIB a 0.30 4.2, 10.0, 14.4,

0.60 7.7, 10.0, -----,

W/B _ ...........

W/BIN b 0.30 4.2,#r lO.O,o/h"- ..... ,

21.8, 30.0, - ...... , ...... , B0.0, 90.0 57

30.0. -.... , ---, 90.0, 110.0 57

21.6.p/r30.O,sAf-----, .... , ..... , 90.0_/;' 63, 67

WIB 0.90 10.3. - ..... , 30.0, - .... , 80.0

W/B/N 10.3,op 20.0,@ 30.O,M ...... , 80.0"/]

WIB O.95 10.5, - ..... , 30.0, B0.O

W/BIN 10._,oj 20.0,*_ 30.0._ 80.O"P

W/B 0.98 lO.B, - ..... , 30.0, 80.0

63

63, 67

63

63. 67

63

NOTES:

• W||tl {rll_ W;t|l_lUt coitvelltJOrlat Wills trip (lest 67|

( _'| ,m with conve.tio.M wGtg trip only (last 67!
" with mtd witl_0ut !mebody trip ling

,4 no fotebody trip etng
,,_ yawed run_ completed for this COttOn,ion

._ Inboard trnili.g.edge llal)s tmdeflected
all tr_i.g eCl0a!laps deflected

f Irosl t Ull_;

P tfaili_l-edcle flap rllke

Data Acquired - pressure data:

The objective in this testing was to obtain performance data leading to Reynolds
number effects for use in extrapolating from wind tunnel test to full scale flight
conditions. This testing is required for a variety of configurations representing
transonic cruise and high-lift flap schedules on an HSCT-class model. The following
figure illustrates the pressure data acquired on configurations without the aftbody and
tails• Chord Reynolds numbers are listed for the data acquired. Dashed lines
illustrate gaps in the database, or configurations/conditions where data has not been
acquired•

For a constant Mach number, Reynolds number can be changed by changing
temperature and/or pressure. Combinations of total temperature, total pressure,
Mach number, and dynamic pressure are referred to as conditions. The chord
Reynolds numbers shown in this figure each have a different condition. These
conditions were shown in the previous slide on the operating envelopes.
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Force/Moment Data:

Configuration

Baseline W/B

W/B/N

Mech

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.60

0.80

0.90

0.92

0.95

0.98

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.60

0.80

0.90

0.92

0.95

O.9B

NOTES:

4.2.

7.7,

10.3

10.3,

10.3

10.5,

10.6,

4.2,

7.7,

10.3

10.3,=

10.3

10.5,

10.6,

• with and whhout conventiona| wing trip (test 67)

I "| run with conventional wing trlD only (test 871
_r no forebody trip Hng

¢"with and wllhout Iorebody trip ring
/I yawed runs completed Ior this condition
d I.bonrd t#atllng-edgeft_psu.deflected

arl trailing.edge lleps deflected

10.0, 14.4, 21.6,

.... , 21.6, 30.0,

20.0, 30.0, 70.0,

20.0, 30.0, 80.0

20.0, 30.0, 80.0

_HSCT
HIGH-SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT

Reynolds Nr. Test

60

30.0, 40.0, 50.0, 80.0, 90.0 60

60

60

..... , 80.0, -----, 110.0 60

60

80.0 6O

60

60

6O

(fOAl .... , 21.8, 130,_) ----, ..... , ..... . 90.0 63

...... ' ...... ' ..... ' ..... , ...... • ...... , ...... 63

63

(20,q 30.0,¢ .... , 80.0 63

63

...... , 30.0, 80.0 63

...... , 30.0, 80.0 63

Data Acquired - force/moment data for Reynolds number effects:

In addition to pressure data, high quality force and moment data has been acquired.
"High quality" refers to data acquired without pressure lines crossing the balance and
when the balance has been properly conditioned.

The following figure illustrates the high quality force and moment data acquired at
various chord Reynolds numbers for the baseline configuration without aftbody and
tails. Dashed lines illustrate gaps in the database, that is, conditions where data has
not been acquired.
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Conligutstion

High Uft

Transonic

Math

W/B ,,z 0.30

0.6O

W/B b 0.30

WIB/N z_ 0.30

WIB 0.90

WIB/N

W/B 0.95

W/B/N

W/B 0.98

W/BIN

-_----_ HSCT

HIGH-SPEED _ TRANSPORT

Reynolds Nr.

4.2, -_, 14.4, 21.6, 30.0. 40.0,

4.2, 21.6, -...... , ...... ,

4.2, _, _, 21.6,/I 30.0,/ 40.0,,"

10.3, 20.0, 30.0, ----,

10.3,,# 20.0,*# 30.0,o/_ ..... ,

10.5, 20.0, 30.0, 80.0

I0.5,o/ 20.0,_/30.0,oA 80.0op

10.6, 20.0, 30.0, 80.0

10.6, - .... , .... , 80.0

Test

50.0, 80.0, 90.0 60

....... , ....... , 90.0 63

50.0," 80.0," 90.0,a 63, 67

60,63

63, 67

60,63

63, 67

60,63

63

NOTES:
• with and without conventional wing tr_ (lest 67l

( _'l run with conventional wing trip only (test 67|
4 no forebody trip ring
o with end without Iorebody trip ring

,_ yawed runs completed for this condition
inboard trailing-edgeflaps undellected

b all trailing-edge flaps deflected

Data Acquired - force/moment data for Reynolds number effects:

The following figure illustrates the high quality force and moment data acquired for
the high-lift and transonic configurations without aftbody and tails. As before, the
.chord Reynolds numbersare listed for data acquired. Dashed lines illustrate gaps in
the database, that is, conditions where data has not been acquired.
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Force Data Acquired for Aeroelastic Cor, ._ction

Configuration

Baseline W/B

Math

0.3

0.0

0.9

0.95

0.9B

'Low q conditions with only 1 run

RN(xlOe-6| q I¢onditlon n, Runs I>BOOq|

4.2 f53#1

10 t59f261

14.4 1601431% 29412

21.15 267(42i% 8041 11

30 268i53|', 817i1 110,111,112,113.! 14

40 826ff81 108

50 832(251 82

80 84 ! f451 75

gO 843(501 47,49.63.64,85

7.7 535(2)

10

2 I.B 55 7(341

30 66 II46|% 11341291

50

OO ; 789(601

9O

110 FSOOt6t/

10.3

20 966(3L 993r2 t/

30 10051381. 17531151

70 t 795(62]

00 1798(51 ]

10.5

20 I0t8/41. f047f _9!

30 1059136], 1756(631

OO ;800f561

10.B

20 t047¢51, fo76ft 7/

30 1089i331o 1757164)

80 t 800(57/

Data Acquired - force/moment data for aeroelastic corrections:

This fight= ,,,,,s:rates the force and moment data acquired for linear aeroelastic
corrections on the baseline configuration. Bold numbers specify q (psf) for the
multiple conditions run at a constant chord Reynolds number. It also lists the high q
data (q > 800 psf) acquired for this configuration in plain type. The asterisks denote
low q conditions (q < 600 psf) where only one run exists.
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Force Data Acquired for Aeroelastic Correction

Conllguratlon Mach RNIx 10e-61 q {condition m.! Runs I > 800ql

Bit W/1B 111 0.3 4.2 f53(t)

10

14.4 1601431 =, 2841231"

2 ! .6 2671421". 1104171

30 2681531". 1117{121

40 826(181

50 832(251

B0 84 t (451

90 843(501

High Lilt W/B fbl 0.3 4.2 t53(I/

10

14.4

2 f.B 267(42l
30

40

50

BO

90

High Ult W/B Ibl 0.3 42 t53(t)

tO
14.4

2 I. 8 267(42)
30

40

50

80

gO 843t50/

145.146.147,140,149.150

129.130.131,132,133,134

127

153

177

160.167.168,169,17S,176

*Low Clconditions with only 1 run

lal Inboard trailing.edge flaps undellected

(b) aH tr=Hlng-edge flaps deflected

Data Acquired - force/moment data for aeroelastic corrections:

This figure illustrates the force and moment data acquired for linear aeroelastic

corrections on the high-lift configuration. As before, bold numbers specify q (psf) for
the multiple conditions run at a constant chord Reynolds number. It also lists the
high q data (q > 800 psf) data acquired for this configuration in plain type. Again, the
asterisks denote low q conditions where only one run exists. Data acquired at
Reynolds numbers of 30 million and greater all have dynamic pressures above 800
psf. A plot of this data is included in this presentation.
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Force Data Acquired for Aeroelastic Correction

Conflguretlon Mach RNlxlOe-61 q (condition nr.I

Tm'umnlc W/B o.g

0.g5

0.98

Tremsontc W/IBM 0.g

0,95

0.98

10.3 966t31

20 993(2 fl

30 1005{38|, 1753|Ig|

80 1798(5 f/

t0.5 tO;8t4J

20 ;C_71;91

30 105g|]6), 1756163l

90 fSOOf56)

10.6 ;047(5]

20 I076t! 7/

30 1089133|, 1757164l

BO I800t57]

10.3 966(3/

20

30 1005(38)

90 1798t5 I/

10.5 t0;814!

20

30

80 t800(56 l,

10.8 ;047(5)

20

30

80 ;8001571

Data Acquired - force/moment data for aeroelastic corrections:

This figure illustrates the force and moment data acquired for linear aeroelastic
corrections on the transonic configuration. As before, bold numbers specify q (psf)

for the multiple conditions run at a constant chord Reynolds number. The lowest
dynamic pressures used in acquiring transonic data have been greater than 900 psf.

This high q data is listed in plain type.
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HSCT Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base:
Wind-Tunnel Test and Comparison with Theory

Paul M. Vijgen
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group

Seattle, WA 98124-2207

Abstract

In cooperation with personnel from the Boeing ANP Laboratory and NASA
Langley, a performance test was conducted using the Reference-H 1.675% model
("NASA Modular Model") without nacelles at the NASA Langley 16-Ft Transonic
Tunnel. The main objective of the test was to determine the drag reduction
achievable with leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps deflected along the outboard
wing span at transonic Mach numbers (M = 0.9 to 1.2) for purpose of preliminary
design and for comparison with computational predictions. The obtained drag data
with flap deflections for Mach numbers of 1.07 to 1.20 are unique for the Reference-
H wing. Four leading-edge and two trailing-edge flap deflection angles were
tested at a mean-wing chord-Reynolds number of about 5.7 million.
An outboard-wing leading-edge flap deflection of 8 ° provides a 4.5 percent drag
reduction at M = 1.2 (CL = 0.2), and much larger values at lower Mach numbers

with larger flap deflections. The present results for the baseline (no flaps deflected)
compare reasonably well with previous Boeing and NASA Ref-H tunnel tests,
including high-Reynolds number NTF results. Viscous CFD simulations using the
OVERFLOW thin-layer N.S. method properly predict the observed trend in drag
reduction at M = 1.2 as function of leading-edge flap deflection. Modified linear
theory properly predicts the flap effects on drag at subsonic conditions (Aero2S
code), and properly predicts the absolute drag for the 4 ° and 8 ° leading-edge
deflection at M = 1.2 (A389 code).
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Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base *

Approach

- Wind-tunnel test in NASA Langley 16-Ft
Transonic Tunnel

- Comparison of wind-tunnel data with theory and
CFD predictions

- Analysis of Reynolds-number effects on
transonic flap data with N.S. method (Dynacs)

HSR Configuration Aerodynamics FY1995 Contract Deliverable

- Task 3 (Configuration Evaluation, Subtask 4.3.1.2)

HSCTHigh-Speed TechnoIogy {pnw5727
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Ba._

Approach to Development of Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

The approach followed to develop a transonic flap data base for the Reference-H planform is centered
along three complementary paths. Using the Ref-H NASA Modular Model, an experimental data set was
obtained for various flap settings in the Langley 16-Ft transonic wind tunnel. The new data set is
compared with available other Ref-H wind-tunnel tests, mostly for the baseline (cruise) configuration with
undeflected flaps. As part of the pre-test predictions and the post-test analysis both modified-linear
theory predictions as well as viscous CFD solutions were obtained at the conditions of the 16-T entry.
Finally, the effect of increasing Reynolds number on the effect of flaps was studied using the N.S.
method.
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Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Motivation

• Transonic drag rise can be a significant factor in
engine sizing and selection

• For sized airplane, 1 count drag reduction at
transonic /low-supersonic speeds can imply
2,000 Ibs reduction in MTOW

• Previous SST wind-tunnel data indicate

significant drag reduction with leading-edge flaps
at low-supersonic speeds

• At high subsonic speeds, recent Ref-H NTF test
with outboard flaps showed significant drag
reduction with LE10°/TE3 ° outboard flaps

HSCT High-Speed Technology (praYS727)
Ref-H TransonicFlapData Bass

Motivation

Reduction of high drag at the transonic "pinch" can favorably affect total weight of the sized aircraft,
among other effects. From previous SST wind-tunnel test, significant drag reduction was obtained with
leading-edge deflections on the outboard wing panel at low supersonic speeds. A recent test in the NTF
(test 63) with the Ref-H geometry showed the potential of large high-subsonic drag reduction with both
leading-edge and trailing-edge flap deflection on the outboard wing panel. Prior to this test, no low-
supersonic data was available on outboard-wing leading-edge flaps effects for the Ref-H geometry.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Presentation Outline

• Langley 16-Ft transonic test with outboard flaps

• Comparison with previous tests (baseline and
subsonic flaps)

• Comparison with CFD and modified-linear theory

• Concluding remarks

HSCT High-Speed Technology Comv572
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data B_

Outline of Paper

The paper presents the indicated main topics.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Objectives of Ref-H Transonic Flap Test

• Develop outboard flap data base at transonic
speeds using NASA's 1.675% Modular Controls
Model in NASA- Langley 16-Ft Tunnel

• Determine drag reduction achievable with leading-
and trailing-edge flaps deflections on outboard wing

• Verify transition trips and assess possible flap
hinge-line separation due to low-Reynolds number

• Compare new test results with previous Ref-H tests

• Evaluate predictive (design) capability of codes
using the new data set

HSCTHigh-SpeedTashnology (prayS727)
ReI-H Transonic FlapDala Base

Objectives of Ref-H Transonic Flap Test

The objectives of the Boeing-supported performance test with the NASA Modular Controls Model in the
Langley 16-Ft Transonic Tunnel were to generate a data base for design of outboard flaps of an
Reference-H like HSCT configuration to reduce drag in the transonic "drag pinch", to determine the
magnitude (and sign) of drag reduction and to obtain a sufficient number of repeat polars to assess the
quality of the test and to allow comparison with previous Reference-H tests. If the data base is of
sufficient quality, the set can be used for calibration of existing modified-linear theory methods and
recent viscous CFD overset codes. Since prior to this test no supersonic Ref-H data existed with flap
deflections, it was desirable to obtain as much flow visualization results as possible to contribute to
understanding of the flow mechanisms underlying the drag reduction.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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1.S75% Ref-H Modular Mode] in LaRC 16-Ft Tunnel

The picture shows the relative size of the NASA 1.675% Reference-H

Modular Model in the 16-Ft tunnel. (The model is rolled at a 90 °

orientation for purpose of recording oil-flow visualization results after

a rut_.)

The data indicated no discemable effect of the model-wall reflection

shock on the balance forces at Mach numbers exceeding M = 1.07.

HSCT High-Speed Technology

Ref-H Transonic Fiap Oa[a Base
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16-T Testing Requirements and Constraints

• From 1993 Boeing test of Ref-H cruise geometry in 16-T tunnel, 3
repeat runs were planned to achieve +/- 1.5 counts drag accuracy

• ITD decided two weeks before entry that test time would be restricted
to 25% of total 16-T test with Modular Model

• Allotted test time (7 prime shifts) barely enough to obtain minimum
set of force data assuming 1993 productivity

• 16-T competed for power-drive train with NTF and competed for
power with the UPWT during test

• Achieved test matrix smaller than planned

• Adverse balance-temperature effect discovered during present test,
further reducing number of usable polars

• Only minimum (oil) flow visualization was obtained. No trip-drag data
and trip effectiveness information obtained

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pray5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Testing Requirements and Constraints, Achieved Test Matrix and
Productivity

Not until 2 weeks prior to start of the test was a decision obtained from the ITD on the amount of run time
allocated for the present performance test using the Modular-Controls model. Assuming the productivity
(installation, polars per hour and data reduction) achieved in the 1993 Boeing test (T457) with another
1.675% Ref-H model, a pretest matrix was developed. Based on the T457 results, a minimum of three
back-to-back repeat runs was planned to obtained the desired drag accuracy (at least +/- 1.5 counts).

A significant constraint of testing in the 16-Ft tunnel is the competition for power train with the NTF (in
cryogenic mode) for power late at night and in the morning, as well as for power with the Unitary UPWT
complex in day time.
Only a minimal set of force, moment, and colored-oil flow visualization data could be acquired during the
occupancy-fixed test window. The number of repeat runs is smaller than desired for some flap settings.
During this test, it was discovered that a severe temperature gradient existed over the balance beams
during the initial supersonic runs of the day. Inspection of the data affected by this gradient shows that
generally a significant change in drag occurred. In the present analysis, the affected polars have been
discarded, resulting in a further reduction of available polars.

Finally, limited oil-flow visualization was conducted instead of the originally planned transition
sublimation in an attempt to determine whether hinge-line separation could be the cause for the
observed trend in drag reduction with increasing leading-edge flap deflection. Quality of the oil-flow
visualization achievedin the present test is marginal due to limited time available to adj"ust the oil/paint
mixture for the present conditions.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-HTransonic Flap Data Base
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1,675% Ref-H NASA Modular Model v

Outboard Panels with__ F_laD Deflections
Fixed LE-Flap Deflection

A-. _-7_-_,: °: LE- 0 °, 4 °, 8 ° and 10 °
o _ ..... _x.X_.. -" ///-_.,T...,. " TE - 0 ° and 3 °

____=__ _ ...... _ ,,/,_/_./ (No nacelles installed

SECTION A-A _/ Y /_7 for transonic-flap

__.._ /_ ...... performance test)

.................................................
HSCT High-Speed Technology {prnv57;

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data B_

Model

The model tested in the present performance study was the NASA Modular-Controls Model, a 1.675%
scale model of Boeing's Reference-H geometry with truncated aft body and without nacelles. In the
present Leading-Edge Flap Test (LEFT) supported by Boeing, only leading-edge and trailing-edge
deflections of the outboard wing were investigated. (Normal-to-hingeline flap-deflections angles tested
are indicated) No nacelles were installed during the LEFT test to alleviate CFD modelling requirements
and eliminate nacelle-flow interference scale-effect issues.

A similar 1.675% Reference-H model (Boeing Model 1873) was tested in the same 16-T tunnel in 1993
(Test 457) but in the cruise configuration only. Fairing with dental filler of gaps for interchangeab e w ng
tips (with different leading-edge flaps) and trailing-edge flaps was required and the traiing-edge
wing/fuselage junction had a break to allow inboard trailing-edge flap deflections for the Modular Model.

Boundary-layer transition dots were applied to the fuselage and the wing leading-edge surfaces
following standard trip-sizing methods (based on the highest Mach number tested here), and are
identical to the layout in the previous 16-Ft Test 457 with the Reference-H geometry.
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16-T Tunnel Conditions, Flap Geometries Tested and
Data Repeatability Achieved

• Mach numbers: 0.90, 0.95, 0.98, 1.07, 1.10 and 1.20

• M.a.c. Reynolds number: 5.7 million

• Outboard-wing flap deflections* tested:

- Leading-edge flaps 0°, 4 °, 8 ° and 10 °

- Trailing-edge flaps 0° and 3°

• Excluding data affected by balance temperature
gradient, drag repeatability is at best +/- 2.5 Counts
near C L= 0.2 across tested Mach range

Deflections are normal to hingeline

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pray5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

16-T Tunnel Conditions, Flap Geometries Tested and Data Repeatability

The figure indicates the tunnel conditions of the present test, and the flap settings tested during the short
entry.

Analysis of the available data, and comparison with the merged and curve fitted (least-squares
approximation) polars for each configuration at each Mach number indicated that the repeatability of the
data is at best +/- 2.5 counts near CL = 0.2 (i.e., approximate operating condition). The polars likely
affected by the balance temperature gradient problem were not included in the data analysis.

In this paper, the curve-fitted data sets are shown in the comparisons with earlier tests and with
predictions. Also, detailed wind-tunnel results are presented here only for M = 0.90 and M = 1.20,
however, the results are intermediate Mach numbers are summarized.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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HSCTHighSpeedAerodynamics

Effect of Flap Deflection on Lift and Moment
M = 0.90
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Re|oH Transonic Flap Data-

Effect of Flaps on Lift and Pitching Moment at M = 0.90.

At subsonic conditions (M = 0.90), the present results indicate only small reductions in lift and small
changes in pitching moment as the leading-edge flap angle is increased from 0 ° to 10 °, As expected, the
change in camber at subsonic speeds due to deflection of the trailing-edge flap to 3 _ increases the lift for

given angle of attack, and increases the nose-down pitching moment (leading-edge deflected at 10°). ÷
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Effect of Leading-Edge Flaps on Drag
M = 0.90
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Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Effect of Leading-Edge Flap Deflection on Drag at M = 0.90.

The effect of leading-edge flap deflection on drag is very significant at subsonic conditions. At C L = 0.2, a

drag reduction of 24 counts was measured with the highest flap angle available in this test (10°), i.e., a
reduction of about 15 percent compared to the baseline wing. The drag benefit progressively reduces
with reduced flap angle, as well as with reduced angle of attack. The present subsonic data suggests
that the 10° leading-edge deflection provides about the maximum drag reduction at C L = 0.2. (The
crossover points between 8 ° and 10° occurs near C L = 0.15.) At higher CL'S, further drag reduction may

be possible with leading-edge deflections above 10 °.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Effect of Trailing-Edge Flaps on Drag
M = 0.90 (Leading-edge flaps at 10 °)
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Effect of Trailing-Edge Flaps on Drag at M = 0.90 (Leading-Edge Flap at
10 ° )

From previous tests in the NTF with both leading-edge and trailing-edge deflections, a significant
increment in drag reduction was expected when the trailing flap is deflected by 3. At C L = 0.2, an
additional drag reduction of about 5 counts is achieved in the present test by deflecting the trailing-edge
flap. Note that the crossover point is near CL = 0.15, suggesting that larger drag benefits may be
achieved at CL'S above 0.2 with higher trailing-edge deflections.
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Effect of Leading-Edge Flaps on Lift and Moment
M = 1.20
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Effect _,_ _.eading-Edge Flaps on Lift and Pitching Moment at M = 1.20.

Also at supersonic conditions (M = 1.20), the present results indicate only small reductions in lift and very
small changes in pitching moment as the leading-edge flap angle is increased. Note that the normal-to-
the-leading-edge Mach number is still subsonic at M = 1.20 (the highest Mach number tested here).

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Effect of Leading-Edge Flaps on Drag
M = 1.20
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Effect of Leading-Edge Flaps on Drag at M = 1.20.

The effect of leading-edge flap deflection on drag is different in comparison to the subsonic results. First,
the magnitude of the drag reduction at CL= 0.2 _ssmaller, however, a significant reduction of 9.4 counts

(i.e., about 4.5 percent of total drag) is obtained for the 8 ° flap deflection. Second, in the C L range of
interest, the 10° flap achieves the same drag reduction as the 4 ° flap setting, i.e., about 6 counts. The
rather sharp reduction in drag with a relatively small increase in flap sett ng (from 8 ° to 10°) suggested
that possibly' flap hinge-line separation contributed to this phenomenon. Available oil-flow visuahzation
was of too low quality to conclusively exclude hinge-line separation. Post-test OVERFLOW viscous CFD
analyses reveal that hinge-line separation is not expected until higher angles of attack at the Reynolds
number of the testL
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M. Kandula and R. Sheckler, "CFD Methodology Adaptation - Analysis Methods Validation," Dynacs Engineering,
Renton, in HSR Configuration Aerodynamics Final Review FY95 Boeing HSCT High-Speed Aerodynamics, Dec.
1995. (See paper in this Session.) "
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Effect of Flap Deflection on Lift/Drag Ratio
(CL= 0.2, Re c = 5.7 million)
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Effect of Flap Deflection on Lift-to-Drag Ratio

The figure presents the measured I_/D ratio with the various leading- and trailing-edge deflections tested
at C L = 0.2 across the range of test Mach numbers. At M = 0.90, I_/D is 13.3 for the LE-10°FFE-3 °
configuration. The figure illustrates the rather sharp reduction in drag benefit due the higher flap setting
as the Mach number is increased from 0.95 to 0.97 due to the rapid increase in wave drag.
As soon as the freestream Mach number becomes supersonic the drag benefit with outboard flaps
reduced to order 5 - 10 counts and L/D drops to about 9.2 for the cruise configuration. L./D = 9.6 for the
LE-8°FFE-0 ° flap setting at M = 1.20. Note that the 10 ° lead!ng-edge deflection has the. same
performance as the 4° flap at all supersonic Mach numbers testeo, wnereas the t_ oehection nas the
largest benefit at these conditions.

In contrast to the results at M = 0.90, a drag pena/ty occurs due to the trailing-edge flap deflection
compared to a leading-edge deflection only. At C L = 0.2, the penalty is about 5 counts due to trailing-
edge flap. However, compared to the baseline undeflected wing, there is still a small net increase in WE)
(about 3 counts drag reduction).

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Relative Effect of Flap Deflection on Lift/Drag Ratio
(cL= 0.2,Rec - 5.7million)
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Relative Effect of Flap Deflection on Lift-to-Drag Ratio

The absolute L/D data in the previous figure are shown here relative to the L./D value for the baseline
geometry at each Mach number. The relative impact of each flap setting across the Mach-number range
tested is apparent.
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Comparison with Previous Ref-H Wind-Tunnel Tests

• Baseline model has been tested at transonic
speeds in several facilities:
- Ames 11-Ft Test ARC198

- Boeing BSWT Test 630

- Langley 16-Ft Test 457

- Langley NTF Test 060

(2.7% model; Re = 4.8 million)

(1.675% model; Re - 10.7 million)

(1.675% model; Re = 5.7 million)

(2.2% model; Re = 30 million used here)

• Model with 10 ° leading-edge and 3° trailing-edge
flaps has been tested in NTF (Test 063)

• Turbulent flat-plate skin-friction correction is
applied to previous data

HSCT High-Speed Technology Comv5727)
Ref-H Trmnsonic Flap Data Base

Comparison with Previous Ref-H Wind-Tunnel Tests

The current data set for the Ref-H Modular-Model is compared with available Reference-H baseline data
obtained in the indicated previous tests. All comparison data are for the nominally identical Reference-H
Wing/Body loft lines.
Because the data with the NTF models were obtained without transition trip dots, NTF data at a chord-
Reynolds number of 30 million (and a dynamic pressure of 1000 psfa) was used. At this Reynolds
number, the flow over the highly-swept wing is expected to become turbulent close to the leading edge.
The NTF drag data used here has been corrected for aero-elastic effects by K. Mejia of Boeing. The lift
and pitching-moment data from the previous test presented here are not corrected for changes in
Reynolds number.
The drag data from previous tests were corrected by applying a constant drag increment across the CL
range obtained from comparing the wetted-area skin-friction drag at the conditions of the previous test
(Reynolds number and total temperature) with those of the present test. The skin-friction corrections
were obtained from the fully-turbulent analysis routine in the A389 program. Finally, in the comparisons
shown, the present data as well as the previous results have not been corrected for trip drag.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Drag Comparison with Previous Ref-H Baseline Tests
M = 0.90
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Drag Comparison with Previous Ref-H Baseline Tests at M = 0.90

Drag comparisons are first presented for the non-cryogenic subsonic tests with the Reference-H
baseline wing. Both lift and moment repeat very well in the range of C L of interest between the T457 and
the ARC198 tests. Drag comparisons indicate that the present baseline wing is about 3 - 4 counts lower
in drag than the other test at C L = 0.2, whereas the zero-lift drag is about 2 counts lower.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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NTF60 / 63 Drag Comparison (Baseline and Flaps)
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Drag Comparison with Previous Ref-H NTF Tests at M -- 0.90

The drag results for the baseline wing in the NTF test 60 (cryogenic mode) show the same (corrected)
zero-lift drag coefficient and about a 3 counts higher drag than the present test at C L = 0.2. The drag
results for the flapped wing (leading-edge 10° / trailing-edge 3°) in the NTF test (063) show a much lower
(corrected) zero-lift drag, while the drag coefficient at C L = 0.2 is about 8 counts lower than the present
test. As a consequence, the drag reduction with leading-edge t0 ° / trailing-edge 3 ° flap is about 11
counts larger in the NTF tests than obtained in the present test.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Lift and Moment Comparison with Previous Baseline Tests
M = 1.20
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Lift and Pitching-Moment Comparison with Previous Baseline Tests at M
= 1.20

At supersonic speeds (M = 1.20 shown here), good agreement can be observed in lift and pitching-
moment characteristics with the three comparison tests indicated in the C L range of interest.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (prnv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Drag Comparison with Previous Baseline Tests
M = 1.20
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HSCT High-SpeedTechnology (pray5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Drag Comparison with Previous Baseline Tests at M = 1.20

The drag comparison at M = 1.20 indicate that at C L = 0.2 good to excellent agreement is obtained for the
baseline geometry with the previous tests in the BSWT and Ames tunnels. The drag variation with the
previous 16-T test (T457) is within the experimental uncertainty of the data sets.
Similar to the observation at M = 0.90, the zero-lift drag coefficient is lower in the present test. At M =
1.20, CDmin is about 3 - 5 counts lower. It is possible that the size of the transition-trip dots in the present
test are closer to the lower tolerance estimated from the hand-book method, accounting for a (small)
reduction in zero-lift drag across the Mach range.

The observed agreement between the current data set and previous Ref-H baseline data in the lift range
of interest indicates that the present data is consistent with earlier supersonic results.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Summary of Comparison with Previous Ref-H Tests

• Lift and moment data are very similar across Mach
range tested

• Baseline CDmin is 2 - 5 counts lower than in previous
(skin-friction corrected) tests across Mach range.

- Possible causes are tripping effects, small number
of repeat runs and Modular-Model loft shape

• The present test with LE10°fTE3 ° flaps has higher
CDmin than (corrected) NTF063 results

• Drag at C L= 0.2 is within 2- 5 counts at M = 0.90

• Drag at CL = 0.2 is within 1 counts at M = 1.20

HSCT High-Spee_ Technorogy (prayS727}
Ref-H Transonic Ftap Data Bas_

Summary of Comparison with Previous Ref-H Tests

The slide summarizes the observations made from the above discussion of the comparison with
previous Ref-H tests in different tunnels.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Comparison with Theory/CFD Predictions

Approach

• Evaluate predictive capability of analysis methods
for flap design

• Evaluate measured drag trends with leading-edge

flaps at M = 1.20

Methods

• Modified-Linear Theory

- Aero2S subsonic method (with A389 skin-friction model)

- A389/A080 supersonic method

• CFD

- OVERFLOW N.S. code

HSCT High-Speed TechnolOgy (prnv5727}

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Comparison with Linear Theory/CFD Predictions

The present data set is compared next with results from modified-linear theory as well as with CFD
viscous simulations at the conditions of the 16-Ft wind tunnel. The purpose of the comparison is twofold.

First, the predict on capability of these design and analysis tools can be evaluated for their application to
transonic flap design. Secondly, the prediction tools may allow further understanding of the measured

trends in drag with increasing flap deflection at M = 1.20.
At subsonic speeds, the modified-linear theory method by Carlson et al. (Aer02S) is applied for lift-
dependent drag]. The viscous drag is obtained from the turbulent skin-friction module in A3892 to allow
buildup of drag polars. At supersonic speeds, the modified-linear theory methods by Middteton et al
(A389/A803) are used. The estimation of attainable leading-edge suction is partly based on previous in-
house wind-tunnel correlations at low supersonic Math numbers.
Viscous OVERFLOW 4 overset-grid flow solutions for several of the present geometries have been
obtained at Boeing by S. Chaney (for the baseline) and at DYNACS s (for the flapped geometries) at both
subsonic and supersonic conditions. Code grid convergence and detailed N.S. flow results are discussed
in detail in the paper by Dynacs s.
It is noted that the drag polars obtained from both linear theory and OVERFLOW were curve fitted. (The
acutal OVERFLOW data points are also indicated with symbols.)

1 H. Carlson and K. Waikley, 'A Computer Program for Wing Subsonic Aerodynamic Performance Estimates Including
Attainable Thrust and Vortex Lift Effects," NASA CR-3515, 1982.

2 W. Middleton and J. Lundry, "A System for Aerodynamic Design and Analysis of Supersonic Aircraft," Parts 1
(General Description and Theoretical Development) and 2 (User's Manual), NASA CR-3351 and CR-3352, Dec.
1980.

3 T. Byron and D. Olson, "Zero-Lift Wave Drag Program,' Boeing Report D183-10030-1, 1971.
4 p. Buning et al., "OVERFLOW/F3D User's Manual, Version 1.6ap, NASA Ames Res. Center, Moffett Field, March

1994.
5 M. Kandula and R. Sheckler, "CFD Methodology Adaptation - Analysis Methods Validation," Dynacs Engineering,

Renton, in HSR Confi0uration Aerodynamics Final Review FY95. Boeing HSCT High-Speed Aerodynamics, Dec.
t995. (See also paper in this Session.)

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Comparison Lift and Moment Test Data with Predictions
c = 5.7 million (Baseline and LE10°/TE3 ° Flaps)

ALPHA8

HSCT H_Jh-Speed Technology (pmv572

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data B_

Comparison Lift and Moment Test Data with Predictions (M = 0.90)

Linear theory generally predicts the lift-curve slope for CL'S in the operating range propedy for the baserin.
and the LE-10°/'I'E-3 ° geometry, but lift is overpredicted at a given angle of attack. OVERFLOW properl
predicts CL_ for both configurations, and slightly underpredicts lift for the flapped wing. (For cCsabove 8:
the extent of vortex separation on the outboard wing may be underpredicted by the CFD result,). Aero2:
overpredicts the pitching moment, while OVERFLOW properly predicts CM at lower CL. Overall, both code
properly predict the shift in lift and moment due to flap deflections at subsonic conditions.

1132

M. Kandula and R. Sheckler, "CFD Methodology Adaptation - Analysis Methods Validation," Dynacs Engineering,
Renton, in HSR Configuration Aerody9 ' in vi w FY , Boeing HSCT High-Speed Aerodynamics, Dec.
1995. (See also paper in this Session.)

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Comparison Drag Test Data with Predictions
M = 0.90, R c = 5.7 million (Baseline and LE10°[TE3 ° Flaps)
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HSCT High-Speed Technology (prayS727)"

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Comparison Drag Test Data with Predictions (M = 0.90)

The modified-linear method Aero2S underpredicts drag for the baseline at CL = 0.2 within 4 counts of the
experimental data. The OVERFLOW calculation at c_= 4° (CL = 0.165) exactly predicts the measured
drag. The curvefit through the OVERFLOW data points overpredicts drag by 2 count at CL = 0.2, and
provides a similar estimate of zero-lift drag in comparison to the flat-plate estimate. (Note that the CFD-
data curvefit probably exaggerates this CDmin underprediction.) For the LE-10°/TE-3 ° flap
configuration, Aero2S again underpredicts measured drag at CL = 0.2 by about 4 counts. As a
consequence, Aero2S predicts the magnitude of drag reduction clue to leading-edge flap deflection with
very good agreement. OVERFLOW overpredicts drag for the flapped geometry by a sire lar amount as
the baseline, also resulting in proper prediction of the flap effect.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-HTransonicFlap Data Base
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Summary Subsonic Flap Drag Prediction Capability
M = 0.90, R = 5.7 million

Ratio of (L/D)
to (L/D) of

Tunnel Baseline

1.30

1.25

1.20

1.15

1.10

1.05

1.00

0.95

0.90

Note: Drag Changes Are Relative to Baseline In T469 Test

lB Test T469[] OVERFLOW

t Ia Aero2S

(OVERFLOW only
for Baseline and

LE10°/TE3 °)

HSCT H;gh-SpeedTechnology(pmv57
Ref-HTransonicFlap Data B"

Summary Subsonic Flap Drag Prediction Capability (M=0.90)

The figure summarizes the I_/D predictions from Aero2S at CL = 0.2 for all tested configuration an
OVERFLOW results available for the baseline and the LE-10°/-FE-3 ° flap configurations. The measured L/i
value of the baseline in the present 16-T test (T469) was used to non-dirnensionalize the measured c
predicted LJD for the other configurations. The linear method accurately predicts the absolute drag of th
geometries with only leading-edge deflection. Both methods predict the measured improvement in I_/D wit="
flaps at CL = 0.2 to within 2 -3 percent.
OVERFLOW results t for the LE_IO°/TE-3 ° case at NTF Reynolds number of 30 million show that the
extent of leading-edge flap hinge-line separation (at CL = 0.2) and lower-surface flap separation (at CL =
0.1) have a much smaller extent in comparison to the 16-T predictions. Both viscous-flow phenomena
wou d contribute to the relatively large deviation of the T469 results for LE-IO°/'FE-3 '_with the already
discussed NTF data (with skin-fnction correct on).

M Kandu a and R Sheck er, "CFD Methodology Adaptation - Analysis Methods Validation," Dynacs Engineering,
Renton, in HSR Configuration Aerodvnamic_Final Rev ew FY95. Boe ng HSCT H gh-Speed Aerodynamics, Dec

1995. (See also paper in this Session.)

HSCT High-Speed Technology (prnv5727)
Flef-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Comparison Lift and Moment Tunnel Data with Predictions
M = 1.20, R c 5.7 million (Baseline and LE08°/TE0 ° Flaps)
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HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)

Ref-H Transonic Flap Dma Base

Comparison Lift and Moment Tunnel Data with Predictions (M = 1.20)

Lift-curve slope overestimation by the inviscid linear-theory method A389 is as expected. The
OVERFLOW method properly predicts the slope and magnitude of lift and pitching moment at M = 1.20
near CL = 0.2. At higher CL'S, OVERFLOW overpredicts the pitching moment as well as the lift.
Simulated oil-flow visualization from OVERFLOW at oc = 8 ° indicates a large region of trailing-edge
separation over the outboard wing 1 . Larger separation than predicted could explain the differences
observed in the figure. (Note that no flow visualization was obtained in the present test at this high angle
of attack.)

M. Kandula and R. Sheckler, "CFD Methodology Adaptation - Analysis Methods Validation,' Dynacs Engineering,
Renton, in HSR Configuration Aerodynamics Final Review FY95. Boeing HSCT High-Speed Aerodynamics, Dec.
1995. (See also paper in this Session.)

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Comparison Drag Tunnel Data with Predictions
M = 1.20, R c = 5.7 million (Baseline and LE08/TE0 Flaps)
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HSCT High-Speed Technology {pray5727)

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Comparison Drag Tunnel Data with Predictions at M=1.20 (Baseline and
LE-8°/TE-0 ° Flaps)

Modified linear theory overpredicts the baseline-wing drag at CL = 0.2 by about 7 counts, but provides a

good estimate for zero-lift drag. The OVERFLOW simulations underpredicts baseline drag at CL = 0.2 by
about 5 counts. Also at CL = -0.05, OVERFLOW predicts a lower drag. In contrast to the results for the

baseline, the linear method correctly predicts the drag at CL = 0.2 for the LE-8°/TE-0 ° flap configuration
(which showed the largest measured drag reduction) to within the experimental scatter• The fact that the
baseline wing drag is overpredicted by A389 expla ns the larger pre-test expectation concerning flap
benefits at M = 1.20. The OVERFLOW prediction at CL = 0.20 is again well within experimental scatter,
whereas the drag near C L = -0.05 is again underpredicted.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Comparison Tunnel Drag Data with Predictions
M = 1.20, Rc= 5.7 million (Baseline and LE10°/TE0 ° Flaps)
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HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base

Comparison Drag Tunnel Data with Predictions at M=1.20 (Baseline and
LE-10°/TE-0 ° Flaps)

The experimental results indicate that the increase in leading-edge flap deflection from 8 ° to 10 ° result in a
relative large drag increase at M = 1.20. The modified-linear theory prediction underpredicts the drag at CL
= 0.2 by about 8 counts for the 10° deflection. The OVERFLOW computations for the LE-10°/TE-0 ° flap
configuration predict the absolute drag of the experiment again to within 1 count at CL = 0.2. (Excellent
agreement is also obtained at higher lift (CL = 0.37), while at CL = -0.05 the drag is again underpredicted.) In
other words, OVERFLOW properly predicts the adverse drag trend with increased leading-edge deflection
above 8° .

HSCT High-Speed TechnoTogy (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Summary Supersonic Flap Drag Prediction Capability
M -- 1.20, R c = 5.7 million
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HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv r

Ref-H Transonic Flap Data

Summary Supersonic Flap Drag Prediction Capability (M=1.20)

The figure shows that the LJD prediction by A389 for the LE-4°/TE-0 ° configuration is as good as the L
8°/TE-0 ° geometry. (As before, the measured L/D value of the baseline in the present 16-T test (T469)
used to non-dimensionalize the measured or predicted UD for the other configurations.) The adverse tre
in drag with trailing-edge flap deflection at supersonic speed is properly captured by A389. The differenc
between test data and A389 predictions at the present low supersonic conditions for the LE-10 ° geome
suggest that the modified-linear theory model cannot completely account for the changes as well
magnitudes of the local upflow angles along the outboard wing panel. However, the fact that A389 prope
predicted the drag for the "optimum" LE-8°/TE-0 ° configuration also suggests that the method can be us
a-posteriori after the optimum flap angle has been determined from experiment or CFD.
The figure reiterates that OVERFLOW properly predicts the measured adverse trend in drag with the "F
leading-edge flap as compared to the 8 flap. However, the magnitude of liD benefits with flaps predict
by OVERFLOW is smaller than measured. Analysis of OVERFLOW pressure-distribution data over t
flapped outboard wing shows that for the LE-8°/TE-0 ° geometry the attachment line is on the flap Io_
surface while at LE-IO°/TE-0 ° the attachment line is on the flap upper surface_. The resulting pressure pc
on the LE-8 ° flap results in a much larger flap normal force and offers a drag reduction through increas
leading-edge suction. OVERFLOW simulated surface oil-streamline results were used to interpret t
marginal oil-flow visualization obtained during this test at M = 1.20. As OVERFLOW did not predict fl
hinge-line separation at CL = 0.2, it appears that the reduced performance for LE-IO ° is not caused
leading-edge flap hinge-line separation, but by the flap pressure distribution as dominated by flap deflectJ
angle and local upwash angle on the outboard wing panel.

M. Kandula and R. Sheckler, "CFD Methodology Adaptation - Analysis Methods Validation," Dynacs Engineering,
Renton, in HSR Confiouration Aerodynamics Final Review FY95, Boeing HSCT High-Speed Aerodynamics, Dec.
1995. (See also paper in this Session.)

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Conclusions - 16-Ft Ref-H Flap Test

• Obtained minimum set of Ref-H performance data
for four LE and two TE outboard flap settings at
transonic speeds. Supersonic data with flaps is
unique for Ref-H geometry

• Subsonic drag reduction with 10 ° leading- and 3 °
trailing-edge deflection is 29 counts
(19% reduction; M = 0.90). (L/D = 13.3 at CL= 0.2)

• Supersonic drag reduction with 8 ° leading-edge
deflection is 9 counts (4.5% reduction; M = 1.20).
(L/D = 9.6 at C L= 0.2)

• Present supersonic results are in good agreement
with previous Ref-H baseline data at CL= 0.2

HSCT High-Speed Technology (prrw5727)

Ref-H Transonu:: Flap Dala Base

Conclusions - 16-Ft Wind-Tunnel Flap Test

The main objective of the Reference-H outboard-flap test was achieved. A minimum set of performance
data was obtained for four leading-edge (0 °, 4 °, 8 °, and 10 °) and two trailing-edge flap (0 ° and 3 °)
settings at transonic speeds. The supersonic data is unique for the Reference-H geometry.

The 8 ° leading-edge flap deflection offered a 9 counts reduction in drag (4.5 percent of total drag) at M =
1.20 and CL = 0.2. In contrast to the pre-test linear-theory prediction, the larger deflection of 10 ° resulted
in a much reduced benefit than the 8 ° setting at supersonic speeds.
A large improvement in efficiency is obtained by deflecting the outboard leading-edge flaps at subsonic
speeds. A drag reduction of 29 counts (19-percent reduction) with the 10 ° leading-edge and 3 ° trailing-
edge setting was measured. At supersonic speeds such trailing-edge deflection for the 10 ° leading-
edge setting increased drag (at CL near 0.2), however, a small net drag reduction relative to the baseline

wing was maintained.

The minimal test time allotted for this performance test, combined with rather low productivity, resulted in
cancellation of planned transition-trip verification, and precluded additional repeat polars and more
extensive oil-flow results. Nevertheless, the supersonic data obtained in this test with the baseline wing
is consistent with previous Ref-H results from tests in others tunnels near CL = 0.2.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Conclusions - Comparison with Theory

• Predictive capability of modified linear theory is
good at subsonic conditions (CL-- 0.2). Drag levels
and trends are predicted well

• At supersonic conditions, the linear method
properly predicts the drag for smaller flap settings
but overpredicts the optimum flap angle

• Predictive capability of OVERFLOW N.S. method is
good both at subsonic and supersonic speeds.
OVERFLOW properly predicts relative performance
of LE-8 ° vs. LE-10 ° flaps at M = 1.20

• The N.S. method predicts no leading-edge
hinge-line separation at C L = 0.2 and M = 1.20

HSCT High-Speed Technotogy {pnw57
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data B

Conclusions - Comparison with Theory

Comparison results of the new data set with modified-linear theory and with viscous N.S. simulations wer
presented. The modified linear-theory method Aero2S properly predicted the drag levels as well as th
trend due to flap deflection at subsonic speeds. The supersonic modified linear-theory method A38
overpredicted the drag of the baseline, and underpredicted the LE 10° deflection, resulting in a prete_
expectations biased towards the 10° flap setting. Nevertheless, the A389 method properly predicts the drE
for the LE-4 ° and LE-8 ° flap setting in the CL range of interest.
The N.S. method OVERFLOW properly predicted the measured trends with leading-edge flap deflection ;
supersonic speeds. The method captured the larger drag reduction for the LE-8 ° settina as compared
the LE-10 ° configurat=on at M = 1.20. Finally, the OVERFLOW resu ts nd cate that the k_ey cause for th
measured trend is not leading-edge hinge-line separation at the wind-tunnel Reynolds number but
significant change in pressure distribution over the leading-edge flap between the LE-8 ° and LE-I(
settings.
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Final Remarks

• Together with higher Reynolds number CFD
solutions by Dynacs*, current test results provide a
data base on flap effects at transonic speeds for
Ref-H like geometry

• Recommend to use present flap data base to
alleviate drag pinch at low-supersonic Mach
numbers

• Flap surface-pressure measurements and improved
oil-flow visualization data are needed to further
validate CFD predictions at M = 1.20

• Tripping issues of flow over leading-edge flaps on
outboard panels with low sweep need to be verified

See Dynacs paper in this workshop session
HSCT High-Speed Technology (pray5727)

PlefoH Transonic Flap Data Base

Final Remarks

Together with higher Reynolds-number OVERFLOW simulations, the present test results provide a data
base on transonic flap effects for Ref-H like HSCT geometries. It is recommended to apply the present
data base to alleviate as much as possible the transonic drag "pinch" at high subsonic and low
supersonic Mach numbers. The data presented here suggest a possible flap schedule to minimize drag
from M = 0.90 to 1.20. Also, it is possible that improved definition of the leading-edge flap design space
can further enhance the drag benefits of outboard flaps at low-supersonic speeds. Based on the present
results, such optimization should utilize CFD methods.
In possible future additional wind-tunnel testing with flaps at low-supersonic speeds, it is recommended
to obta ned surface-pressure measurements with deflected leading-edge flaps to validate the CFD
predictions. Particularly, verification of the predicted large changes in leading-edge flap pressure
distr but on w th sma I variat on n f ap ang e s of nterest.
Additional high-resolution oil-flow visualization is needed to evaluate ava abe detai ed computational
surface-flow fields, particularly at off-design angles of attack were flow separation is predicted by the
CFD method.
Finally, future experimental work needs to address transition-trip effectiveness (and drag) on leading-
edge flaps along low-moderately-swept outboard wing panels.

HSCT High-Speed Technology (pmv5727)
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Assessment of Ref. H HSCT Transonic Flap and Reynolds
Number Effects with the OVERFLOW Code

Max Kandula and Ross Sheckler

Dynacs Engineering Company, Inc.
Renton, WA 98058

Transonic flap effects on the aerodynamic performance of Ref. H HSCT wing/body configuration
have been analyzed using the OVERFLOW thin-layer Navier-Stokes code. Flap deflection effects
at freestream Mach numbers M=0.9 (10/3 deg LE/TE at Re=5.8E6 and 30E6 based on the mean
aerodynamic chord, and M=1.2 (10/0 deg and 8/0 deg LE/TE at Re=5.8E6) for a range of angle
of attack alpha= 0 to 8 deg are investigated. The predictions from the CFD analysis are
correlated with the NTF (M=0.9 at Re=30E6) and LaRC-16T (M=1.2 at Re=5.8E6) wind tunnel
data. Surface grids are generated using Gridgen-2D elliptic grid generator in conjunction with
GRIDTOOL for database projection. Volume grids are developed with the HYPGEN hyperbolic

grid generator. The volume grid communication is carried out using the PEGSUS code based on
Chimera overlapping scheme. Flow solutions are obtained with OVERFLOW code (central-
differencing option) with the Baldwin-Barth one-equation turbulence model.

Boeing HSCT High Speed Aerodynamics provided the baseline (flaps-up 0/0 deg LE/TE) CFD
results and the wind tunnel data presented here. In general the OVERFLOW Navier-Stokes CFD
computations correlated well with the NTF and LaRC-16T data for forces, drag polar and pitching
moments. The computed drag at low alpha is in general underpredicted, while the computed
pitching moment at high alpha deviates appreciably from the data. Calculations for the 10/3 deg
flaps at M=0.9 and Re=5.8E6 and 30E6 have indicated that the main effect of Re on the 10/3 deg
flaps is seen on the wing upper surface downstream of the the hinge lines. For Re=5.8E6, a
separation is noted on the upper surface downstream of the hinge line whereas no separation is
observed at higher Reynolds number. The OVERFLOW calculations for the 10/0 deg and the 8/0
deg flaps at M=1.2 correlate well with the LaRC-16T data which show that in the range of
alpha=3 to 8 deg, the 8/0 deg flap performs better than the 10/0 deg flaps relative to the baseline
case.

HSR Configuration Aerodynamics
IfSCT High Speed Aerodyna_cs

__, / ENGINEERIN(;CO.IN(::
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Objectives

Validate Predictions of Transonic Flap Effects with OVERFLOW Code

- Generate Surface & Volume grids, and Obtain Solutions

- Correlate with NTF & LaRC-16T Data

Assess Flap Deflection Effect

_, Assess Reynolds Number Effect

- Assess Euler vs. Navier-Stokes Solutions

Develop Multi-point Design Capability

The objective of this task is to validate predictions of transonic flap effects on the aerodynamic
performance of Ref. H wing/body configuration using OVERFLOW thin-layer Navier-Stokes code.
In particular the predictions from CFO for flap deflection and Reynolds number effects on forces
and moments will be c-6i'_rb|a_tedwiti_ NTF (National Transonic Facility at-NASALangley) and
LaRC-16T (pressure tunnel at NASA Langley) data. Also Euler solutions will be assessed with
regard to the lift and pressure drag by a comparison with Navier-Stokes solution, so that the
feasibility of considering a combination of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for application to a
multi-point design capability can be examined.
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Flap & Flow Conditions

Q

Q

Transonic Flaps 10/3 deg, M=0.9

- Re=10E6,30E6, 80E6 (NTF)

- Re=5.8E6 (LaRC-16T)

Transonic Flaps 10/0 deg, M=1.2

- Re=5.8E6 (LaRC-16T)

- Re=l 1E6(BSWT)

Transonic Flaps 8/0 deg, M=1.2

- Re=5.8E6 (LaRC-16T)

8 deg LE Flap 0 deg TE Flap

10 deg LE Flap Outboard Wing 3 deg TE Flap

CFD analysis is conducted for the transonic flap and flow conditions at freestream Mach numbers
of M=0.9 (high subsonic) and M=1.2 (low supersonic) for which wind tunnel data are available.
The available data are those from NTF and LaRC-16T wind tunnels. At M=0.9, the 10/3 deg
LEJ'rE flaps are analyzed at Reynolds number Re=30E6 and Re=80E6 (NTF data, 2.2% scale),
and at Re=5.8E6 (LaRC-16T data, 1.675 % scale). The quantity Re is based on Mean
Aerodynamic Chord (MAC) of 1032.24 in. The NTF data were obtained in 1993 and 1994 (NTF-
60 for flaps up and NTF 63 for flaps down). The LaRC data were obtained in 1995. At M=1.2,
both the 10/0 deg LFJTE and 8/0 deg LE/TE flap deflections are analyzed at Re=5.8E6.
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Approach

Q Surface Grids: GRIDGEN-2D

- Database Projections: GRIDTOOL

Volume Grids: HYPGEN

Volume Grid Communication:

- Chimera Overlapping _PEGSUS)

Flow Solutions: OVERFLOW

- Baldwin-Barth 1-Eqn. Turbulence Model

- Reynolds Number Restarts

The approach to conducting the CFD analysis using OVERFLOW code is as follows. Existing
surface grids from Boeing are used for components other than the inboard/outboard wing
transition, and the outboard wing with the deflected flaps. Surface grids are generated using
GRIDGEN-2D code (elliptic grid generator). In the surface grids generated using GRIDGEN,
there is found some mismatch between the surface grid and the database. This is primarily due
to the inability of GRIDGEN to constrain the surface grid to the database when elliptic grids are
to be generated when spanning multiple data networks. Thus the surface grids from GRIDGEN
are made to conform to the database by projecting them onto the database using GRIDTOOL.
The volume grids are constructed using HYPGEN hyperbolic code. Volume grid communication
is established by chimera overlapping scheme with PEGSUS code. The flow solutions are
obtained with OVERFLOW thin-layer Navier-Stokes code with Baldwin-Barth one-equation
turbulence model. Reynolds number restarts are also considered.
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Surface Grid For Wing/Body Configuration

Outboard

Wing transition

Surface Grid Points

Inboard
wing

10/3 deg flaps: 6.6E4 (N-S & Euler)

10/0 deg flaps: 5.4E4 IN SI810 deg flaps: 5.1E4 -

Wall Conditions

stret, ratio-1.2

y+=0.2 (M=1.2, Re=5.8E6)
=0.8 (M=0.9, Re=30E6)

Existing surface grids are used for the fuselage, the collar grid, and the inboard wing. These grids
were obtained from Steve Chaney of Boeing. New surface grids are thus generated only for the
inboard/outboard wing transition region, and for the outboard wing. The database for the
outboard wing geometry for the 10/3 deg flaps is obtained from Boeing in IGES format. For the
10/0 deg flaps, the surface grids are constructed on the basis of an overlap approach, where the
10/3 deg flap grids and the 0/0 deg flap (baseline flaps-up) grids are overlapped to provide the
10/0 LE/'I'E flap grids. For the 8/0 deg flaps, the outboard wing geometry is generated using
Boeing AGPS software. A C-H grid topology is used for the wing and the wake regions. The grid
is clustered near the leading and the trailing edges, the wing tip, and near the hinge lines to
facilitate flow resolution. The total number of surface grid points are 6.6E4 for the 10/3 deg flaps,
5.4E4 for the 10/0 deg flaps, and 5.1 E4 for the 8/0 deg flaps.-
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Surface Grid Detail (10/3 deg LE/TE)

transition

web

outboard wing

A more detailed view of the surface grid for the 10/3 deg flaps is shown in this figure, indicating
hinge line locations and the web regions.
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Volume Grid For Wing/Body Configuration

Volume Grid Points

 0/3 deg: 5.0E6 IN-Sl,_ 3.3E6 (Euler)0/0 deg: 4.4E6
8/0 deg: 3.5E6 (N-S)

This figure shows the volume grid detail for the winoJbodyconfiguration. The rectangular box grid
enclosing the wing/body and the outer eUipsoidal grid are obtained from Steve Chaney of Boeing.
For the 10/3 deg flap case, the volume grid dimensions are: fuselage (134x93x71), inboard wing
(289x36x61), inboard/outboard wing transition (281x45x61), outboard wing (306x81x61), collar
(271x23x61), box (217x53x66) and ellipsoid (65x40x31). In general for the Navier-Stokes
solutions, 61 grid points are considered in the surface normal direction. For the Navier-Stokes

solution, the total number of grid points are 5.0E6 for the 10/3 deg flaps, 4.4E6 for the 10/0 deg
flaps, and 3.5E6 for the 8/0 deg flaps. In the case of 10/3 deg flaps, the volume grids for the
Euler grids are built using the same surface grids as for the viscous solution, but with reduced
number of grid points in the surface normal direction (41 for Euer, and 61 for viscous), resulting in
total grid points of 3.3E6 for the Euler solution.

The first grid cell size off the wall is taken as 0.001 in (full scale) for all Navier-Stokes solutions
except for the 8/0 deg flaps. This results in values of y+=O.2 for the case of M=1.2 and
Re=5.SE6, and y+=0.8 for the case of M=0.9 and Re--3OE6. The volume grid for the 8/0 deg flaps
is specifically designed for viscous solution at Re=S.8E6 only, and contained the first cell size off
the wall as 0.003 in. Also it has reduced number of points in the wall normal direction for the
inboard wing and the collar grid (about 45 points), thus resulting in a reduced number of total grid
points compared to the 10/3 deg and 10/0 deg flaps. In the case of Euler solution, the first grid
cell distance from the wall is taken as 0.025 in. A stretching ratio of about 1.2 is considered near
the wall in order to minimize truncation errors.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg); M=0.9
Surface Pressure Coefficient (OVERFLOW)

Alpha=4 deg

Upper Surface _;_:_i_i_71__ i_;__ _:_ _

cl,
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
-0.20
-0.40
-0.60
-0.80
-1.00
-1.20
-1.40

Lower surface

The next several figures illustrate the flap deflection effect on the aerodynamic performance of
the winojbody configuration with the 10/3 deg flaps at M=0.9 and Re=5.8E6 along with
comparisons with the LaRC-16 ft tunnel data. The tunnel dynamic pressure is q=700 psf at
M=0.9. The baseline CFD solutions were obtained from Steve Chaney of Boeing. Paul Vijgen of
Boeing provided the wind tunnel data.

This figure depicts the surface pressure coefficient for alpha=4 deg. At alpha--J, deg, the
attachment line is on the lower surface of the outboard wing, and a vortex separation of small
extent is noted on the upper surface leading edge. A discrete pocket of high pressure region is

noted in the mid-chord region near the wing tip. The leading edge vortex on the inboard wing
upper surface is wider and more clearly visible compared to that for alpha=2 deg. The surface
pressure coefficient distribution on the wing lower surface is seen to be more unarm.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg); M=0.9

Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

Alpha=4 deg
Re=5.8E6

Upper Surface

Lower surface

A separation region is noted downstream of the upper surface hinge line. In the case of alpha=4
deg, the chordwise extent of separation is larger than that at alpha=2 deg. The reattachment line
near the upper surface leading edge is evident. Spanwise flow on the outboard wing upper
surface is beginning to appear.
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Ref H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg); M=0.9
Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

Alpha=4 degRe=5.8E6 I

Outboard Wing
Upper Surface

-- see previous page text--
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg); M=0.9

Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

aimAlpha- 2 deg A _!_

Re=5.8E6

Upper Surface

Lower Surface

Displayed in this figure are the surface streamlines at alpha=2 deg and Re=5.8E6. The flow is
attached near the leading edge, and a significant leading edge vortex separation is noted on the
lower surface of the leading edge flap. A small extent of separation is noted downstream of the
upper surface hinge line along the whole span of the outboard wing. The flow is primarily
streamwise.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg); M=0.9
Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

Alpha=8 deg

Re=5.8E6

Upper Surface __:_

Lower surface -_1|

I

II

!

At alpha=8 deg, vortex separation is noted on the leading edge flap along with significantspanwise flow.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg); M=0.9, Alpha=4 deg

Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

Re=5.8E6

_,_.. _. . _ _ ,...__':_'._

Re=30E6

This figure displays a comparison of the streamlines on the outboard wing upper surface for the
10/3 deg flaps at alpha--4 deg for Re=5.8E6 and 30E6. In both the cases, the flow is primarily
streamwise, and a small leading edge vortex region is observed. While a narrow region of
separation downstream of the leading edge flap hinge line is noted at Re=5.8E6, no hinge line
separation is observed at Re=30E6.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg LEfT'E); M=0.9, Alpha=4 deg
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This figure shows the effect of Reynolds number on the chordwise CP distribution at alpha=4
deg. Reynolds number effects are confined locally to regions downstream of the hinge lines on
the wing upper surface.

In the calculations, the flow over the entire wing surface is considered turbulent, and Baldwin-
Barth one equation turbulence model is employed. The LaRC-16T model (1.675% scale,
Re=5.SE6) is tripped, while the NTF model (2.2% scale, Re=3OE6) is untripped. Referring to the
computed surface streamlines and drag polars for Re=5.8E6 and 30E6, we find that for the 10/3
deg flaps at alpha=4 deg (close to the design CL of 0.25 at M=O.9) OVERFLOW shows hinge line
separation and an overpredictlon of drag by about 4 counts Re=5.8E6, while at Re=3OE6 it
shows no hinge line separation (except near the tip region) and an underprediction of drag by
about 5 counts. The existence of hinge line separation at Re=5.8E6 and the absence of hinge
line separation at Re=3OE6 as indicated by OVERFLOW is seen to.signify the effect of Reynolds
number on the computed flowfield. Reynolds number effects on the chordwise CP distribution are

manifest at all angles of attack considered. While Reynolds number effects are confined locally to
regions downstream of the hinge lines on the wing upper surface, global effects of Reynolds
number are observed at alpha=2 deg and 8 deg.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg LEf'I'E); M=0.9, Alpha=2 deg
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg LE/TE); M=0.9, Alpha=8 deg
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps; M=0.9, Re=5.8E6
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• This figure demonstrates the flap effects on CL-alpha curve at Re=5.8E6. The flap increments
in CL predicted by OVERFLOW are seen to be close to those indicated by the wind tunnel data
in the range of alpha=0 to 8 deg. The incremental CL due to the 10/3 deg flaps relative to the
baseline flaps-up case is seen to be nearly uniform in the range of alpha from 2 to 8 deg. Beyond
about alpha=8 deg, the flap effect on CL tends to decline, which is perhaps due to significant
leading edge vortex separation that results in a diminished effect of camber on CL.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps; M=0.9, Re=5.8E6
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CD

The flap effect on the drag polar at Re=5.SE6 is presented in the next two figures. The value of
CD,_,, for the 10/3 deg flaps is higher than that for the flaps-up case due to camber drag, and
occurs at CL=0.05 while the CD,,., for the flaps-up case is seen at CL=0. The cross-over of the
two polars due to the polar shift is observed at CL--0.1, beyond which the 10/3 deg flap results
in a reduced drag relative to the baseline case at constant CL.The CFD solutions show good
correlation with the measured polars for both the flaps-up (0/0 deg) and flaps-down (10/3 deg)
cases except at alpha=0 and 2 deg. At low alpha the drag is underpredicted for both the flaps-up
and the flaps-down cases. This inaccuracy is perhaps related to the occurrence of leading vortex
separation on the wing lower surface at low alpha, for which the 1-equation Baldwin-Barth
turbulence model may be inaccurate.

The viscous drag is found to be relatively insensitive to changes in alpha over the range
considered.
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For the 10/3 deg LE/TE flap at M=0.9 at alpha=4 deg and Re=5.8E6, the CFD solution
underpredicts the drag by about four counts. At the transonic design CL=0.2, the data show a
drag reduction of 29 counts (19% improvement in L/D) at M=O.9 with the 10/3 deg LFJTE flap.
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A comparison of the flap effect on the CL-CM variation at Re=5.8E6 is reported in this plot. The
agreement between the CFD result and the data is good, except at alpha=8 deg where we find
appreciable deviation for _t_ tile flaps-up and the flaps-down cases. At alpha=8 degl
OVERFLOW predicts more nose-down pitching moment than the data indicate. The departure

between the CFD and the data for CM at alpha=8 deg is perhaps due to the large scale vortex
separation and spanwise flow on the outboard wing upper surface, for which the Baldwin-Barth
one-equation turbulence model may be in error.
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The next several figures show a comparison of the CFD solution with the NTF data at M=0.9 at a
Reynolds number Re=30E6 (q=1005 psf and 1753 psf). The results for Re=3OE6 are obtained
based on a restart from the solution for Re=5.8E6, rather than starting from a freestream initial
condition. The force coefficients and drag polars will be compared to the NTF data at Re=30E6 at

two dynamic pressures q=1005 psf and 1753 psf to assess aeroelastic effects.

This figure shows the CL-alpha variation at Re=30E6. The CFD solution shows values of CL
higher than the data. If a linear aeroelastic correction is applied (extrapolated to q=0 psf), the
agreement would be closer.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps; M=0.9, Re=30E6
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The next two figures display a comparison of the measured drag polar with the CFD result at
Re---30E6. The measured aeroelastic effect on the drag polar is seen to be small. This is due to a

situation where both CL and CD are changed due to aeroe_astic effect in such a way (an
increase in CL and a decrease in CD) that the polar shape is relatively less effected. The
correlation at higher angles of attack (alpha=4 and 8 deg) is seen to be better relative to that at
alpha=2 deg, where the drag is off by about 12 counts. This underprediction of drag is similar to
that noted at Re=5.8E6.

The pressure drag is found to be relatively independent of Reynolds number (Re=5.8E6 and
Re=30E6) except at low alpha (alpha=2 deg).
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps; M=0.9, Re=30E6
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The pitching moment comparison at Re=30E6 shown in this figure suggests that the CFD values
deviate considerably from the data, although the trends are similar. The agreement would be
closer if aeroelastic corrections were taken into account. The deviation is pronounced at alpha=8
deg. Leading edge vortex and predominant spanwise flow on the upper surface are noted at
alpha=8 deg.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/3 deg LE/TE); M=0.9, Re=30E6 & Euler
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A comparison of Euler solution with the Navier-Stokes solution (Re=30E6) for the drag polar of
the 10/3 deg flaps configuration based on the old grid system (with some geometric mismatch) is
demonstrated in this figure. The results show that CL and the pressure drag CD from the Euler
solution are close to those given by the Navier-Stokes solution. This suggests the acceptability of
Euler solutions in predicting the liftand the pressure drag in the range of alpha considered.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/0 deg); M=1.2
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Upper Surface
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OVERFLOW CFD solutions are generated for transonic flaps at M=1.2 for alpha=O, 4, 5 and 8
deg for the 10/0 deg and 8/0 deg flaps at a Reynolds number of 5.8E6. The CFD results for the
flaps up case were generated by Steve Chaney of Boeing. Paul Vijgen of Boeing provided the
wind tunnel data. Oil flow visualization data are available at alpha=4.6 deg corresponding todesign CL of 0.2 at M=1.2.

The next several figures show the effects of flap delection at M=1.2 and Re=5.8E6, indicating the
results for the 10/0 deg and the 8/0 deg flaps. This figure presents the surface CP for the 10/0

deg flap configuration at alpha---4 deg. The attachment line is on the upper surface of the leading
edge. A comparison of this result with the CP distribution for the 10/3 deg flap (M=0.9, alpha=4
deg, Re=5.8E6) provides the following. On the inboard wing upper surface, a leading edge vortex
is observed as in the case of 10/3 deg flaps at M=0.9. Downstream of the leading edge hinge line
on the upper surface of the outboard wing, there is seen a conical band of gradual compression,
with its vertex emanating from the inboard end of the hinge line
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (8/0 deg); M=1.2

Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

Ipha=4 deg I
Re=5.8E6 I

Upper Surface

CP
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--0.50
-0.60
-0.70

Lower Surface

This figure presents the surface CP for the 8/0 deg flap configuration at alpha=4 deg and
Re=5.8E6. The attachment line is at the leading edge.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/0 deg); M=1.2

Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

AIpha=4 deg I

Re=5.8E6 I

Upper Surfac

Lower Surface -_i _.__

This figure presents the surface streamline for the 10/0 deg flap configuration at alpha=4 deg. On
the inboard wing, a vortex originates near the leading edge. There appears to be no flow
separation except near the trailing edge. These results are in accord with wind tunnel oil flow
visualization taken at alpha=4.6 deg. The flow is primarily streamwise.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (8/0 deg); M=1.2
Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

AIpha=4 deg J ,._

............ , _,'.:._:..:.'.".::_-.:'." . :... :...-:_._,...:;.:_.:._;_._'.,:.._.

Lower Surface

This figure presents the surface streamline for the 10/0 deg flap configuration at alpha---4 deg. On
the inboard wing , a vortex originates near the leading edge. There appears to be no flow
separation except near the trailing edge. These results are in accord with wind tunnel oil flow
visualization taken at alpha=4.6 deg. The flow is primarily streamwise.
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Ref H Transonic Flaps (8/0 deg); M=1.2
Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

Alpha=4 deg
Re=5.8E6

Upper Surface

-- see previous page text--
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Ref.H Transonic Flaps (8/0 deg); M=1.2
Upper-Surface Streamlines (16-Ft Tunnel Oil-Flow)

Alpha~4 deg
Re~5.8E6

Oil-dot flow visualization for the 8°/0 ° flap configuration is shown

at alpha about 4 ° . Oil dots were applied ahead of the transition trip dots
on the inboard wing. Absence of oil streaklines in the mid section
of the onboard wing indicates the presence of a leading-edge vortex in
this region. No leading-edge flap hinge-line separation is observed.

HSCT High-Speed Technology
Ref-H Transonic Flap Data Base
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps; M=1.2, Alpha=4 deg, Re=5.8E6
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• This figure displays a comparison of the chordwise CP distributions for the 10/0 deg and the 8/0
deg flaps at y=550 in for alpha= 4 deg. For alpha--4 deg, the attachment line is on the upper
surface for the 10/0 deg flap, and is at the leading edge for the 8/0 deg flap case. This notable
difference in CP distribution near the leading edge of the 10/0 deg and the 8/0 deg flaps at
alpha=4 deg explains the main difference in performance of the the two flap configurations. The
results show that the main difference in CP for the two flap configurations occurs on the upper
surface.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/0 deg); M=1.2

Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

IAIpha=0 deg
Re=5.8E6 I

Upper Surface

The surface streamlines for the 10/0 deg flap configuration at alpha=O deg are sketched in this
plot. For the 10/0 deg flap at alpha=O deg, a boundary layer separation is indicated on the upper
surface downstream of the hinge line of the leading edge flap. Similar streamline distributions are
seen for the 8/0 deg flaps at alpha=O deg.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (8/0 deg); M=1.2

Surface Streamlines (OVERFLOW)

IAIpha=8 deg iRe=5.8E6

Upper Surface

This figure presents the surface streamlines for the 10/0 deg flap configuration at alpha=8 deg.
Here we note leading edge vortex separation and a trailing edge separation on the upper surface

of the outboard wing. Similar streamline pattern is observed for the 10/0 deg flap at alpha=8 deg.
The streamline patteren at M=1.2 is different from that for the 10/3 deg flap at M=0.9 and
alpha=8 deg.
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps; M=1.2, Re=5.8E6
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A comparison of the force and moment coefficients for the 10/0 deg and the 8/0 deg flaps with
the LaRC-16T data is summarized in the next several figures, where results for the baseline case
(flaps up, 0/0 deg) are also included. This figure displays a comparison of CL-alpha curves for the
10/0 deg and the 8/0 deg flaps at Re=5.SE6. The measured CL values for the 8/0 deg and the
10/0 deg case are very close (indistinguishable in the scale of this plot), and are less than the
flaps-up values. Predictions from CFD agree with the data. The trend is opposite to that at M=0.9
(10/3 deg flaps) where the flaps result in an increased lift, and is indicative of the transonic
effects.
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The drag polar comparisons for the 8/0 deg and the 10/0 deg flaps are sh0_]n the next two
figures. These results suggest that the CFD computations are able tddemonstrate the improved
performance of the 8/0 deg flap relative to the 10/0 deg flap. At low alpha, the drag is seen to be
somewhat underpredicted for both the flaps up and the flaps down cases. The viscous drag is
found to be relatively insensitive to changes in alpha over the range considered.
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At M=1.2, the 10/0 deg LE/TE flap reduced the drag by about nine counts at the transonic design
CL of 0.2 (a 4.5% reduction in IJD relative to cruise geometry, ie. flaps-up case). A higher leading
edge flap setting of 10 deg results in a sharply reduced drag benefit at M=1,2. The drag benefit
of 4.5 counts obtainable with the 10/0 deg LE/TE flap at M=1.2 is considerably smaller than the
drag benefit of 29 counts obtainable with the 10/3 deg LE/TE flap at M=0.9.
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This figure presents a comparison of CL-CM curve at M=1.2 and Re=5.8E6 for thi_10/0 deg and
the 8/0 deg flaps. At alpha--8 deg, the deviation between the OFD and the data for CM is
appreciable, as observed for the 10/3 deg flaps at M=09,
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Ref. H Transonic Flaps (10/0 deg LE/'I'E); M=1.2, Alpha=5 deg
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At alpha=5 deg, a trailing edge separation line is observed on the upper surface, as in the case of
alpha=4 deg.. The surface streamline pattern is in general similar to the case of alpha=4 deg,
except that the reattachment region near the leading edge on the upper surface is of larger extent
at alpha=5 deg. This figure displays the Reynolds number effect (Re=5.8E6 and 11E6) on the
chordwise CP distribution at alpha=5 deg. The Reynolds number of 11E6 corresponds to the
proposed test Reynolds number of the Boeing Supersonic Wind Tunnel (BSWT). Only at the
leading edge is there seen to be some effect of Reynolds number on the CP distribution. The
flow expansion at the leading edge upper surface is larger at higher Reynolds number. The lift
coefficient and the pressure drag are unchanged with Re (CL=0.216, CDP=0.0153), but the
viscous drag coefficient (CDV) decreased from 79 counts at Re=5.8E6 to 70 counts at Re=l 1E6.
The solution for Re=l 1E6 was obtained using restart from the solution at Re=5.8E6.
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Conclusions

Q Overflow Predictions Correlated Well with NTF & LaRC-16T Data

Flap & Reynolds Number Effects are Accurately Described

Euler solutions are acceptable for lift & drag

Reynolds Number Restarts Provided Significant Savings (75%)

Drag at Low Angle of Attack is Underpredicted

Pitching Moment Prediction at High Angle of Attack is Less Accurate

Aeroelastic Effects Need to be Assessed with Greater Accuracy

In general OVERFLOW Navier-Stokes CFD computations correlated well with the NTF and
LaRC-16T data for forces, drag polar and pitching moments. Although limited data are available
for CP on the inboard wing, the computed CP agreed well with the data. The surface streamlines
also compared well with the oil flow data (M=1.2 for 10/0 and 8/0 flaps at Re=5.8-E6). The flap
and Reynolds number effects are accurately described. The Reynolds number restarts provided
significant savings in CPU time compared to fresh start in several cases with a moderate range
of Re variation (a factor of about three). The Euler solutions compare well with the Navier-Stokes
solutions for the lift coefficient and the pressure drag. Since the viscous drag is seen to be
relatively independent of the angle of attack, the total drag can be reasonably estimated by
adding the viscous drag from the Navier-Stokes solution to the pressure drag from the Euler
solutions. Thus a combination of Navier-Stokes solutions, Euler solutions, and Reynolds number

restarts appear to be a powerful procedure for application to multi-point design. However,
deviations are noted between the theory and the data at low and high alpha. The computed drag
at low alpha is in general underpredicted. Also the pitching moment predictions is less accurate at
high alpha. The aeroelastic effects present in the NTF data need to be assessed with greater
accuracy so that OVERFLOW rigid-body computations can be accurately compared.
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Turbulence Model Comparisons and Reynolds Number Effects Over a

High-Speed Aircraft at Transonic Speeds

by

Melissa Bo Rivers

Richard A. Wahls

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23681

This paper gives the results of a grid study, a turbulence model study, and a Reynolds number effect
study for transonic flows over a high-speed aircraft using the thin-layer, upwind, Navier-Stokes CFL3D
code. The four turbulence models evaluated are the algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model with the Degani-
Schiff modifications, the one,equation Baldvvin-Barth model, the one-equation Spalart-AIImaras model,
and Menter's two-equation Shear-Stress-Transport (SST) model. The flow conditions, which correspond
to tests performed in the NASA Langley National Transonic Facility (NTF), are a Mach number of 0.90 and
a Reynolds number of 30 million based on chord for a range of angle-of-attacks (1 degree to 10 degrees).
For the Reynolds number effect study, Reynolds numbers of 10 and 80 million based on chord were also
evaluated. Computed forces and surface pressures compare reasonably well with the experimental data
for all four of the turbulence models. The Baldwin-Lomax model with the Degani-Schiff modifications and
the one-equation Baldwin-Barth model show the best agreement with experiment overall. The Reynolds
number effects are evaluated using the Baldwin-Lomax with the Degani-Schiff modifications and the
Baldwin-Barth turbulence models. Five angles-of-attack were evaluated for the Reynolds number effect
study at three different Reynolds numbers. More work is needed to determine the ability of CFL3D to
accurately predict Reynolds number effects.
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Wireframe Surface Grids of C-O and O-C Topologies

C-O topology

O-C topology

The grid generated about the NTF 2.2% HSR Reference H baseline geometry was created using the
GRIDGEN grid generation package. This figure shows the surface grid of the first two grids generated for
the NTF 2.2% HSR geometry. The first was a two block grid with an O-C topology with a 5 inch full scale
transition from blunt to sharp leading edge at the crank location on the wing. This grid had 105 points inthe
streamwise direction, 177 points in the spanwise direction and 81 points normal to the surface in the first
block, which defines the wing/body configuration; the second block, which defines the sting, had 49 points
in the streamwise direction, 177 points in the spanwise direction, and 81 points normal to the surface. The
total number of grid points was 2207898. The normal spacing adjacent to the surface was 5x10 .5 over the
entire surface. The surface spacing distribution corresponds to a nondimensional y+ value of
approximately 1.6. The farfield boundary extends to 20c in the circumferential and upstream directions and
the second block extends approximately 20_ downstream of the first block.

The second grid used was a single block grid with a C-O topology also with a 5 inch full scale transition
from blunt to sharp wing leading edge at the crank; this grid defines both the wing/body configuration and
the sting. This grid had 133 points in the streamwise direction, 249 points in the spanwise direction and 81
points in the normal direction. The total number of grid points was 2682477. The normal spacing was
5x10 .5 over the entire surface. The surface spacing distribution corresponds to a nondimensional y* value
of approximately 1.00. The farfield boundary extends to 20c in the circumferential, upstream, and
downstream (of the wing/body configuration) directions.
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Wireframe Surface Grids of C-O topology 1" Wedge and 5" Wedge

Blunt LE
Inboard

I
1"/ _5__>

Sharp LE
Outboard

5" Wedge

1" Wedge

The wind tunnel model had a discontinuity between the sharp wing leading edge and the blunt wing
leading edge. In attempt to computational model this discontinuity, a third grid was generated which was
identical to the second grid (C-O topology) with the exception of a 1 inch, rather than 5 inch full scale,
geometric transition region between the blunt and sharp wing leading edges at the crank.This figure shows
the differences in the surface grids of the C-O grid on the wing with a 5 inch full scale transition from blunt
to sharp wing leading edge and the C-O grid on the wing with a I inch full scale transition from blunt to
sharp wing leading edge. The sketch shows where the geometric wedge is on the wing and what is meant
by 1 inch versus 5 inch full scale geometric transition from blunt to sharp wing leading edge.
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C-O Topology Volume Grid for the NTF 2.2% HSR Geometry ,

This is the volume grid for the C-O grid topology with a 1 inch full scale transition from blunt to sharp
wing leading edge.
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Spanwise Pressure Stations on the Wing of the
NTF 2.2% HSR Geometry
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This figure shows the location of the six spanwise pressure rows on the wing of the NTF 2.2% HSR

geometry. The shaded area is part of the metric model, but not part of the computational model.
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Surface Pressure Comparison of O-C and C-O Grid Topology Results,
M=0.90, o_=5.0 deg, Rec=30xl06,

Spalart-AIImaras Turbulence Model
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A grid study was performed using these three grids in an effort to determine which grid gave the best
comparisons with the experimental data. All of the runs made for this grid study were performed at a
M=0.90, Rec=30xl 0s, and at an angle-of-attack of 5 degrees. These runs were all made with CFL3D using
the Spalart-AIImaras turbulence model. This figure shows the pressure distributions at the six spanwise
stations on the wing of the NTF 2.2% HSR geometry for the C-O topology versus the O-C topology. As
shown in this figure, the C-O topology agrees better with the experimental values than the O-C topology,
most notably at the crank of the wing and on the outboard wing panel.
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Surface Pressure Comparison of 1" and 5" Full-Scale Wedge Results,
M=0.90, _=5.0 deg, Rec=30xl06,

Spalart-Allmaras Turbulence Model
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This figure shows the pressure distributions at the six spanwise pressure stations on the wing of the
NTF 2.2% HSR geometry for the 1 inch full-scale wedge versus the 5 inch full-scale wedge at a Mach
number of 0.90, a Reynolds number of 30 million and at an angle-of-attack of 5.0 deg. As shown in the
figure, the wedge size does not have a significant effect on the pressure distributions.
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Code Drag Polar Comparisons,
With and Without Modified Distance Function,

M=0.90, _=5.0 deg, Rec=30xl06
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During the course of this study, an important modification was made to the CFL3D Navier-Stokes code.

A change was made in the calculation of the minimum distance function. The new minimum distance

function was calculated by interpolating to the nearest point on the body rather than just picking the

nearest body cell-center point. This modification effected the results of the Spalart-AIImaras and SST

turbulence models. The modifications made to the code did not significantly effect the pressure

distributions of either the Spalart-AIImaras turbulence model or the Menter's SST turbulence model.

However, as shown in this figure, the modification did effect the forcesTor both the Spalart-AIImaras and

the SST turbulence model calculations. For the Spalart-AIImaras case, the lift is increased by

approximately 0.004 and the drag is decreased by approximately 20 drag counts, which is closer to

matching the experimental value. For the Menter's SST results, the lift remains about the same but the

drag is increased by 3 drag counts, which is also closer to matching the experimental value.These

experimental values are uncorrected for aeroelastic effects.
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•Grid and Code Assessment Conclusions

• C-O topology, rather than O-C topology, preferred
for this configuration

• Detail of geometric modeling of the blunt to
sharp leading-edge transition at the wing crank
did not effect results

• Distance function modification important,

especially to Spalart-AIImaras and Menter's SST
turbulence models

• Single block C-O topology grid with a 1" full scale
geometric transition from blunt to sharp wing
leading edge was used for the turbulence model
and Reynolds number effect studies

The conclusions which were reached by this grid study were that the C-O topology, rather than the O-C

topology, is preferred for this configuration. The detail of the geometric modeling of the blunt to sharp
leading-edge transitions at the wing crank did not effect the results and the distance function modification
was important, especially to the Spalart-AIImaras and Menter's SST turbulence model results. Therefore,
the single block C-O topology grid with 1 inch full scale geometric transition from blunt to sharp wing
leading edge was used for the turbulence model study and the Reynolds number effect study.
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Spanwise Wing Pressure Distributions,

M=0.90, oc=1.0 deg, Rec=30xl06
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The next three figures show the spanwise pressure distribution comparisons for all three angles-of-

attack.This figure indicates that at a Mach number of 0.90, a Reynolds number of 30 million and an angle-

of-attack of 1.0 deg, all of the turbulence models agreed well with experiment at all of the pressure
stations.
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Spanwise Wing Pressure Distributions,
M=0.90, oc=5.0 deg, Rec=30xl06
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The spanwise pressure distributions for the oc--5.0 deg case shown in this figure indicate that up to the
crank in the wing, all of the turbulence models predict the flow characteristics very well. At the crank

region, i.e. x=46.5 inches, none of the models pick up the detail seen in the outboard 20% span in the

experimental data. At an x station of 49.55 inches, Baldwin-Lomax is the only model that picks up the

apparent suction peak at 95% span in the experimental data. At the x=53.16 inches station, all of the

models perform equally well, with Baldwin-Lomax showing a suction peak at approximately 85% span. The

experimental pressures do not extend this far outboard; therefore it is difficult to say if the suction peak is

real.
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The spanwise pressure distributions for the (z=l 0.0 deg case shown in this figure indicate that at the x

station of 34.245 inches, all of the models predict the flow characteristics very well. At the next station,

x=37.98 inches, none of the models pick up the detail seen in the last 20% span. At the x=41.45 inches

station, the Baldwin-Lomax model tends to pick up the magnitude of the suction peak seen at

approximately 90% span in the experimental flow better than any of the other three models. At the crank

region, i.e. x=46.5 inches, the Baldwin-Lomax model comes the closest of the four models to picking up
the pressure increase seen at 75% span and the suction peak at 80% span in the experimental data. At an

x station of 49.55 inches, Baldwin-Lornax comes the closest to matching the fluctuations in the

experimental data. At the x--53.16 inches station, Baldwin-Lomax comes the closest of the four models to

picking up the upper surfacepressure distribution seen in the experiment.
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Computational Surface Streamlines,
M=0.90, _=1.0 deg, Rec=30xl06

Baldwin-Lomax

Baldwin-Barth

In the following six figures a separation line is indicated by the streamlines coalescing to a line while an
attachment line is a line from which the streamlines are flowing out.

This figure shows the computational surface streamlines for the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth
turbulence models for the (z=1.0 deg case. The computational surface streamlines are aligned with the
freestream flow on both the outboard and inboard wing sections for these two turbulence models at c_=1.0

deg.
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Computational Surface Streamlines,
M=0.90, (_=1.0 deg, Rec=30x10 6

Spalart-AIImaras

SST

This figure shows the computational surface streamlines for the Spalart-AIImaras and the SST

turbulence models for the _=1.0 deg case. The computational surface streamlines are aligned with the
freestream flow on both the outboard and inboard wing sections for these two turbulence models at _=1.0
deg.
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Computational Surface Streamlines,
M=0.90, _=5.0 deg, Rec=30x10 6

Baldwin-Lomax

Baldwin-Barth

The computational streamlines for the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth turbulence models are shown
for the c¢=5.0deg case. Both show separations at the trailing edge wing/fuselage juncture and at the
inboard trailing edge of the wing. They also both show a separation at the crank with an attachment near
the outboard wing leading edge. The Baldwin-Lomax solution shows an extra separation and reattachment
at the outboard wing leading edge that the other model does not show.
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Computational Surface Streamlines,
M=0.90, _=5.0 deg, Rec=3OxlO 6

Spalart-Allmaras

SST

The computational streamlines for the Spalart-AIImaras and SST turbulence models are shown for the
_=5.0 deg case. Both show separations at the trailing edge wing/fuselage juncture and at the inboard
trailing edge of the wing. They also both show a separation at the crank with an attachment near the
outboard wing leading edge.
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Computational Surface Streamlines,
M=0.90, _=10.0 deg, Rec=30x10 6

Baldwin-Lomax

Baldwin-Barth

The computational streamlines for the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth turbulence models are shown
for the ¢=10.0 deg case. Both cases show a separation at the wing/fuselage juncture, at the inboard
trailing edge of the wing and at the crank region of the wing. They both also show a reattachment line in
the inboard center of the wing. The Baldwin-Lomax case, however, also shows a separation at the inboard
leading edge of the wing and at the outboard leading edge of the wing with a reattachment line also seen
in the outboard region of the wing.
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Computational Surface Streamlines,
M=0.90, _=10.0 deg, Rec=30x10 6

Spalart-AIImaras

SST

The computational streamlines for the Spalart-AIImaras and SST turbulence models are shown for the
oc=10.0 deg case. Both cases show a separation at the wing/fuselage juncture, at the inboard trailing edge
of the wing and at the crank region of the wing. They both also show a reattachment line in the inboard
center of the wing.
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Drag Polars
M=0.90, Rec=30xl 0 6
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There are three experimental curves shown on the next four figures; the first is the experimental data
corrected for aeroelastics to a q=0 psf, the second is the low q (q=1000 psf) data and the third is the high q

(q=1800 psf) data taken in the NTF experiment.
This figure shows the drag polar for the four different turbulence models and the experimental data. The

experimental data shows a decrease in lift at a given drag value and an increase in drag at a given lift
value as the q levels are decreased. At o_=1.0deg, all of the models predict the drag lower than the
experimental data. At the design point, e_=5.0deg, Baldwin-Barth comes the closest to matching the
experimental data; the Baldwin Barth data is approximately four drag counts lower than the high q data,
while the Spalart-Allmaras, SST, and Baldwin-Lomax models are 6, 7 and 12 drag counts lower than the
high q data, respectively. At (_=10.0 deg, Baldwin-Lomax predicts lift and drag lower than the other three
models, but it does come the closest to the experimental curve.
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The computational wing pressure distributions discussed earlier in this paper indicated that Baldwin-
Lomax agreed the best with the experimental data while this drag polar indicates that the Baldwin-Barth
model agrees best with experiment. This discrepancy is believed to be caused by a difference in the
viscous drag components of the turbulence model results. The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model viscous
drag component results are approximately 10 drag counts lower than the other three models at all three

angles-of-attack. At o_=10.0deg, the pressure component of drag for Baldwin-Lomax is approximately 60
drag counts lower than the other three models, which can account for the results seen at this angle-of-
attack.
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Lift-to-Drag Ratios

M=0.90, Rec=30xl 0 6
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The lift-to-drag ratios for the four turbulence models versus the experimental data are shown in this

figure. This figure Shows that at _=1.0 deg, all four of the models predict approximately the same LID

value, which agrees well with the experimental values. At 0_=5.0 deg, Baldwin-Barth comes the closest to

matching the high q data. At cz=10.0 deg, Baldwin-Lomax predicts the experimental L/D level closer than
the other three models. As mentioned earlier, the discrepancies between the pressure data examined

earlier and the force data shown here are due to differences in the viscous and pressure drag components

of the four turbulence models•
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This figure shows the lift curve for the four turbulence models and the experimental data. At an (z=1.0
deg, all of the models are slightly higher than the experimental data. At the design point, _=5.0 deg,
Baldwin-Lomax is closer to the experimental lift curves than the other three models and at c¢=10.0 deg,
Baldwin-Lomax underpredicts the corrected experimental curve but falls on the uncorrected curves. The
other three models all overpredict the lift at c_=10.0 deg.
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This figure shows the pitching moment curves for the four turbulence models and the experimental data.

At an (z=1.0 deg, all of the models underpredict the pitching moment. At c(=5.0 deg, all of the models again

underpredict the pitching moment, but Baldwin-Lomax comes the closest to the experimental values. At

a_=10.0 deg, Baldwin-Barth, Spalart-AI]maras, and SST all underpredict the pitching moment values but

Baldwin-Lomax overpredicts the corrected values and underpredicts the uncorrected values, but not to the
same extent as the other models.
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A Reynolds number effect study was also performed on the NTF 2.2% HSR geometry. These

preliminary calculations were performed at a Mach number of 0.90, at angles-of-attack ranging from 1.0 to

10.O degrees and at Reynolds numbers ranging from 10 to 80 million. Also, two turbulence models were

tested during the course of this study, the algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model and the one equation Baldwin-

Barth model.
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This figure shows that at o_=1.0deg, both of the turbulence models pick up the same Reynolds number
effect trend as the experimental data, which is that the drag level decreases as the Reynolds number
increases. Neither model predicts the same lift or drag levels as the experimental data, however. For the

Reo=lO million cases, the Baldwin-Lomax model is 15 drag counts low and the Baldwin-Barth model is 5
drag counts low. For the Reo=30 million cases, the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth cases are 15 and 7
drag counts low, respectively and for the Rec=80 million case, the Baldwin-Lomax case is 19 drag counts
low while the Baldwin-Barth case is 7 drag counts low.
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This figure shows that at o_=3.0 deg, the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model does predict the same
Reynolds number effect trend as the experimental data, which is that the drag level decreases as the
Reynolds number increases, but the Baldwin-Barth case does not predict the correct trend. Neither model
predicts the same lift or drag levels as the experimental data. For the Rec=lO million cases, the Baldwin-
Lomax model is 14 drag counts low and the Baldwin-Barth model is 5 drag counts low. For the Rec=30
million cases, the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth cases are 16 and 7 drag counts low, respectively and
for the R%=80 million case, the Baldwin-Lomax case is 13 drag counts low while the Baldwin-Barth case is
11 drag counts high.
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This figure shows that at o_=5.0deg, both of the turbulence models pick up the same Reynolds number
effect trend as the experimental data, which is that the drag level decreases as the Reynolds number
increases. Neither model predicts the same lift or drag levels as the experimental data, however• For the
Rec=10 million cases, the Baldwin-Lomax model is 17 drag counts low and the Baldwin-Barth model is 4
drag counts low. For the Rec=30 million cases, the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth cases are 12 and 4
drag counts low, respectively and for the Rec=80 million case, the Baldwin-Lomax case is 16 drag counts
low while the Baldwin-Barth case is 6 drag counts low
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This figure shows that at 0_=7.0deg, the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model does predict the same
Reynolds number effect trend as the experimental data, which is that the drag level decreases as the
Reynolds number increases, but the Baldwin-Lomax case does not predict the correct trend. Neither
model predicts the same lift or drag levels as the experimental data. For the Rec=lO million cases, the
Baldwin-Lomax model is 38 drag counts high and the Baldwin-Barth model is 12 drag counts low. For the
Reo=30 million cases, the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth cases are 40 drag counts high and 12 drag
counts low, respectively and for the Rec=80 million case, the Baldwin-Lornax case is 17 drag counts high
while the Baldwin-Barth case is 11 drag counts low.
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This figure shows that at o_=10.0deg, the Baldwin-Barth model predicts the same Reynolds number
effect trend as the experimental data, which is that the drag level decreases as the Reynolds number
increases; however, neither model predicts the same lift or drag levels as the experimental data. For the
Rec=10 million cases, the Baldwin-Lomax model is 18 drag counts low and the Baldwin-Barth model is 76

drag counts low. For the R%=30 million cases, the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth cases are 16 drag
counts high and 56 drag counts low, respectively and for the Rec=80 million case, the Baldwin-Lomax case
is 20 drag counts high while the Baldwin-Barth case is 10 drag counts low.
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Conclusions

•Grid and Code Assessment Study

• C-O topology, rather than O-C topology, preferred
for this configuration

• Detail of geometric modeling of the blunt to

sharp leading-edge transition at the wing crank
did not effect results

• Distance function modification important,

especially to Spalart-Allmaras and Menter's SST
turbulence models

.Turbulence Model Study
.Computed forces and pressures for the

turbulence model study compared reasonably
well with experiment, with Baldwin-Lomax and
Baldwin-Barth showing best agreement

•Reynolds Number Effect Study
• More work needs to be done to accurately

determine the ability of CFL3D to predict the
Reynolds number effects for this configuration

in conclusion,the grid and code assessmentstudy indicated that the C-O topology,rather than the O-C
topology, is preferred for this configuration. The detail of the geometric modeling of the blunt to sharp
leading-edge transition at the wing crank did not effect the results and the distance function modification
was important, especially to the Spalart-Allmaras and Menter's SST turbulence models. The turbulence
model study showed that the computed forces and pressure compared reasonably well with the
experimental data, with the Baldwin-Lomax and Baldwin-Barth models showing the best agreement. The
Reynolds number effect study indicatedthat more work needs to be done to accuratelydetermine the
ability of CFL3D to predict the Reynolds number effects for this configuration.
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Critical Stability and Control Issues in

High-Speed Aerodynamics for the HSCT

Douglas L. Wilson
Principal Engineer

HSCT Aerodynamics-Stability and Control

Boeing Commercial Airplane Group

Norman H. Princen

Senior Engineer
Stability, Control, and Flying Qualities Technology

Flight Performance
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace

Oran C. Harris

Sr. Specialist Engineer
Flight Control Group Technical Leader

Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems Co.

Abstract:

The stability and control issues in high speed aerodynamics of most significance for the
development of a viable HSCT are identified, aned the status of the Ref. H configuration
with respect to these issues is discussed. The interdependence between aerodynamic
requirements and assumptions about airplane system functions such as Envelope Protection
and Integrated Flight/Propulsion Control is highlighted.

The conclusions presented draw on results from the Ref. H Assessment and Alternate
Control Concepts Assessment performed under Configuration Aerodynamics Subtask 5

during 1995.

Outline:

• Role of Stability and Control in tlSR and Configuration Aerodynamics

• General Observations on S&C Issues

• S&C Issues Specific to ItSCT

• Implications for TCA

• Major Aerodynamic Technology Needs for S&C

• Specific Results of Ref. [I Assessment
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Role of Stability and Control in HSR and Confieuratioi_
Aerodynamics -

Stability and Control Responsibilities Typically Include:

Flight Characteristics - Static and Dynamic (bare airframe)

Bare Airframe Stability Characteristics and Control Effectiveness

Stability and Control Requirement_

Control Configuration

Control Surface Aerodynamic Hinge Moments

Aeroelastics CQuasi-Steady") affecting Stability and Control characteristics

Propulsion Effects affecting Controllability

Handling Qualities (pilot-in-loop) (including "outer-loop" control laws)

Certification of Handling Qualities, Stability, and Control

Development of:

6-DOF Aerodynamic/Elastic Database for Simulation

(used for Flight Characteristics, Control Laws, & Handling Qualities)
Contribute to:

Envelope Protection/Stall Warning

Ice EffecL_

Systems Design

Stability and Control Issues span many IISR Elements

In the FISR program these responsibilities are spread among 5 TMT's and 6 ITD's:

TMT's

Aeroperformance

Flight Deck

Technical Integration

Structures

Propulsion (CPC)

ITD's

Config Aero

High Lift

Guidance & Flight Controls

Technical Integration

Aeroelasticity & SI.ructural Dynamics

Propulsion Controls
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Stability and Control Advisory Working Group (SCAWG)

created to coordinate these activities

Members:

Dave Ilahne

Oran Harris

Paul Kubiatko *

Naomi McMillin *

Norm Princen

A. Tom Stephens

Doug Wilson

* Associate members

Na,_a Langley

Lockheed Martin

McDonnell Douglas

Nasa Langley

McDonnell Douglas

Boeing

Boeing

(HL ITD member)

(GFC ITD member)

(GFC ITD member)

(CA ITD member)
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£q_neral Observations on S&C Issues

Stability and Control Issues tend to be Constraints, not Optima

Airplane must have safe flight charactcnistics and be certificabie (constraints)

Within these constraints, optimize econc_mic utility by minimizing

Drag

Weight

Noise

Cost

Stability and Control "Design Points" tend to be

envelope and in non-normal conditions.

at the corners of tlne

D

Large Angle-of-Attack

L,'u'ge Sideslip Angle

Ftigh Speed/High "q" (Vd/Md)

Low Speed (C! max/Stall)

Transonic Speeds

Maneuver Conditinns

Ground Effect Conditions

Crosswind/WindshearfTurbulence

Aft or Fwd. e.g. limit, at Max or Min Weight

Engine Failure / Inlet Unstart

Reversionary Control States

Failure Cases

Emergency Prc_cedures

For example, longitudinal stability requirements, which affect Cmo constrainL% will

probably be most critical in a lowest reversionary flight control mode at high transonic
conditions.

--> l-g cruise is generally not a critical design condition?
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S&C Issues Specific to HSCT

Aeroelastic Effects are more critical for I1SCT tlnan for Subsonic Transport

Some control surfaces reverse elastically (including elevalor)

Basic stability (CM/CL) changed significantly due to aeroelastics--

a.c. shift can be greater than allowable c.g. range

--> Elastic effects MUST be considered--rigid aerodynamic results are

not meaningful by themselves for high speed conditions.

Structural Dynamics Influence llandling Qualities and Control Laws

First body bending mode is at low frequency - 1.3 Hz (TBV)

Interacts with pilot, control system

May require greater "quasi-static" stability (more forward c.g.) from airframe for

control system to perform as required.

Handling Qualities assessment and Control Law analysis MUST include structural

modes.

Limits of instability not yet determined in presence of dynamic mocles (PCD2 work)

--> We don't yet know tile limits on CnffC! or Cmo

Iteavy Dependence on "Flight Systems" in baseline IISCT

Flight-critical stability augmentation in 3 axes

Flight-critical envelope protection

Flight-critical c.g. control (slow)

Integrated flight/propulsion control

Programmed flaps (function of M, alpha .... ?)

--> If these functions are not feasible, aerodynamic solutions will be

required, causing performance impact.
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S&C Implications of TCA Q_

TCA Controls are sized
for low-speed criteria, not lnigh-speed stability

• Fligh AoA Recovery

• Takeoff Rotation

• Go-Around

• Tip-Up (nosegear lifloff)

• Vmcg

• Cross-wind landing

Acceptability of TCA

unknown.

-->
for high-speed stability and control is

TCA is generally "Worse" for S&C tlnan Ref. It

-->

Higher outboard sweep causes greater aeroelastic Ic,sses

Longer body causes greater aeroelastic losses and lowers frequency of bending
moctes.

Larger inboard wing causes more pitchtvp (TBV)

Ailerons & spoilers are thinner, more swept, less effective

Ref. It results should be viewed as opt nust,c witln respect tol| i • ,Ik ,1 TCA
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Major Aerodynamic Technology Needs for Stabillty _lnd Control

Improved CFD Capability for "Off-Cruise" Conditions

Dependence on wind tunnel creates long design cycle-time, limiLs understanding

Current CFD tools do not efficiently address many S&C design areas:

- high alpha & beta

- control effectiveness

- lateral-directional characteristics

- unsteady aerodynamics

- dynamic stability derivatives

Many current CFD development/application effnrts (multi-block grids,

adaptive grids .... ) are moving toward meeting these needs.

Reduced Cycle Time for Aeroelastic Predictions

Faster turn around in aeroelastic analysis is needed to desio_n_nfor acceptable

high-speed S&C characteristics.

Improvements needed in cycle time for structural modelling and interface with

aerodynamic codes

ACE efforts will help address these needs
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Recommendations

• Drag devices on the HSCT must be increased in size, not
decreased, as they were on the TCA.

• Pitch control must be increased for adequate Vmin
Recovery and may need to be even larger to meet the
Pitch Recovery Requirement.

• Roll control must be increased over the Ref. H baseline.

• The engines must increase in size so there is an adequat_
thrust margin throughout the operational flight envelope.

• Engine sensitivity to maneuver transients must be
decreased to prevent unstart.

• Future assessments should decouple assessing the basic
airframe from assessing the engines.

• Future assessments should assess fixes to problems.
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An Experimental Database for

Conventional and Alternate ControIConcepts

on the HSR 1.675% Reference H Model

Naomi McMillin, Jerry Allen, Gary Erickson, Jim Campbell, Mike Mann
NASA Langely Research Center

Paul Kubiatko and David Yingling
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace

Charlie Mason
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High-Speed Research Configuration Aerodynamics Workshop
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Objective

The objective was to experimentally evaluate the longitudinal and lateral-

directional stability and control characteristics of the Reference H configuration at
supersonic and transonic speeds. A series of conventional and alternate control

devices were also evaluated at supersonic and transonic speeds. A database on_
the conventional and aitemate control devices was to be created for use in the
HSR program.

Objectives

• To experimentally evaluate the longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability and control characteris
tics of the Reference H configuration at supersoni
and transonic spee..ds.

• To experimentally evaluate a series of ¢onventiona
and alternate control devices at supersonic and
transonic speeds.

• To develop a stability and control database on
conventional and alternate control devices for us_
in the HSR program.
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Approach

To experimentally evaluate the stability and control characteristics of the
Reference H configuration, the 1.675% HSR Ref H model was tested in the

Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT) and the Langley 16 Ft. Transonic
Tunnel (16' TT). The UPWT testing was conducted at M = 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, and 2.7,

Re = 3 x 106/ft., (z = -4° to 12 °, and _ = -60 to 6 °. The 16' "IF testing was
conducted at M = 0.6, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 0.98, and 1.20, Re = 3.1 x 10°to 3.98 x 106

/ft., a = -4 ° to 12 °, and 13= -60 to 6 °. The Reference H model with a cylindrical
aftbody, horizontal and vertical tails, and wing mounted engine nacelles was the
baseline configuration. A component build-up was conducted to evaluate mutual
interference effects. Testing was conducted in two phases - conventional control

concepts and alternate control concepts.

Approach

• Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT)

• M = 1.8, 2.1, 2.4 and 2.7
• Re = 3 x 106/ft

• cz= -4 ° to 12 °, 13= -6 ° to 6 °

• Langley 16 FT Transonic Tunnel (16' 1-I").
• M = 0.6, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 0.98, 1.2
• Re = 3.1 x 106 to 3.98 x 106/ft

• cz= -4o to 12 °, 113= -6 ° to 6 °

° Baseline configuration was the Ref H model with a cylindrical aftbody,
horizontal and vertical tails, and wing mounted engine nacelles.

• A component build-up was
effects.

• Testing was conducted in
Alternate Controls.

conducted to evaluate mutual interference

two phases - ConVentional Controls and
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Conventional Control Concepts

The HSR 1.675% Reference H Controls model was tested to evaluate

conventional control concepts. The baseline configuration was the cylindrical
extended aftbody, vertical and horizontal tails, and wing mounted engine
nacelles.The wing mounted engine nacelles were removable and capable of

being blocked with plugs. The model had two aftbodies - a truncated aftbody an
a cylindrical extended aftbody. The control devices available on the model were
the rudder (St = 0°, 10 °, and 20°), horizontal tail incidence ((_H1 = -15° to 150 in 3
increments), elevators 5e,H1 = 0 °, _+10°, and _+20°), outboard wing leading-edge
flaps (6L_:= 0°, 4 o, 8 o, and 10°), trailing-edge flaps (F,_-_= 0 o +3 ° +6 ° +1no ._nc
an u • -, ,- ,_ ,_ .. ,_,.-,,

d _-,-40 ),-and spolledstot/deflectors (SssD-- 0° , _+205/+30°,_ . and _+40o/_+60o).

Conventional Control Concepts

...... HSR 1.675% Ref H Controls Model

Outboard Leading-Edge Flaps

_LE " 0°, 40, 80, and 10 ° _" _2-_ /

//
Spoiler/Slot/Deflector j// _/L_/ __
_3SSD "- 0°/0 °, // _ L/I I f_

! r

Inboard Trailing-_

8TE = 0°, _+10°, _+20°, and _+40o _ _

Outboard Trailing-Edge Flaps _--_

_TE = 0°, -+30, -+60, -+10° , _.+20° , and +4"_,_o

Nacelles
On or Off
Open or Blocked

Horizontal tails
6H1 = 0°, +3 °, _+6°,

_+go,-+12°, and _+15°

Eievators

_e,H1 = 0°, +10 °,

J ,

Vertical tail with r_

5r = 0°, 10 °, and 2!

Afterbody
Truncated or Extended
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Da a Summary for the
HSR 1.675% Reference H Controls Model

Data was collected on twelve concepts on the HSR 1.675% Reference H Contrc

model in the Langley UPWT and 16' "]-I'. The twelve concepts examined were tf
truncated aftbody, baseline, component build-up, blocked nacelles, blocked
nacelles with various control devices, symmetrical trailing-edge flaps, differentiE

trailing-edge flaps, leading-edge flaps, stabilizer (horizontal tail incidence),
elevators, rudder, and spoiler/slot/deflector. In UPWT 464 polars were obtained (
77 configurations. In 16' TT, 323 polars were obtained on 44 configurations. No
data was obtained on blocked nacelles or spoiler/slot/deflectors in the 16' TT.

Data Summary for the HSR 1.675% Ref H Controls Model

Concept

Truncated Afterbody

Baseline

Component Build-up

Blocked Nacelles

Blocked Nacelles With
Various Control Devices

Symmetrical Trailing-
: Edge Flaps

Differential Trailing-
Edge Flaps

Leading-edge Flaps

Stabilizer

Elevator

Rudder

Spoiler/Slot/Deflector

Total

UPWT
M = 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, 2.7

Re = 3 x 106/ft

(z Polars _ Polars # of config.

Nac. On, 5TE = 0°, 3°, (>LE= 0O,4o

16' "l-r

M = 0.6, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 0.98, 1.2

Re = 3.1 x106 to 3.98 x106/ft

(z Polars _ Polars # of config.

Nac. Off, _ = 0°,3 °, _LE=0O,4°, 8°, 10°

16 (13)

10 (8) I 12 (8) | 1
Nacelles On/Off, ]ads _)n/Off

6(2) [ 4 26(29) 1, 0
Nac. On, Exter_e_ AfUx_y, Vertical and Horizontal 3"aiisOn

12(19) t 18(13) _ii i

Naceltes On, ]alts

6 I 18 I

NO Data

24 I 24 t 4
RHS Inl_, OutDa, or Both BiOCKet_, .TaiJsOn/Off

16 1o 26 I 4RHS InDd, O d, or Both BlocKed, Tails On/Ofi
36 14 10

ii JN ii

Nac. On/Off,Tails On'Off, _ = 10°

No Data

Nac. On, Tails On/Off. _ = 1 0Oand 20O

28 (4) 30 4
uH=

Tails On/Off, _TE= _+10°

72 0 1 8

Tails On/Oft. 8LE= 10O._-E = 0O, 100

16 0 5

5H_= ±6 °, +15 °, 5LE= 0°, 5"i-E= 0Oand 10°

38, , ] 12 J 10

_,H1 = ±200

21 0 4

• Tails On, _ = _-10O,--m.40o

8 12 I 1

,,_SSD=-0°,3001200,600140°

102 (1) 0 17

Tails On/Off, _I.E= 10°,STE= 0 °, 3_

24 0 4

_H1 = ±6°, ±oO _LE= 0°, 10°, _FE = 0°, 3°, 10°, 20°

49 0 8

_.HI = +20_

.... 8 1 0 2 12 I 0 ! 2
8r= 20° 8r = 10o and 20 °

9 j 2

46 10 14

318 (25) 146 (10) 77

t 27

No Data

i

263 (49) 63 (13) 44
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Repeatability of the Longitudinal Coefficients
Obtained on the HSR 1.675% Reference H Controls Model

Data obtained on the baseline configuration (extended aftbody/nacelles/tails)
were used to determine the repeatability of the longitudinal coefficients in the

testing conducted on the conventional control concepts. The repeatability

numbers obtained are based on data scatter between 3 to 5 polars at -0.10 < C L<
0.25. The UPWT data show that for 1.8 < M < 2.7, the repeatability of CD was less

than one drag count, the repeatability of CL < 0.0008, and the repeatability of Cm <
0.0008:The 16' TT data show that for 0.6 < M < 1.2, the repeatability of C D varied
from 4-0.0002 to _+0.00035 dependent on Mach number with the higher
repeatability-number occurring at M = 0.98 where the tunnel flow is more

unsettled.Similarly, the repeatability of C L varied from +0.0015 to +0.003. The
repeatability of C m was_+0.0005 across the Mach number range in-16' TT.

HSR 1.675% Ref H Controls Model

Repeatability* of the Longitudinal Coefficients at -0.10 _<C L _<0.25

Based on the Extended-Aftbody/Nacellesrraiis Configuration

M I CD CL Cm
! i

Langley 16' 1-1"

_+0.00150.60

0.85

0.9

0.95

0.98

1.2

_+0.0003

_+0.0002

_+0.0003

_+0.0003

_+0.00035

±0.0003

_+0.002

_+0.002

_+0.002

_+0.003

_+0.002

Langley UPW'r

_+0.0005

_+0.0005

_+0.0005

_+0.0005

±0.0005

_+0.0005

1.8 _+0.00008 _+0.0008 _+0.0008

2.1 _+0.00005 ±0.0005 _+0.0005

2.4 ±0.00005 ±0.0005 _+0.0005

2.7 _+0.00008 ±0.0008

" Baseoon observed clara scatter Detween 3 to 5

+0.0005

lars ....
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Selection of Alternate Control Concepts

The selection of the-alternate control concepts to be tested was conducted
through a team effort with personnel from NASA Langley Research Center,

Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, and Lockheed/Martin. The team agreed to a rating
process involving the categories of longitudinal control, lateral control, directiona

control, longitudinal stability, lateral stability, directional stability, angle of attack
range, Mach number range, Reynolds number sensitivity, elasticity, design
maturity, and effectiveness. Through group consensus, each concept was given r

rating of 1,2, or 3 in each category. A rating of 3 indicated that the concept yielde,
large benefits in that category. Each rating was multiplied by a weight factor
(shownin the viewgraph) and then all ratings for a given concept were summed.

Selection of Alternate Control Concepts

• The various concepts were selected through a rating process.

• Several categories were selected for consideration.

•• Each concept was given a rating of 1, 2, or 3 in each category. A rating of 3
indicated that the concept yielded large benefits in that category.

Each rating was reached by consensus between the HSR participants.

Each rating was multiplied by a weight factor and then all ratings for a
given concept were summed.

Category Weight
Factor

Longitudinal Control 3

Lateral Control 3

Directional Control 3

Longitudinal Stability 1

Lateral Stability 3

Directional Stability 2

Category

Angle of Attack Range

Mach Number Range

Reynolds Number Sensitive

Elasticity

Design Maturity

Effectiveness

Weight
Factor

3

3

2

2

2

3
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Prioritized Alternate Control Concepts

The ten alternate control concepts selected are given in prioritized order: butterfly-
tails, all-flying vertical tail, canards, 3-surface (canard/horizontal/vertical tail),

ventrats(iow aspect ratio and folding), chines (small and full-length), winglets,
outboard wing with 5o anhedral, 10o split trailing-edge flaps, and passive porosity
forebody.

Prioritized Alternate Control Concepts

1. Butterfly Tails

2. All-Flying Vertical Tail

3. Canards

4.3-Surface (Canard/Horizontal Tail/Vertical Tail)

5. Ventrats - Low Aspect Ratio and Folding

6. Chines - Small and Full-length

7. Winglets

8. Outboard Wing with 5 ° Anhedral

9.10 ° Split Trailing-Edge Flaps

10. Passive Porosity Forebody
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Alternate Control Concepts

The HSR 1.675% Reference H Alternate Controls Model was built to accommo-

date all ten alternate control concepts. This model is a modification to the Control.,

Model. A new aftbody was built to accommodate the all-flying vertical tail, the bui
terfly tails, and the ventrals. A new forebody was built with removable side panel_
so as to accomodate the canards, the 3-surface concept, the chines, and the
porous forebody. The outboard wing panel was already removable such that new

panels could be built to accommodate the winglets, the 10° split trailing-edge
flaps, and the 5 o anhedral wing.

Alternate Control Concepts
HSR 1.675% Ref H Alternate Controls Model

Aftbodv Concepts

All-Flying Tail
Top View of Aftbody

J

Butterfly Tails
Top View of Aftbody

i

Low Aspect Ratio Ventral
Side View of Aftbody

l

Folding Ventral
Side View of Aftbody

Baseline Configuration

Wina Concepts

Winglets - Side View of Wing

10 ° Split Trailing-edge Flaps
Top View

5° Anhedral on Outboard Wing
Top View

F0rebodv Concepts

Canards - Top View

Three-Surface - Top View

Full-length Chine
Top View of Forebody

Small Chine
Top View of Forebody

Porous Side Panels on Foret
Top View
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HSR 1.675% Reference H Alternate Control Model
Aftbody Concepts

The three alternate control concepts employed on to the aftbody of the model are
the all-flying tail, the butterfly tails, and the ventrais. The all flying vertical tail had
incidence settings of 0 °, +5 °, and _+10°. The butterfly tails were canted at 45 o on

the aftbody. The butterfly tails had incidence settings of 0°, _+5°, and +10 °. The
butterfly tails also had elevators with deflection angles of 0 ° and -+10 °. Two

designs were chosen for the ventral concepts. The first was a low aspect ratio

ventral which is small compared to the vertical tail. The second was a folding
ventral that when folded out in flight would be much larger than the low aspect
ratio ventral.-

HSR 1.675% Ref H Alternate Controls Model - Aftbody Concepts

All-Flying Tail

Top View of Aftbody

5AV-r = 0% _+5°and +100

Baseline Configuration

SVT = 18.11 in 2

SH1 = 28.32 in2

Butterfly .Tails

Top View of Aftbody

--.._ //

_BT - 0°, --+50 and

(_e,BT -- 00 and _.+10°

Low Aspect Ratio Ventral

Side View of Aftbody

\

Svn a = 4.76 in2

Folding Ventral

Side View of Aftbody

; i

Svn f =-7.97 in 2 __/
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HSR 1.675% Reference H Alternate Control Model
Forebody Concepts

The three alternate control concepts employed on to the forebody of the model
are thecanards, 3-surface, chines, and porous forebody. The canards had an

area comparable to the baseline horizontal tails, were employed without any
horizontal tails, and had wiping surfaces. The canards had incidence settings of
0°, -10 °, and -20 ° and elevators with deflection angles of 0° and +20 °. The 3-

surface concept was a small canard/small horizontal tail/vertical tail arrangement.
The small canard is approximately 1/2 the size of the canard on the canards only

concept. The small canards had incidence settings of 0°, 5 °, -10 °, and -20 ° and
elevators with deflection angles of 0° and _+20°. The small horizontal tail is

approximately 1/2 the size of the baseline horizontal tail. The small horizontal tail
had incidence settings of 0°, _+6°, +9 °, and _+150 and elevators with deflection

angles of 0° and +20 °. Two designs were chosen for the chines concept. The first
was a full-length chine extending from the body nose to the inboard wing leading-

edge. The second design was a small chine. The porous forebody concept
consisted on porous side panels with 22% porosity. A plenum is present with this

concept.

HSR 1.675% Ref H ARemate Controls Model - Forebody Concepts

_-TOP V'mw

=00,-10 = and -20=_

FuB4engthChine
"top_rL,wof _

so==7_7

Small Chine
lop V'f of Forebody

;_:== o=md +10=

- Top V'mw

Scs= 0 ._4 in=

_= = oo,so,.lo_ and .200 _.==0",__,__ a_ ,-jS°

"_ =1__,///f_ _'_Sc_=14.16irt2

Porous Side Panels on Forebocty
TOP V'c=w
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HSR 1.675% Reference H Alternate Control Model
_ Wnng Concepts _....

The three alternate control concepts employed on to the wing of the model are the
5° anhedrai wing, 10° split trailing-edge flaps, and winglets. The 5° anhedral wing
concept is the outboard wing with 5° anhedrai. The 10° split trailing-edge flaps
were employed on the two outboard flaps on the right hand side. The winglets
were designed with 0° anhedrai and 0° dihedral. The winglets also had a rudder
with deflection angles of 0° and 20°.

HSR 1.675% Ref H Alternate Controls Model - Wing Concepts

Baseline Configuration

10° Split Trailing-Edge Flaps

Top View

"-.2/

0° Dihedral Winglets

5° Anhedral on Outboard Wing

Top View

Winglets
Side Views

5r,WT = 0 ° and 20 °

0° Anhedral Winglets
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Data Summary for the
HSR 1.675% Reference H Alternate Controls Model

Data was collected on 10 alternate control concepts on the HSR 1.675%

Reference H Alternate Controls model in the Langley UPWT and 16' "T-I'.The t_
concepts examined were the all-flying vertical tail, butterfly tails, canards, 3-
surface, ventrats, chines, anhedral wing, winglets, split trailing-edge flaps, and
porous forebody. Data was also obtained on the baseline configuration and on
component buildup configurations, tn UPWT 602 polars were obtained on 80
configurations. In 16'TT, 277 polars were obtained on 18 configurations. No d_

was obtained on winglets, split trailing-edge flaps, or porous forebody in the 1E
"1-1".

Data Summanr for the HSR 1.675% Ref H Alternate Controls Model

UPWT 16' 1"1"

Concept M= 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, 2.7 M = 0.6, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 0.98, 1.2

Re = 3 x 106/ft Re = 3.1 xl 06 to 3.98 x106/ft

c¢ Polars I _J5 Polars 1 # of config. (z Polars I _ Polars # of config.
Nac. On, EXtendedAftDooy,Venmal and Horizontal Jails OnBaseline

Component Build-up

All-flying Vertical Tail

Butterfly Tails

- .Canards

3-Surface

Yentrais

Chines

Anhedral Wing

Winglets

Split Trailing-edge
Flaps

Passive Porosity On
Forebody

Total

.8 (37) I 12 (10) t 1
Nacelles On, T_ulsOn/C)t/

24 (2) 36 3
i

6AVT= 5°, 10°°

20 (2) 1 18 2

_BT--"00, .'P.5°, "1"10°, _e.BT= O°, ¢10 °

34 (26) 36 (10) 9

5C1 = O°' "10°, "20°, _e.C1= O°,+200, _ 0°,

34 (4) 24 11

5C2 = Off, 0°, 5 °, -10 ° , -20°, 6e,C.z=0o, +2Oo.

_>H2= Off, 0°, ¢15 °, _e,H2=0°, :t:20°, _ 0o, 10e

96 (9) 32 (1) 38

LOWaspect ratio, Folding
16 (1) 24 2

Full-length, Small, &cs= 0°, 1"0°

10°

20 I 28 4

5° Anhedral on Outboard Wing

12 (2) t 18 l 2

= Off, o° AnhedraL,0° Dine0ral, 6r,W-r = 0 o,20°

26 I 34 5

8STE= 5°

8 I 12 I 1
Porosity -/dotn Stoles,R=gnthanoi S=oeOnly

12 18 2

310 (81) '292 (21) 80

( ) - Repeat Runs

12 (26) I 18 (12) ] 1"
Nacelles On, Ta_s On

36 (6) 24 3

_AVT= 5°

18 , 6 - 1 1
i

_BT= 0°, +5 v

24 18 3

501 = 0°, -10°

18 2 2

18

12

24

_._2-- 0°, _'>H2-- Off, O°

11 2

Folding

Full-length, Small, 5Cs= 0e

12

5° Anhedral on OiWt_-_____rdWing
12

174 (32)

6

No Data

No Data

No Data

103 (12) 16
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Repeatability of the Longitudinal Coefficients Obtained
on the HSR 1.675% Reference H Alternate Controls Model

Data obtained on the baseline configuration (extended aftbody/nacelles/tails)
were used to determine the repeatability of the longitudinal coefficients in the

testing conducted on the alternate control concepts. The repeatability numbers
obtained are based on data scatter between 3 to 5 polars at -0.10 < C L < 0.25.

The UPVVq" data show that for M= 2.4 and 2.7, the repeatability of C D was

_+0.0001, the repeatability of C L was less than or equal to _+0.001, and the
repea¼_ibility of Cm _+0.0004. However, for M = 1.8 and 2.1, the repeatability was
significantly worse where repeatability for CD was _+0.0006, the repeatability of C L
was ±0.0_36, and the repeatability of Cm was from 4-0.0008 to_.+0.002. The 16' TT
data show that for M = 0.90 and 1.2, the repeatability of C D was _+0.0002. The

repeatability of CL.varied from 4-0.002 to _+0.003 and the repeatability of Cm was
+0.0003 to _+0.0005.

HSR 1.675% Ref H Alternate Controls Model

Repeatability*. of the Longitudinal Coefficients at -0.10 < C L < 0.25

Based on the Extended Aftbody/Nacelles/1"ails Configuration

I

M CD CL Cm

Langley 16' "r-r

+0.0002 +0.002o.g

1.2

1.8

2.1

2.4

2.7

+0.0002 _+0.003

Langley uPw'r

¢.0.0005

_+0.0006

_+0.0001

±0.0001

• BaseoonoDse_ed 0ata scatter

_+0.006

_+0.006

±0.001

_+0.0008

between3 to 5 Ipolars

ii

+0.0003

_+0.0005

_+0.0008

_+0.002

_+0.0004

_+0.0004
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Concluding Remarks

Supersonic andtransonic aerodynamic data has been obtained on the Referen(
H configuration and various conventional and alternate control devices. The da;

is be used in a simulation package for the Reference H configuration. Also the
data is to be used to compare the stability and control characteristics of the

Reference H configuration against the HSCT Flight Controls Requirements
Specifications. The data has already been used to make recommendations on

control devices for the Technology Concept Airplane.

Concluding Remarks

• Data to be used in a simulation package for the
Reference H configuration.

• Data to be used in comparing the stability and control -
characteristics of the Reference H configuration
against the HSCT Flight Controls Requirments
'Specifications.

• :Data was used to make recommendations on

Controls for the Technology C0nceptAirplane.
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Future Directions

Future work in this area includes furthering the application of-CFD methodsfor
control effector design and assessments of stability and control characteristics.
Also the data set will be characterized with respect to control authority and
stability augmentation for use in future stability and control design activities.

Future Directions

• Mature the application of CFD methods for-control
effector design and stability and control
assessments.

• Characterize the data set with respect to control
authority and stability augmentation for use in

future stability and control design activities.
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Introduction

Two wind-tunnel tests during 1995 in the National Transonic Facility (NTF 070 and
073) served to define Reynolds number effects on longitudinal and lateral-directional
stability and control. Testing was completed at both high lift and transonic conditions.
The effect of Reynolds number on the total airplane configuration, horizontal and
vertical tail effectiveness, forebody chine performance, rudder control and model

aeroelastics was investigated. This paper will present pertinent stability and control
results from these two test entries. Note that while model aeroelastic effects are.
examined in this presentation, no corrections for these effects have been made to the
data.
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HSCT Reynolds Number Testing in the NTF
1990 - 1995

1994' 1995

HSCT high Reynolds number testing in the National Transonic Facility
has included AST and Ref H straight sting mounted, empennage
removed configurations from 1990 through 1994. Dudng 1995, two tests
were completed on a lower swept strut mounted, full aft body with
empennage available (NTF 070 and 073). These tests included a
significant amount of stability and control, Reynolds number
investigations.
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TEST OBJECTIVES
STABILITY AND CONTROL

NTF 070/073_

HSCT Stability and Control test objectives for the high Reynolds number entries in the
NTF during 1995 included the following:

• The effect of Reynolds number on longitudinal and lateral-directional stability
and control for both high lift and high speed conditions. Included are
Reynolds number trends on the baseline total airplane configuration, the
horizontal and vertical tails, the forebody chines and rudder effectiveness.

• Model aeroelastic effectson longitudinal stability and control levels.

• Lower swept strut/aft body sea] development.

Stability and control test objectives which were not met during 1995 and for which test
time still needs to be scheduled in the NTF include Reynolds number effects on:

• Wing trip strips.

- Elevator effectiveness.

• Additional leading edge/trailing edge flap deflections (500/30 ° and 30°/10°).
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Reference H Configuration
HSCT

I I

' l il
!
= I

_i I ! !_ _ -
_ °°°

The Reference H HSCT configuration shown is the base for the wind
tunnel results presented.
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The Effect of Reynolds Number on

Low Speed Longitudinal Stability_
M = 0.30

This chart shows that increasing Reynolds number provides a slight

increase (approximately 1% "_) in longitudinal stability at M = 0.30.
The horizontal tail was.on.
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The Effect of Reynolds Number on Low SPeed
Downwash and Stabilizer Effectiveness

M = 0.30

Downwash (_) and stabilizer effectiveness at low speeds (M = 0.30)
are relatively invariant with increasing Reynolds number taken at a
constant angle-of-attack.
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The Effect of Reynolds Number on
High___Speed Longitudinal Stability_

M = 0.95

This chart demonstrates that the high speed (M = 0.95) longitudinal
stability is relatively insensitive to increasing Reynolds number. The
horizontal tail is on.
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: M 0.30

Model aeroelastic effects on longitudinal stability in the high lift
configuration, at M = 0.30, are demonstrated in the Figure above, it
will be seen that increasing the dynamic pressure (q) from 269 to 819

psf at a constant Reynolds number of 30 x 106/_ produces a small,
positive shift in the linear range of data. Note that above CL = 0.75,
results tend to collapse. A constant Reynolds number is maintained
in the above two sets of data by varying temperature as well as
dynamic pressure.
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Model Aeroelastics

Re. No. = 30 x 106/_ ~ Horizontal Tail Off
M = 0.95

Model aeroelastic effects on longitudinal stability in the transonic
configuration, at M = 0.95, are shown above. In this high speed case,

there is a loss in longitudinal stability of approximately 0.4%E going
from 1059 to 1759 psf.
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Model Aeroelastics

Re. No. =30 x 106_ ~ Horizontal _Tail Off

M = 0.95

The change in lift curve slope due to model aeroelastics in the
transonic mode at M = 0.95 is demonstrated above. This 3.5% loss in
lift curve slope, coupled'with the stability loss exhibited on the
previous page, is consistent with an outboard wing twist change.
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i=

These data indicate that the vertical tail, at M = 0.30, o¢= 12 °,

Reynolds number = 4.4 x 106_, with the forebody chine on, provides
significant directional stability. Note that from J3= -4° to _ = 4°, the
vertical tail off data has essentially neutral directional stability.
Outside of these sideslip boundaries, the vertical tail off directional
stability levels are unstable. Higher Reynolds number data look
similar for this condition.
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Vertical Tail Effectiveness

Forebody, Chine one~ Reynolds Number = "4.4 x 106/_
M = 0.30

~U = 20 °

The dramatic loss in directional stability at c¢= 20% compared to the
o_= 12 ° data shown on the previous page is evident. The Reynolds

number and Mach number are still 4.4 x 106_ and 0.30, respectively.
The vertical tail increment is still stabilizing, but provides a much

smaller AC_ at this higher attitude. The vertical tail on level is
approximately neutrally stable.
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Vertical Tail Effectiveness

Forebody Chine Off ~ Reynolds Number = 10.5 x 106/_
M = 0.95

~a =4 °

High speed, the forebody chine is removed. The vertical tail provides

a considerable input to CTIly The vertical tail off level shows neutral
directional stability.
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Forebody Chine Effectiveness
vertical Tail On';-"Reynolds Number = 4.4_:X I0_I_

M = 0.30
~a --'12 °

The forebody chine provides a significant increment to directional

stability (C_,_) at ec = 12 ° with a chord Reynolds number of 4.4 x 106 at

M = 0.30. r_e vertical tail is on. C_ is nearly doubled with the
forebody chine on.
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ForebodY ' Chine Effectiveness

Vertical Tail On ~ Reynolds Number = 4.4 x 106/_
M = 0.30

~ a = 20 °

1268

At (z = 20 °, the forebody chine continues to provide a strong increment

to directional stability, particularly between 13= +__2". Forebody chine
on data demonstrate essentially neutral directional stability. Math

number and Reynolds number are still 0.30 and 4.4 x 106/-_,
respectively.



Forebody Chine Effectiveness

Vertical Tail On-:Reynolds Number= 4.zi '_x _106/_ ~ I_. = 0°
M = 0.30

Note that there is no increment in the directional data at 13= 0°,

M = 0.30 and a Reynolds number of 4.4 x 106_.
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Forebody Chine Effectiveness

Vertical Tail On ~ Reynolds Number = 90.5 x ]06/_
M = 0.30

~13 =0 °

In general, Reynolds number effects are not large on chine effects.

• However, at 13= 0 °, Reynolds number = 90.5 x 106, M = 0.30, a large
yawing moment develops above o_= 15 °. The forebody chine
alleviates this phenomenon.
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Effect of Reynolds Number on Directional Stability__
0 ° 8 ° 12 ° arid 20 °A___nngle-0f-Attack = ,__,.

Vertical Tail On/Forebody Chine On ~ M = 0.30

This chart shows the effect of Reynolds number on low speed
directional stability (C_ at several angles-of-attack for a constant
vertical tail on, forebody chine on configuration. Note that at all

angles-of-attack and Reynolds numbers, a favorable (positive) C_lp
level is achieved. Reynolds number effects are relatively linear for
low attitudes. There is a strong Reynolds number effect at the high
(20") angle-of-attack. Also note that the directional stability based

upon the pitch runs compares quite favorably with the C_II_acquired
from yaw runs.
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Removal of the forebody chine, while leaving the vertical tail on,
produces the directional stability data shown above. There is some
reduction in level at c_= 12 °, and a large degradation for 20 ° attitude
chine off. The o_= 20 ° directional stability is particularly non-linear
with Reynolds number increase.
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Taking off the vertical tail, while putting on the forebody chine tend to
collapse the directional stability for the various angles-of-attack. The

model tends to exhibit near neutral C_I_ at the lower attitudes.
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Effect of Reynolds Number on Directional Stabil!ty__
A._ngle-of-Attack = 0°,___,_

Vertical Tail Off/Forebody Chine Off ~ M = 0.30

The directional stability levels shown above are for the vertical tail
and forebody chine off configuration. At low attitudes, this model

condition displayed neutral C_IB, and was relatively invariant with
Reynolds number growth. The higher attitude data tended to be more
non-linear and more unstable.
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,Effect o,f Rey.nolds Number on Directional StabiliW___
Vertical Tag On and Off/Forebody Chine On and Off

a =0 °~ M =0.30

• ,.

:::t::::

This chart shows that at low attitudes (o_= 0°), the high lift directional
stability does not dramatically change with increasing Reynolds
number. Also apparent is the fact that for these conditions, the
forebody chine increment is negligible, and the vertical tail increment
(chine on or off)is large.
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The chine increment grows somewhat with an increase in the angle-

of-attack to 8 °. Once again, the directional stability (C___]I_)is relatively
linear with increasing Reynolds number.
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Effect of Reyno)ds Number on Directional Stability__
Vertical Tail On and Off/Forebody Chine On and Off

n _ 12 ° ~ M = 0.30

..:i-: -|::::!;::,l

The forebody chine increment becomes larger by the time 12 ° angle-
of-attack is reached. Directional stability change with Reynolds
number is not as linear at this attitude.
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At (x = 20 °, the chine influence on CTI, is powerful. There is a

significant change in directional shtbil ty as a function of Reynolds
number for three of the four configurations. The vertical tail influence
is still strong with the chine on. However, this is not true with the
chine removed.
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Effect of Reynolds Number on Directional StabillW.__
°,

Vertical Tail On/Forebody_Chine Off ~ M = 0'95

Transonic (M = 0.95) directional stability results are shown above.
Vertical tail on and off data are shown. The forebody chine was
removed. Vertical tail on Reynolds number growth provides a 10% to

20% increase in C_I_. The directional stability with the vertical tail Off
had a near neutral St_Lbility level and was relatively invariant with
increasing Reynolds number.
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The above chart shows that directional stability, vertical tail on, for the
transonic case (M = 0.95) at o_= 0° and 8 °, increases by 15% due to a
chord Reynolds number growth from 10 to 80 million. -This is not true
for the vertical tail off condition, which remains at a near neutral
stability level independent of Reynolds number.
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Rudder Effectiveness in Sideslip_

M = 0.30 -:Reynolds Number 4.4 ]_"106_ ~ 0¢ = 8 °

.. _ ii! _o
::]

This chart presents the effect of rudder deflection on yawing moment
as a function of sideslip angle at M = 0.30, with a chord Reynolds
number of 4.4 x 106 and an angle-of-attack of 8°. Notice that with the
rudder deflected 30 ° , directional stability is actually reversed between

= +1 ° and +2 °. It is also evident that there is a significant loss in C_13
from [3= -1 ° to +1 ° with the rudder undeflected.
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• Rudder Effectiveness in Sideslip__
M ==0.30 ~ Reynolds Number = 90.5 x 106_ ~ (x = 8 °

This figure gives the same information as on the previous page,

except the Reynolds number has been increased from 4.4 x 106_c to

90.5 x 106/Ec. Note that the non-linparities in directional stability have
been virtually eliminated.
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Effect o1_I Reynoids_0."_--_-- 8_Number =°n+3__Directi°nal_= T2 _Stability* _

The data above show the effect of Reynolds number on directional
stability and control at M = 0.30, (z = 12° with the rudder deflected
+30 °. It will be observed that the non-linearity experienced between
13= +1 o and +2 ° disappears with increasing Reynolds number. Also
not to be overlooked is the fact that, at low Reynolds numbers with full
rudder deflection, maximum sideslip full rudder trim capability is not
achieved. However, high Reynolds number testing mitigates this
condition.
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Conclusions

° Longitudinal stability increased slightly with higher Reynolds numbers for the high
lift condition.

• Reynolds number increase had little effect on longitudinal characteristics high
speed.

• Longitudinal model aeroelastics are small. An outboard wing twist change was
evidenced high speed.

• The vertical tail provided a solid input tO directional stability, particularly at lower
attitudes, both in the high lift and high speed conditions.

• The forebody chine supplied a strong increment to C_,ql3 at higher attitudes in the
high lift configuration.

• Increasing chord Reynolds number had little effect on Cql3 for the high lift condition
at lower angles of attack. This Reynolds number increase did help directional
stability at a = 20" with both the vertical tall and forebody chine on. When the chine
was removed and the vertical tall left on, Reynolds number growth caused a loss in

Cql3 in an already unstable state.

° As the Reynolds number level was extended, high speed Cql3 increased between
10% and 20%.

Directional stability in the high lift configuration was somewhat non-linear in

sideslip with the rudder undeflected and reverses near 13= 0" at 4.4 x 106/E
Reynolds number for a = 8 °. This non-linearity is eliminated at the highest
Reynolds number tested.

• At low Reynolds numbers, maximum sideslip full rudder trim is not achieved.
However, trim is achieved at high Reynolds nUmber.

° Future near term stability and control high Reynolds number testing should include:

• Elevator effectiveness at low speeds.

• Additional leading and trailing edge deflections with the empennage on.

• Trip strip effects.
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Simulated Inlet Unstart and Nacelle/Diverter Effects for the

Reference H Configuration

Susan E. Cliff, Timothy J. Baker, Scott D. Thomas, Ernest D. Aguayo

Boeing

1 Abstract

The Boeing Reference H configuration was tested in the NASA Ames 9x7 Supersonic Wind Tunnel. A sim-
ulated unstarted inlet was evaluated as well as the aerodynamic performance of the configuration with and
without nacelle and diverter components. These experimental results were compared with computational re-

sults from the unstructured grid Euler flow solver AIRPLANE. The comparisons between computational and
experimental results were good, and demonstrated that the Euler code is capable of efficiently and accurately
predicting the changes in the aerodynamic coefficients associated with inlet unstart and the effects of the
nacelle and diverter components.

2 Introduction

Inlet unstart can cause drastic changes in the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on an aircraft, often

resulting in severe controllability problems. Inlet unstart can arise from a rapid maneuver, a sudden change in
atmospheric temperature (Mach number), or an engine induced disturbance. Any of these conditions can alter
the shock system in an mixed compression inlet and cause the normal shock to propagate forward of the nacelle.

Wind tunnel tests are usually performed to determine the severity of the controllability problem associated
with an inlet unstart by measuring changes in the forces and moments with one or more unstarted inlets. Such
tests are expensive and time consuming, consequently an efficient computational method to predict changes
in force and moment coefficients due to inlet unstart would be a great benefit to the aircraft designer.

In this report, AIRPLANE computational predictions are compared with experimental results for the Boeing

Reference H configuration obtained during a test in the NASA Ames 9x7 Supersonic Wind Tunnel. Compar-
isons are presented for the configuration without nacelles, with fully started captive nacelles, fully started
non-captive nacelles, as well as unstarted non-captive nacelles. In the next section we describe the experi-

mental configuration and test conditions. This is followed by a brief description of the computational method
and details about the simulations that were carried out. The remainder of the report provides a detailed com-

parison of the computational and experimental results, showing how the computer simulations can provide
considerable insight into the aerodynamic effects of an inlet unstart.

3 Experimental Model and Instrumentation

A 2.7% scale model of the Boeing Reference H configuration was tested in the NASA Ames 9x7 Supersonic

Wind Tunnel. The fuselage was truncated a short distance downstream of the wing trailing edge and bored
to accept a six component balance and sting assembly. The model had a total of 370 pressure taps on the
wing, body, and nacelles. Flow-through five-component balances were installed within the right hand nacelles
to measure individual nacelle forces. The left hand nacelles were pressure instrumented. The non-captive
nacelles were mounted on a remotely controlled support system which provided a three- dimensional nacelle
position capability. This instrumentation is further described in [1]. A mass-flow control plug and pressure

instrumentation were incorporated into each nacelle sting to control and measure the mass-flow through each
nacelle. An installation photograph of the model is shown in Fig. i. The mass-flow characteristics of each
nacelle/sting assembly were determined by static calibrations prior to installation in the wind tunnel. The data
presented in this report were taken at Mach 2.4 and a Reynolds number 3 million per foot. All aerodynamic
forces and moments on the wing/body and individual nacelles were measured for a range of mass-flow ratios
for the right- hand outboard nacelle. The outboard nacelle was selected for unstart since it produces the larger
change in the lateral and directional moment coefficients.

Force and pressure data on the various components were obtained for the following four configurations:
wing/body alone, captive flow-through nacelles, non-captive flow-through nacelles, and non-captive nacelles
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withanunstartedright-handoutboardnacelle.

4 Computational Method

All computations were carried out with the AIRPLANE code [2, 3]. This computational method uses a vertex
based finite volume method to solve the Euler equations on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. The mesh

generator employs a Delaunay triangulation algorithm [4, 5] to create a tetrahedral mesh throughout the
flowfield. AIRPLANE has proven to be very reliable and capable of handling a variety of complex geometries.
It has been used extensively in several investigations of supersonic transport configurations [6, 7, 8]. These
studies have been undertaken as part of a successful program of research at NASA Ames to reduce sonic boom,
improve aerodynamic performance, and analyze nacelle/airframe integration. Use of the AIRPLANE code to

study the inlet unstart problem, however, represents a different application of the method which warranted a
careful validation with experimental data.

An unstructured tetrahedral mesh was developed for the complete baseline Reference H configuration in-
cluding the wing, body, tails, nacelles and diverters. A close up view of the AIRPLANE surface geometry in
the vicinity of the nacelles is shown in Fig. 2. The surface is colored by local pressure coefficient for the cap-
tire flow-through nacelle case. The thin boundary layer diverters make it challenging to obtain a high quality
surface mesh in the region of the nacelles, diverters and wing lower surface. The rapid transition from the

blunt inboard wing to the sharp outboard wing was accurately modelled in the AIRPLANE computation. The

configuration was meshed in a modular fashion so that components could easily be removed or interchanged,
and meshes for different configurations could be generated in a straight forward manner. Each nacelle and

diverter comprised one component in the data set which could be easily modified to generate a mesh for the
wing/body configuration with or without the nacelle/diverter assembly. To obtain meshes for the non-captive
nacelle cases, the isolated nacelles were simply added as separate components to the wing/body data set and
these meshes were quickly generated.

For the unstart cases, the mass-flow within the nacelle was controlled by the use of a mass-flow plug.
The plug was translated along the nacelle axis into the aft portion of the nacelle to change the nacelle exit :
area. The aft portion of the outboard nacelle was extended nearly two diameters downstream to ensure that

the interference from the mass-flow plug would not alter the pressure distributions on the forward part of

the nacelles. This modified outboard nacelle was treated as a separate component and replaced the original
outboard nacelle in the data set. The axisymmetric mass=flow plug was defined by attaching two 30 degree
cones to a smooth transitionary surface which imposed tangency along the base of each cone. A drawing of
the nacelle and plug is shown in Fig. 3. The small included cone angles and the smooth transitionary surface
on the plug were designed to produce an attached bow shock wave for started cases, and also to limit the

•expansion on the aft portion of the plug. For each new plug position, the translated plug definition simply
replaced the previous plug data set and a complete mesh was automatically generated.

The AIRPLANE flow solver usually requires between 1,000 and 2,000 iterations to achieve convergence
at supersonic Mach numbers for configurations with started nacelles. For the unstarted nacelle cases, the
convergence was slowed significantly because the terminal shock had to propagate internally from the nacelle
exit to the inlet, before the external flow field could develop. The normal shock wave was still inside the nacelle

after 2,000 iterations. The shock position depends on the nozzle back pressure which is affected by overall
changes in the flow field. However, it takes several iterations for a small change in shock position to influence
the nozzle back pressure and thus initiate a further adjustment of the shock strength and position. A total
of 20,000 iterations was required to achieve a fully converged solution which could only be attained after the
normal shock had propagated through the nacelle to a position in front of the inlet.

The computations were carried out on the IBM SP2 at NASA Ames. This computer system consists of 160
IBM 590 processors running in parallel. The parallelized version of the AIRPLANE code has been shown to

give linear speed up [9] as the number of processors is increased. Converged solutions for these cases (20,000
iterations) were achieved in 6 hours using 64 nodes for meshes with approximately 459,000 points and 2.77
million tetrahedral cells. This exceptional speed-up in computational time permitted several computations for
this problem to be obtained within a reasonable turnaround time.

5 Corrections to Experimental and Computational Results

The lift, drag, and pitching moments on the individual nacelles were measured experimentally using 5-
component flow-through balances. The balances were intended to measure the forces on the external surfaces

of the nacelles. However, several corrections to the balance data were necessary to isolate the exterior forces.
A total of five corrections were applied to the measured axial-force data. Four pressure-area corrections were
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made, these include corrections for: the forward and aft balance cavities, the forward lip of the balance, and

the rubber seal which was used tO prevent flow through the balance cavity and maintain a uniform pressure
within the cavity. The fifth correction was a skin friction correction on the forward interior portion of the
nacelle.

To obtain the forces and moments of just the external surfaces of the nacelles in the computational results,
several auxiliary programs were developed and used to isolate surface triangles not on the exterior of the

nacelles and obtain the aerodynamic coefficients of these parts. The algorithm which computes the force and
moment coefficients by integration of the surface pressures was removed from the AIRPLANE code to run

independently on a workstation. In addition, three auxiliary programs were used to isolate the surface triangles
covering the aft extension used on the unstarted nacelle, the surface triangles on the nacelle interior, and those

at the base of the nacelle. The first program was used to eliminate all triangles behind a plane lying at the true
aft end of the actual nacelle. This program was only applied to the outboard nacelle where the nacelle surface

in the computational model had been extended to eliminate any interference effects from the plug. The second
program was used to obtain all triangles with aft facing surface normals in order to isolate the nacelle base

from the rest of the nacelle. The base pressures were integrated separately and then the drag from the base
was subtracted from the computations. This program was not needed for the plugged nacelle, since the aft
portion was removed by the application of the first program, and also the extended aft surface of the nacelle
closed smoothly to a circle. The third program was used to isolate all triangles on the interior of the nacelle.

This program makes use of the fact that the nacelles are nearly aligned with the X-axis. By determining the
included angle between the surface normal vector and a position vector which extends perpendicularly from
the line through the center of the nacelle to the surface face, the interior triangles can be identified as those

with included angles between 90 and 180 degrees. The interior nacelle forces were then obtained and the drag
subtracted from the computations. A calculated flat plate skin friction value of 0.19 counts (per nacelle, based
on the wing reference area) was added to the nacelle drag to permit realistic comparisons with the wind tunnel
results.

6 Determination of Mass-Flow Ratio for Computed Results

Mass-flowratio(MFR) isa nondimensionalquantitythatmeasures the amount ofmass fluxpassingthrough
a surfaceS relativetofree-streamvalues.Itisdefinedas the integraloverS ofthe innerproduct ofthe local

momentum vector,pV, and an elementofarea,dA, dividedby free-streammomentum and referencearea A.

MFR = f_pV. dA

The surfaceof integrationis the interiorof the circlecontainedinsidethe nacelle,in a plane oriented

perpendicularto the axis.The surfaceS becomes annularwhen the noseofthe plug ismoved forwardofthe
aftmost cuttingplane. For convergedsteadystateflow,the computed valueof MFR was found to be the

same, totwo decimalplaces,insidethe nacelleindependentofpositionalongthe axis.

When usedinconjunctionwith theAIRPLANE/flow solvertheMFR iscomputed basedon the unstructured

tetrahedral mesh and node-ba,sed solution. For each surface of integration, S, a planar slice is derived from

the mesh and solution files. The slice consists of triangles and flow values (density, momentum, and energy)
at the vertices. The slicing algorithm treats each tetrahedron that touches S, creating one or two triangles
apiece. Triangle vertices and flow values are found by linear interpolation along the edges of the tetrahedron.
Two triangles are created when the intersection of a tetrahedron with the plane is a quadrilateral.

The integral is approximated by the sum over the slice triangles of the inner product ofpV and the triangular
element area vector. The value pV for each triangle is the average of the values at the three vertices, and the
area vector is half the cross product of two edge vectors. Care is taken to orient the surface vectors the same

way, streamwise, and to accumulate values with 64-bit real precision. The reference area, A, is the sum of the
magnitudes of the triangle element areas. The mesh spacing is small enough to make this value nearly the
same as the area of a circle of the same radius as the interior of the nacelle.

7 Computational Results

The starting position of the nacelle plug was estimated using quasi-one dimensional analysis to obtain a mass-
flow ratio in the outboard nacelle near the experimental value of 0.385. This was the smallest measured

MFI_ in the experimental data set and represented a data point where the outboard nacelle was definitely
unstarted. The actual value of MFR obtained from the computation was 0.447 for this initial plug position.
An adjustment of the position gave the experimental value to 3 decimal places. The computational plug was
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subsequently moved to 5 other positions to provide a range of MFR data from 0.385 to 1.124.
The AIRPLANE computations were obtained at the same Much number and angle of attack as experiment

(M = 2.41, a = 4.53 deg). However, the experimental model could not be positioned at precisely zero degrees
yaw and the experimental data was, in fact, taken at a yaw angle of -0.56 deg. This primarily affected the
yawing moment and had little impact on the other forces and moments. Since the option to compute the flow
at non-zero yaw angles has not yet been implemented in AIRPLANE, all computations are presented at zero
degrees yaw and were derived from solutions for the right hand side of the configuration, assuming lateral
symmetry. Two solutions were required to achieve results for the non- symmetric cases, one with flow-though
nacelles and one with the outboard nacelle unstarted. The lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients could
easily be obtained by adding the flow-through and unstart results and dividing by 2 to adjust the reference

area. The rolling and yawing moment coefficients were obtained by subtracting the unstarted results from the
started results and dividing by four, to adjust the reference area and span.

A view of the computational surface pressure coefficient contours for the unstarted case with MFR of 0.39

is shown in Fig. 4. The dramatic bow shock generated by the unstarted nacelle is readily apparent on the
wing lower surface. The inboard nacelle shocks are benign in comparison, but are evident by the increased
shock strength on the wing between the nacelles. The Cp contours computed by AIRPLANE are shown for a
started case, with the plug moved aft, using the same color map used in Fig. 5. The shocks off the outboard

nacelle are now of the same magnitude as the inboard. Lower surface planform views of the configuration with
started and unstarted nacelle are shown in Fig. 6.

A vertical slice through the flow field which intersects the axis of the outboard nacelle is shown in Fig. 7.
The Much contours calculated by AIRPLANE are displayed. The stand off distance for the detached bow

wave is evident; the non-smooth shape is due to a non-uniform grid. The subsonic flow within the duct appears
to be fairly uniform, indicating that the solution has converged. Velocity vectors colored by Much number
through this vertical slice are shown in Fig. 8. The velocity vectors upstream of the inlet turn away from the
unstarted nacelle. The flow enters the nacelle asymmetrically and appears to be diverted downward (away
from the wing). This is a result of the high pressure in the region between the nacelle and wing, forcing the
flow to turn downward.

Seven cuts normal to the nacelle axis were used to compute mass-flow ratio within the nacelle duct. These
seven computations were averaged to determine a single value. The variation between cuts was small, on the "

order of 0.25 percent. A view of the slices colored by Mach number for the unstart case is shown in Fig. 9. The
lower portion of the forward cuts exhibit slightly lower Much number than the aft cuts due to the downward
pointing velocity vectors at the inlet (compare with Fig. 8). The small hole in the aft-most cut is from the
intersection of the plug with the slice. A started case is shown in Fig. 10. Here, the flow is near free-stream,
and the shocks reflecting within the nacelle result in color reversals of the Mach contours along the duct.

8 Wing/Body Pressure Distribution Comparisons

Experimental and Computational pressure distributions on the wing/body are compared for the following four

cases: wing/body alone, captive flow-through nacelles, non-captive flow-through nacelles, and non-captive
nacelles with an unstarted right-hand outboard nacelle. The streamwise and spanwise cut locations are super-
imposed on the lower surface pressure contours predicted by AIRPLANE for the unstarted case in Fig. 11.
Similarly, the started captive and non-captive nacelle pressure coefficient contours are displayed in Figs 12 and
13. These three figures can be used to identify the source of shocks when studying the wing-body pressure
distributions where the flow from the nacelles causes rapid variations in the wing pressures.

The pressure distributions for a streamwise cut near the fuselage (Y=124.56) are shown for the four con-
figurations in Figs. 14a-d. The comparisons for wing/body alone agree fairly well, with a small disagreement

in the upper surface pressures near the mid chord. This disagreement is reduced in the captive nacelle cases
(Fig. 14 b), due to a closer match in the computational and experimental lift coefficients. The computational
shocks from the inboard nacelle and diverter lie aft of experiment and are of weaker strength. The aft shift

in shock location is expected from inviscid computations, because in a viscous flow the shock pressure rise is
propagated upstream in the subsonic region of the boundary layer. The comparison of the non-captive started
nacelles case is similar to the captive started case (compare Figs. 14b and 14c).

The comparisons for the unstarted nacelle (Fig. 14d) show discrepancies in the pressure distributions
near the nacelle shocks. The experimental shock is stronger than that predicted by AIRPLANE. The single
experimental shock results from the intersection of the outboard and inboard nacelle shocks, whereas the

AIRPLANE computations show two distinct shocks. The upstream shock emanates from the inboard nacelle,
and the aft shock from the outboard nacelle. The source of the shocks can easily be identified in Fig. 11.

For station Y=i81.93, the pressure taps right adjacent to the inboard nacelle could not be incorporated
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into the model and hence are not available for comparison. The available data, presented in Figs. 15a-d,
compare well with the computational results. The strength of the computational nacelle shocks has increased
as expected with reduced distance from the nacelles (compare with previous figure).

The pressure distributions for the next streamwise station (Y=252) are shown in Figs. 16a-d. This station is

located between the nacelles very near the inboard nacelle. The wing-body results compare well, particularly
on the lower surface. The upper surface pressures are in slightly better agreement for the captive nacelle

cases (compare Figs. 16a and 16b). The computed nacelle shocks are weaker and aft of experiment (Figs.
16b and 16@ AIRPLANE shows two distinct shocks for the unstarted case (Fig. 16d); the upstream shock

originates from the outboard nacelle, and the aft shock from the inboard nacelle. The outboard nacelle shock
is of sufficient strength to be forward of the inboard nacelle shock even though the data are sampled much

closer to the inboard nacelle (see Fig. 11). The experimental data also indicate that two shocks are present,
but it is too sparse to determine the strength of the shocks.

The comparisons for the second streamwise cut between the nacelles (Y=323.79) are shown in figures 17a-d.
The AIRPLANE results show one large shock for the unstarted case, whereas the experimental data suggests
that the shocks from the inboard and outboard nacelles are distinct.

The next cut (Y=473) is located outboard of the outboard nacelle. The pressure comparisons are shown in
Figs. 18a-d. The unstarted nacelle shock creates a broad region of high pressures on the outboard wing lower
surface in both the computational and experimental results (Fig. 18d). The computational shock is slightly
aft of experiment but the magnitudes of the shocks are in good agreement.

The pressure comparisons for the remaining streamwise cut on the outboard wing are shown in Figs. 19a-d.
The comparison for the unstarted case (Fig. 19d) shows poorer agreement than the previous span station (Fig.

18d) due to the growing displacement between the computed and measured shock waves.
The pressure distributions in the spanwise direction for the four configurations are shown in Figs_ 20-24. The

comparisons are made at slightly different angles of attack resulting in small differences between the results

upstream of the nacelles (Figs. 20-21). The leading edge pressure spike is under predicted by AIRPLANE.
It seemed likely that this discrepancy arose from an inadequate rendering of the wing leading edge curvature.

In order to test this possibility, the leading edge was refined by adding three additional span sections between
each pair of the original sections. However, even with this refinement, the experimental pressure peak at the

leading edge was still under predicted. The shock on the upper surface in Fig. 20 is accurately predicted
by AIRPLANE. Similar good comparisons are shown in Fig. 21. Here, the leading edge is sharp but no
experimental taps were available to compare the leading edge pressure distributions.

The next cut slices through the outboard nacelle, which is depicted in the geometrical representation in
Fig. 22. Excellent comparisons are shown for the wing-body and captive nacelle cases (Figs. 22a and b).
The AIRPLANE results for the non-captive unstarted case correlate well with the experimental data. The

unstarted case depicts the computational bow shock as two large pressure spikes symmetrically located on
either side of the outboard nacelle. The bow shock is not as easily identified in the experimental data due to
the lack of pressure taps at this station.

The computational and experimental pressure comparisons for the next spanwise cut sliced through both

nacelles (Fig. 23). The wing/body results correlate well. The wing/body/nacelle/diverter results do not
correlate very well, especially between the nacelles and on the inboard side of the inboard nacelle. In general,
the computational shocks are stronger and located a smaller distance from the nacelle center than experiment.

The four nacelle shocks predicted by AIRPLANE can easily be identified by the four rapid increases in wing
pressures. The non-captive started nacelle case (Fig. 23c) shows very good correlations between experiment
and AIRPLANE. The unstarted case shows the large spread of the bow shock indicative of the large distance
of the nacelle shock to this wing station. The strength and location of the inboard portion of the bow shock is
in close agreement with experiment. The lack of outboard experimental taps makes it impossible to compare
the outboard half of the bow shock.

The pressures for the final cut near the trailing edge of the wing are shown in Fig. 24. As before, the

wing/body results are very good. The captive nacelle comparison is fair in the vicinity of the nacelles and
the non-c_ptive solution shows very good agreement. This may be a consequence of a larger discrepancy in
the shock strength for the diverters which are deeply submerged in the boundary layer rather than due to
the shocks from the nacelles which lie outside of the boundary layer. The lower surface pressures correlate
well outboard of the outboard nacelle, but poor comparisons are shown inboard for the unstarted nacelle case.

This poor agreement may be a result of the shock angle differences being accentuated by the large distance
from the leading edges of the nacelles to this station.
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9 Aerodynamic Coefficientsfor the Wing/Body and Started Nacelle Configurations

The AIRPLANE forceand moment coefficientsforthe wing/body configurationnear thecruiseflightcondition

arecompared withthreeexperimentalrunsinFig.25a.The resultsareinvery good agreement.The enlarged
scaleshows thatthecomputationspredictmore liftthan experiment,althoughthe slopesofthe curvescompare

well.The drag comparisonsare excellent;thedrag differenceislessthan two drag counts.An axialforceskin

frictioncorrectionof61.6countswas added tothecomputationsforrealisticcomparisonswiththe experimental

data.The correctionwas appliedtothe axialforcecomputations,and theliftand drag were recomputed at the
computationalangleofattack.The correctionwas derivedfrom a fiatplateskinfrictionvalueof59.6 counts

plusan additional2.0countstoaccountforthedrag ofthe tripdotsused tofixtransitionon the wind tunnel

model. The pitchingmoment data comparisonsarealsoinexcellentagreement near the cruisecondition.The

fullrangeofdata iscompared inFig.25b. The differencesbetween thecomputationaland experimentaldata

isnot evidentat thisscale,exceptforin the pitchingmoment curves,where the computationsare predicting
more stabilitythan experiment.

The forceand moment comparisonsfor the complete configurationincludingboundary layerdivertersand

flow-throughnacellesareshown inFig.26a. The magnitude ofthe computationalliftcoefficientsisinbetter

agreement with experiment,than the wing/body results(compare with Fig. 34a). A very slightdifference
in liftcurve slopesisevident. The computational and experimentaldrag polarscorrelatevery well. The

computationaldrag coefficientsare shown with the base and internalduct drag removed. The correctionto

the computationalaxialforcecoefficientwas 69.4counts which consistedof a flatplateskin frictionvalue

of 67.4countsand 2.0 drag countsof tripdot drag. The pitchingmoment comparisonsare very good, the

computations indicateslightlymore positivemoments with increasedstabilitythan experiment. The full

range ofexperimentaldata iscompared with the AIRPLANE computations in Fig. 26b. Here, the only

differencesseen areinthe pitchingmoment data,where the AIRPLANE resultsagain indicatemore stability
than experiment(compare with Fig.25b).

The forceand moment comparisonsforthe wing/body configurationwith non- captivenacellesnear cruise

areshown inFig.27a.The computationsarepredictingmore liftfora givenangleofattackthan experiment.

Note thattheliftcoefficientcomparisonswith thediverterspre_nt areinbetteragreement than the wing/body
and wing/body/nacellecases(compare Figs. 25a,26a, and 27a). The computationalaxialforcecorrection

was 69.3 counts,67.3skin frictionand 2.0 countstripdot drag. The drag comparisonsare excellent,the

computationaland experimentaldrag differencesarewithin0.5counts.The pitchingmoment data are alsoin

excellentagreement.The comparisonsforthe fullrangeofanglesofattackindicatea smalldiscrepancyin the
pitchingmoments at the lowerliftcoefficients(Fig.27b).

10 Aerodynamic Coefficients with Nacelle Unstart for the Wing/Body

The computationaland experimentalchangesinwing/body rollingand yawing moment coefficientsas a func-

tionof mass-flowratioare compared in Fig. 28. The magnitudes and slopesof the rollingmoment curves
correlatewell. The additionallifton the wing from the high pressuresfrom the nacelleshocks cause the

rollingmoment to become negative(liftingrightwing) as themass-flowratiodecreases.The slopesof the

computationaland experimentalyawing moment curvesare alsoin good agreement. The non-zero yawing

moment seenin theexperimentaldata with startednacellesisdue tothe data being taken with the model at
a yaw angleof-0.56.The magnitude ofthe yawing moments would be inagreement ifthe the experimental
data were obtainedata yaw angleof0.

The comparisonsofliftand drag on the wing/body as functionsof the MFR of the right-handoutboard

nacelleare shown in Fig. 29. The liftcoefficientcorrelationsofAIRPLANE and experiment are excellent.

The magnitude ofthe liftand the changesinliftdue tounstartare nearlymatched. The increasein pressure

on the lowersurfaceofthe wing from the nacelleshocksincreasesthe lifton the aftportionofthe wing.

The comparisonsof drag coefficientas a functionof MFR are in good agreement,the differencebetween

AIRPLANE and experimentbeingapproximatelyone drag count.A fiatplateskinfrictioncoefficientof59.6

countswas obtainedfor the wind tunnel Reynolds number of 3 millionper foot and added to the inviscid

drag computed by AIRPLANE toobtainthe computed drag valuesshown here.The drag on the wing/body

decreaseswith decreasingMFR due tothe nacellebeingplacedaftofthe maximum thickness/chordratioon

the wing. The positivepressuresactingon a positivewing slopewillresultina localizedthruston the wing.

The pitchingmoment comparisonisshown inFig.30a.The slopeofthepitchingmoment curveisaccurately

predicted,but the experimentaldata show a slightlymore pronounced nose down pitchingmoment.

The computationalMFR isplottedas a functionof the ratioofexitareadividedby the inletareafor the

pluggednacelle(Fig.30b).The abruptchange inthe MFR indicatesunstart,where a normal shock islocated
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outside of the nacelle inlet.

11 Aerodynamic Coefficientswith Nacelle Unstart for the Individual Nacelles

Comparisons of the computational and experimental lift coefficients for the inboard and outboard nacelles as
a function of the MFR in the right-hand outboard nacelle are shown in Fig. 31. The lift coefficients on the
individual nacelles obtained by AIRPLANE are slightly larger (approximately 0.0005) than the experimental
results. The slope of the computational and experimental lift curves correlate well. The change in the lift on
the individual nacelles with unstart is predicted to be small by both AIRPLANE and experiment.

The individual nacelle drag coefficients are compared in Fig. 32. The computational and experimental data
compare within approximately 0.1 to 1 count for the inboard nacelle. The outboard nacelles differ between
0 and 1.5 counts. The computational drag on the inboard nacelle increases slightly with reduced mass-

flow, indicating unfavorable interference from the strong bow shock from the outboard nacelle. However, the
experimental data indicate that essentially no change in drag occurs for the inboard nacelle. The drag on the
outboard nacelle decreases with reduced mass-flow in both the computational and experimental data. However,

the computations only indicate a quarter count decrease and the experimental data show approximately a 2.5
count decrease.

The pitching moment data comparisons are shown in Fig. 33. Both the computational and experimental data

indicate no change in pitching moment with nacelle unstart. The AIRPLANE results show more nose-down

pitching moment, but the difference is small on both nacelles.

12 Aerodynamic Coefficientswith Nacelle Unstart for the Wing/Body/Nacelles

The forces on the wing, body, and nacelles are shown in Figs 34-36. The correlation of the lift on this composite
configuration is poorer than the wing/body results, due to the lift differences on the individual nacelles being
accentuated with 4 nacelles (compare Fig. 34 with 29a and 31). The computational drag of the composite
configuration is 4 drag counts larger than the experimental drag (Fig. 35). The slopes of the curves are in

good agreement, but the discrepancy again stems from the nacelle drag differences. The pitching moment
comparison for the composite configuration is in excellent agreement. This, however, is fortuitous since it
results from the compensating differences in the wing/body and individual nacelle contributions (compare
Fig. 36 with 30 and 33).

13 Concluding Remarks

AIRPLANE is an ideal tool to evaluate nacelle unstart behavior. The unstructured tetrahedral mesh generator

can model complete configurations and obtain flow field grids for different plug positions automatically. The
flow solver is also well suited for this problem because it has been thoroughly validated for several supersonic
transport configurations by comparing the computational results with experimental data and has proven to be
extremely accurate in its ability to predict performance increments. It also has the ability to run on multiple
platforms, with almost perfect scalability with multiple processors on the parallel IBM SP2 machine.

The excellent results shown in this study have clearly demonstrated that the AIRPLANE code is capable
of accurately determining the changes in the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients associated with
nacelle unstart. Even the magnitudes of the force and moment coefficients were fairly accurately predicted.
The discrepancies that have been found are due primarily to the lack of viscosity in the computations. A
Navier-Stokes solution may offer improved results, but the extra computational expense and time required to

obtain a Navier- Stokes solution for this problem do not appear justified given the exceptionMly good results
demonstrated by the inviscid AIRPLANE code.
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Fig I. Installa_ion photograph of a 2..7% scale model of the B_fng Reference H

configuratlon in th_ NASA Am_es 9x7 Foo_ Sup_rso'nic WindTunnel-
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Fig 2.
M_RPLANE surface pressure coefficients in the vicinity of tho"_nacelles,M=2.4, CL = 0.12. _
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Fig 4. AIRPLANE surface pressure coefficients for the unstarted right-ha
outboard nacelle with MFR = 0.39, M=2.4, alpha = 4.53.
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Fig 5. AIRPLANE surface pressure coefficients for the starte_L right-hand
outboard nacelle with MFR = 1.124, M=2.4, alpha '_= 4 5_.
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Fig 6 " AIRPLANE lower, surface pressure coefficients f.or the _t&rted and

_Ins_arted cases. M=2.4, alpha = 4.53.
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Fig 7. _%I_LANE Math Irson a vertical slice through the=_xis of

the unstarted na_elle with MFR =_0.39 , M=2.4, a!pha = 4_53.
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Fig o

AIRPLANE velocity vectors colored by:Mach ' nUsHffeX.Qn a vertical slice

through the unstarted nacelle with MFR = 0.39, M = 2.4, alpha = 4.53
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Reference H Plugged Outboard Nacelle with MFR of 0.39
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Maeh

Fig 9.

o.ns o.i_o . 0..,02

AIRPLANE Mach contours on interior nacelle cuts normal to the nacelle

axis for the unstarted nacelle with MFR = 0.39.
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Refererre H Mugged Outboard Nacelle v_ith MFR of 1.124
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Math

Fig I0.

2.i78 2.278 2377

A_RPLANEMach cg_tours on interior nacelle cuts normal to the nace!le

axis for the started nacelle with MFR = 1.12.
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ig ii.
AIRPLANE lower isurface pressures for £_e um'started non-captive nacelle

case with streamwise and spanwise cut locations, MFR = 0.39, M = 2 4
alpha = 4.53. " '
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Fig 12.
AIRPLANE lower face pressures for the started non-captive nace

case with st_eamwlse and spanwise cut locations, MFR _ I 12 M =
alpha = 4.53. " ,
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Fig 6. AIRPLANE lower surface pressure coefficients for the started and

_instarted cases. M=2.4, alpha = 4.53.
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Wing Leading-Edge Geometry Effects on High-Lift Performance

David L. Hoyle and Marvine Hamner

McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
Long Beach, California 90807-5309

The purpose of this study was to gain insight into how wing geometries optimized for

high-speed cruise performance performed at low-speed, high-lift conditions. The
highly-swept HSR planforms attempt to maximize L/D by using simple-hinged leading-

edge flaps to maintain attached flow over the wing during takeoff and landing. Wing
leading edge parameters such as leading-edge radius and thickness distribution are

typically defined to maximize high-speed cruise performance. This study shows that
these parameters also play a crucial role in achieving the high-lift L/D's needed to meet
minimum noise requirements.

Wind tunnel test data recently obtained on an arrow wing configuration yielded a
maximum trimmed high-lift L/D of only 6.9. The current trimmed high-lift L/D metric for

this planform is 8.2. Much of the deficiency in L/D was believed to arise from the wing

leading edge definition. Wing geometry modifications to both the leading-edge radius
and thickness have been analyzed using higher-order CFD methods. It is estimated

that implementing these simple changes could increase the high-lift L/D's obtained by
1.0 to 1.5. This would correspond to a noise decrease of over 1.5 dB at engine
cutback. Additional work needs to be done to determine the trade-offs in wing leading-

edge design to maximize both the high-speed cruise and the high-lift performance.
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This document describes the contract work performed by the Advanced
Systems and Technology-Phantom Works Division of McDonnell Douglas
Aerospace (MDA) under the High Speed Research Airframe Program, Phase
II, NAS1-20220 (Purchase Order AZ0204), Task 4. This contract is part of the
overall effort to develop technologies for an advanced supersonic transport
aircraft, supported by NASA through its Langley Research Center.
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4.0% MDC M2.4-7A Opt 2a
Arrow Wing Wind Tunnel Model

This study on the effects of the wing leading-edge geometry on high-lift
performance was undertaken as a result of the findings that the wind tunnel
data obtained on the 4% Arrow Wing model showed significantly less
performance than was expected. The team thought at the time that this deficit
was a result of the wing leading-edge definition, rather than either the wing
leading-edge sweep or the aspect ratio. This study was then conducted to
determine the sensitivity of the configuration's high-lift performance to wing
leading-edge geometry.

This figure shows the 4.0% McDonnell Douglas M2.4-7A Arrow Wing model
installed on a lower-swept blade support during its initial entry in the NASA
Langley 14x22-ft wind tunnel, test LaRC 428 (August 1995). The model
tested represents the Opt 2a configuration of the M2.4-7A, and was tested in
both pitch and yaw at approximate Mach and Reynolds numbers of 0.3 and
8.0 million, respectively.

The high-lift configuration shown has both the nacelles and the empennage
installed and has the leading- and trailing-edge flaps deflected to the 40o/10 °
configuration.
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• Define a new leading-edge geometry to be
tested on the 4% M2.4-7A wind tunnel model
in the NASA Ames 12-ft tunnel

• Determine effect of wing leading-edge radius
and thickness distribution on high-lift
performance

The objective of this paper is to present the findings of a study to determine
the effects of wing leading-edge radius and thickness distribution on high-lift
performance. The ultimate goal of this study was to define a new set of
leading-edge flaps for the 4% Arrow Wing model which will be tested in the
NASA Ames 12-ft tunnel in the latter part of this year. These flaps would
incorlsorated changes in the lea-d_ng-edge definition in order to achieve the
level of performance previously expected from this configuration.
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Outline
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• Wind tunnel data results on the M2.4-7A and
Reference H -- predicted versus measured

• Geometry comparison of M2,4-7A with Ref H

• Discussion of CFD codes used for analysis

• Thickness distribution study for arrowwing
planform

• M2.4-7A leading-edge geometry modifications
and CFD analysis

• Conclusions

• Recommendations

This paper will first provide a comparison of the measured wind tunnel

performance of the 4% M2.4-7A Arrow Wing model relative to both the
predicted levels and the performance of the 6% Reference H model.

Comparisons of the geometry for these two configurations will be made to
explain why the wing leading-edge definition on the Arrow Wing model was
thought to be the cause of its diminished performance levels.

A discussion of the two CFD codes used for this study will then be made,

showing the relative strengths and weakness of each as they apply to this
study. Basic comparisons of the CFD data and the wind tunnel test data for

the clean wing-body (WB) configuration will also be made for the M2.4-7A.

Next, geometry and performance comparisons will be made between the
M2.4-7A and a second configuration with an identical arrow wing planform, the
1406 model from the planform study. This comparison will show the effects of
thickness distribution on performance.

Finally, results of modifications to the leading-edge geometry of the M2.4-7A

will be presented. This will be followed by the conclusions of the study and
recommendations for the future.
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Comparison of Wind Tunnel
Test Results to Predicted Value
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This figure shows the lift-to-drag ratio, L/D, at a lift coefficient of 0.5 as a
function of leading-edge suction parameter. Curves for both the Arrow Wing
and the Reference H are shown. (The Reference H data is based wind tunnel
data obtained on the 6% Reference H model, also tested in the Langley 14x22

-ft tunnel.)

Wing leading-edge suction parameter is a comparison of the drag of a

configuration at a given lift level relative to its theoretical maximum and
minimum values. A value of 1.0 (100%) would correspond to the wing

operating at its maximum theoretical efficiency (minimum induced drag), while
a value of 0.0 (0%) would correspond to full wing leading-edge separation with
no subsequent flow reattachment.

Because of its lower aspect ratio, the Arrow Wing was expected to give lower
L/D's than the Reference H (as shown in the chart). This should have no
effect, however, on the wing's performance. As indicated, the predicted

performance level for the Arrow Wing is 87% leading-edge suction at CL=0.5;

the value measured during the test, however, resulted in a level of only 78%.
For comparison, the measured efficiency value for the Reference H came in at
88%. There has been some speculation that the reduced performance of the
M2.4-7A is a result of the increased wing leading-edge sweep (71 ° relative to
68o)-this will be shown to be clearly not the case.
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Geometry Comparison

M2.4-7A ce H

Thinner wing

No LE camber
Smaller

LEradius_ _ Thicker wing

LE camber
Larger LE radius

This figure shows several cross-sectional cuts through the wing and fuselage
at a point near the wing apex for the Arrow Wing and Reference H geometries.
This figure serves to show the major differences between the leading-edges
definitions of the two wings: (1) the Reference H has a thicker wing-the M2.4-
7A has a thin wing, (2) the Reference H has leading-edge camber--the M2.4-
7A does not, (3) the Reference H has a large leading-edge radius-the M2.4-
7A has a smaller leading-edge radius.

All of these items contribute directly to wing performance, i.e., maintaining
attached flow at the leading edge. A thicker wing, leading-edge camber, and a
larger leading-edge radius-all help to maintain attached flow. The
performance of the M2.4-7A can clearly be improved by increasing these

parameters, and as will be shown later, the Arrow Wing planform can meet its
predicted performance levels by doing this.
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Sensitivity of AERO2S to Input
Leading-Edge Radius

High-Lift WB Configuration
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0.0 0.2 ).4 0.6 0.8

Lift Coefficient, CL

AERO2S is a vortex lattice method often used to assess the performance of
HSCT-type configurations during preliminary design. AERO2S is easy to use,
runs reasonably fast on virtually any platform, and can give decent predictions.
It was hoped to use AERO2S in this study, since it allows the user to specify
the leading-edge radius it uses during its calculations. Unfortunately, as this
figure shows, AERO2S is rather insensitive to leading-edge radius.

This figure shows the AERO2S lift-to-drag performance of the Arrow Wing
geometry for the 40°I10 ° configuration as a function of input leading-edge
radius. These results show that by both halving and doubling the leading-
edge radius, we only managed to change the resulting L/D by about 0.1 at
CL=0.5. Reducing the leading-edge radius all of the way to zero forces the
AERO2S data to match the wind tunnel data quite well, but this is obviously
not the correct way to run the code. This limitation of the AERO2S code made
us have to go to higher-order methods.
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M2.4-7A CFD Results
AERO2S and CFL3D

Clean WB Configuration
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This figure shows a comparison of the CFD predictions with the measured test
data for the M2.4-7A. Solutions for both AERO2S and CFL3D (Navier-Stokes)
are shown. The test data are taken from test 428 for clean wing-body
configuration. The AERO2S solution over-predicts the performance from CL'S
of 0.1 to 0.7. CFL3D, however, falls right on the test data except for over-
predicting the peak.

At the present, we have only done our analysis on the leading-edge geometry
effects for the clean wing case, i.e., undeflected leading- and trailing-edge
flaps. This was done to simplify the study. The idea is that any performance
improvements which can be obtained on the clean wing will also show up for
the deflected-leading-edge case.

A result of having an undefiected high-liftsystem, however, is that the climbout
C L of 0.5 is no longer a useful lift level at which to look at L/D. With the
leading-edge flaps undeflected, the M2.4-7A begins to experience leading-
edge separation at approximately 40 angle of attack. So, it was decided that
our analysis would be performed at a CL of 0.24, or about 5 ° angle of attack.
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Geometry Comparison

Ref H 1406 M2.4-7A

_ _ _ LThEickwi:_er ]

o

•In this figure, a third geometry has been added to the comparison shown
earlier--the 1406 model from the planform study. The 1406 model has an
arrow wing planform identical to that of the M2.4-7A. As shown in the figure
above, however, its airfoils are quite different. The 1406's wing is significantly
thicker than that of the M2.4-7A, it has more leading-edge camber, and its
leading-edge radius is also larger. Comparing the performance of the 1406
with the M2.4-7A will show the effects of these differences without changing
the planform.
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Performance Comparison
M2.4-7A and 1406

CFL3D

I0 i___R * 1406 (CFL3Dil

9 i'L_

I:1:: =t"

Lift Coefficient, C L

This figure shows a comparison of the CFL3D results for the 1406 and
M2.4-7A along with test data for the M2.4-TA. As expected, the 1406 results
show much higher L/D's at CL'S of 0.24 and 0.38. By CL=0.6, the 1406 results
collapse down onto those of the M2.4-7A. This comparison shows that the

arrow wing planforms can achieve the high levels of wing suction parameter
predicted for the M2.4-7A.
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Geometry Comparison
M2.4-7A Modifications

Mod 2
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Analysis of several modifications to the M2.4-7A was done in CFL3D. This
figure shows two of these geometry modifications.

The first modification, Mod 1, was an attempt to improve the leading-edge
performance by "cleaning up" the leading-edge geometry. The small-radius
corner on the lower surface was removed. The difference in the chordwise
airfoils is not enough to be seen here. As seen on the next figure, a small
amount of improvement was obtained.

The second modification, Mod 2, was an attempt to see how much leading-
edge performance improvement could be obtained if the constraint to keep the
resulting airfoils realistic was removed. The result was the "q-tipped" shaped
airfoil shown. Mod 2 increases both the leading-edge radius and thickness
distribution of the basic airfoil but does not change the mean camber line. A
large increase in L/D was obtained for this geometry.

Mod 3, the next modification, attempted to remove the "q-Uppishness" of the
Mod 2 while keeping a large leading-edge radius. In this modification, the
contraint to not change the camber was also remove. The resulting airfoil has
an upper surface similar to that of Mod 2 (but with only a very slight amount
inflection) and a lower surface close to that of the original airfoil. The lower
surface has been modified, however, to accept the larger leading-edge radius.
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Performance Comparison
M2.4-7A LE Geometry Modifications

CFL3D
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This figure shows the L/D performance of the various geometry modifications
relative to the baseline geometry and the wind tunnel data from the LaRC 428
test of the 4% model.

At a C L of 0.24 (corresponding to 5 ° degrees angle of attack), the Mod 1
geometry shows a very slight improvement, about 0.3 in L/D. The Mod 2
geometry, however, shows an improvement on the order of 1.6 in L/D. The
Mod 3 geometry loses much of this improvement but still ends up with an
increase over the baseline of about 1.0. The reduced leading-edge radius is

thought to be the cause.
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Performance Comparison
M2.4-7A Mod 3 and 1406 Geometry

CFL3D
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This figure shows a comparison of the Mod 3 results with those from the 1406
model and the original M2.4-7A. Test data for the M2.4-7A is also shown to
help define the curve shape for the various results.
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M2.4-7A Mod 2.CFD Results
AERO2S and CFL3D

Clean WB Configuration
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An interesting comparison between the CFL3D and AERO2S results for the
Mod 2 wing is shown in this figure. When the M2.4-7A wing is sufficiently
modfied that it can maintain relatively good leading-edge attachment, its
performance predictions from AERO2S and CFL3D match extremely well.
Since the camber line remains unchanged, the only modification to the original
AERO2S input file was to increase the input leading-edge radius. We have
not run any geometries with leading-edge radii larger than Mod 2 through
CFL3D, so we cannot say whether or not this result is merely coincidental.
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Conclusions

• Study indicates that changing the leading
edge definition can greatly improve L/D

AERO2S

- is insensitive to leading-edge radius changes

- cannot accurately predict the performance of original-
M2.4-7A-type leading-edge geometry airfoils

CFL3D

- gives accurate results

- requires actual airfoil surfaces be modified when
modifying the geometry

In conclusion, it has been shown that changes to the leading-edge definition
can greatly improve L/D. Increasing the wing thickness also contributes to

increased performance and allows for incorporation of an increased leading-
edge radius.

AERO2S, on the whole, was found to be somewhat lacking in its ability to
accurately model wing leading-edge performance. Comparison of the Mod 2
results indicates that it might be able to accurately predict the performance of

certain airfoils, but this has not yet been proven and it looks like the only way
to know whether its predictions for a given airfoil are accurate or not is to run
the airfoil through a higher-order code (or wind tunnel test).

CFL3D proved to be quite accurate in modeliing the performance of the M2.4-
7A wing. Making geometry modifcations for input into this code, however, can
be quite time-consuming since it requires that the actual surface definitions be
changed.
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Recommendations

• CFD analysis required for high-lift
configuration

• Testing of the modified leading-edge
geometry on the 4% M2 4-7A in the NASA
Ames 12-ft wind tunnel

• Trade studies need to be done to asses the

impact of improved high-lift leading-edge
geometries on cruise performance

To date, all analysis has been done on the clean wing configuration.
Additional analysis needs to be done on actual high-lift configurations with the
leading- and trailing-edge flaps deflected. Testing of the best leading-edge
design should then be included in the upcoming 12-ft entry of the 4% M2.4-7A
model to verify the results. Finally, trade studies should be done to assess the
trade-offs and impacts of wing leading edges designed for high-lift

performance relative to those designed for high-speed cruise performance.
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NASA LaRC Configuration Aerodynamics Workshop
Session 12

High Lift

Impact of Alternate Concepts for Wing
Planform, Leading Edge Flaps, and
Trim Configuration on the High Lift

Performance of the Ref H HSCT

G. H. Wyatt and K. D. Visser
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
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Introduction

This report will cover:

1. High lift aerodynamics overview.

2. The Technology Concept Airplane
baseline, its sizing criteria, sensitivity
of I.JD to noise, and cutback L/D
projections for the TCA.

3. A description of the 6% Ref H high lift
model and mounting in the 14x22
facility.

4. Results of alternate planform testing.

5. Results of leading edge flap
optimization testing.

6. Results of alternate trim concept
testing.
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High lift aerodynamics - what we do.

Generate full scale flight lift and drag estimates for
airplane sizing.

Along with other HRS partners we plan, organize,
and conduct wind tunnel tests to obtain necessary
data.

CFD code evaluation and appropriate use of results
to better understand the wind tunnel data and flow
physics.

Multi-disciplinary trade studies and configuration
development with the goal of developing the
simplest high lift system which meets performance
requirements.
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TCA-4 December 1995 Baseline Airplane Sizing
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MTOW.......... Ib 749035

1100 Sw......... sq.ft 8496

Wa ........ Ib/sec 798

1050 Range ......... nm 5000.0

1000 Payload ....... Ib 63210

SLST/eng ...... Ib 55004

950 0EW........... Ib 318703

Block Fuel .... Ib 326111

900 Reserve Fuef..Ib 43560

Block Time .... hr 5,28

85O Climb Tlme.,.mln 50,47

800 TOFL .......... ft 10716

1st Seg Grad .... 0.052

750 2nd $eg Grad .... 0,069

Vappr ....... keas 153.2

700 CLappr .......... 0.63

650 / SL Margln...(dB) -1,0
/ / / CB Margln..,(dB) -3.0

7500 8000 8500 9000 9500 10'000 10'500

Wing Area (sq.ft) ASAP Ver A08 13-Nov-95

• This figure shows the December 1995 TCA cycle 4 sizing
thumbprint. This cycle of the TCA is sized by required
fuel volume and cutback noise, Stage III - 3 db. The
resulting airplane weights 749,035 lb. Other mission
sizing constraints that come close to effecting airplane
sizing are the takeoff field length to meet second 1st and
2nd segment gradients and 60 minute climb time.

• Shown on this thumbprint are lines of constant Stage I11
noise. Note, the sensitivity of the TCA to noise, if Stage III
- 5 db is required then the sized airplane would follow the
fuel volume line up to the approach speed line
(VAPP=155) then on up to DELTACD = -5 db line. This
airplane would weigh 792,000 lb.
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MTOW
1000 Ib

840
Cutback Noise and L/D Sensitivity Speed-230kts

Altitude = 1500 ft

Lines of constant noise
820 " _'-,,

-"""""-./ Technology Concept Ai plane ]

800 ,/_._..
780 ...... -,..

_5

-4 Noise reqmtDelta from
740 - _ ..

"" "-- - --- -3 Stage 3, dB

720 ......
0

700

-1.0 0 +1.0
AL/D from the TCA at cutback

• This figure shows the sensitivity of the TCA baseline airplane to
noise sizing criteria and L/D increments away from the
performance which went into the baseline TCA. From this chart
we see that the baseline TCA sizes to 750,000 ib at Stage III -3dB.

• Notice how the sensitivity of MTOW to noise increases with
increasing noise regulations. Likewise the sensitivity of MTOW
to L/D increases when I_/D decreases.

• This chart illustrates the inter-dependance of noise and L/D at
cutback.
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Current climbout L/D status
Sensitivity of L/D to S @ CL=0.50
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Leading edge suction factor S

• This figure shows the sensitivity of L/D to leading edge suction at
CL=0.50. Several lines of constant wing aspect ratio are shown to
illustrate the effect of changing wing planform on L/D.

• The solid line in the middle represents the TCA. Several points at
different S factors are noted along this curve. These points
represent what the HSR high lift community currently thinks are the
ranges of possible outcomes for trimmed L/D at cutback for a 2001
airplane.

- The target value of S=0.94 is the L/D technology goal for 2001. The
current status, S=.90 is what can be demonstrated today. The best
and worst cases represent the uncertainty for the TCA airplane.
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6 % Ref H high lift model in 14x22 facility

• This is the 6% Ref H high lift model shown installed in the LaRC
14x22 facility. This photo was taken during the first model entry in
June of 1993. The first entry was swept strut mounted as shown.
We have conducted a total of four entries with this model in the
14x22 tunnel. The three tests following the first one were
mounted on a vertical post.

• All of the wind tunnel data contained in this report has been
acquired by testing this model in this facility. All data presented
herein was acquired at a Mach number of 0.24, q=85. This
condition matches the approach speed. The Reynolds number
based on model CBAR at these conditions is 8.4 million.
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Ceiling

Floor

6% Ref H Model in 14x22 Test Section

14.75 fe

Post 80 inches to MAC
mount

Side View

<===FLOW

21.75 fG

e "o0Vi w
_ rBCmU°nvdal_atYe%

Model Cart #2 _ I_ step tie plate

• This figure shows a side and top view of the 6% Ref H
model post mounted in the 14x22 facility. Some items
to note:

• All the test data analyzed in this report were acquired
at the nominal height shown of 80 inches,

• The proximity of the model with respect to the
boundary layer removal system was a concern. (See
figure) This could not be avoided without major
modifications to the model or the facility cart system.

• The post location is approximately 2 feet forward of the
yaw turntable's center. As a result when the model
was yawed it moved away from tunnel lateral center
along an arc with a 2 foot radius.
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Baseline Planform and Reference Areas of the 6% Ref H Model

6% Model reference dimensions

Sref = 25.56 sqft
Cbar = 61.937 inches

Span = 93.343 inches

Remotelyadjustable I _,z A 48 Length = 226 incheshorizontal tail deflection = .....

+t- 15 degrees w/elevators _ 2-'-_ "__"_ 4 A=68.45 °

Flow Through , --7 7f \ x MSTA
Nacelles 17/ ,/_,_% Chine 0.00

_//_X% Flap numbering scheme
P' Z./\_

This figure shows the planform, reference areas, and flap
numbering scheme of the 6% Ref H model.

Not shown on this figure is an important piece of the Ref H
geometry. The inboard leading edge radius is as generous as
possible given the constraints of wing thickness. This large radius
delays leading edge separation on the inboard wing to higher angles
of attack. For this reason the requirement for leading edge flap
coverage on the inboard wing has been reduced.
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Alternate planforms tested
All planforms have common aspect ratio, span, and area.
AR = 2.367

span = 93.34 inches

Wing crank
location 52%

W7
Wing crank
location 52%

semi-span /

, A=76 ° /

° ^/

I W8 Wll
Wing crank Wing crank
location 52% location 65%

semi-span semf-span

, A=76 o A=76 o

_ A=68.5 o

! _:_=5S.8'

A=68.5 o

• This figure shows the four planforms tested.

• W6 is the baseline Ref H. W6 has outboard panel leading edge
sweep =48 degrees. Wing crank location = 52% semi-span.

° W7 has an outboard panel leading edge sweep of 38.9 degrees.
Wing crank location = 52% semi-span.

• W8 has an outboard panel leading edge sweep of 55 degrees.
Wing crank location = 52% semi-span.

• Wll has an outboard panel leading edge sweep of 48 degrees, the
same as Ref H, but the wing crank location is moved outboard to
65% of semi-span. This alternate planform is an attempt to match
as closely as possible the M2.4-7A arrow wing planform given the
constraints of the 6% model.
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Trimmed Angle of Attack Characteristics of Alternate Planforms at CLTRIM=0.55
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w38°Outb°ard _ 55°Outb°ard ti Alternate

! location_ 12.8--
12. _,_
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////
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11.7 • C LTRIM=0.$$

• Flaps clown

• Trimmed using
tall polar and
downwash from
lest NASA421

CG
KEY

45%

50%

I 55%

I

Wll

This chart shows the trimmed angle of attack variation of the four
planforms as CG location is varied at CL=0.55.

• CL of 0.55 represents the cutback noise lift coefficient of the Ref H.

• The three bars under each planform represent trimmed angle of
attack for CG positions of 45, 50, and 55% MAC.

• A lower angle of attack is preferred as that will promote attached
flow and reduce drag due to separation.

• The best planform based on lowest trimmed angle of attack is the
planfolm with the 38 outboard leading edge sweep. The baseline
W6 is a close second to W7 with just slightly lower trimmed angles
of attack.

• The other two planforms, W8 and Wll, both exhibited much
increased trimmed angles of attack.
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Trimmed L/D Characteristics of Alternate Pianforms at CL=0.55

Ref H
Baseline

Untrimmed

8.4 _-84

8.0

38 °Outboard

_weep ,i

Untrimmed

IJD,,7.3

55"Outb°ard it Alternate

sweep _ i_ crank

7.6
Untrimmed

L/D=7.2

W6 W7 W8 Wl I

LTRIM =0_5

• Flaps down

• Trimmed using

tall polar and

downwash from

test NASA421

7.4 CG
KEY

45%

50%
m 55%

This chart shows trimmed L/D at CL=0.55 for the four planforms
tested.

• CL of .55 represents the cutback noise lift coefficient.

• The three bars under each planform represent trimmed L/D for CG
positions of 45, 50, and 55% MAC.

• Also shown on this Figure are the untrimmed L/D levels for each
planform.

• The best planform based on highest trimmed L/D is W7 which is
the planform with the 38 outboard leading edge sweep. W7 was
expected to be the best planform since it has the lowest overall
wing sweep angle. The baseline W6 is a close second to W7 with
just slightly lower trimmed L/D's.

• The other two planforms, W8 and Wll, both exhibited much
decreased trimmed L/D's. This is not an unexpected result. W8
has increased outboard leading edge and trailing edge sweep
which should theoretically hurt low speed performance. Wll has
the same leading edge sweep angles as the baseline W6 but the
crank location is moved outboard from 52% to 65% of span. Wll
also has an increased trailing edge sweep which hurts trailing
edge flap performance. Wll is a close approximation to the
McDonnell Douglas M2.4-7A arrow wing planform.
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Alternate Planform Conclusions

Wing planform is a powerful driver to
increase low speed trimmed L/D and
reduce noise at takeoff climbout and
approach. Lower sweep angle, higher
aspect ratio, or more span is preferred.

As wing leading edge sweep increases
trimmed L/D can be expected to
decrease even for the same aspect
ratio.

CG location is a powerful driver when
analyzing trimmed performance for low
speed operations.
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Leading edge flap variations tested
Inboard leading edge treatments

-,.,_L---_,_ Inboard _ '_

_nd chord __,_,"__ _1

Kruegers_ _ _

Outboard leading edge treatments

Attached flow Sealed slat Slotted slat Outboard Krueger Vortex tab

Section A-A Section B-B Sectlon C-C Section D-D Section E-E

In addition to baseline plain flaps these variations were tested on the
6% Ref H model.

Inboard flap variations included:

• Inboard wing krueger flaps are designed to initiate a leading edge
vortex and trap it on the upper surface of the krueger. The
premlse is that the vortex would simulate a large leading edge
radius and incoming streamwise flow would flow over the trapped
vortex and reattach aft.

• Flap span variations were tested to determine how much coverage
flap coverage is required on the inboard wing.

Outboard flap variations included:

• An attached flow concept to investigate what could be expected if
completely attached flow could be obtained.

• A sealed and a slotted slat concept.

• Krueger flaps similar to the inboard concept.
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0.8

0.4

0

AL/D

-0.4

-0.8

Effect of leading edge flap variations on L/D
vp_

Delta L/D vs. CL
Deltas are from baseline plain flaps
with best inboard flap span coverage

! 1 -ZI_ p .ach F,ow
i MY f

Slotted Slat "" I /

-- _ --1 ....... -7 - Inboard KnJeger
- I 1

I

Outboard Krueger I
J I

0.4 0.5 C L 0.6

This figure shows the effect on L/D of each alternate leading edge flap
tested. The data is presented as delta L/D from the baseline plain
flap with the best inboard span flap coverage.

• Both the attached flow and the sealed slat concept performed the
best over CL's of interest, .5 to .6. The attached flow concept was
intended to provide us with an estimate of what is the best we
could expect if fully attached flow were achieved. The sealed slat
performed equal to the attached flow flap, it has an advantage of
some fowler motion which adds wing area. However, it looks like
the most promising concept. Delta L/D's of about 0.3 can be
achieved with a sealed slat concept.

• The vortex tab although a small device worked quite well in
improving L/D. This type of device will be a challenge to integrate.

• The slotted slat improved L/D only slightly and is not worth the
mechanical complication.

The inboard krueger provided delta L/D improvement of 0.2 over
the CL range of interest.

Outboard kruegers are only worth using at higher CL's.
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Leading Edge Flap Conclusions

When the TCA high lift wind tunnel
models are tested we should continue
to investigate variations in leading edge
devices.

We should focus on variations of the
sealed slat, vortex tab, and inboard
krueger flaps as they show the most
promise.
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Alternate Trim Configurations

I 141 Baseline I H2 1/2Baseline I
AR=1.297 AR=1.311
AREA=2,52 ft 2 AREA=l.26 ft2

I CN2 1/2 Basellne
AR=1.257 _
AREA=I.08 ft 2

H2 1/2Basel|he J
AR=1-311 _
AREA=1.26 fl 2

_J CN1.2 Baseline I CN2.2 1/2 Baseline

AR=1.2S7 AR=I.2S7 _
AREA=2.16 tt2 AREA=1.08 ft 2

Extended forebocly Extendod forebody

2

:_ CN3 High AR
AR=7.966
AREA=I.08 ft

I __ CN3.2 High AR

AR=7.9(_,6
AREA=I.08 ff 2

Extended forebody

This figure illustrates new and existing model parts designed and built for the
alternate trim and control test.

H1 - Baseline horizontal tail.
H2 - 1/2 size horizontal tail.
CN1 - Baseline canard mounted on baseline forebody.
CN2 - 1/2 size canard mounted on baseline forebody.
CN3 - High aspect ratio canard, same reference area as CN2.
3 Surface - H2 and CN2 mounted on the baseline body.
CN1.2 - Baseline canard mounted on the 2 foot extended forebody.
CN2.2 - 1/2 size canard mounted on the 2 foot extended forebody.
CN3.2 - High aspect ratio canard mounted on the 2 foot extended forebody.

Other parts not shown on this figure include:

• Canard high mount.
• Canard remote drive mechanism, allowing remote control deflectior_ of

canards from two positions on the forebody, low and high.
° Two canard wiping surfaces - fairin.gs which provide a flat surface for the

canards to wipe against and minimize unporting when the canards are deflected.
These were made for both the high and low positions.

• Forebody plugs - to move the canards away from the wing to simulate
an aft wing shift, two plugs were fabricated both 1 foot in length.

• New post mount system to allow high alpha and beta testing.
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Canard Configurations

CN1 I CN2
Baseline J 1/2 Size

BaseJi.eBody I Baseline
\ \ J CN1.4 1' Body Extension

_ CN1.5 2' Bodv Extension /f
j _ CN1 Baseline Body

( L-_w_ CNI.1 1' Body Extension

..... N -' n 1

_3 Baseline Body

_. j' CN2.4 1' Body Extension
• _ CN2.5 2' Body Extension

CN2 BaseTine Body

,_==_Ly..CN2.11' Body Extension

I CN3High AR

1 CN3.5 2' Body Extension

t CN3 Baseline Body

I /_. CN3.1 1'Body Extension

Bodv Extenslort

The configurations actually tested
are underlined.

Of the 18 possible combinations, 7
were tested

This chart shows front views illustrating the
different canard locations and orientations for the
high and Iow positions
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H1 - Baseline Horizontal Tail Trimmed L/D versus CG Location

HIK

12.

10-

_8-

P

¢-

3O

2

I Trlnod L/O perforJance of HI t'e/ero/or -- CJ

- 8% Ref H mode/ in /he LeA_C 14x22 l'_c/liIy

" Z[ flop# -" :TO degrees T£ f/_ps : /0 degree_

CG

This figure shows trimmed L/D versus CG location for the
baseline horizontal tail, HI. Each curve is for constant
CLTRIM. For climbout noise abatement the CLTRIM of
interest is 0.55.

• Also shown on this plot is the typical CG range for a Ref H
type of configuration, CG 45% to 55%.

• Notice the trimmed L/D for the horizontal tail has a higher
value at aft CG's. This is because at aft CG's the pitching
moment characteristics tend to require tail upload to trim
which helps the overall airplane L/D.
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CN1.2 - Baseline Canard Mounted Low on Extended Forebody
Trimmed L/D versus CG Location
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This figure shows trimmed L/D versus CG location for the
baseline canard CN1 mounted low on the 2 foot extended
forebody.

Each curve is for constant CLTRIM. For climbout noise
abatement the CLTRIM of interest is 0.55. Also shown on
this plot is the typical CG range for a Re/H type of
configuration, CG 45% to 55%.

The trimmed L/D characteristics of canard CN1.2 are similar
to that of the same canard on the short forebody. CN1.2 is
less sensitive to CG position than CN1.

° Keep in mind that once the canard surface has been added,
the CG may have to be shifted to yield the same amount of
stability; ie the airplane may have to be reconfigured.
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CN1.5 - Baseline Canard Mounted High on Extended Forebody
Trimmed L/D versus CG Location

I/.-
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This figure shows trimmed L/D versus CG location for the
baselin_ canard CN1.5 mounted high on the 2 foot extended
forebody.

• Each curve is for constant CLTRIM. For climbout noise
abatement the CLTRIM of interest is 0.55. Also shown on
this plot is the typical CG range for a Ref H type of
configuration, CG 45% to 55%.

• The trimmed L/D characteristics of canard CN1.5 are similar
to the low mounted canard CN1.2, except that trimmed L/D is
improved and sensitivity to CG position is less. This could
be due to the high mount reducing the interference wake
with the wing.

• CN1.5 has noticeable trimmed L/D improvement over CN1.2
at the more forward CG's.

• Keep in mind that when a canard surface is, the CG may
have to be shifted to yield the same amount of stability; ie
the airplane may have to be reconfigured.
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CH3.2

Note: Actual CG range 1
may shift depending
on the configuration

This figure shows trimmed L/D versus CG location for the high aspect ratio
canard CN3 mounted low on the 2 foot extended forebody.

° Each curve is for constant CLTRIM. For climbout noise abatement the
CLTRIM of interest is 0.55. Also shown on this plot is the typical CG
range for a Ref H type of configuration, CG 45% to 55%.

• The most noticeable feature of this canard is that it exhibits the best
trimmed L/D performance with a CG sensitivity that is much more flat
over the range tested than the low aspect ratio canards. This is due to
the high lift curve slope of this canard. The CLTRIM condition of 0.55
shows no signs of drop-off with forward CG shift, however the canard

may be on the verge of stalling abruptly.

• Keep in mind that once the canard surface has been added, the CG may
have to be shifted to yield the same amount of stability; ie the airplane

may have to be reconflgured.
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3 Surface - Trimmed L/D versus CG Location

)'rimmed L//D performonee of 3 Sor/oce tt2 _ CH2
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I '7= '° 54, "/

CG

This figure shows trimmed L/D versus CG location for the three
surface configuration. The three surface configuration used the
baseline forebody.

• Each curve is for constant CLTRIM. For climbout noise abatement
the CLTRIM of interest is 0.55. Also shown on this plot is the
typical CG range for a Ref H type of configuration, CG 45% to 55%.

• The three surface configuration gives good trimmed L/D
performance with little CG sensitivity. Generally the three surface
is better than the aft tail and better than most canard
configurations at aft CG's.

• Keep in mind that once the canard surface has been added, the CG
may have to be shifted to yield the same amount of stability; ie the
airplane may have to be reconfigured.
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Trimmed L/D Comparison - Tailless, Baseline Tail and Canard

Trimmed L/D performonce comporlson between configurotion._- 6% Ref H model in the LoRC 1_-x22 F'ocillt)'

10-

I"

/
/

/

/
I

Ak

/
/

./

,/]_r¢l symbols indicate

// J neutral stability location

/ J Dashed lines indicate

/ [extrapolation

Comparison between

Tailless, Horizontal

toil, and Conard

¢onflgurallo_s

Toi less

Typlcol CG Rang I
:Actual CG range

]for RmI H may shift depending

Conf ]gureti on on the configuration
47X to 54_

5O
CG

55 60 6'5 70 75 80

This figure shows a summary of the trimmed L/D
characteristics of the tailless, H1, and CN1.2 configuration at
CLTRIM=0.55.

• The tailless configuration in the CG range of interest is the
worse. The canard is the best except at the far aft CG's.

The SOLID symbols indicatethe location Of the neutral
stability location. The dashed lines indicate an extrapolation
of the data and should be taken with a grain (or two) of salt.
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Trimmed L/D Comparison - Canards

£xlended

forebody

CN1.5 - High m0unt
CN1,2 Low m0unt

2 " f C,-r,_, M=O. 55 I

Compor i son belween

CNI, CNI.2,

CNI.5, and CH3.2

i
Solid symbols indicate I
neutral'stability location IDashed lines indcate

extrapolation

CN3,

Typical CG Rongo Note: ActuaICG range
for R=f H may shift depending

con f'iQu t a tI on on the configuration

/,7_ to 5/*g

This figure shows the trimmed L/D characteristics at CLTRIM=0.55
of location of the baseline canard in different positions on the
forebody. The high aspect ratio canard, CN3.2, has also been
plotted for comparison.

• The longer forebody flattens out the CG sensitivity of the canard
and the higher mount improves L/D at forward CG's for the
baseline canard. Based on this, a high mount position on the
baseline forebody of thebaseline canard could be an even better
performer.

• The high aspect ratio canard does not provide the same L/D
values in thetypical Ref H CG range as the CN1 or CN1.5
configuration, but performs better with the CG shifted forward, in
addition the slope undicates this behavior to increase for more
stable configurations, although it is suspected that the airfoil
would stall abruptly

• The SOLID symbols indicate the location of the neutral stability
location. The dashed lines indicate an extrapolation of the data
and should be taken with a grain (or two) of salt.
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Trimmed L/D Comparison - Baseline Tail, Canard, and 3 Surface

I cLt_l_=0"55
CompQrison between

H1, CNI.2, and 3 Surfoce

r SOlid symbols indicate

neutral stab_ty location

Dashed lines indicate

exlrapolation

Typlool CG RaMge

for Ref M

Conflgur=t_on
¢7X to 5¢3;

1
Note: Actual CG range |

may shift depending Ion the configuration

This figure compares trimmed L/D at CL=0.55 for the
baseline tail H1, the baseline canard CN1.2, and the three
surface configuration.

• The canard is the best performer at forward CG's and the
3 surface at aft CG's.

• The SOLID symbols indicate the location of the neutral
stability location. The dashed lines indicate an
extrapolation of the data and should be taken with a
grain (or two) of salt.
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Trimmed L/D Comparison at Common Stability Levels

._8 ........ KEY
10% Stable

Stability

.... --'. ................. 10% Unstable

CG%- 354555 3848 .58 38 4858 233343 283848 304050 1_;2_ 35 1525 35 253545 253545 30 4050

This figure illustrates a trimmed L/D comparison of all the trim devices at
a common stability level.

• Data is shown for stability levels of 10% stable, neutral stability and
10% unstable. Note that there is no data for some of the
configurations, particularly at more stable CG's

• On a common stability level the baseline tail H1 outperforms most of
the canards. The three surface configuration does present a slight
advantage for the 10% unstable case, but still not as much as the
tailless configuration.

• The most significant results are from the high aspect ratio canard.
Two important aspects stand out:

First the configuration performs better than any other for the same
stability levels.

Secondly, the configuration shows a drop in the performance for the
10% unstable case. This is in contrast to the other planforms which
continue to show performance gains for decreases in stability. The
implication is that this configuration has the potential to have even
greater performance capabilities if the CG is shifted forward for a
more stable condition provided the canard does not stall. Of course
a high lift device on the canard would help alleviate this potential
problem .... which leads to a possible conclusion arrived at many
years ago ...... Kudos to the Russians!
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Alternate Trim Conclusions

Determine allowable or required stability levels for
HSCT configurations. If we are constrained to a
stable airplane then our trim and control options are
limited to the tail, but if the configuration can be =
flown unstable then we have more options that can
increase the overall configuration trimmed L/D.

The data indicates potential benefits can be achieved
by further testing to:

Optimize canard position with respect to the wing.
This includes testing the three surface configuration
with the high aspect ratio canard in the high
positions. The high position canard may improve
trimmed L/D by up to 0.2 over the low position.

Further optimize the 3 surface configuration by
testing more combinations of tail and canard
deflections and elevators.

Optimize the entire configuration for trimmed L/D by
testing additional trailing edge flap settings and by
span load optimization of the individual trailing edge
flaps.
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Final Remarks

The most powerful way to increase low speed L/D
is by changing the planform. Aspect ratio alone
may not do the trick, leading edge sweep angle is
also important.

Choice of trim configuration can be as powerful
as a planform change, but some stability risks
may be required to obtain them. The small
retractable high aspect ratio canard mounted high
on the forebody looks to be the choice trim
configuration from a low speed performance
perspective.

Our current high lift system is pretty .g.ood. We
have demonstrated leading edge suction factors
in the 85-90% range with the Ref H model. L/D
increases greater than 0.5 units due to more
efficient leading edge flaps may be difficult to
obtain.

The trimmed L/D difference between forward and
aft CG's is ~0.5 units.
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ASSESSMENT OF CFD CODES FOR
HSCT REF. H HIGH LIFT AERODYNAMICS

Anthony J. Saladino and Ross D. Sheckler
Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Renton, WA 98055

One of the high lift aerodynamics tasks for 1995 was to assess the applicability of using

various CFD codes in predicting wind tunnel data for the Ref. H configuration at high speed
and low speed conditions. Both the Euler and the Navier-Stokes methodologies have been
utilized and the lift, drag, moment and pressure coefficients have been compared with the
NASA Langley 14x22 wind tunnel data, test 404, run 195. The conditions that were tested

correspond to a 6% Ref. H wing/body at a Reynolds number of 8.8 million, with flap
settings of LE 30°/outboard TE 20 °, Mach number of 0.24 and angle-of-attack of 10 °.

Five CFD codes were chosen for this study: the structured grid codes are CFL3D,
TNSMB, INS3D, and OVERFLOW; the unstructured grid code is USM3D. Separate
Euler and viscous grids were used in the structured code runs. Two unstructured grids
with different hinge line radius, leading and trailing edge detail were developed for the
inviscid USM3D code.

The wind tunnel data base includes pressure coefficients at seven spanwise cuts and
five chordwise cuts, the aerodynamic coefficients C,, Co and CM, and mini-tuft data.
Comparisons between CFD and wind tunnel data will be shown for one spanwise cut
(X=2389.75 inches) and two chordwise cuts (Y=286.50 and 481.75 inches), along with
comparisons between mini-tuft data and CFD velocity vectors.
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CFD RUN MATRIX

Code Euler Navier-Stokes

CFL3D X X (S-A)*

INS3D X

OVERFLOW X X (B-B)

TNSMB X X (S-A)

USM3D X

Spalart-AIImaras 1-eqn turb. model

Baldwin-Barth 1-eqn turb. model

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

The CFD run matrix lists all of the codes used in the computational analysis. A multi-grid
convergence strategy was used in the solution to CFL3D and TNSMB; the multi-grid strategy is
not available for either INS3D or OVERFLOW, so these were run with the single grid option. In
addition, different turbulence models were used for the viscous solutions: the Spatart-AIImaras
model was used for CFL3D and TNSMB; the Baldwin-Ba_h turbulence mode ! was used for the
OVE_RFLOW solutions since the Baldwin-Barth model was not available. In each case, the
residual was converged to at least 2.5 orders, and the lift coefficient and the drag coefficient were
converged to the fourth decimal place and one count, respectively. Note that a viscous INS3D
solution could not be obtained. The solution encountered convergence problems at the wing tip
region where the grid is collapsed to the wake; INS3D cannot increase the smoothing in this
region.
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Viscous O-H Grid

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Two different structured grids were used to obtain CFD results. The inviscid grid has dimensions
145x37x273 (not shown) and the viscous grid has dimensions 161x65x225. Both grids have an
O-H topology and are single-block, and a wake region extends from the trailing edge to the
outflow boundary. The wall spacing for the viscous grid is such that the value of y" is
approximately 0.28. Two flow-through web regions separate the deflected and undeflected
trailing edge flaps (16-inch inboard web, 13-inch outboard web).
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Unstructured Grid (Case 1)

triangulation on reflection plane

flap gap

opening

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Two unstructured grids were developed using Gridtool for the surface grid and Vgrid for the volume grid.
In case 1, a total of 707,557 tetrahedra extend from the surface to the outflow boundary. The leading
and trailing edge cell sizes are 3 inches and 12 inches, respectively. Case 1 models the surface with the
two web regions added at the trailing edge.
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Unstructured Grid (Case 2)

es on farfield boundary

triangulation on reflection plane

fine cell

slructure

added

on flap edge

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Two unstructured grids were developed using Gridtool for the surface grid and Vgrid for the volume grid.
For case 2, finer cell sizes were imposed on the hinge lines, the reading and trailing edges. The cell size
at the trailing edge varies from 5 inches at the wing root to 1 inch at the wing tip, which is equivalent to
0.3% of the total chord at the root and 0.8% at the tip. The actual wind tunnel surface geometry was
modeled in this case, where there is no web at the flap juncture. A fine cell size of 0.5 inch was added at
the sides of the flap edges.
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lnviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at Y=286.50 inches

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195

CJ

-4

-3

-2

CFL3D
TNSMB
NASA404, Run o

.!

0 ....... J
0

[

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Chordwise inviscid pressure coefficient comparisons are shown at Y=286.50 inches between CFL3D,
TNSMB and data. No wind tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by klax.
There is a bad data point at X/C of approximately 0.38. The Kutta condition is satisfied at the trailing
edge. The CFD results lie on top of each other except at the leading edge and hinge line. The suction
pressure at the leading edge is almost equal to that at the hinge line.
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lnviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at Y=286.50 inches

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195

-4 i w

-3 m

INS3D
- OVERFLOW

NASA404, Run 195 o

-2 m .-

,

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Chordwise inviscid pressure coefficient comparisons are shown at Y=286.50 inches between INS3D,
OVERFLOW and data. No wind tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by
klax. There is a bad data point at X/C of approximately 0.38. The Kutta condition is satisfied at the
trailing edge. The CFD results lie on top of each other except at the hinge line, where the peak suction
location predicted by OVERFLOW is further aft of that predicted by INS3D. The suction pressure at the
leading edge is almost equal to that at the hinge line.
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lnviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at Y=481.75 inches

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195

l&,
(J

CFL3D
TNSMB
NASA404, Run o

\'../

I I I I

.2 .4 .6 .8 d" J.0

XOC

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Chordwise pressure coefficient cuts are compared with data at Y=481.75 inci_es-i0r the invisc-id-CFL3D
and TNSMB solutions. No wind tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by
klax. The Kutta condition is satisfied at the trailing edge. Postprocessing of the CFD results has resulted
in some zigzags, due to interpolation in the longitudinal direction of the O-H grid. Suction peaks compare
better among the codes at the trailing edge hinge than at the leading edge hinge line. A pressure
increase on the lower surface occurs as a result of the deflected trailing edge flap. The data agrees
reasonably well with the CFD results in the region between the leading and trailing edge hinge lines.
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Ref.
Inviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at Y=481.75 inches
H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195

o.,
(J

-2

INS3D
OVERFLOW
NASA404, Run 195 o

.2 .4 .6 .8

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Chordwise pressure coefficient cuts are compared with data at Y=481.75 inches for the inviscid INS3D
and OVERFLOW solutions. No wind tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in
by Idax. The Kutta condition is satisfied at the trailing edge. Postprocessing of the CFD results has
resulted in some zigzags, due to interpolation in the longitudinal direction of the O-H grid. Suction peaks
compare better among the codes at the trailing edge hinge than at the leading edge hinge line. A
pressure increase on the lower surface occurs as a result of the deflected trailing edge flap. The data
agrees reasonably well with the CFD results in the region between the leading and trailing edge hinge
lines.
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Inviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at X=2389.75 inches

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Atpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195

-4

-3

-2

- CFL3D

\ TNSMB
- NASA404, Run o

I

'_2 .4 2YOB _ 0

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Spanwise pressure coefficient cuts are compared with data at location X=2389.75 inches for CFL3D and
TNSMB results. No wind tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by klax.
Comparison with data is good from the inboard to the outboard wing. However, each code predicts
different suction peaks at the leading edge hinge lines as well as at the leading edge.
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Inviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at X=2389.75 inches
Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, AIpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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I
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Spanwise pressure coefficient cuts are compared with data at location X=2389.75 inches for INS3D and
OVERFLOW results. No wind tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by
klax. Comparison with data is good from the inboard to the outboard wing. However, each code predicts
different suction peaks at the leading edge hinge lines as well as at the leading edge•
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Aerodynamic Coefficient Comparisons Between Inviscid CFD and Data

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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t Test data
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Results for the lift and moment coefficients obtained from the structured Euler solutions are compared

with the wind tunnel data. In general, the CL vs. c_comparison is good. CFD tends to overpredict the C,
data. There is a wider spread between the C_ vs C_ data and CFD. This is attributed to the inability of

the inviscid codes to model the turbulent separation. It is also seen that the CFD values of C=

underpredict the data. The moment coefficient data compares the best with the incompressible INS3D
code.
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Aerodynamic Coefficient Comparisons Between Inviscid CFD and Data

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Results for the drag coefficient obtained from the structured Euler solutions are compared with the wind
tunnel data. The inviscid results are not expected to correlate with the drag data; however, TNSMB
does provide close agreement with the CO data. In all cases, the CFD values for COunderpredict the
data.
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Ref.
Inviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at Y=286.50 inches

H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha= 10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Chordwise inviscid pressure coefficient comparisons are shown at Y=286.50 inches between both
USM3D solutions and data. No wind tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in
by klax. There is a bad data point at X/C of approximately 0.38. The Kutta condition is satisfied at the
trailing edge. The CFD results lie on top of each other aft of the hinge line, but differ at the leading edge
and hinge line. Refining the grid at these locations resulted in larger suction peaks that are shifted
slightly upstream compared to the case 1 results. The suction pressure at the leading edge is almost
equal to that at the hinge line.
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Inviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at Y=481.75 inches

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

The USM3D pressure coefficient cut at Y=481.75 inches compares reasonably well with data. No wind
tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by kiax. The Kutta condition is
satisfied at the trailing edge. The pressure difference between the upper and the lower surfaces are
similar among the results except in the region of the hinge lines, The finer tetrahedral grid resulted in
sharper and larger suction peaks, offset by a small spanwise location. There is also a slight mismatch on
the lower surface between the two CFD cases. The trailing edge hinge suction peaks are much larger on-
the unstructured grid than shown previously on the structured grid.
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Inviscid Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at X=2389.75 inches

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

The USM3D pressure coefficient cut at X=2389.75 inches compares reasonably welt with data. No wind
tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by klax. The pressure difference
between the upper and the lower surfaces are similar among the results except in the region of the hinge
lines. Differences exist in the vicinity of the hinge lines; there is a large mismatch between CFD and data
between the hinge line and leading edge. The finer tetrahedral grid resulted in sharper and larger suction
peaks, and a slight difference in the spanwise location of these peaks.
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Aerodynamic Coefficient Comparisons Between Inviscid CFD and Data

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Lift and moment coefficient test data are compared with results from two different Euler unstructured

grids. The results indicate that lift for case 1 compared with the data better than for case 2, whereas the

moment for case 2 came closer to the data than for case 1, This may be attributed to the finer grid

resolution at the hinge lines and leading and trailing edges, as well as to the elimination of the web
regions, in case 2.
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Aerodynamic Coefficient Comparisons Between Inviscid CFD and Data

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Drag coefficient test data are compared with results from two different Euler unstructured grids.
Although the lift was not predicted well with case 2 (see previous page for CL- c_curve), there was better
drag prediction than for case 1. This may be attributed to the finer grid resolution at the hinge lines,
leading and trailing edges, as well as to the elimination of the web regions, in case 2.
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Viscous Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at Y=286.50 inches

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

A viscous pressure coefficient cut at Y=286.50 inches compares reasonably well with data. No wind

tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by klax. Good agreement exists in

regions away from the hinge line. The pressure difference between the upper and the lower surfaces are

similar among the results except in the region of the hinge lines.
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Ref.
Viscous Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at Y=481.75 inches

H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

A viscous pressure coefficient cut at Y=481.75 inches compares reasonably well with data. No wind
tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by klax. The leading edge pressures
are dissimilar among the CFD results; the strong velocity gradients on the sharp outboard leading edge
are affecting the results differently between the codes. There are noticeable variations in the values on

the upper surface and with the location of the leading edge hinge line expansion. This is possibly related
the different turbulence models used (Spalart-AIImaras for CFL3D and TNSMB, and Baldwin-Barth for
OVERFLOW). Although TNSMB and CFL3D have the same turbulence models, there are obvious
differences in the pressure in the boundary layer of the outboard wing.
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Viscous Pressure Coefficient Comparisons at X=2389.75 inches

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

A viscous pressure coefficient cut at X=2389.75 inches compares reasonably well with data. No wind
tunnel data was taken on the hinge line as this location was filled in by klax. Compared with the Euler
solutions presented previously, the leading edge and leading edge hinge line pressures are better
predicted, due to the dissipative nature of the viscosity. Although TNSMB and CFL3D have the same
turbulence models, there are obvious differences in the pressure in the separation region of the outboard
wing.
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Aerodynamic Coefficient Comparisons Between Viscous CFD and Data

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Alpha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

The lift and moment coefficients are compared with wind tunnel aerodynamic coefficient data. All of the

CFD lift coefficients underpredict the data, just the opposite to those found for the Euler results. Moment

coefficient results indicate a nose-up trend for CFL3D and TNSMB compared with data, opposite to those
of the Euler results; OVERFLOW predicts a slight nose-down moment compared with data. The moment

is predicted more accurately with the viscous than for the inviscid results since the turbulent separation
directly influences the location of the center of pressure.
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Aerodynamic Coefficient Comparisons Between Viscous CFD and Data

Ref. H, W/B, Flaps LE 30/Outboard TE 20, Mach=0.24, Aipha=10 ° NASA

Langley 14X22 Test 404, Run 195
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Drag coefficient comparisons are made between viscous CFD and wind tunnel data. The CFD drag
coefficient overpredicts the data, just the opposite to those found for the Euler results. However, the drag
compares much better with the data due to the viscosity and the turbulence modeling. The larger values
for drag is due to the addition of friction drag to the pressure drag that was computed in the inviscid
solutions.
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CFL3D Upper Surface Pressure Coefficient
Mach 0.24, Alpha 10, Flaps (30 LE/Outboard TE 20), Re=8.8 milli
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Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

To understand why the Navler-Stokes lift results are underpredicting the data, and why the Euler lift
values, except for INS3D, are overpredlcting the data, surface pressures are plotted. The case showrl
above compares the largest value of lift computed by all of the CFD codes (Euler) with an exact
prediction (Navier-Stokes) compared to data. Greater expansion occurs on the outboard leading
edge in the Euler solution. The sharp velocity gradients here may be generating leading edge
vortices that are stronger for the inviscid case than for the viscous case.
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Wind Tunnel Mini-Tuft Data

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Mini-tufts from the wind tunnel run is presented for the flap settings of LE 30 degrees and TE 20
• degrees (some of the inboard TE flaps were also deflected). Separation has caused spanwise flow

on the outboard wing as well as on the trailing edge flaps.
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Viscous CFL3D Velocity Vectors (3 grid lines above surface)

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Viscous CFL3D velocity vectors presented above are to be compared with the mini-tuft data on the
previous page. The CFD vectors are plotted at three grid lines above the surface, and they are shown
at every third station. Spanwise flow is evident on the outboard wing and the flow on the trailing
edge flaps is predominantly spanwise. The mini-tufts show a similar region of spanwise flow on
both the inboard and the outboard wing.
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Viscous OVERFLOW Velocity Vectors (3 grid lines above surface)

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Viscous OVERFLOW velocity vectors presented above are to be compared with the mini-tuft data on a
previous page. The CFD vectors are plotted at three grid lines above the surface, and they are shown
at every third station. Spanwise flow is evident on the outboard wing and the flow on the trailing
edge flaps is predominantly spanwise. The mini-tufts show a similar region of spanwlse flow on
both the Inboard and the outboard wing.
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Viscous TNSMB Velocity Vectors (3 grid lines above surface)

J

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

Viscous TNSMB velocity vectors presented above are to be compared with the mini-tuff data on a
previous page. The CFD vectors are plotted at three grid lines above the surface, and they are shown
at every third station. Spanwlse flow is evident on the outboard wing and the flow on the trailing
edge flaps is predominantly spanwise. The mini-tufts show a similar region of spanwise flow on
both the inboard and the outboard wing. There is greater turning on the outboard wing compared
with those of the mini-tufts.
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Viscous CFL3D Streamlines on the Upper Wing
(one grid line above surface)

reattachment line

UPPER SURFACE

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

To get some insight into the difference in the surface pressures between the viscous CFD results,
some streamline traces were made. This figure shows streamline patterns for the viscous CFL3D
solution. Each streamline was traced on the first grid line above the surface. The flow attaches on
the lower surface of the leading edge flap (not shown) and then reattaches on the upper leading
edge flap. The reattachment line extends from just inboard of the wing break to the outboard tip.
The streamline patterns clearly show the spanwise flow in the boundary layer which is predominant
on the outboard wing. Spanwise flow Is strongest on the outboard wing. The Spalart-Ailmaras
turbulence model was used for this solution.
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Viscous OVERFLOW Streamlines on the Upper Wing
(one grid line above surface)

reattachment line

UPPER SURFACE

Dynacs Engineering Co., inc.

To get some insight into the difference in the surface pressures between the viscous CFD results,
some streamline traces were made. This figure shows streamline patterns for the viscous
OVERFLOW solution. Each streamline was traced on the first grid line above the surface. The flow
attaches on the lower surface of the leading edge flap (not shown) and then reattaches on the upper
leading edge flap. The reattachment line extends from just inboard of the wing break to the outboard
tip. The streamline patterns clearly show the spanwlse flow In the boundary layer which is

redominant on the outboard wing. Spanwise flow is strongest on the outboard wing. The
aldwin-Barth turbulence model was used for this solution.
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Viscous TNSMB Streamline Traces on the Upper Wing
(one grid line above surface)

reattachment line

separation line

UPPER SURFACE

Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

To get some Insight into the differences In the surface pressures between the viscous CFD results,
some streamline traces were made. This figure shows streamline patterns for the viscous TNSMB
solution. Each streamline was traced on the first grid line above the surface. The flow attaches on
the lower surface of the leading edge flap (not shown) and then reattaches on the upper leading edge
flap. The reattachment line extends from just inboard of the wing break to the outboard tip. The
streamline patterns clearly show the spanwise flow in the boundary layer which is predominant on
the outboard wing. Spanwise flow Is strongest on the outboard wing. The Spalart-AIImaras
turbulence model was used for this solution.

There is greater turning on the outboard wing for TNSMB that Is not seen with the other codes. It is
Interesting to compare the leading edge reattachment and separation lines. In particular, there is a
separation line Justbeyond the leading edge hinge line In the TNSMB solution; however, there does
not appear to be a separation line in the CFL3D and OVERFLOW results. The Spalart-AIImaras
turbulence model was used for the CFL3D and TNSMB solutions, whereas the Baldwin-Barth
turbulence model was used for the OVERFLOW solution. The streamline behavior may be partly
attributed to the different turbulence models used in the CFD codes.
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Summary and Conclusions

Scheme

Euler

'Navier-
Stokes

Code

CFL3D
INS3D

OVERFLOW
TNSMB

USM3D #1
USM3D #2

CFL3D
OVERFL-OW--

TNSMB

Size (MW)
C_ CD C,, on C-90 Cost

(sec)
0.5407 0.0523 -0.0458 62 6200
0.5206 0.0462 -0.0298 52 28,800
0.5323 0.05410 -0.0325 60 10,000
0.5254 0.0564 -0.0393 91 10,000
0.5405 0.06961 -0.0379 125 8,000
0.5493 0.06670 -0.0247 225 45,700
0.5235 0.05876 -0.0196 108 28,700

--O:5110 .... 0:05730 -0.0266 89 28,000

0.5090 0.06384 ,,'0, .0.14..6., 138 30,450

I TEST I 0.S2 0.0 1 -0.0251I
Dynacs Engineering Co., Inc.

A toolbox of results and methods has been developed that will be valuable for future studies. The
computational and storage requirements on the C-90, the grid generation effort and the cost for a CFD
run must be used to determine the best tool to use.

In general, there is a greater spread in the inviscid than for the viscous CFD aerodynamic coefficients.
The larger lift predicted by the inviscid results comPared with data, and vice versa for the viscous oases,
may be caused by the generation of stronger leading edge vortices on the outboard leading edge in the
Euler solutions. The best results for drag and moment are obtained with the Navier-Stokes solutions, due
to the addition of viscosity and turbulence modeling. It is interesting to note that drag and moment are
well predicted with the USM3D solution on the more refined grid of case 2. These results are better than
those on the unstructured grid of case 1 due to the added grid refinement on the surface, and the
elimination of the web between the inboard trailing edge flap and the wing in case 2. The more refined
unstructured grid resulted in sharper hinge line pressure values; however, this degree of refinement
overpredicted the suction peaks due to the lack of viscosity. The correct prediction of hinge pressures is
very important; this is important for a Reynolds number study, for example, where the separation
phenomenon needs to be modeled correctly.

Viscous CFD compares better than inviscid CFD at the hinge lines, leading and trailing edges, possibly
due to differences in numerical dissipation between the Euler and the Navier-Stokes codes, and to
differences in the grids. In addition, the differences in the C, values between the viscous solutions can
be attributed possibly to the different turbulence models used, especially in the separated regions of the
outboard wing. The same supposition may be Used to explain the different surface pressures among the
viscous CFD results at the sharp outboard leading edge, where strong velocity gradients exist. In all
cases the viscous results predicted more nose-up moments than the corresponding inviscid results.
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Potential HSCT Propulsion / Aerodynamic Interactions

High-Uft System and Wing Aerodynamlcs Influence

•Nozzle Entrainment and Installed Performance

•Mixer/Ejector Inflow Distortion _.------_---_--_

i#lll IIw

Nozzle Mixer/Ejector Entrainment Influences

o[_E. Vortex Trajectories and Wing Pressures

•T.E. Flap Flow Attachment and High-Lift System Performance

A critical part of the NASA High-Speed Research (HSR) program is the demonstration of
satisfactory suppression of the jet noise present at low airspeeds. One scheme for reducing jet
exhaust noise generated by a future High-Speed Civil Transport (HSC'F) is the use of a mixer/
ejector system which would entrain large quantities of ambient air into the exhaust flow from the
powerplant in order to cool and slow the jet exhaust before it leaves the tailpipe. Of the vadety of
factors which can affect the noise suppression characteristics of the mlxer/ejector system, the
influence of the wing flow field and high-lift devices is not well understood. The effectiveness of the
noise suppression device must be evaluated in the presence of the wing/high-lift system before
definitive assessments can be made concerning HSCT noise. Of nearly equal importance is the
evaluation of the performance of the high-lift system(s) in the presence of realistic propulsion units
which feature high ambient flow entrainment rates and jet thrust coefficients. These noise
suppressors must provide the required acoustic attenuation while not overly degrading the thrust
efficiency of the propulsion system or the lift enhancement of the high-lift devices on the wing. The
overall objective of the NASA High-lift Engine Aeroacoustics Technology program is to demonstrate
satisfactory interaction between the jet noise suppressor and the high-litt system at airspeeds and
angles of attack consistent with takeoff, climb, approach, and landing (see Figure 1).

In support of this program, an isolated aeroacoustic test of a 13.5%-scale, candidate mixer/ejector
nozzle was performed in the Ames' Research Center 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The purpose of
the test was to measure the baseline aeroacoustic performance characteristics of this nozzle in
isolation from the aerodynamic flowfield induced by an HSCT airframe. The test documented the
acoustic signature of the nozzles with treated and hardwall ejector surfaces and with changes in the
ratio of ejector-duct-to-jet-area over a wide range range of nozzle pressure ratios and freestream
Mach numbers. The test also measured the thrust performance, ambient-flow aspiration ratio, and
internal and external static pressures on the nozzles. The isolated aeroacoustic performance data
has been compared with results obtained with this nozzle installed on a 13.5% Boeing Reference H
HSCT configuration, semi-span model. The semi-span, aeroacoustics integration test documented
the first-order effects of the airframe flowfield on the acoustic performance of the nozzle and the
effect of the nozzle secondary inlet flows on the aerodynamic performance of the wing high-lift
systems. This investigation is critical to understanding the mutual installation effects of mixer/
ejector nozzles and wing high-lift systems.
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HEAT 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel Tests

HEAT image plane aero validation test
7x10 small-scale image plane
Flow visualization & evaluation of Vailing edge flap concepts

Spring '93

GE AMEN isolated nozzle test

Early generation mixer-ejector noz;de
Validated acoustic measurement & hot jet test techniques
December "93

GE 2DME HEAT Isolated Nozzle (HIN) test
Gen 1 mixer-ejector nozzle
Measured isolated aeroacoustlc performance of nozzle for HEAT I model
Summer '94

HEAT Semi-Span (HSS)

13.5% semi-span Boeing Reference H model

Gen 1 suppressor nozzle

Customer/Participants
Ames Research Center, Boeing, Douglas Aircraft CorporalJon.
General Electric, Lockheed Georgia, Lewis Research Center

Feb. - May 1995

HEAT 1,4

13.5% semi-span Boeing Reference H model
2 powered Gen ? nozzles
Remotely actuated control surfaces
early I998

40 x 80 Foot Wind Tunnel Isolated Nozzle Installation

alr_l_ Noz:rla Raferance Areau=.A8:
du

ceiling microphone \ • ASME - 0.1328 ft2

traverse system • R/C - 0.1533 ft=

microphones [ _ • HAM SAR 2.5 - 0.1683 R_

• HAM SAR 2.8 - 0.1S08 ft2

• HAM SAR 3.3 - 0.1394 ft=

• CAM SAR 2.8 - 0.1549 It=

• CAM SAR 3.3 - 0.1383 It=

__ jet-flow simulator,

air flow I _ ASME and suppressor nozzles
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HSCT
HIGH SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT

Slip P"la.ne for External Fairings

HAM MODEL CROSS SECTION

Y

Nozzle CS_

z

Ambient Flow

Core Flow

u

Fwd Tr;.tr_.'.;i[ionDuc! flange rnotlnls

to AII Charging Station flange

Suppressor Chutes (SAR 2.8 & 3.3)

Acoustic Treatment Panels

HAM Nozzle variables include: Divergent Flaps set to MAR = .95

,, Suppressor Area Ratio (SAR) = 2.8 & 3.3

,, Mixing Area Ratio (MAR) = .95 (Capable of MAR up to 1.4)

• Acoustic Treatment Panels and Hardwall Panels
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Photo of Heat Isolated Nozzle (HIN) Test Installation

Close-Up of GE 2DCD Ejector Suppressor Nozzle
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40- x 80- Foot Wind Tunnel Semi-Span Model Installation

°ph°ne_ I _ +

dualra__ • seml-spsn - S.TS09II
microphone I • wing reference area - 64.699 fl=

symrnet_ plane traversesystem [ • MAC- 11.613 11

\ \ t \ ] "morn l'lf ctr @ 50% MAC

l+.J +"<++

----->--+r,,ow

HEAT 140x80 Test

Primary Objectives
• Aerodynamic effects on installed noise suppressor performance
• Suppressor entrained-flow effects on high-lift system performance

Secondary Objectives
• Overwing pylon fin effects
• Acoustic fatigue & cabin noise measurements

• Horizontal tail effectiveness & plume impingement

Approach
• 13.5%-scale semi-span model of Boeing HSCT Ref H configuration

- 0 & 35 ° deflection leading-edge flaps
- 0, 10 & 20 ° trailing-edge flap deflection
- adjustable incidence horizontal tail & elevator

• Inboard nacelle powered by propane-fueled jet flow simulator
- 2.0 < NPR < 4.5
- 715 to 1400°F

- Suppressor area ratios: 2.5 (hot), 2.8 & 3.3 (hot & cold)
• Outboard flow-through nacelle
• Acoustically-treated plane of symmetry
-0<M<0.4
• -2<a< 16 °

Schedule

February - May 1995 (385 runs)
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Acoustics Results
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EFFECT of NO77LE PRESSURE RATIO on THIRD-OCTAVE SPECTRA

The effect of nozzle pressure on ASME and suppressor full-scale third-octave spectra is shown
below. The ASME nozzle and HAM suppressor were mounted on the HEAT semispan wing. The

ASME data were acquired at zero flight speed, the suppressor data were acquired at flight Mach

number of 0.25. The suppressor noise was much more sensitive to nozzle pressure ratio than was
the ASME nozzle. For example, change pressure ratio from 3.0 to 4.0 caused the conical nozzle

noise to increase from 2 to 6 dB depending on frequency, whereas the suppressor noise increased
from 4 to 1 t dB.
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EFFECT OF SUPPRESSOR AREA RATIO (SAR) - FULL SCALE PNL
Ma = 0.32

As shown in the previous figures, scaled and extrapolated data are plotted as Perceived Noise
Levels versus directivity angle for three values of SAR: 2.5, 2.8, 3.3 and a higher nozzle pressure
ratios of 4.0 and 4.5. At smaller angles, SAR 2.5 dominated the noise, but the data tend to merge
at the peak noise. In both cases, the EPNL metric was maximum for the lowest SAR.
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SUPPRESSOR PERFORMANCE - EPNL (SAR 3.3) and INSTALLATION EFFECT

This is the full-scale PNL flyover simulation for the ASME isolated nozzle, the isolated suppressor
SAR 3.3, and the installed suppressor, both suppressors with acoustically treated ejectors. Two
conditions are represented: flight Mach numbers of 0.24 and 0.32, and nozzle pressures ratios of
3.4 and 4.0. At the lower Mach number and nozzle pressure ratio, the suppression was 14.8
EPNdB; at the high Mach and pressure ratio, the suppression was only 12.91 EPNdB.
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Suppression Summary

This figure summarizes the noise suppression measured during the HEAT Semi-Sapn test. The

figure presents the suppression obtained with the three suppressor area ratio nozzles which were
evaluated during the investigation, Although the jet exit areas are different for each of the nozzles.

the results plotted here have been scaled and extrapolated to full-scale EPNdB values. The graph

illustrates that the highest suppressor area ratio provided the most noise suppression. The

acoustic suppression falls off as nozzle pressure ratio increases,
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Thrust loss summary - HIN
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Thrust Loss

The aerodynamic sessions in this workshop will cover installation effects on the performance of the
jet flow simulator. However, the acoustic suppression is often linked to the simple jet thrust loss as
shown here for the isolated nozzles. The parameter used is the corrected gross thrust coefficient,
which is a ratio of the thrust corrected for nacelle drag divided by the predicted isentropic thrust
(CFGCFD). The percent thrust loss due to the suppressor is shown for various operating
conditions and is fairly high varying from 5 to 14 percent. Based on the suppression values shown
on the previous page, the ratio of suppression to thrust loss (EPNdB / %TL) ranged from a
minimum of 0.5 to a maximum of 1.9 for the isolated suppressors.

II I
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Aerodynamic Results
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The following figures show comparisons in lift, drag and pitching moment
coefficients for the 13.5% power-off semi-span test results with that of a 6% full-
span Ref H model tested in Langley's 14x22 ft. wind-tunnel facility.
Comparisons shown below were made at 3 different model configurations.

The lift curve figure shows excellent agreement between the lift coefficient
results for the 13.5% semi-span and 6% full-span tests for 3 different
configurations. The drag polar figure shows good agreement in drag coefficient
for the 2 tests for the first 2 configurations. The largest differences in drag
coefficient occurred for the configuration: leading-edge flap(LEF)=30 ° and
trailing-edge flap(TEF)=10 ° at angles-of-attack less than 10 °. The differences in
drag may be due to the difference in leading-edge flap deflection. The results
for the 13.5% model were made at LEF=35 ° and TEF=10 ° while the results for
the 6% model were made at LEF=30 ° and TEF=10 °. This 5 ° difference in
leading-edge flap probably account for the differences in drag shown.

The lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) figure shows good agreement between L/D results for
the 13.5% semi-span and 6% full-span tests at angles-of attack greater than 6 °
for all 3 different configurations. Finally, the last figure shows the differences in
pitching moment coefficient for the semi-span and full-span tests.
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The figures below show the differences in lift, drag and pitching moment
coefficients for simple-hinged and slotted flap configurations at power-off
conditions. Results are shown for leading-edge flap at 35 °, horizontal stabilizer
at -5 °, elevator at 0 ° and trailing-edge flaps at 20°/20°/10°/10 °. Flap
performance for Mach numbers 0.24 and 0.32 are also compared.

The lift curves show a slight loss in lift for the slotted flap configuration at both
Mach numbers. The drag polar shows no measureable difference in drag
coefficient for the simple-hinged and slotted flap configurations at Mach 0.24
and 0.32.

The last 2 figures show the differences in lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) and pitching
moment coefficient for the two flap configurations. The figures show a decrease
in L/D for the slotted flap configuration at angles-of-attack less than 10 °. This
decrease in L/D is greater at Mach 0,24. The final figure shows a reduction in
pitching moment coefficient for the slotted flap configuration.

These results are consistent with results of previous wind-tunnel tests.
summary, the slotted flap configuration yields a reduction in lift-to-drag
performance and a reduction in pitching moment coefficient.

In
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SIMPLE-HINGED vs. SLOTTED FLAP
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Wind-On Lift Drag Bookkeeping

D power on

La

Da

I__,,,.._ = gross lift measured power on

LI = lift component of wind-on nozzle thrust measured during HIN

D_-_ = gross drag measured power on

DI = drag component of wind-on nozzle thrust measured during HIN

T_ = corrected wind-on nozzle thrust measured during HIN

i. = aerodynamic lift = L_,w-_ - I-t

C_ = L. /(qS)

D. = aerodynamic drag = Dpo,.,_._ - Dt

Co_,= Do / qS

aerodynamic pitching moment coefficients calculated using similar methodology

IJD. = I_,/D.

Cq = nozzle inlet suction coefficient = mdot.j===o, _(Vin_ * S)

CI = nozzle thrust coefficient (based on wind-on thrust from HIN) = T./(qS)
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Comparison of Power Off and Power on (thrust removed) Pitching Moment Coefficients
as a Function of Trailing Edge Flap Deflection
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The previous figures present comparisons of power off and power on lift, drag, and pitching

moment coefficients for three trailing edge flap deflection angles (ACONF =26, 13, and 29). The
power on data were obtained using the CAM SAR 2.8 suppressor nozzle (NCONF=14, top-bottom

ejector inlet orientation) operating at a nominal nozzle pressure ratio, NPRnom=3.4. This condition

corresponds to an ejector inlet suction coefficient, Cq=0.0046 and a jet thrust coefficient, C1=
0.0948. The power on, thrust removed aerodynamic coefficients were calculated by subtracting

the components of corrected, wind on thrust measured during the HEAT Isolated Nozzle (HIN)

test from the measured lift, drag, and pitching moments prior to calculation of the aerodynamic
coefficients.

The lift curves illustrate that the effects of nozzle inlet suction flows and the nozzle plume have

very little effect on the lift of the Reference H model relative to the power off aerodynamic
characteristics for the three flap deflections tested. The drag polars illustrate the favorable effect

of inboard nozzle operation on the drag characteristics of the model. As the trailing edge flap

angle is increased the difference between the power off and power on drag coefficients, ACo=CD.

=-Co. __,,,=oM, becomes progressively more neqative. This favorable drag increment has a
magnitude of approximately 20 counts at alpl:ia=10 ° and a trailing edge flap deflection of 10 °. The

pitching moment curves illustrate that the power effect slightly increases the nose up pitching
moment of the aircraft at the higher flap deflections.
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Comparison of Power Off end Power Oft (thrust removed) L/D Retios

M=0.32, LEF=35 °, tsil off, NPR m-3.4, SAR 2.8, top-bottom inlets
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This figure presents the power off and power on, thrust removed L/D as a function of model angle
of attack. At a trailing edge flap deflection of 0 °, there is virtually no effect on vehicle I_JD due to

operation of the inboard nozzle. A deflection angles of 10 ° and 20 °, operation of the nozzle has a

beneficial effect on L/D. The magnitude of this effect is approximately +0.2 L/D at the nominal
ctimbout angle of attack of 10 ° and trailing edge flap deflection of 10 =.
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The following figure shows the wing and flap upper surface pressure taps. In
the following figures, pressure distributions will be presented for 2 rows on the
inboard flap, 3 rows on the mid flap and 4 rows upstream of the ejector inlet
(shown in the shaded area). Pressures from the lower surface will also be
shown. Pressure distributions for the lower flap surface will also be shown
which included 2 rows on the inboard flap and 3 rows on the outboard flap.
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The following figures show power-on effects of the inlet flow on the pressure
data for the inboard and outboard flaps and the region just upstream of the
ejector inlet. The figures compare a power-off run with 2 power-on runs at
Nozzle Pressure Ratios (NPR) 3.4 and 4.5. These NPR's were selected as key
points of comparison since the nominal NPR for the power-on runs was 3.4 and
maximum NPR tested was 4.5. The model configuration for all 3 runs was
ACONF=29 (leading-edge flap=35 °, trailing-edge flap=20°/20 ° and tail Off). For
these comparisons, Mach number was held at 0.32 and Alpha was set at 14 °.
For the power-on runs, the Cold Aerodynamic Model (CAM) mixer/ejector
nozzle was used with a Suppressor Area Ratio (SAR) of 2.8.

For the given configuration, the pressure distributions show the inlet flow
effecting the local flowfield of the upper surface mid flap. All three pressure
rows on the mid flap showed a reduction in pressure for NPR's=3.4 and 4.5.
The second figure showed no effect on the data for the region upstream of the
ejector inlet for this configuration.

This reduction in the pressure distributions supports the results of the power-
induced aerodynamic effects where higher L/D ratios were reported for power-
on conditions. In addition, the reductions in pressure distribtutions were the
same for both power settings of NPR=3.4 and 4.5 indicating that the secondary
inlet flows stay the same at these power settings.
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Side View of Ejector Inlets on Sides of Nacelle and
Relative Location of Trailing Edge Flaps

0 °

/
location of inlet(s) on side of nacelle

This figure illustrates the location of trailing edge flaps 1 and 2 relative to the longitudinal position of
the ejector nozzle seconday inlets in the sides of the nacelle. The dotted lines depict the positions
of the flaps when set at the 10° and 20 ° deflection angles. At 20 ° deflection, the pressure on the
upper surfaces of the flaps is reduced by the suction of the ejector inlets.
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Compsrlson of Power Off and Power on (thrum removed) Pitching Moment Coefficients
as • Function of Trailing Edge Flap Deflection

M=0.32, LEF=3S °, tail off, NPRm. =3.4, SAR 2.8, CAM, SIDE-SIDE INLETS
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The previous three figures present comparisons of power off and power on lift, drag, and pitching
moment coefficients for three trailing edge flap deflection angles (ACONF =26, 13, and 29). The

power on data were obtained using the CAM SAR 2.8 suppressor nozzle (NCONF=16, side-side
ejector inlet orientaUon) operating at a nominal nozzle pressure ratio, NPRnom=3.4

The lift curves illustrate that the side-side inlet orientation has slightly beneficial effect on the lift of

the model (ACE.==+0.01) relative to the power off aerodynamic characteristics at trailing edge flap
deflections of 10 ° and 20 ° especially in the range of the nominal climbout angle of attack, alpha=

10 °. The drag potars illustrate that favorable propulsion induced drag effects with the side-side inlet

configuration are larger than with the top-bottom arrangement. In the the side-side configuration,
the propulsion induced drag increment, ACo=-O.0032 compared with the value of -0.0020 in the top-

bottom case at alpha=10 ° and a trailing edge flap deflection of 10 degrees. The pitching moment
curves show that the side-side inlet orientation results in significant changes in overall model

pitching moment as as flap deflection is changed. The magnitude of the propulsion induced change

in pitching moment over the range 0°<alpha<16 ° is approximately equivalent to a 1° change in the
incidence of the horizontal tail.
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Comparison of Power Off end Power On (thrust removed) I.]D Ratios

M=0.32, LEF=35 °, tell off, NPRmm-3.4, SAIl 2.8, CAM, SIDE-SIDE INLETS
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This figure presents comparisons of power off and power on L/D for three trailing edge flap
deflection angles (ACONF =26, 13, and 29) with the ejector inlets in the side-side o6entation The

combined effects of propulsion induced changes in lift and drag results in a favorable effect on L/D

for all deflection angles of the trailing edge flaps within the range of 5°<alpha<15°. For the side-

side inlet configuration (at the nominal climbout angle of attack of 10 ° and trailing edge deflection of

10°), the improvement in L./D is approximately 0.25 L/D. The beneficial effect falls off rather steelpy
from 0.63 I_JD at alpha=4 ° to essentially zero at aipha=16 °
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The following figures show the effect of the ejector inlet flow for a rotated nozzle
configuration with side/side inlets. The model configuration used for these runs
was ACONF=29 (leading-edge flap=35 °, trailing-edge flap=20°/20 °, and tail off).
The flow conditions for these comparisons were set at nominal takeoff
conditions of Mach number=0.32 and alpha=10 °. For the power-on runs, the
same mixer/ejector nozzle as in the previous figures (CAM SAR 2.8) was used
but at an orientation of 90 ° clockwise. This orientation moves the inlets from a

top/bottom orientation to a side/side orientation.

The effect of the side/side inlets on the flap pressure distributions show a
reduction in pressure data for both the inboard and mid flaps. As with the
results of the top/bottom inlets, this reduction in pressure distribution supports
the higher L/D results as reported in the power-induced aerodynamic effects
section. Both the flap pressure distribution and power-induced aerodynamic
results yield the same conclusion that the effects of the powered mixer/ejector
nozzle improve the lift-to-drag performance of the high-lift system.
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Location of Overwing Support Pylon
Fin Simulator Relative to Upper Ejector Inlet

view looking aft view looking forward

This figure shows photographs of the pylon fin simulator mounted over the inboard nozzle of the

semi-span model. The primary purpose of the fin is to provide needed structural support for the

outboard nozzle of the full scale aircraft. Although the fin is intended to mounted above the
outboard station, its first order effects were evaluated on the inboard station of the HEAT model

since only the inboard nozzle was powered. The fin covers approximately 11% of the width of the
ejector inlet and the height of the fin is approximately 48% of the ejector inlet width. The fin is

approximately six feet long (~3/8 of local wing chord).
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Effect of Pylon Fin on Thrust-Removed LID

M:0.32, LEF=35 °, TEF:10 °, tail Off, NPR ,, :3.4, SAR 2.8, CAM, TOP-BOTTOM iNLETS
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_ fin off, run 224, Cq-0_0046, Cj-0,0948.l, . _ ,on,n.m233, C=0.0048, _=0,os43
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This figure presents comparisons of power off and power on L./D between the pylon fin off and

pylon fin installed configurations. There is a consistent though small decrease in LiD when the fin
is installed, The magnitude of this effect is less than approximately 0.2 L/D at alpha=lO °. The

relative effects of an overwing pylon fin may be different when installed at the outboard nozzle
station because of the greater spanwise flows observed there.
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TUFT PA'I'rERN ON UPPER SURFACE OF WING
UPSTREAM OF EJECTOR INLETS
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This figure illustrates the surface flow topology on the upper Surface of the wing in which the
upper inlet of the suppressor nozzle operated. The intent of this figure is to depict the
environment in which the upper ejector inlets operate and to determine if any flow features
would contribute to large changes in nozzle performance. The graphic on the left shows the
surface flow pattern for three angles of attack bracketing the the flight regime of the aircraft at
climboutlapproach conditions. The patterns and flow angles were generated from video images
of surface tufts taken during run 382. At alpha=6 °, the flow on the upper surface appears to be
fully attached. Between alpha=10 ° and 14°, flow separation occurs along the mid section of the
leading edge immediately dowstream of the leading edge flap hinge line This separation and
resulting vortical flow causes large changes in the surface flow angles. The lines of separation
and attachment can be identified in the surface flow pattern. The plot on the right illustrates the
variation in spanwise flow angularity over the full angle of attack range at the locations of the
upper ejector inlets shown as shaded rectangles on the left hand sketch. The two curves on the
plot show the differences in flow angularity at the location of the inboard end outboard nozzle
secondary inlets. Flow from root to tip is expressed as a positive y flow angle. The open
symbols on the graph show that the spanwise flow at the inboard station transitions relatively
smoothly from 7=2 ° at alpha=0" to a maximum value of "f=8° at alpha=16 °. There is a small
increase in slope of the curve at around alpha=10". Over the range of 6<alpha<14 °, the small
changes in spanwise flows are probably not sufficient to cause large changes in nozzle
performance. The solid symbols on the chart show the variation in flow angulatity at the
location of the outboard nozzle inlet. Compared with the inboard inlet location, the curve shows
larger spanwise flow angles at the outboard inlet location for alpha>4 °. There is an abrupt
increase in the slope of the curve at alpha=10 °. This is probably due to onset of vortical flow at
angles of attack greater that 10 =. This phemomenon is highly planform and leading edge
dependent and should be examined carefully in future investigations since the high spanwise
flow angles could affect outboard nozzle performance. Because the flow visualization was
performed power off, it is not known how the patterns change with nozzle operating.
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Net Propulsive Force Bookkeeping

F= = magnitude of vector sum of power on & power off lift and drag

= installed nozzle thrust PLUS induced aerodynamic effects

_=,, = gross lift coefficient from power on runs

C_=,,,_ _ = lift coefficient from power off runs corrected for drag tare plate pressure

Co,p=.,,,= = gross drag coefficient from power on runs

Co._=,,__ = drag coefficient from power off runs corrected for drag tare plate pressure

F. = net propulsive force = SQRT{(CL_ = - _=e) z + (Co_,,._=. - Co.p=._ on)2} * q * S

Tn = corrected wind-on nozzle thrust measured during HIN

C_ = net propulsive force coefficient = F= / "1".

where

q = corTected test section dynamic pressure

S = wing reference area (semi-span)

The net propulsive force parameter, F=, is calculated by multiplying the square root of the sum of

the squares of the differences between the power on and power off lift and drag coefficients by the

power on dynamic pressure and wing reference area. This calculation yields a dimensional
quantity with units of pounds force. This number represents the magnitude of the vector sum of the

power on minus power off lift and drag. The magnitude of this parameter includes both changes in

nozzle thrust performance due to the the wing/high lift systems flowfield as well as changes in the
LiD performance of the airframe resulting from operation of the inboard nozzle. Since there was no
force balance between the nozzle and the wing of the HEAT model, it is not possible to determine

which of the two phenomena (nozzle thrust changes or airframe L/D changes) is the dominant
factor in the establishing the magnitude of the force vector, The net force is non-dimenslonalized

by the wind on thrust of the nozzle, "In, measured during the HEAT Isolated Nozzle (HIN) test for all
subsequent plots of this parameter. This approach was used to permit the magnitude of the

changes to be consistently compared with a known quantity.
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Variation In Net Propulsive Force Coefficient as • Function of NPR
M:0.32, LEF:35 °, TEF=10". SAR 2.8, CAM, top-bottom inlets
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This figure presents comparisons of the ratio of the net propulsive force to the wind on thrust
measured during the HEAT Isolated Nozzle (HIN) test for four nozzle pressure ratios 3.0<NPR<4.5.
These conditions correspond to a range of jet thrust coefficients of 0.0074<Ci<0.1457. The power
on data were obtained in the prime model configuration (ACONF=I 3) using the CAM SAR 2.8
suppressor nozzle (NCONF=14, top-bottom ejector inlet orientation). Uncertainties in the value of
the net propulsive force ratio were determined by comparing the peak-to-peak values of the
parameter calculated from the data of power on, alpha=10 ° repeat runs 98, 152, and 350 and the
power off data of run 86. The value of the uncertainty in the coefficient, C.,_, is +/- 0.0074.

As nozzle pressure ratio increases, there is a decrease in the propulsive force coefficient. At NPR=
3.0 the average value of the net propulsive force coefficient over the full angle of attack range starts
at about 1.02 and decreases to a value slightly less than 1.0 at NPR=4.5. At the prime test
condition of NPR=3.4 and alpha=10 °, the net propulsive force coefficient has a value of 1.018. The
fact that the coefficients are greater than 1.0 for NPR's less than 4.5, is consistent with the
favorable interaction effect (less drag, more lift) between the nozzle and wing flowfields noted
earlier.

A possible explanation for this beneficial power on effect is that the presence of the nozzle plume
effectively creates a solid body within the potential flow around the model which is not present
during the power off condition. The plume makes the body appear to have a greater fineness ratio
and hence less drag relative to the power off configuration. The plume may also reduce the
adverse pressure gradient on aft facing surfaces of the wing and fuselage due to its displacement
of the potential flow streamlines near the aft end of the configuration. Increasing the nozzle
pressure ratio may result tn greater entrainment of flow into the plume and increased flow velocities
and drag on the configuration.

The jet thrust coefficient of the nozzle, C_,is defined as

C4= T,J(qS)
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Comparison of Spenwise Distribution of Total Pressure Recovery
Between Upper and Lower Ejector Inlets 18 s Function of Trailing Edge Flap Deflection

M=0.32, LEF=3S °, NPr = --3.4, SAR 2.8, TOP-BOTTOM INLETS
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This figure illustrates the effect of trailing edge flap deflection on the spanwise distribution of total

pressure recovery within the upper and lower ejector inlets. The spanwise total pressure recovery
is shown as a ruction of the non-dimensional coordinate of the ejector inlet, y/w, at a single

elevation within the ejector inlets corresponding to a non-dimensional position within the height of
each inlet, z/h=0.69. The inset sketch shows the locations of the survey lines within the rectangular

boundaries of the ejector inlet openings. The plot indicates that total pressure recovery of the

upper ejector inlet is approximately 3-4% less than the values calculated for the lower inlet. This

probably due to the thicker boundary layer on the upper surface of the wing relative to the boundary
layer entering the lower inlet. The lower inlet total pressure recovery also shows much less

spanwise sensitivity to changes in trailing edge flap deflection than the upper inlet. The recovery at
the inboard edge of the lower inlet shows small decreases as the flap deflection is increased. In the

region O.5>y/w>O.75 the upper inlet pressure recovery decreases significantly with increasing flap
deflection.
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Comparison of Spanwlae Distribution of Total Pressure Recovery
Between Inboard and Outboard Ejector Inlets as a Function of Trailing Edge Flap Deflection

M=0.32, LEF=3S °, NPr =3.4, SAR 2.8, SIDE-SIDE INLETS
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This figure illustrates the effect of trailing edge flap deflection on the spanwise distribution of total

pressure recovery within the ejector inlets when oriented in the side-side configuration. At zero
degrees flap deflection, both the magnitude and distribution of the pressure recovery are nearly

identical for the inboard and outboard inlets. The plot shows that significant spanwise non-
uniformity develops as the deflection of the trailing edge flaps is increased from 10 ° to 20 °. Total

pressure deficits as large as 7% are evident in the outboard inlet near y/w=0,25 for the 20 ° flap

case. This is probably due to ingestion of the low energy wake from the trailing edge of the flaps.
The side-side inlet configuration also shows a greater acoustic installation effect than the top-

bottom orientation. This effect may be partially due to the non-uniformity in the inlet flow conditions.
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Acoustics Summary and Conclusions

• ASME and RC nozzles gen•ratad similar acoustic specV• within 2 dB.

• Comp•rad to static operaUon, ASME Jet noise in _ght was decressed downstream end
increased upstream.

• Compared to • point source, distrlbutad Jst sources result in a •mall increase in •xtrapol•tad noise.

• ASME Jet noise increased with nozzle pressure ratio st • faster rate than with the suppressor.

• The greater the suppressor ares ratio (SAR), the better the noise suppression especially at NPR
of 4.0 and above where the the SAR 2.5 was ar_nd 4 EPNdB louder than SAR 3.3.

• The penalty due to !nstaflatton of the suppressor on tim HEAT model was only around 0.? EPNdB
for 4 baseline condition although this changed with off-design configurations.

For example, with the Inboard flap angles set to 20", the Installation effect is around 1.6 EPNdB.
With side-to.side Inlets the Installation effect _ 2.8 EPNdB (see Allan, HEAT Workshop).

• The approach noise PNL values are Increased up to 4 PNdB by Installation on the HEAT wing.

• Suppression was effective over the entire audio range.

• Suppression never exceeded 15 EPNdB (NPR : 3.4) and decreased with either increases In nozzle
pressure ratio or decrease In SAR. The least suppression (SAR 2.8, NP1T-- 4.b'_wae on]y?EPNclB.

• Thrust loss of the Isolated suppressors varied from S percent (static operation) to 14 percent in fllghL
The raUo of suppression to percent thrust loss varied from 0.S to 1.9 EPNdB / percent thrust loss.

Aero Summary and Conclusions
The propulsion-induced effects on a 13.S%-ecale, half-span model of a representative HSCT configuration
were measured during operation of a single, candldeta ejector suppressor nozzle mounted on the inboard
station of the wing. The results of the aerodynamic analyses of the induced effects of propulsion system
can be summarized as follows:

J._

Small favorable Impact on lift for eli configurations analyzed (0,01 to 0.02 CL_).

Largest favorable effect observed with side-side Inlets at 20" flap deflecUon.

Dam
Favorable Impact on drag for moat configurations analyzed (20to 32 counts lass drag),

Pylon tin slmulstor causes small increase In model Co_ relative to fin off configuration.

Pltchlna Moment
Side-sicla inlet configuration shows small change In C.j with trailing edge flap deflection.

L_
Positive Increments yawing from approximately 0,S to 0,!5 LjO for prime model configuration.
Pylon tin causes reduction In L/D when mounted above inboard nozzle.

vvInn & Nn_,',rla Flowfl_ld

Significant change In spanwise flow on upper surface of wing due to angle of attack.
inlet orientation has dramatic effect on inlet total pressure distortion.

_irlna/Flao Surf•ca Pra_surel

Reduction In wing upper surface C pnear ejector Inlets with TE flaps I & 2 at 20":
- High alpha (-14") and NPR = 3.4 &4.5-
- SldHlde Inlet orientation
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Directions for Future Aeroacoustics Testing
Aerodynamics (HEAT 1A_:

• Evaluate effects of duel-nozzle opersUon on high-lift performance.

• Evaluate outbo4rd wing spenwise flow effects on outboard nozzle aero performance.

• Single-nozzle HEAT 1 effects potentially twice as large wJtwo nozzles.

• Measurement of hinge momenta on high-lift system components.

Acoustics (not currsntJv oart cf HEAT 1A'_:

• Possible Increased installation affects:

- Plume-to-plume interactions

- Duel aspirating ejector suppressor nozzles

- Outboard wing apanwlse flow effects on nozzle noise

- Acoustic fatigue (structural) with two noise sources

• Azimuthal variation of noise:

oJet shielding and inboard nacelle shadowing

- Wing flowtield effects on noise propagation

• Enhanced measurement capability:

- Sideline EPNL measurements (ceiling mounted traverse)

- Source IocaUon ss f(O) (traversing phase-array antenna)

- Airframe noise with full landing gear & high-lift simulation

- Improved anechoic environment (40x80 acoustic rood)
- Reduced JFS flow distortion
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